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Abstract

The present research work attempts to shed light on teaching language for

translation. According to Malmkjaer (2004), though language skills are very

prominent in translating, very little has been written about language teaching for

translators. This is the case because, most of the time, translation teachers are not

language teachers. Thus the subject still remains an issue requiring further theoretical

attention as well as experimental exploration.

It is common sense that linguistic competence is the founding component of the

translation activity; without a linguistic competence, no translation competence could

be achieved. Far from engaging into a debate over whether to teach translation and

language simultaneously or not, language enhancement, reinforcement or even

teaching per-se became a fait accompli. Most translation courses whether they are

international (at L’ESIT for instance) or national (in all our translation departments)

comprise language modules as part of their curriculum.

In an undergraduate translation course which combines language with translation

modules, it was assumed that these modules will support each other. In reality

however, students' translations showed little sign of applying language knowledge to

translation. Instead, students’ linguistic behavior in translation modules was

incompatible with their linguistic behavior in language modules concerning

previously learnt constructions.

Aware of the urgent need to disentangle this critical issue and to bring about a

modest contribution to translation teaching, we embarked on highlighting the status

of language teaching for translation in different translation teaching approaches. New

trends of academic research have emerged to explore innovative lines of language
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teaching for translation; most of them tend to focus on one aspect of the process such

as those focusing on reading for translators.

Recent studies showed a revived interest in Contrastive Analysis; surprisingly from

its original perspective. This interest stimulated experimental studies of Contrastive

Metalingual Input ( see Kupferberg) in Second Language Acquisition, and had

positive findings.

In the context of translation teaching, we embrace Bernardini’s in Malmkjaer

(2004)view that one learns the language to become a translator and that language and

translation learning are maximally beneficial, and most economically undertaken,

when they are mutually reinforcing. This study attempts to bridge the gap between

language knowledge and competence and translation practice by implementing a

contrastive analysis approach to language teaching for translation. Its ultimate

objective is to raise students' language-for-translation awareness and enhance their

translation competence through the provision of some original tasks deemed to be

supportive in essence.

This research seeks to develop a language teaching method for translation purposes

which does not ignore the main tenets of translation teaching and sounds compatible

with the best of theoretical language teaching/learning for translation. This method is

learner-centered in orientation and lay heavy emphasis on class dynamics and group

work to raise students’ translation-oriented language awareness and to enhance their

translation competence

Thus the study sets to examine (1) whether implementing a contrastive analysis

approach to language teaching for translation raises students’ translation-oriented

language awareness or not and (2) whether implementing a contrastive analysis
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approach to language teaching for translation enhances the students’ translation

competence or not.

Three types of instruments are used for the investigation of the present study: pre¬

translation questionnaire to examine students’ translation-oriented language

awareness before method implementation, translation pre-tests to assess students’

translation competence before method implementation, translation post-tests to

assess students’ translation competence after method implementation, translation

commentaries to examine students’ translation-oriented language awareness before

and after method implementation.

The results show that the students who underwent a contrastive analysis approach

to language teaching for translation as a teaching method developed a better

translation-oriented language awareness and an improved translation competence as

far as direct translation is concerned. Their errors were few and of significantly

different types and their translations, in general, showed different profile features.
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Introduction

Over the past decade, translation teaching has accumulated a more or less wide range

of research. Though researchers are still divided between teaching, and training;

between passing on -to the student- general abilities that will put him in a position to

cope with the most varying professional situations, or passing on -to him- a number

of competences and specific skills to satisfy the market requirements, the topic has

engendered interesting contributions. Very few of these contributions have tackled the

issue of language teaching for translators despite the fact that language skills are very

prominent in translating!

This doesn’t mean, however, that there is no need to tackle the issue! Many

undergraduate translation courses, which combine language with translation modules

with the aim that these modules will support each other, end up with students showing

little sign of applying language knowledge to translation. In this context, Lederer

(1994 : 139) said: ‘trop d’étudiants arrive à l’université en sachant trop mal la langue

étrangère pour qu’il soit possible de séparer intégralement l’enseignement de la

traduction de celles des langues’

Bernardini in Malmkjaer (2004) advocates that one learns the language to become a

translator and that language and translation learning are maximally beneficial, and

most economically undertaken, when they are mutually reinforcing. Embracing this

view, the present research attempts to account for and bridge the discrepancy between

language knowledge and translation application, by implementing a contrastive
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analysis approach to language teaching for translation. It sets to answer the questions

formulated in the statement of the problem:

‘Does the implementation of a contrastive analysis approach to language teaching for

translational purposes raise the students’ language-for-translation awareness?’

‘Does the implementation of a contrastive analysis approach to language teaching for

translational purposes enhance the students’ transfer competence?

These basic questions allows for the following secondary ones:

1- What constitutes this contrastive analysis approach to language teaching for

translational purposes?

2- How to implement this approach?

3- How to test and evaluate it?

The present study aims at bridging the gap between language knowledge and

translation application. It targets raising language-for-translation awareness and

enhancing the transfer competence of the students via creating links between language

and translation modules. This can be transferrable to creating links between other

knowledge modules and translation with a more general aim of enhancing the

students’ translation competence. Thus, we believe that this study will improve the

general translation competence of the students via a restructured and focused effort of

the undergraduate translation course that combines language, general knowledge and

translation elements. It our premise also that this study will help set up for the

realization of our genuine local as well as strategic objectives.
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Thus, we set to develop an English-for-translation bridge unit which is to be seen in

terms of tasks creating links or bridges between language and translation modules’

lessons. Thus, we will be mainly concerned with implementing a method to teach

language for translation. Our proposed method is based on theoretical and applied

contrasting to be held at the language and translation modules respectively (for more

details of lesson plan see chapter four) without altering the content or organisation of

the English language and the translation modules’ lessons. The method’s aim is to

raise awareness of the similarities and differences between the languages involved

and enhance the transfer competence of the students.

The basic hypotheses of this study are that ‘the implementation of a contrastive

analysis approach to language teachingfor translation raises the students’ language-

for-translation awareness’ and that ‘the implementation of a contrastive analysis

approach to language teaching for translation enhances the students’ transfer

competence’

These basic hypotheses allows for the following secondary ones:

1- The contrastive analysis approach to language teaching for translation, we

propose, is constituted of theoretical and applied contrasting in the form of two

tasks, each with a total of five activities.

2- The implementation of this approach is a long process to be achieved through

three phases: the exploratory, the treatment and the testing.

3- Phase three of the implementation process is devoted to testing and evaluation,

via the very structure of the implementation.
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It is necessary, however, to delimit the use of certain key words in the statement of

the problem as well as the hypotheses:

-Implementation is taken to mean going through a set of tasks, activities and steps

over a period of time (in this study, a whole semester) in the English language and

translation modules (for more details see chapter four).

-A contrastive analysis approach to language teaching for translation refers- in this

study- to the theoretical and applied contrasting set in the English language and

translation modules (or the English-for-translation bridge unit)

-Transfer competence was called in previous descriptions (see chapter one)

‘supercompetence’, ‘translational competence’ and ‘knowing how to translate’

competence. Toury’s explanation that the transfer competence is “an ability to transfer

texts which implies knowledge of structures that are not usually considered part of

bilingual competence” (Toury, 1995 cited in Alves etal, 2001) is the operational

definition we use in this study. We take ‘knowledge of structures that are not usually

considered part of the bilingual competence’ to mean ‘linguistic and cultural

awareness that the translator is dealing with two different systems, enabling him to

avoid linguistic and cultural interference’.

The underlying assumption of this research is that at the basis of translation

competence is the transfer of a source text to a target audience appropriately. Davies

(2004, p 132) talked about “the transfer skills that a translator needs to bridge those two

languages and cultures”. Thus, in this study, we will use the terms ‘translation

competence’ and ‘transfer competence’ interchangeably.

-Enhancing is measured by the percentage of occurrence of interference errors.
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To test the hypotheses of the present research, we employed a combination of

instruments: a students’ questionnaire, a translation pre-test and a translation post-test

and students’ translation commentaries. In addition, we used theoretical and applied

contrasting activities in the treatment phase and a set of procedures in the analysis of

the results.

The present study -a total of five chapters- is divided into a theoretical part

comprising three chapters and a practical part comprising two chapters. Chapter one,

entitled Translation Competence and Translation Teaching, opens with a section

about the definition of the translation competence, then it lays a specification of the

translation competence sub-competences and the development of the notion of

translation competence. The aim is to reflect on the implications for recent training

approaches. The second part of the chapter deals with teaching translation

competence. Here an overview on major recent literature on translation teaching is

appropriate. Then a re-visit of the question of ‘translator education or translator

training’ and some models of translation competence acquisition is presented. Finally

the issue of assessing translation competence is tackled.

Chapter Wo, entitled ‘Contrastive Analysis and Language Teaching for Translation’

opens with, in the first part, an account of the historical development of contrastive

analysis with a special reference to its return to the thought motivating its appearance.

In the second part, it presents an account of the few major researches on ‘language

teaching for translation’ with a concluding theoretical observation that a contrastive

analysis approach is appropriate for language teaching for translation. In chapter

three, entitled ‘Translation Course Class Dynamics’, some researchers who dealt -to

varying degrees- with class dynamics are presented and some of their ideas and even
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practical considerations were adapted to our specific context, needs and objectives. In

chapter four, entitled ‘Implementing the Bridge Unit Class Dynamics’, practical

implementation of the ‘adopted’ and ‘adapted’ class dynamics of our proposed

English-for-translation bridge unit is presented; starting from unit objective statement

, to specific learning outcomes identification, to activities, tasks and projects setting.

Chapter five, entitled ‘Discussion of the Results’, deals with the discussion and

analysis of the results of the translation pre-tests and post-tests, according to the

evaluation criteria. Qualitative results of the experiment lead to the research

implications which are presented in the general conclusion and research implications.

The appendices include the students’ questionnaire, the translation pre-tests, the

translation post-test, texts used in the pilot study, texts used in the treatment phase, the

experimental group’s pre-tests translations, the experimental group’s post-tests

translations, the control group’s pre-tests translations and the control group’s post¬

tests translations.
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Chapter One: Translation Competence and Translation Teaching

1.1 Introduction to the Chapter

Translation competence, a key concept in translation teaching, has invited various

views as to its nature and its influence on translation teaching approaches. The first

part of the chapter will deal with the concept of translation competence. We intend to

go through some general features of translation competence, an empirical description

of translation competence, four proposed definitions of translation competence, sub¬

competences of translation competence and the development of the notion of

‘translator competence’. The aim is to reflect on the implications for recent

translation teaching approaches. The second part of the chapter will deal with

teaching translation competence. Here an overview on major recent literature on

translation teaching seemed appropriate. Principal authors have been grouped from

the methodological perspective according to Kelly (2005); beginning with the

traditional approaches to translation ‘training’, moving on to other learner-centered

pedagogical approaches and to highly professionalized situational approaches. Then

a re-visit of the question of ‘translator education’ ‘or translator training’ and some

models of translation competence acquisition is to be presented. Finally the issue of

assessing translation competence will be tackled.

1.2 An Overview of Translation Competence

In the 1990's, translation competence became one of the key topics in translation

studies. This is partially due to the cognitive turn taken by the discipline during the

80's and the shift of focus from translations as products towards the process of

translation itself. This is also due to universities world wide adapting their translation
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curricula to meet the needs of an increasingly intercultural information society

(Schaffner and Adab, 2000).

In fact, there is general agreement in the literature that translation ability is not an

innate human skill, but at the same time there is no agreement about its nature and

distribution (Shreve, 1997cited in Alves etal., 2001). According to Orozco and

Hurtado Albir (2002), translation studies have not yet yielded a generally accepted

definition and model of translation competence in written translation. Instead,

translation competence was given different names ranging from transfer competence,

translational competence, translator competence, translation performance, translation

ability, and even translation skill. (Nord, 1991; Toury, 1995; Kiraly, 1995; Wills,

1989; Lowe, 1987 and Lowe, 1987 cited in Orozco and Hurtado Albir, 2002). Out of

all these names, ‘translation competence’ is the one with a long research tradition in

other fields. Besides, ‘competence’ understood as an ‘expert knowledge in a specific

area’ (Orozco and Hurtado Albir, 2002), conveys exactly the idea we want to

express. In this respect, Neubert (2000, p. 03) recommended that any definition of

translation competence should consider the complex aspect of translation “...any

attempt at defining competence must take into account the sheer complexity of the

demands that are made on the cognitive faculties and skills of the translator’’.

1.2.1 General Features of Translation Competence

Before embarking into defining the translation competence, Neubert (2000) stated

that there are several ‘contextual features’ underlying the various individual

ingredients of translational knowledge and skills. First, translation is distinguished

from practically all academic professions by being complex. In this respect,

Shaeffner and Adab (2000) pointed to the consensus among translation experts that
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their object of study, i.e. translation, is a complex activity because it involves

expertise in a number of areas and skills. Another distinguisher is heterogeneity

because it requires skills that are usually very different from each other. Then there is

the feature of being approximate i.e. translators cannot be fully competent in all the

fields they have to deal with. Translation competence is also open-ended and

translators are always looking for new ways to say something. This leads to ‘derived

or guided creativity’ since there is a source text which has to be into a new setting.

To attain the desired results translators also have to be aware of the situationality of

translation i.e. to be capable of adapting themselves to both recurring and novel

situations, as well as dealing with the changing situations arising from the very

historicity of their work.

1.2.2 An Empirical Description of Translation Competence

Most data on translator behavior are taken from the Talk About Protocols (TAP)

experiments; in which translators are asked to verbalize their thoughts as they

translate. Many argue that the TAP experiments use, in the majority of the cases,

language students and thus they are not valid for the study of translation competence

(Colina, 2003). Colina (2003, p. 37), however, argue that language students’ TAPs

are valid to the study of the acquisition of translation competence because “of the

nature of translational competence as a continuum (note also that many translators

are not raised as bilinguals, but start out as language students)’’. In our view,

translation competence is different from language competence. In Colina’s own

words (2003, p. 36): “students may transfer patterns of expectations from the

language classroom, therefore failing in the identification of translation-specific
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problems”. Wilss (1993) in Colina (2003, p. 39), from his part, said that the skills

and behavior of translators differ in nature from those of language students.

From these TAP experiments, we got a list of the features of language student

translators:

-They have difficulty isolating problems as well as recognizing weak points in their

translations (Kussmaul, 1995 cited in Colina, 2003). Tirkkonen-condit (1992, p. 439

cited in Colina, 2003, p. 37) said:

the professional is more modest, and more sensitized to noticing those areas in

her translation that may need checking. The non-professional, in contrast, seems

to be more arrogant in her approach and does not voice a need to have her

translation checked.

-They have an excessive fear of interference. Kussmaul (1995 cited in Colina,

2003) noted that semi-professionals avoided formally corresponding words,

favouring a solution that had no formal similarity with the formal word even

when the formal equivalent would have been the most adequate translation in

the target language. This, for Colina (2003, p. 37), shows a deficient or an

“unbalanced application of bottom-up/top-down processes” in translation.

-They fail to use global, contextual and pragmatic information, as opposed to the

professionals who check their work for pragmatic factors, such as text type, audience

and stylistic adequacy.

-Students show evidence of sign-oriented translation, a feature typical of

language learners (Kussmaul 1995; Lorscher 1991, pp. 272 -274, 1992,

p. 153; Konigs 1987, p. 168ff; Krings 1987, p. 271 cited in Colina, 2003,

p. 38) and indicative of excessive reliance on bottom-up processes.
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Colina (1999 cited in Colina, 2003) found that language students and

beginning translators exhibit greater percentage of transfer, i.e., sign

orientation, than professionals even when dealing with low-level

linguistic structures such as prepositional phrases. The reasons of this

state, according to Colina (2003, p. 38), “lie in the bottom-up, sign based

approaches predominant in traditional translation teaching” as well as

“traditional, grammar-based approaches to the teaching of language and

reading comprehension”.

-Students, in their dictionary searches, exhibit a preconceived concept of word

meaning as lists of synonyms associated with the source term rather than a potential

meaning activated within a specific context.

-students tend to allow preconceived ideas and experiences of the world to dominate.

Tirkkonen-condit (1992 cited in Colina, 2003) found that professional translators

attend to textual knowledge and rhetorical sources, while non- professional activate

irrelevant knowledge. The question to be asked here is why students with their

typical sign-oriented processes move to using top-down processing?

-Students do not use paraphrasing to produce their translations; instead the individual

word seems to be the focus of attention, revealing a lack of understanding of

communicative translation on the part of the students.

Some of the above mentioned features (strong reliance dictionary, excessive fear of

interference) point towards a lack of self-awareness and self-confidence in many

students. Kussmaul (1995 cited in Colina, 2003) argues that the better the student is

informed about the processes of translating, the greater the degree of self-awareness

that naturally develops into self-confidence (or self-concept in Kiraly’s (1995 cited in

Colina, 2003) words).
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1.2.3 Definitions of Translation Competence

There are only four explicit definitions of translation competence cited in Orozco

(2002, p. 376):

The first definition is that of Bell (1991, p. 205 cited in Orozco, 2002, p. 376) who

sees translation competence as “knowledge and skills the translator must possess in

order to carry out translation”. Bell -here- concentrates on two aspects of the

translation competence, which are the theoretical knowledge and the practical skills,

without specifying the relationship between the two. Bell (1991, p. 41 cited in

Colina, 2003, p. 30) proposes a model of translator competence consists of:

the knowledge and ability possessed by the translator which permits him/her to

create communicative acts -discourse- which are not only (and not necessarily)

grammatical. ..but socially acceptable.

The second definition is that of Hurtado Albir (1996, p. 48 cited in Orozco, 2002, p.

376) who says that translation competence is “the ability of knowing how to

translate”. Here, Hurtado Albir did not specify how this ability is acquired or what

are its components.

Wills (1982, p. 58 cited in Orozco, 2002, p. 376) from his part says that:

translation competence calls for an interlingual supercompetence (...) based on

a comprehension of the respective SL and TL, including the text pragmatic

dimension and consists of the ability to integrate the two monolingual

competences on a higher level.
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In this definition, the ability to integrate the two monolingual competences

stated above is called by Neubert (2000) 'transfer competence’ . What needs to

be considered, here, are other different dimensions.

As to PACTE (2000cited in Orozco, 2002, p. 376) translation competence is “the

underlying system of knowledge and skills needed to be able to translate”. This

definition is completed by four affirmations:

1. Translation competence is actualised in different ways in different contexts.

2. Translation competence consists basically of operative knowledge.

3. Strategies play a basic role in translation competence.

4. As in any kind of expert knowledge, most translation competence processes are

automatic. These affirmations are, in fact, general explanations for they could not

specify the relation between knowledge and skills.

Colina (2000, p. 30), from her part, mentioned two other definitions of translation

competence, in addition to her own proposition. Kiraly (1990, p. 215 cited in Colina,

2000, p. 30) defines communicative translational competence as “the ability to

interact appropriately and adequately as an active participant in communicative

translation tasks”. Thus, it includes:

1. Ability to consider a source text in its context.

2. Requirement for the translation assignment to produce a target text that is adequate

to the needs of the assignment and the target context.

As to Kiraly’s definition, Colina (2003, p. 30) further explained that translation as a

special type of communicative competence requires “interlingual and intercultural

communicative competence...in addition to separate communicative competences in

Lind L2”.
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A communication-based definition of translation competence by Colina (2003, p.

31) (influenced by the definition of communicative competence in Second Language

Acquisition theory) starts as follows:

in order to achieve the purpose of the translation, the translator has to interpret

meaning in the source text, express it in the target text and negotiate it between

source and target linguistic and cultural communities so that it satisfies the

requirements of the translation brief. The translator’ work is guided by the

communicative purpose of ensuring that the target reader can access those

components of the source message that are necessary to accomplish the

communicative goal of the translation.

In this translation, there is a focused interest in the translation brief. ‘Satisfying the

requirements of the translation brief being the guiding principle of the translator’s

work is a new orientation in the definition of translation competence.

Shreve (1997, p. 130 cited in Colina, 2003, p. 31) proposed a cognitive definition in

which translation ability is seen as “a set of schemata [‘the units that contain the

reader’s knowledge and experience’ (Colina: 2003, p. 43)] for remapping across

culturally bound form-function sets”. In other words, translation ability consists of a

series of knowledge structures or knowledge of relevant facts and procedures that

allow the translator to transfer form and function associations into another form and

function associations into a different culture. In fact, both definitions: the

communicative-based one focusing on the social context of the translation task and

the cognitive definition focusing on the individual (internal elements) are essential to

communicative translational competence.
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In all the above stated definitions, there was a concentration on knowledge and

skills needed to translate. What is this knowledge and how these skills are acquired,

and later measured, however, remain fairly ambiguous. In the following sections, we

will attempt at specifying this knowledge and how these skills are acquired and

measured.

1.2.4 Sub-Competences of the Translation Competence

A brief summary of the views of some authors about translation competence is

presented in Kelly (2005) in a chronological order, to show how the debate has

evolved and how the proposals have influenced each other. These views made

explicit different sub-competences of the translation competence.

1.2.4.1 Sub-Competences of the Translation Competence: Direct Translation

An early description of translation competence for curricular design purposes is

that of Wills (1979, p. 120 cited in Kelly, 2005, p.28) who suggests that a translator

should have three competences:

1. A receptive competence in the source language (the ability to decode and

understand the source text).

2. A productive competence in the target language (the ability to use the

linguistic and textual resources of the target language)

3. A supercompetence, basically defined as ability ‘to transfer’ messages

between linguistic and textual systems of the source culture and linguistic and

textual systems of the target culture. These are general sub-competences that

could include more specific elements.
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As for Delisle (1980, p. 235cited in Kelly, 2005, p. 28), there are four major

essential competences: linguistic, encyclopaedic, comprehension and re-expression

competences. Delisle later accepts Roberts’ (1984, p. 172 cited in Kelly, 2005)

description of the translation competence in the following five points:

1. Linguistic competence (understanding in the source language and expressing in

the target language)

2. Translational competence (ability to grasp the meaning of the source language

and ‘transfer’ it into the target language) (emphasis ours).

3. Methodological competence (ability to document oneself)

4. Disciplinary competence

5. Technical competence (ability to use different data bases ...)

The sub-competences concerning the methodological and the technical ones can be

grouped under the disciplinary competence and can be seen as an addition to the

previous proposal.

In one of the major works by the functionalist school of translation, Nord (1991, p.

235 cited in Kelly, 2005, p. 29) claims that the essential competences required of a

translator are: competence of text reception and analysis, research competence,

transfer competence, competence of text production, competence of translation

quality assessment, and linguistic and cultural competence of the source and the

target languages. The research competence and the competence of translation quality

assessment are the additional competences to previous proposals. These might be

seen as an influence of the professional aspect of translation proposed by Nord.

Pym(1992, 29), from his part, distinguished between knowledge shared by

translators and other professionals and the “specifically translational part” of the

translators:
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1-The ability to generate a target text series (target textl, target text2.... target text n)

for a source text.

2- The ability to select only one target text from this series for a specified

purpose and reader.

The sub-competence of selecting a target text for a specified purpose and reader is

to be seen, once again, as an influence of the professional aspect of translation.

Gile (1995, p. 20 cited in Kelly, 2005, p. 29) offers a description of “components of

translation expertise” as “passive command of passive working languages; active

command of active working languages; sufficient knowledge of subject matter of

texts and speeches; knowing how to translate”. The last sub-competence of knowing

how to translate refers us back to the ambiguity of what consists this ‘how to

translate’.

Hurtado Albir (1996, p. 34 cited in Kelly, 2005, p. 30) offers a list of five sub¬

competences: linguistic competence in two languages; extralinguistic competence;

analysis and synthesis; “translational competence”; professional competence.

‘Translationanl competece’ once again is no more explicit than translation

competence.

Hatim and Mason (1997, p. 205) in Kelly (2005, p. 30) propose a model of

‘translator abilities’ in which three different areas of skills are contemplated: source

text processing skills, transfer skills and target text processing skills. This

categorisation is similar to that proposed by Wills in scope, though different in

wordings.

According to Schaffner and Adab, eds. (2000, p. 170) the scientific community

agrees that ‘translation is a complex activity consisting of several interrelated sub¬

competences’.
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PACTE (2000 cited in Orozco and Hurtado Albir, 2002) provided six sub¬

competences that are:

1. Communicative Competence:

This sub-competence is the system of underlying knowledge and skills necessary for

linguistic communication. In this competence, there are linguistic, discourses and

sociolinguistic components and it should be separated into understanding in SL and

production in the target language.

However, as Presas (2000) stated, translation competence cannot be acquired by

improving bilingual competence alone.

2. Extraliguistic competence:

This sub-competence is composed of general world knowledge and specialist

knowledge. Sub-components may include explicit or implicit knowledge about

translation, bicultural, encyclopaedic and subject knowledge.

3. Instrumental-professional:

Is knowledge and skills related both to the tools of trade and profession. Sub¬

components may be knowledge and use of all kinds of documentation sources and

new technologies. Knowledge of the work market (translation briefs, etc.) and how to

behave as a professional translator in relation to professional ethics are part of this

sub-competence ( PACTE, 2000, pp. 101-102 cited in Beeby, 2004, pp. 44-45).

4. Psycho-physiological:

Is the ability to use all psycho motor, cognitive and attitudinal resources. For

instance, the psycho motor skills for reading and writing; cognitive skills (memory,

attention, creativity and logical reasoning); psychological attitudes (curiosity,

perseverance, rigour and self-confidence). The problem- solving process, according

to PACTE (2000, pp.101-102) in Beeby (2004) is a series of recursive complex acts
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that leads from an initial state to an objective. The first stage in this process is

problem recognition. Examples of strategies are: main and secondary ideas

distinction, conceptual relationships establishing, information searching,

paraphrasing...etc.

5. Strategic competence:

It includes all the individual procedures, conscious and unconscious, verbal and non

verbal, used to solve the problems found during the translation process.

6. Transfer competence:

According to Toury (1986) in Orozco and Albir (2002), “ there is an innate ability

which is coextensive with bilingualism and is mainly linguistic [...] the translator

must also develop a second ability, that of transfer, in order to develop translation

competence”. Toury (1995) in Alves etal. (2001) further explained, the intersection

of dual language competences doesn’t necessarily create translation competence; it is

an additional competence that doesn’t appear solely because of bilingual abilities.

Toury called this transfer competence, “an ability to transfer texts which implies

knowledge of structures that are not usually considered part of bilingual

competence”. This sub-competence is “the central competence of the translation

competence, and integrates all the others” (Orozco, 2000, p. 199). It is the ability to

complete the ‘transfer process’ from SL to TT i.e., to understand the SL and re¬

express it into the TL taking into account the translation's function and the

characteristics of the receptor. Sub-components as presented in Orozco (2000)

include:

a. Comprehension competence: which is the ability to analyze, synthesize and

activate extraliguistic knowledge so as to capture the sense of the text.
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b. The ability to deverbalise and to maintain SL and TL in separate compartments

(i.e., to control interference).

c. Re-expression competence: This is the textual organization and creativity in the

TL.

d. Competence in carrying out the translation project (the choice of the most

adequate method).

Both strategic and transfer competences are central and govern all the others. Thus,

the translation competence is essentially operative knowledge (knowing how) in

which the strategic component is primordial.

Neubert (2000, p. 6) in Kelly (2005, p. 30) proposes an ‘approximate ’ (in his

words) classification of the components of the translation competence: linguistic,

textual, specific subject area, cultural and transfer competence. He further suggested

that these competences are interrelated and that the overall competence is

characterized by its ‘complexity, heterogeneity, approximation, open-endedness,

creativity, situationality, and historicity’ (Neubert, 2000, p. 05) (previously

mentioned features of the translation competence).

For Neubert (2000, p. 06), the word ‘parameters’ is a better word to describe “the

(different) degrees to which individual translators have developed their respective

competences’’. He added that there are five parameters of translation competence.

These parameters overlap, to some extent, with the sub-competences of translation

competence proposed by the PACTE (2000):

1. Language Competence:

A translator is not only someone who knows several languages, he should have “a

near-perfect knowledge of the niceties of the grammatical and lexical systems of the

source and target languages” (Neubert, 2000, p. 07). These are the “basic
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ingredients” of translation competence, to borrow Neubert’s words. This linguistic

competence includes knowledge of the repertoires of the languages for special

purposes i.e., terminologies and preferred syntactic and morphological conventions.

Neubert (2000, p. 07), in this context, pointed to the importance of the mother-

tongue knowledge and skills which are very often “grossly underestimated by the

translation student; also alas by the practitioner”.

According to Davies (2004, p. 132), the greater the students’ command of the

languages involved in the translation, the better is their performance in the translation

tasks. She emphasized the greater importance of the correct expression in the target

language (usually their LI) and of being aware of interferences and negative transfer.

However, translation -as agreed by all translation researchers including Neubert

(2000)- is more than a linguistic topic. In the same respect, many studies have shown

that bilingual competence, though a necessary condition does not guarantee

translation competence (Presas, 2000).

2. Textual competence:

In fact, according to Neubert (2000), though words and structures exist and are

describable by themselves as systemic elements, they follow significant patterns

when they feature in texts or genres of texts. Here translators must be ‘sensitised’ to

identify textual features in addition to linguistic ones. Competence profiles are

characterized by specialized proficiencies in selected textual domains such as the

technical, legal and the literary ones.

3. Subject Competence:

Subject competence refers to familiarity with what constitutes the body of

knowledge of the area a translation is about. Subject Knowledge i.e., encyclopaedic

as well as highly specialist knowledge is not necessarily active and available all the
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time. Translators must know, rather, the ways and means of how to access this when

needed.

For Davies (2004), the encyclopaedic knowledge includes recognizing the cultural

references imbedded in the text and intertextual aspects, and being aware of the

importance of familiarity with the subject dealt with in the text, with the history,

principles and theories of translation. Encyclopaedic knowledge affects the global

quality of a translation even more than the linguistic one. Davies said (2004, p.132):

“ the more they[students] know about what lies behind the words, the greater will be

their grasp of aspects such as intention, function, effect or style”.

4. Cultural Competence:

The parameter of cultural competence is not only confined to literary matters,

technical texts are often culture-bound too. Neubert (2000) provided the example of

the culture specific terminologies in the quasi mathematical measurements as in the

specifications for steel in English and German. Translators, according to

Neubert(2000), cannot but mediate between the culture of the sender and that the

recipient.

5. Transfer Competence:

The transfer competence refers to the tactics and strategies of converting LI texts

into L2 texts. It is the distinguishing domain of a translator.

Also called transference skills by Davies (2004, p. 132) refer to mental operations

needed to optimise the relation established between linguistic competence and

encyclopaedic knowledge, and to transfer a text to a target audience. They include

decision-making, resourcing skills, and mental characteristics favourable to the

development of the translator’s work.
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Deborah Cao’s (1996) in Colina (2003, p. 33) model is adequate for communicative

translation (because it reflects the components of communicative language) and has

the following sub-competences: translational language competence, translational

knowledge structures and translational strategic competence:

1. Translational language competence consists of:

a. An organizational competence including grammatical competence (vocabulary,

morphology and syntax) and textual competence (cohesive rhetorical organization)

b. A pragmatic competence including illocutionary competence (idealistic, heuristic

and imaginative functions) and socio-linguistic competence (dialectal, regional,

cultural references and figures of speech) (summarized from Cao’s (1996, p. 330)

figure of the components of translational language competence in Colina (2003, p.

33))

2. Translational knowledge structures include knowledge of the world and the

specialized knowledge necessary for performing a particular translation task.

3. Translational strategic competence enacts the language and knowledge

necessary to perform a communicative translation task; it relates the other two sub¬

competences to the context of translation, thus enabling interlingual and cross-

cultural communication. This sub-competence refers to the 'transfer' sub¬

competence in other models. What is interesting, in the present model, is the use of

two key words: translational language knowledge and translational strategic

competences, thus linking language, knowledge and strategy to a ‘purpose’. This is

in essence similar to our posited thought that we need to teach language for

translation purposes, not just language. The second key word in the model is

‘communicative’ in the expression ‘a communicative translation task’. Here, we

believe that we should never deviate from the translation’s most natural and primary
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aim which is to communicate. This idea is very important because it controls, to our

sense, the acceptance of new concepts and ideas, sometimes irrelevant to translation

principles.

1.2.4.2 Sub-Competences of the Translation Competence: Inverse

Translation

Campbell (1998, p. 154), from his part, suggests a model of translation into the

second language based on three competences: target language textual

competence, disposition and monitoring competence. In the same book,

Campbell formulates four basic principles relating to translation competence

models:

1. Translation competence can be divided into sub-competences which can be

used as building blocks in curriculum design.

2. Translation education is a matter of intervention in the development of the

various sub-competences.

3. Students may attain different levels of the various sub-competences due to

imbalance in their bilingual skills.

4. Translation quality assessment is to be seen as a matter of profiling learners’

competence rather than just measuring the quality of their output.

In the same respect, Beeby (2000) specified sub-components of inverse translation

(to translate into a foreign language as opposed to direct translation which is to

translate into the mother tongue). Though these components overlap with the

previous models, still differences might arise. This inverse translation competence

includes four types:

1. Transfer competence: this includes three components
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a. Awareness of the translation process:

1. advanced reading skills in the source language: pragmatic purpose and inter-

textuality.

2. Deverbalisation skills.

3. Reformulation and composition skills in the TL.

b. Awareness of the multiple contexts involved in translation (SL text, SL text

author, purpose, reader of TL text, purpose of the translation).

c. Awareness of interdependence of micro and macro structures in text and

translation.

2. Contrastive Linguistic competence which includes:

a. knowledge of typographical differences between SL and TL.

b. knowledge of lexical differences between SL and TL (limitation of dictionaries).

c. knowledge of syntactical differences between SL and TL.

3. Contrastive discourse competence which includes:

a. Knowledge of text genre differences between SL and TL.

b. Awareness of the relationship between context and register (field, mode and

tenor) and how the priorities and restrictions of each translation situation depend

on this.

c. Knowledge of differences in textual coherence and cohesion between SL and

TL.

4. Extraliguistic competence:

a. knowledge of pragmatic and semiotic differences between SL culture and TL

culture.

b. documentation skills : the use of dictionaries, encyclopaedias, databases, parallel

texts, experts, etc...
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Beeby (2004, p. 42) sees the model, as any other theoretical model, as one way of

segmenting reality. Despite that, it shows certain flexibility: “The model allows and

expects that the importance of different competencies will vary in different

translation situations”. Beeby (2004, p. 42) illustrated his point of view by the

example of the translation brief which will always be central to any professional

translation or professional translation training.

The contrastive linguistic and contrastive discourse competences can be grouped

under the same competence, focusing on the contrastive aspect. In most of the cases

so far, we tried to regroup the sub-competences of the translation competence under

more general headings since we noticed that most of them are details of basic

components.

What is more important, as far as practice is concerned, to our view is what sub¬

competence should be primary in the language class. In this context, Beeby (2004, p.

42)said:

In order to decide which sub-competence should be given priority in the

foreign language class, the language teacher should know what the students are

learning or are going to learn in other classes and what the objectives of the

translation and interpreting classes are at different levels.

These ‘directives’ were particularly important for the organisation of the

experimental part of the present study. Issues of inter-module coordination and

objective setting are covered in the methodology chapter.

As can be noticed from the above-discussion, translation competence sub¬

competences vary from one proposal to another. In this respect, Kelly (2005, p. 31)

asserted that
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although there is a level of agreement on some of the components of translation

competence, particularly on the need for linguistic knowledge, there is an

incredible variety of conceptual and terminological approaches.

Still, there is an overlapping between the different proposals. Specifically distinct

ones are the three sub-competences models of Wills and Hatim and Mason and the

six sub-competences models of the PACTE group and Neubert. The first model

includes receptive (source text processing skills), productive (target text processing

skills) and transfer (supercompetence) competences. To our sense, both receptive and

productive competences are general enough to include communicative,

extralinguistic, psycho-physiological, instrumental, and strategic competences. We

can invest in the model and extend its three branches. The remaining transfer

competence is the one distinguishing the domain of the translator, as said by Neubert

(2000). More interesting than adding to the list of sub-competences, we believe, that

accurate integration of the emerging sub-competences in the three general sub¬

competences will be a more fruitful effort, because as Neubert (2000, p. 13) said: “

translators’ knowledge and skills, to a much greater degree than those of other

professionals, are open ended and have to be augmented practically every day and ad

infinitum”. To deal with tasks springing from translation needs and aims, translators

have to expand and sharpen their competence systematically and specifically; while

at the same time not loosing oneself into a “limbo” of competences. Approaching

translation competence from a constant awareness of the interdependence of any

individual facet

The second model includes the six sub-competences aforementioned. What can be

said is that the instrumental as well as the psycho-physiological competences can be
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included under the extralinguistic competence in the same way as knowledge about

translation, bicultural, encyclopaedic and subject knowledge are included under it.

The underlying assumption of this research is that at the basis of translation

competence is the transfer of a source text to a target audience appropriately. For

Davies (2004, p. 132),

a bilingual may have a high degree of linguistic competence in two languages

with the necessary encyclopedic knowledge behind them, but not the transfer

skills that a translator needs to bridge those two languages and cultures. This

aspect includes decision-making, resourcing skills, and mental characteristics

favorable to the development of the translator’s work.

Thus, in this research, we want to enhance the development of the transfer

competence in our students by adopting a ‘contrastive analysis approach to language

teaching for translation’. The transfer competence was called in the previous

descriptions ‘supercompetence’, ‘translational competence' and ‘knowing how to

translate’ competence. In this research, we will use the term ‘translation

competence’. In fact, Toury’s explanation that the transfer competence is an ability

to transfer texts which implies knowledge of structures that are not usually

considered part of bilingual competence is particularly interesting. We understand

knowledge of structures that are not usually considered part of the bilingual

competence as being mainly the linguistic and cultural awareness that the translator

is dealing with two different systems.
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1.2.5 The Shift from ‘Translation’ Competence to ‘Translator’ Competence

As a result of the emergence of new technology (in the last two decades) which has

drastically changed the working environment of professional translators, Anderman

and Rogers (2000) argue that translation competence can no longer be defined in

isolation but must be viewed in relation to the requirements of a rapidly developing

information society. In this respect, Dimitrova (2005) preferred using the term

'translator competence' to reflect his view that it is a professional competence.

If we consider the profession world, for instance, we can notice that because of

advances in technology, most translators today have word processors, spell-checkers,

on and off-line dictionaries in addition to panoply of other software resources to

make the translation process more efficient. At the same time, demands by the

marketplace have increased exponentially; turnaround time has been reduced,

translating large projects through coordination with colleagues from different cities,

countries and continents, and doing extensive online research. Translators should

even know about desktop publishing, HTML editing, computer-assisted terminology

management, and the intricacies of file conversion, compression and transmission.

For Kiraly (2003, p. 13):

Translators can no longer be seen as bilingual scribes; they are multi¬

faceted interlingual mediators with a broad range of skills and capabilities

that are essential to efficient text production

Thus, according to Kiraly (2003), most translation scholars would agree that acts of

translation involve the interplay of social, cognitive and cultural as well as linguistic

processes. Consequently, the translator’s basic tools include: intuition, creativity,

multi-cultural experience, and the awareness of his mental problem-solving
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strategies, along with collaborative skills for negotiating with clients, coordinating

and participating as a team member in large-scale projects, and seeking out expert

assistance as necessary.

In this way, Kiraly (2003, p. 14) explains, both the study and practice of translation

have evolved from being well structured and narrowly defined domains to being an

ill-structured domain encompassing an enormous range of skills and knowledge. In

such a domain, there is no single way to reach a solution and no single correct

solution to a particular problem. There are no rules governing how to translate and

“there is no universal arbiter of right and wrong”. The authority that decides what

makes a translation acceptable resides within the norms of the community of

translators itself. The learner, here, actively assimilates and co-constructs his own

emerging authority and autonomy as he enters the community of practitioners.

In the same respect, kiraly (2003) continues, changes in the profession over the past

half century and recent findings of the extensive and multifaceted academic work

and research in translation studies are the reasons for a radical change in the way

novice translators are instructed.

How then academic institutions are facing up to the challenges posed and what

steps are they taking to prepare future translators for this brave new world?

(Emphasis ours).

1.2.5.1 Matching ‘Translator Training’ and the Demands of Industry

To address the problem of the discrepancy existing between the priorities of

university training programmes and the rapidly changing demands placed on

translators in the market place, two early symposia ware organized by the German

Federal Association of Interpreters and Translators (one in 1970, the second in
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1983). In the latter symposium, a committee was set up to bring about changes and

refinements to existing courses which would better equip translator trainees for the

world outside academia. The 1986’s initiative or Memorandum containing

recommendations for structuring the content of courses of a profession-oriented

academic programme in translation and interpreting has been incorporated into a

wider programme known as the POSI (practice-oriented curriculum for the training

of translators and interpreters ( Anderman and Rogers, 2000)

In 1996, the POSI meeting still cannot reconcile the perspective of the

employers/professionals with that of the trainers, particularly with regard to what are

perceived to be the immediate and very specific requirements of the market. Then, a

number of POSI meetings were held subsequently focused on making translator

training more responsive to changing market needs.

1.2.5.2 Importance of Subject Field Knowledge for ‘Translator Training’

The approach taken to specialist subject knowledge was either an integrated course

of lectures, specially designed for the student translators; or a purely text-based

approach, where no subject lectures are offered. Anderman and Rogers (2000)

characterized the former as centripetal and the latter as centrifugal. In the centripetal

approach, translation practice is treated as the focus of application of a number of

skills, principles and knowledge (knowledge of various subject domains:

terminology, text typology, discourse structure, etc). This helps introducing the

students to the principles of researching a subject and provides a template for

methods and principle with which to approach other non-related subjects. As to the

centrifugal approach, it starts from the text whose translation is treated as a window
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on related and relevant skills, principles and knowledge. This helps in exposing the

students to a wide range of subject fields.

In general, it is suggested (in Anderman and Rogers, 2000) that establishments

confer and decide on the specialist subject to be included in their programmes in the

light of local conditions and the human resources available for teaching these

subjects. Anderman and Rogers (2000, 68) suggest that, in order to fill the gap with

respect to the need for increased specialization, potential employers should take their

responsibility:

In a way, narrow specialization would more appropriately seem to be the remit

of professional organizations than academic institutions, as translators already

working in the professional market are clearly more aware of its specific

requirements, leaving the responsibility to the universities to introduce

students to research, evaluation and translational practice, i.e. to introduce

them to transferable skills

In fact, we totally agree with this point of view. Education's mission in the context of

undergraduate translation courses, as we believe, is to provide a solid basis on which

students can build specialization in the field later on. Potential employers can play an

important role in this respect, providing training periods or “des stages de formation”

for new recruits. This is as far as immediate market needs are concerned. As far as

higher specialization is concerned, post graduate courses at the university level can

be specialized.
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1.2.5.3 The Need of Theory for ‘Translator Training’

The Memorandum (in Anderman and Rogers, 2000) stressed the need for higher

education establishments to ensure that the students are equipped with the necessary

tools for research in translation, especially that they will be future teachers. Thus

courses in translation theory and terminology science are of vital importance. It

further acknowledged that there is a wealth of information simply from the study of

different views on translation. The Memorandum emphasized the importance of

applying theory through its integration with practice. According to Anderman and

Rogers (2000 ), what is more important than integrating theory into the curriculum is

addressing the more practical issues of implementation, organization, integration and

the availability of suitably qualified and experienced teachers. For Anderman and

Rogers (2000, p. 69):

Indeed, the need for translators to be aware not only of available resources (and to be

able to evaluate them) but also to create their own becomes ever more acute as

knowledge grows more specialized on the one hand and interdisciplinary on the other

1.3 An Overview of Translation Teaching

The following is brief account of the history of translation teaching, definition of

translation teaching, characteristics of translation teaching and major approaches to

‘translator training’ .

1.3.1 A Brief History of Translation Teaching

According to Kelly (2005, p. 06), the institutionalization of training has proved to

be a ‘powerful’ and an ‘irreversible’ movement, despite the fact that self-taught and

informally trained translators will probably continue to join ‘the ranks of the
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profession’. This is due to, Kelly (2005, p. 06) continues, the activity’s nature and the

sectors in which it is carried out.

Kelly (2005) listed the following institutions devoted to generalist translator and/

or interpreter training among others: the Moscow Linguistic University (1930),

Université de Genève (1945), before the Second World War and the Univesitat

Innsbruck (1945), Ecole Supérieur d’Interpretes et de Traducteurs (1950’s), after the

Second World War.

Due to the internationalization of the economy, there was a growing need for

professional translators and interpreters, which led to the extension of courses in an

increasing number of countries (Algeria, Belgium, Canada, Italy, Netherlands,

Australia, Denmark, UK, Spain...). Caminade and Pym (1998 cited in Kelly, 2005)

calculated more than 250 courses worldwide in the 1990's.

Institutional training ranges from undergraduate courses (Germany, Belgium,

Spain, Canada) to postgraduate ones (France, US); and from fully integrated courses

into the university system (linked to departments and including higher proportion of

theoretical elements) to those offered by institutions (granting vocational diplomas

and including only a minimum of theoretical content). The latter do not lead on to

postgraduate education. There are also general courses and specialized courses in

specific areas of translation (literary translation, technical translation, legal

translation, audiovisual translation, etc). The length of these courses varies from

short -one year- to long -five years- courses (Kelly, 2005).

Within Western Europe, translator training is carried out principally by

universities and other institutions of higher education. The training comprises in

addition to the linguistic competence, cultural and translation competence. There are

two main models; a four-year first degree and a one-year second degree (the former
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widespread in the European mainland and the latter in the UK). Other opportunities

for ad hoc training also exist through companies and professional organizations.

Thus universities still carry the main responsibility for basic training, and in some

cases, for further training in many countries in Europe; and the accreditation of

translators is achieved largely through these institutions (Anderman and Rogers:

2000). In this case, according to Anderman and Rogers (2000), any criticisms are to

be directed to universities and academics who design and implement curricula.

Despite that, Anderman and Rogers (2000, p. 64) favor universities to be the most

suitable environment for translation teaching since future translators will work in “a

world of lawyers, accountants, teachers and other accredited and recognized professionals”

In most of the Arab universities, translation courses are part English programmes,

but they do not have an explicit rationale. In this respect, Emery (2000, p. 105) said:

“Translation courses are found in most Arab University English programmes but the

rationale for their existence is seldom made explicit”.

In Algeria, translation courses are provided by translation departments in

universities, with a four-year undergraduate course, for those students who fulfill

certain criteria of language marks and general average in the Baccalaureat exam ( see

appendix for criteria sheet), followed by a two-year postgraduate course (called école

doctorale) for those students who have succeeded in an entrance test. The entrance

test is open to undergraduate students from the departments of Arabic, English,

French and translation alike. The undergraduate course offers theoretical knowledge

as well as translation practice. The postgraduate course offers specialized theoretical

knowledge and specialized practice.

Non-institutional training, on the other hand, is not only confined to early

translators, some contemporary translators are not trained at universities. This type of
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training is offered by professional bodies and the industry itself. It takes the form of

short courses dealing with specific aspects of the translator’s work such as new

technologies, marketing, tax, copyright, etc. The American Translators’ Association

(ATA), for example, organizes longer-term programmes, whereby senior

experienced professionals offer guidance to novice translators over a period of time.

Some larger translation companies run short staff development courses and longer

initial training for recent recruits. Other companies have agreements with universities

to offer work placements to advanced level students (Kelly, 2005).

In the Algerian context, however, institutionalized teaching is almost the only route

to join the profession. Major translation offices in Constantine, are authorized offices

with staff fulfilling university education in the domain.

Academic associations in the field of translation are devoted to research issues, such

as promoting research into translator teaching in general. Our national translator

association is an academic body that strives for the translators’ rights.

1.3.2 Definition of Translation Teaching

According to Hatim (2001, pp. 162-163), translation teaching covers different

settings and purposes. He stated that translation teaching is a

varied activity that subsumes the training of translators and interpreters, either

within institutionalised settings (e.g. universities) or outside (e.g. self-learning),

and the use of translation as a mode of achieving other goals (e.g. in language teaching)

He added that the contexts of this activity are various: translation schools, in-service

departments of national and international organizations. The activity involves a
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number of tasks such as curriculum design, material writing, course delivery and

implementation (teaching, selection of candidates, etc.).

1.3.3 Characteristics of Translation Teaching

According to Wilss (2004, p. 13), one of the characteristic features of translation

teaching is the combination of knowledge and skills. The typical and identifying

centre of translation teaching is the interlingual and intercultural information

processing. He said:

A discipline such as translation teaching shows that translational information

processing in the long run should offer a way of turning the notorious “black box”

of the translator into a “white box”, more amenable to systematized translation

teaching than the analytically almost impenetrable black box

Translation is, as well, a multifarious subject matter: it is difficult and almost

impossible to draw a hard-and-fast line around the domain of translation. Wilss

(2004, p. 13) said: “there may well be no single approach to translation teaching

which is, even theoretically, capable of organizing this vast plurality of concerns”.

Translation training is not new, but as Davies (2004, p. 11) puts it “its interest in

the most recent pedagogical approaches is”. Because translation’s closest relative is

language learning ( be it native or foreign), so drawing from language teaching

approaches and ideas, then selecting, integrating and adapting the special

characteristics of translation seems a logical solution (Davies: 2004). However, as

Davies (2004) explains language teaching approaches and translation teaching

approaches cannot be identical, because translation competence goes beyond

language learning and has different objectives.
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From our part, being aware that adopting an approach to a topic can have three

different implications (Malmkjaer, 2007, pp. 20-21):

1. To approach the topic with a particular theory belonging to another field of

study in mind, and try to widen that theory to encompass the topic within its

sphere of explanation. This results in the topic being a special case of the

other discipline.

2. To develop the topic by applying to it a theory drawn from another discipline.

This results in the topic being a sub-branch of the informing discipline.

3. To apply knowledge gained in another discipline to the topic, while still

considering it to be subject specific. This permits insights from the other

discipline to feed into the topic to widen its scope and better understand its

inherent phenomena.

We consider translation teaching as being of a special nature, despite using

different sources of insights.

1.3.4 Major Approaches to ‘Translator Training’

Kelly (2005), in her A Handbook to Translator Trainers, proposed the following

categorization of the translation teaching approaches. We favour the use of the

expression ‘translation teaching’ rather than ‘translation training' as we do advocate

the point of view of education rather than training. A discussion of this point is to be

provided in the last section of this chapter. In the following review, however, we will

abide to Kelly’s terminology.
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1.3.4.1 Early ‘Training’ Approaches

Establishing clear objectives for translator training was first applied by the

Canadian scholar Delisle in 1980. In his L’analyse du Discoure Comme Méthode de

Traduction (1980), Delisle suggested 23 teaching objectives for an introductory

course in English- French translation. In a subsequent publication, La Traduction

Raisonnée (1993), Delisle distinguished between general and specific objectives. He

enumerated nine specific objectives ( Delisle, 1993, p. 16 cited in Kelly, 2005, pp.

11-12)

1. The metalanguage of translation

2. Translation for beginners.

3. Basic documentary research skills for translators

4. A method for translation work

5. The cognitive process of translation

6. Writing conventions

7. Lexical difficulties

8. Syntactic difficulties

9. Drafting difficulties

For each of these objectives, Delisle proposed a wide range of class activities. Later

than 1998, Delisle suggested using Bloom’s taxonomy for the formulation of

teaching objectives. According to Kelly (2005), Delisle’s translational approach was

partly informed by ‘la théorie du sens’ and also partly by the contrastivist tradition of

Vinay and Darbelnet (1977). For Delise, planning these objectives was meant to

facilitate communication between teachers and students, in addition to the choice of

teaching tools which suggests different learning activities and a basis from which to

assess learning (Delisle, 1998, pp. 21-2 cited in Kelly, 2005, p. 12). Delisle’s most
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important contribution was the application of basic teaching principles to translation

classes which is the establishment of clear and achievable objectives (Kelly, 2005).

In the present study, we cared for having clear and achievable teaching objectives.

1.3.4.2 Towards Profession-Based Learner-Centered Approaches

Nord’s model for translator training was based on the premise that training should

simulate professional practice. In other words, training should have a meaningful

realistic purpose. The proposal of Nord (1988, 1991) is centered on a translation

oriented and functionalist model for text analysis. To develop translation

competence, Nord (1991) proposes realistic translation tasks to be performed by

students after answering the following questions:

Who is to transmit a text? To whom? What for? By what medium? Where? When?

Why? With what function? On what subject matter is he to say? What? What (not)?

In which order? Using which non verbal elements? In which words? In what kind of

sentences? In which tone? To what effect (Nord, 1991, p. 144 cited in Kelly, 2005,

P-13).

Nord's approach is a clear move towards professional realism in the classroom.

However, Nord emphasizes the gradual nature of the acquisition of translation

competence and the need for considerable teacher intervention, in the early stages of

training (Kelly, 2005). Colina (2003), however, advocated that the purpose is not to

go through a checklist, but to facilitate acquisition of translation competence by

helping students modify translation-specific schemata.

The list of questions proposed by Nord (1991) constituted the basis for the concept

of the translation brief and goes in accordance with Lederer (1990) three principles

of fidelity ( au vouloire dire de l’auteur, aux moyens propres de la langue d’arrivée et
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au destinataire de la traduction). The translation brief could not be ignored in all

subsequent approaches and models. In an article entitled ‘The Translation Brief: a

Tool from Professionals to Academics’ (Chelli, 2010), I tried to account for the

benefits of the translation brief ; while at the same time pointing to its limitations as

far as the translation of ideological aspects are concerned

1.3.4.3 Process-Centered Approaches to ‘Translator Training’

According to Fox (2000), the process approach to translator training is necessarily a

learner-centered and needs-based. She added that it incorporates problem-solving

methodologies (involving collaboration on the part of teachers and students) and

includes procedures for learning (taking into account the actual social situation of the

classroom where learning occurs).

Both Delisle and Nord insist on the importance of process for training as opposed

to the traditional tendency to emphasize the end product or students’ translations. It

is believed that in mastering the process, students gradually acquire professional

expertise. According to Gile (1995, p. 10 cited in Kelly, 2005, p. 14)

More specifically, rather than simply giving students texts to translate,

commenting on them by saying what is ‘right’ and what is ‘wrong’ in

the target language versions produced, and counting on the accumulation

of such experience and indications to lead trainees up the learning curve, the

process oriented approach indicates to the good translation principles, methods

and procedures (emphasis in the original).

The process-oriented approach has many advantages, such as focusing on one

aspect of the process at a time and the translation strategies which allow students to
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assimilate how to work. In the process-oriented approach, progress is faster and

greater flexibility is possible in areas such as linguistic acceptability or fidelity. This

approach is especially appropriate at the early stages of training (Kelly, 2005). This

approach is clearly witnessed in this research in the correction phase; after each

group has handed up the first draft of the translated text. Oral comments focus on the

strategies used and on alternative strategies proposed by individual students. Some

strategies spring out from the genuine situation or the emotions engendered in

specific lessons (especially that the present research used literary texts as translation

assessment material); as the same sentence and/or paragraph would call for other

strategies with a different group of students (as opposed to sub-groups in the same

group).

1.3.4.4 Cognitive and Psychological Research Applied to ‘Training’

In the nineties, an empirical approach to the study of translation based on the

cognitive science suggested applications to the training of translators. Kiraly, one of

its major authors, carried a think-aloud protocol study (about inverse translation)

which gave rise to a tentative model of the translation process on which to base

training. A central concept in this model is the translator’s self-concept. For Kiraly

(1995 cited in Kelly, 2005), the development of the awareness of the translator’s role

is a key aim of training. He offered some considerations to improve training

programmes which can be summarized from Kelly (2005, p.15) as follows:

1. Teaching must focus on kinds of associations: interlingual, intercultural and

intertextual.

2. Teaching can be based on EA to improve the acquisition of intuitive skills and

teach conscious strategies for problem resolution.
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3. At advanced levels, specific training and pedagogical intervention are

necessary for the acquisition and development of translation skills.

4. Teaching must have a theoretical framework allowing the identification of

cognitive resources to be acquired by students and the pedagogical tools for

teaching and testing them.

In the same respect, the TRAP (translation process) research group at the

Copenhagen Business School (Hansen, 1999, 2002 cited in Kelly, 2005) published

collective monographs some of whose findings were direct applications to training

issues:

1. Students tend to focus on the lexical transfer, whereas professional translators

focus on stylistic questions and the user’s needs and are more aware of

potential translation problems.

2. Professional translators move from automatized processing to conscious

processing in new situations. In addition, they use bilingual dictionaries to add

nuance to meanings or to stimulate the search for solutions; whereas students depend

on them to understand the source text (Kelly, 2005).

In this study we focused on enhancing the students' self- confidence, via

encouraging them at different stages of the translation process; at the beginning by

saying that reading comprehension enables them building a certain relationship with

the text to be translated, and at the end by praising the smart strategies they used to

solve the text’s problems.

1.3.4.5 The Situational Approach to ‘Translator Training’

The situational approach to translator training is advocated by Jean Vienne

(1994). For Vienne (1994 cited in Kelly, 2005), class activity must be made up of a
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series of translation tasks, where teachers can play the role of initiators in the

translation process in a more realistic way. This approach is functionalist in its

theoretical approach, but differs from Nord’s in that it totally rejects the simulation

of professional tasks. Vienne’s methodology consists of a situational analysis of the

translation commission (like Nord’s textual analysis for translation), in which the

teacher acts as an initiator who replies to students’ questions, giving them a

framework within which to carry out the translation (Kelly, 2005). This was adopted

in the present research. Vienne (2000) further explains:

All this speaks strongly in favour of the Translation in Situation teaching

approach, where analysis of translation has a central role and where training

concentrates mainly on how to prepare a trainee translator for a translation

assignment

As to Gouadec, he proposed a further version of this proposal which consisted of

incorporating real translation commissions for real clients into training programmes

Gouadec (1994, 2003 cited in Kelly, 2005).

1.3.4.6Task-Based Approaches to ‘Translator Training’

In recent years, task-based learning applied to foreign language learning and

teaching, has been applied to translator training by Hurtado (1999) and Davies (2003,

2004) cited in Kelly (2005). The task-based approach is based on designing a series

of activities that help to practice specific points (leading along the same path towards

the same end). These activities are for different levels and kinds of translation

training. This approach advocates an overall curricular design based on learning
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outcomes (Davies, 2004 cited in Kelly, 2005). For Kelly (2005), this can be seen as a

development of Delisle’s first steps in this direction.

According to Davies (2004), language teaching approaches and translation teaching

approaches cannot be identical, because translation competence goes beyond

language learning and has different objectives. Despite that, Davies (2004) added,

bridges can be built. Davies (2004) proposed an approach to translation training

drawing mainly from:

1. Humanistic Teaching Principles: viewing the student as a subject who can

contribute actively to transforming the group’s as well as his own competence

and performance.

2. The Communicative Approach: fore-fronting meaning and pragmatics in

order to communicate adequately in given situations.

3. Cooperative Learning: it is about creating a working atmosphere where each

student feels actively involved in, and responsible for, the process and the end

product.

4. Social Constructivism: viewing learning as a social act that helps to construct

knowledge by building on the previous knowledge, experiences and motives

that the students take with them into the classroom.

According to Davies (2004, p. 224), translation training can be informed by

research in the fields of pedagogy and psychology. Davies (2004) proposed an

approach integrating three well-known approaches to teaching, with expert teachers

assuming different roles from lecturers, to teachers to facilitators, accordingly.:

1. The transmitionist: a product-oriented and teacher-centered learning process.

2. The transactional: based on cooperative learning, with the teacher still having

the final answer.
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3. Transformational: a student and learning-centered context that focuses on

collaborative learning.

To these, Davies (2004) adds:

1. The linguistics-based approach which is mainly text and language centered.

2. Cultural studies approach discussing mainly procedures used by authors and

translators to reveal covert and/or overt intentions and what the translator’s

reactions and actions should be accordingly.

3. The cognitive approach which focuses on the discussion about what goes on

in the translator’s mind, among other concerns.

4. The functionalist approach focusing on the translation assignment and it

initiator.

5. The philosophical and poetic approach focusing on trying to understand the

meaning of the meaning and to grasp the truth believed to underlie all texts.

As to the enumeration of all these approaches, Davies (2004, p. 15) justifies “the

more the students know about this range of approaches and the more they experience

them, the more informed their translation choices will be”. And we comment that this

might be more fruitful for the translation teacher who is the first responsible for

aiming at this students-informed translation competence.

In Davies' (2004, pp. 13-14) words, the principle underlying her teaching approach

could be summarized in

the aim of the teaching and learning process is to encour/age intersubjective

communication in a positive atmosphere, mainly through team work, to acquire

linguistic, encyclopedic, transfer and professional competence and to learn

about translation
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This atmosphere should come up with students who are “self-reliant professionals ”

with “appropriate aptitudes ” and “attitudes” towards their job as translators.

The learning material is designed to facilitate this multiple approach to translator

education and favours a student- centered learning process with learner autonomy at

its basis. The material enables students to reflect on translation issues other than

contrasting languages, it encourages them to reflect upon their contextual and

professional factors as well as their disposition towards translation and learning and

their self-concept as translators. Davies (2004, p. 226) said, in this respect,

meaningful learning can be attained by means of a combination of learner autonomy

and team effort, of individual and group work that help our students to lose their fears

when faced with the decisions that have to be taken when handling a translation

assignment

In fact, most of our proposed class dynamics were based on the ideas of Davies

(2004, 2005) (See chapter on designing and implementing the language bridge

method).

1.3.4.7 Balancing Conscious Analysis with Subliminal Discoveries

In 1997, Robinson offered his own approach to translator training. In his second

edition in 2003 of Becoming a Translator, Robinson tried to present an interesting

balance between slow academic learning (conscious, analytical, rational, logical and

systematic) and fast real-world learning (holistic, subliminal). Robinson (2003, p. 49)

cited in Kelly, 2005, p. 17) says:
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translation is an intelligent activity involving complex processes of conscious

and unconscious learning: we all learn in different ways, and institutional

learning should therefore be as flexible and as complex and as rich as possible,

as to activate the channels though which each student learns best

In both editions of his book, Robinson included thought provoking activities to be

carried out both in class and in self-learning situations (Kelly, 2005). In this study,

thought provoking questions were used abundantly either in the language module

(English) or the translation modules (Arabic/English translation), (English/Arabic

translation) as they were the key tool to raise language for translation awareness

(coining ours).

1.3.4.8The Socio-Constructive Approach to ‘Translator Training"

Kiraly (2000 cited in Kelly, 2005) proposed a collaborative approach to translator

training inspired from the social constructivism. Essential elements of this approach

are students' self- concept and their socialization into the professional community of

translators through authentic translation practice. Kiraly (2000, p. 60 cited in Kelly,

2005, p. 18) says:

Rather than attempting to build up students’ translation related skills and knowledge

atomistically in simulated exercises prior to translation practice, it would be much

more constructive to start each pedagogical event with a highly realistic, and if

possible genuine, translation project

The idea of project was approximated in the present research. We approached the

translation of literary texts, short stories here, from the point of view that students are
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assigned whole stories; that is whole ‘mini’ projects in the sense that ‘these are

whole entities’ and concerning ‘one text genre’.

Kiraly (2003, p. 03), remarked that there have been some articles, few books and

some conferences on translation education, but there has been “little concerted

effort” to justify existing models or create innovative ones for non-literary

translators’ education. Kiraly (2003), in making her case for considering

collaboration as a particularly valuable element in developing innovative methods for

translator education, tried to demonstrate that the first step in creating any

educational approach is the specification of the underlying epistemology (or our

understanding of what it means to know and to learn).

According to Kiraly (2003), the classical didactic technique used in most

translation classes reveals an objectivist epistemology, as described by Nord (1996

cited in Kiraly, 2003, p. 05):

the students have more or less thoroughly prepared the text to be translated at home,

and then take turns reading their translation suggestions sentence by sentence. These

suggestions are discussed by the class as a whole, with comments being made by the

instructor, until an “optimal solution” is reached that everyone can agree on. This

solution is usually written by the students. (Kiraly’s translation).

This model illustrates the most basic underlying assumption of the conventional

approach to learning and teaching. The primary teaching activity in the classroom,

Kiraly (2003, p. 07) explains, involves the verbal “transmission” of some of the

teacher’s knowledge to the minds of the learners in the form of comments on their

generally faulty suggestions. In this context talk between students is considered

disruptive and collaboration is reduced to a sort of “memorization game”, which is a
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largely passive secondary role if compared to the main attraction, which is the

instructor’s “display and distribution of amassed knowledge and experience”.

Thus there is no team work, no interaction and no negotiation of meaning which is

“the hallmark of more natural forms of discourse”. In this case, and in the absence of

practical translation experience, teachers will deal with their subject matter as a

pedagogical linguistic exercise rather than a multi-faceted professional activity

(Kiraly, 2003, p. 08).

The increasing awareness that translation has become a full- fledged craft and

profession and that the direct transmission of knowledge in translation teaching is

certainly not the only way to help the students acquire the wide range of skills and

expertise that translators must have to complement their knowledge of contrastive

linguistics have led to the emergence of academic programmes for the education of

translation teachers (kiraly, 2003).

Kiraly (2003) introduces the social constructivist epistemology, which he believes

can serve as a strong theoretical cornerstone for the development of student- and

praxis-relevant teaching methods. Constructivism revolves around the fundamental

idea that people construct their understanding of the world rather than reflect nature

in their minds. The “radical” variant focuses on the individual mind as the

constructor of meaning and knowledge; whereas the “social” variant emphasizes the

role of interaction between members of a community in coming to understand the

world. For kiraly (2003), the selection of a particular perspective has, more than

reflecting an individual choice, a clear impact on the implications we draw for our

teaching practice; especially on whether we see learning as an individual or

collaborative process. The belief at the heart of social constructivist perspective is

that there is no meaning in the world until we human beings make it-both
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individually and collectively. Reality is constructed via dynamic, viable

understandings of the world on the basis of experience, the interpretation of our

sense perceptions, and the resolution of conflict with our existing beliefs.

In the context of translator education and from the social constructivist view, the

teacher’s experience and knowledge cannot be transferred to the learner. All input

from the environment, including a teacher’s utterances, will have to be interpreted,

weighed and balanced against each learner’s prior knowledge. When faced with

translation decisions for instance, we come up with solutions that are plausible and

viable on the basis of our (own) prior experience; not someone else’s handed down

in an abstract, verbal form. For Kiraly (2003, p. 08), focusing on the actual practice

of translation outside the classroom certainly “leads away from a teacher-centered,

transmissionist approach and toward one that puts the spotlight on students and

(collaborative) learning instead”.

According to Schon (1987 cited in Kiraly, 2003), experts generally cannot express

in words how they do what they do. This entails using the tools of the profession to

actually shape and reshape one’s own concepts and translational artifacts, strategies

and procedures with peers and experienced professionals. Thus, undertaking

authentic tasks with the support of the teacher is at the heart of the social

constructivist view:

Perhaps, then, learning all forms of professional artistry depends, at least in part, on

conditions similar to those created in the studios conservatories: freedom to learn by

doing in a setting relatively low in risk, with access to coaches who initiate students

into the “tradition of the calling” and help them by “the right kind of telling” to see on

their own behalf and in their own way what they need most to see (Schon, 1987, p.

17 cited in Kiraly, 2003, p. 11).
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According to Kiraly (2003), constructivism is often portrayed as the most dominant

paradigm in contemporary educational philosophy and teacher training programmes.

Even the field of translation studies is looking to collaborative methods for

inspiration. From the social constructivist perspective, the teacher remains a key

figure in the learning situation. His job is to be attentive to those potential moments

of developmental progress in the course of students’ collaborative learning

experiences, to help them move to a new level of understanding.

Kiraly (2003) talked about one of the most developed methods for teaching based

on constructivism is “cognitive apprenticeship” (Defalco, 1995; Bednar, 1992;

Collins, Brown, Newman, 1989 cited in Kiraly, 2003) where groups of learners

create pieces of work (rather than perform exercises) under the tutelage of and with

the collaborative support of an expert practitioner. Another key concept in social

constructivism is “scaffolding” or a supportive intellectual framework for learning

created by the teacher at the beginning of a program of study, a course or a lesson. It

can be gradually dismantled as learners become more independent and assume more

responsibility for their own learning

1.3.4.9 Skills -Led Approach to Translation Teaching

Critchley etal (1996) proposed a skill-led approach to translation teaching (here we

used teaching rather than training to reflect the author’s terminology).

In real world, students need to be competent handlers of information and document

producers as well as competent linguists. Thus, according to Critchley etal (1996),

the skills needed by trainee translators, in addition to a good general command on

languages are:
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1. Target a text they produce drawing on knowledge engineering and user

modeling.

2. Apply a coherent typology of texts in formulating a translation strategy for

this particular text.

3. Know enough about the relevant specialized field to understand the

information in the text.

4. Be familiar with the special terminology used in the field, in the working

languages.

5. Be able to write good English (mother tongue) of the appropriate kind for that

particular text, and provide a finished product of a professional standard

In fact, all translation teaching approaches described and discussed so far, focused

on developing some aspects of translation competence. No one is comprehensive

enough to develop most of the aspects of the translation competence. This might be

due to the new ever-appearing aspects of translation competence, on the hand; and

the theorists' inability to formulate general traits of translation competence to include

them, on the other hand. Moreover, some approaches can be seen as variants of the

same epistemology. For instance, as was mentioned before, in Nord's functional

model, translator training should simulate professional practice. For Vienne, the

situational approach is functionalist in its theoretical approach, but differs from

Nord’s in that it totally rejects the simulation of professional tasks. A further version

of Vienne’s proposal, advocated by Gouadec, consisted of incorporating real

translation commissions for real clients into training programmes. Thus, the two

apparently different approaches: the functional and the situational are based on the

same theoretical approach. In the majority of the nine approaches described here, we
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are not dealing with a totally new approach, but simply a version of the same

theoretical basis:

In early teaching approaches, Delisle’s establishment of clear and achievable

objectives was an important contribution in the sense that all the subsequent

approaches had clear teaching objectives. Following Delisle, Nord’s functional

model which is a clear move towards professional realism in the classroom builds on

the training objectives of simulating professional practice; that is building on a

previous model’s (that of Delisle) contribution and adding professional practice as a

new orientation. The process approach, as its name suggests, focuses on the

translation strategies which allow students to assimilate how to work. Both Delisle

and Nord insist on the importance of process for training as opposed to the traditional

tendency to emphasize the product or students’ translations etc.

Thus, in most of the discussed approaches, theorists built on previously

introduced steps, or advocated variants of the same approach. Others presented a

radical shift in perspective; such as the pedagogical and the professional approaches.

Building on the others’ contributions seems, for us, a more logical order! Radical

shifts do generally sparkle for a time before fading away. If we take the example of

language teaching, many approaches have been witnessed as a result of new

technologies and market needs starting with formal instruction at the beginning of

the circle and ending with a ‘newly’ re-visited formal instruction. In contrastive

analysis, new approaches were adopted to update the discipline, sometimes even at

the expense of its fundamental concepts, before a recent re-visit of its starting

assumptions was announced (see chapter on contrastive analysis). This, we believe,

is due to the exclusion of the other -who contributed to one’s state of the art.

Opposing a fundamental concept of a given discipline becomes the only route for
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‘innovation ’ and ‘fame’! If, on the other hand, new technologies and market needs

are dealt with from the point of view of developing and modernizing a fundamental

concept, development will be more fruitful and years spent in going from one end of

the circle to return to it will be saved. From our perspective, theoretical development

is neither a simple combination of different variants or perspectives into one more

exhaustive perspective nor a deliberate revolution on previous ones. It springs,

according to our understanding, from a genuine need for extension or revolution.

Therefore, it should not be surprising that in the present research we cared about

having clear and achievable objectives (as was the focus of the early training

approaches), a translation brief (as in more profession-centered approaches), as well

as designing specific tasks. This was not done for the mere sake of combining "new’

ideas and concepts, but as response to a genuine need for extension and elaboration.

Translation teaching, in the context of new technologies and constantly emerging

needs, should strengthen its fundamental concepts while being flexible and open to

new advances in technology. It should refine its tools not change its fundamental

concepts (our emphasis)

This seems somehow difficult, but as Malmkjaer (2004, p. 02) pointed out, to avoid

the split between the profession and its academic discipline, it is necessary to ensure

that the teaching programmes have face validity for the translation profession (hence,

the profession needs to be convinced that graduates have acquired the knowledge and

skills necessary for success) and have face validity for students (hence, the students

need to feel confident that the programme will equip them for a career either in the

translation industry itself or in a related field).
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Thus the position of translation in universities, he added, “implies a strong emphasis

on education as well as on research application as well as on professional

practice” (Malmkjaer, 2004, p. 02).

1.3.5. A Fundamental Question Revisited: ‘Translator Training’ or

‘Translator Education’?

If we consider the position of the European Commission translating services, in a

booklet entitled ‘Multulingualism and Translation: The Translation Service of the

European Commission’ (Bernardini’s translation of the Spanish title) stating that

candidates for training periods and permanent jobs alike need not have an educational

background in translation: would-be translators need only have a university degree,

perfect knowledge of the mother tongue, and in-depth knowledge of two other official

languages of the union, including either English or French (pp9-ll) (Bernardini,

2004, p. 18).

Bernardini (2004) commented that no mention is made either of a linguistic-oriented

background, or of translation theory and/or practice. Bernardini (2004) further

explained that if this is the case at what is probably one of the largest and most

prestigious (translation) institutions in Europe, we should not be surprised to find the

same picture at the other end of the scale, the very local level. Though professionals

with a good command of one or more foreign languages and of the mother tongue,

with some knowledge of the technical language of their field, good area knowledge

and computer skills are sensible targets of potential employers, Bernardini (2004)

wonders whether the main aim of the educators is that of passing on to their students

a number of competences and specific skills to satisfy the market requirements.
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Bernardini (2004, p.19) claim that in doing so, educators might in fact do a bad

service to the students and to their prospective employers since

training someone through a transfer of knowledge is relatively easy and fast, but

hardly a generative process. On the other hand educating a student takes time and

effort, but one can trust that she can then go out and leam the rest for herself (author’s

emphasis).

Widdowson (1984, pp. 201- 212 cited in Bemardidni, 2004, p. 19) talked about a

fundamental distinction between training and education that should be drawn in

language pedagogy, and in Bernardini’s view, in pedagogy in general. He added that

the aim of training “is to prepare learners to problems that can be identified in

advance through the application of pre-set or ‘acquired’ procedures”, the aim of

education, however, is ‘to favour the growth of the individual, developing her

cognitive capacities, and those attitudes and predispositions that will put her in a

position to cope with the most varying professional situations’. Thus, according to

Widdowson (1984 cited in Bernardini, 2004), learning through training is a

cumulative process, in which the learner puts together pieces of knowledge in the

field in which he is being trained. He continued that this approach is suitable

particularly when the short-term objectives of the course and the long-term aims of

instruction coincide to a large extent, for instance: in teaching Language for Specific

Purposes. While learning in an educational framework, according to him, is viewed

as a generative rather than cumulative process, with the aim of developing the ability

to employ available knowledge to solve new problems and to gain new knowledge as

the need arises “In other words, the ability to use finite resources indefinitely is a

result of education, not training”. This approach is suitable when the short-term
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objectives of the course do not coincide with its long-term aims, the former being to

give the learner the instruments to achieve the latter; for instance, in teaching

Language for General Purposes (Bernardidni, 2004, pp. 19-20).

Mossop (2000 cited in Beeby, 2005, p. 42), from his part, said that this distinction

between education and training must be maintained by schools

In my view, the function of a translation school is not to train students for specific

existing slots in the language industry, but to give them certain general abilities that

they will then be able to apply to whatever slots may exist 5,10, 15 or 25 years from

now. In other words, I think university-based translation schools must uphold the

distinction between education and training. They must resist the insisting demands of

industry for graduates ready to produce top-notch translations in this or that specialized

field at high speed using the latest computer tool.

1.3.6. Translation Competence Acquisition

If defining translation competence or even dividing it into sub-competences was

very hard, knowing how it is acquired would be much harder! This view was

advocated by Beeby (2000, p. 187) who said: “Putting a label on different aspects of

translation competence doesn’t, of course, mean that we know how this competence

is acquired or how it is put into practice”.

PACTE (2000) considers translation competence acquisition as a dynamic process of

building new knowledge on the basis of the old, as it takes place through a process of

developing and restructuring the six sub-competences of the translation competence.

According to Colina (2003), to acquire the necessary communicative translational

competence, it is necessary to ascertain:
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1. Who possesses it; i.e. what is the equivalent of the native speaker in

translation.

2. What sub-competences to comprise.

3. What the stages of its acquisition are.

4. What factors contribute to its development.

As to what fosters acquisition, Colina (2003) explained that a significant body of

evidence, obtained through the use of the think-aloud protocols, about the

descriptive aspect of translational competence could be found. The following are

examples of features of professional versus student behavior:

-Students have difficulty isolating problems and recognizing weak points in their

translations.

-They ignore the global, textual, and pragmatic considerations taken into account

by professional translators.

-They show evidence of sign-oriented translation, focusing on words rather than

meaning.

- They exclusively depend on bilingual dictionaries.

-They make improper use of world knowledge.

Colina (2003) proposed ‘facilitating the acquisition of communicative translational

competence’ as a goal of translation teaching.

If the goal in translator training is to facilitate the acquisition of communicative

translational competence, then, Colina (2003) proposed, we proceed to answering the

four questions mentioned ahead:

1. The native translator is as Toury (1986) cited in Colina (2003, p. 31) puts it
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Just as a child equipped with some innate ability to acquire language will

develop into a native speaker when placed in a particular linguistic and cultural

environment, a translator equipped with the basic innate ability to transfer

between two or more languages and with communicative competence in both

languages, will develop into the native translator if placed in a particular socio¬

cultural environment where he/she performs acts of translation.

2. As to the sub-competences of the translation competence, Colina (2003)

proposed Deborah Cao’s (1996 cited in Colina, 2003, p. 33) model which is

adequate for communicative translation and which has the following sub¬

competences: “translational language competence”, “translational knowledge

structures” and “translational strategic competence” (more details are to be

found in the section of sub-competences of the translation competence). It is

interesting, however, to consider the influence of other models on the process

of translation acquisition proposed by Colina (2003).

3. the developmental stages in the acquisition of translational competence are as

proposed by Lorscher (1997, pp. 80-82) in Colina (2003, p. 34) three stages:

1. A rudimentary ability to mediate (as that of bilingual children), taking place

in authentic communicative contexts and is a sense-oriented approach to

translation.

2. A mediation ability of foreign language learners, taking place in non-

communicative situations and it is a form-oriented approach to translation.

3. A mediation ability of professional translators, taking place in real

communicative situations and it is a sense-oriented process.

4. Colina (2003) then moves to investigating the environment and conditions that

are conductive to the emergence of the translation skills. She quoted Shreve’
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hypothesis about the various sources of change motivating the restructuring of

translation knowledge and thus acquisition of “translational competency” (this is

Colina’s use of the term. In this study, we use competence or competency

interchangeably):

Changes in the range of communicative situations in which the translation

occurs.

The presence/absence/appearance and influence of a monitoring agent.

Change in the nature of the task.

Motivations to focus on particular aspects of the task cycle over others.

Change in the nature and amount of feedback.

Changes in the goals and expectations of the translator.

These hypotheses can be tested in the classroom (change the nature of the task and

see if it has effects on the results of instruction. In the present study, we worked at

the level of offering ‘motivations to focus on particular aspects of the task cycle over

others’ to enhance the acquisition of the transfer competence. Drawing on Shreve’s

model of the acquisition of translational competence (which is itself an application of

second language acquisition model), Colina (2003, p. 35) proposed that in order for

the acquisition of translational competence to take place, the student (a) should be

exposed to acquisition-rich input which must contain the following (based on

Shreve’s list of change factors):

1. A varied range of communicative situations

2. A monitoring agent

3. Tasks of various kinds

4. Ways to focus on particular aspects of the task cycle over others.

5. Varied and frequent feedback
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6. Indications of a professional translator’s goal and expectations.

After processing the raw data of the input, learners (b) end up with the intake which

the translator uses to restructure his translational structures in a way that will allow

him to “interact appropriately and adequately as an active participant in

communicative translation tasks” (Kiraly, 1990, p. 215) i.e. the intake (c) is used to

create the developing system. The latter (d) will be tapped to produce the output.

Colina (2003, ?) concluded that though there is no empirical evidence to confirm

her theoretical propositions, still “ a sound teaching methodology should aim to

acquisition”. In fact, the present study is based on Colina’s (2003) hypothesized

process of acquisition. The process was adapted to meet the requirements of the

study in the following stages:

a. Exposition to “acquisition-rich input” where ways to focus on particular

aspects of the task cycle over others was the most prominent factor.

b. Possession of an “intake” to restructure translational structures and to

“interact appropriately and adequately in communicative translation tasks.

c. Creating the developing system from the intake.

d. Producing the output out of the developing system.

As to the nature of the relationship between the linguistic and translational

competences, Colina (2003, ?) said that very little is known about it:

while it is clear that translational competence supersedes linguistic competence,

no much is known about the nature of the relationship between these two types

of competencies and/or their interaction.
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Though translation studies have long concluded that because language proficiency is

required of any translator, language acquisition must always precede translational

competence acquisition, no empirical evidence has proved that. Thus, more needs to

be known about the nature of the relationship between linguistic and translational

competence before any explicit methodological approach can be created (Colina,

2003).

In this study, it is posited that the difference between linguistic and translational

competences is one of constituency; one is a constituent of the other. Linguistic

competence is a constituent of translational competence in that the latter cannot be

without the former. In this respect, John Graham in Anderman and Rogers (2000, p.

66) said that: “knowledge of languages is only prerequisite, not an automatic

qualification for translation”.

Mackenzi (2004), from his part, spoke about the four stages of the translation

process proposed by Holz-Manttari (1984) which correspond to the professional

translator’s roles: product specification, research, text production, and text

evaluation. Mackenzi (2004) later specifies each role as follows:

-the professional translator specifies what is required by analyzing the translation

situation.

-the professional translator searches and researches information in order to solve any

translation problem that might arise.

-the professional translator acts as text producer.

-the professional translator acts as an evaluator of his own text.

Mackenzi (2004) added that in the context of research and text production, other

skills are required such as IT skills (translation memory tools, terminology software
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and internet). Further aspects of the translator’s task are marketing ability and

management skills.

These competencies (we kept Makenzi’s spelling) can be developed, according to

Mackenzi (2004), by using skills in real or simulated situations arranged by the

teacher. He further explained that since authentic situations may be difficult to

arrange without the co-operation of an understanding and patient client, creating

simulated situations and later operate in real but controlled situations is more

preferable. However, practice in translation skills is not enough to make a

professional who needs to have background in the history, theory and methodology

of the subject to gain insights into his role and strengthen his self-image as a

professional (Mackenzi, 2004).

As far as product specification is concerned, it involves situation and text analysis:

the former means analyzing “who is saying what to whom, why, how, by what

means, for what purpose?”( Nord, 1991cited in Mackenzi, 2004, p. 34). Whereas the

later means deciding whether the information is redundant or not and “plan the what

and the how of the target text” (Mackenzi, 2004, p. 34). Both analyses are carried out

“to decide whether it is usable as a source text as such or whether it needs some form

of modification to be suitable for its purpose” (Mackenzi, 2004, p. 34).

Text research is due to inadequacies in the source text, lack of information or lack

of terminological and linguistic knowledge. Where to look for information, whom to

consult, how to classify and systematize information sources are all part of text

research competence.

After target text is planned, producing it involves mastery of cohesion and

coherence rules, recognition of and writing in different registers. In inverse

translation, finding and evaluating parallel texts constitutes a part of this competence.
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Text evaluation depends on knowing text function which is necessary to judge

text’s quality. Questions such as: “Does the situation require a highly polished

translation, a rough or gist translation, or even just a summary of the source text?”

(Mackenzi, 2004, p. 35) can be highly relevant.

Mackenzi (2004) proposed a co-operative model for teaching translation wherein

the trainer should create situations in which students can practice the aforementioned

roles and the competences they involve. Role playing, real-situation texts with the

teacher playing the role of client, expert consultant or language reviser and group

work with students playing the role of terminologists, translators or revisers are all

ways to create such situations. An ideal situation is real projects if the client is

willing to co-operate and give sufficient time to realize its pedagogical purposes

(Mackenzi, 2004).

Schaffner’s (2004), in her paper about “Developing Professional Translation

Competence Without a Notion of Translation”, provided an account of a translation

programme at Aston University. She stated the programmme’s aims as introducing

students as quickly as possible to a more functionalist approach to translation. Taking

first year level as an illustration of a functionalist approach to develop translation

competence, Schaffner mentioned the following steps:

- Students are introduced to basic concepts of translation studies and translation

approach. The first seminar is a discussion of the need for translation and translators

and the students’ own experience of translations and translating.

-Then, students are asked to translate a text from their L2 to their LI in a step prior to

comparing and discussing their translation with the source text and other languages’

translations.
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-The discussion brings about concepts such as addressees, function, situation,

culture, conventions, readers’ knowledge and expectations.

-In the remaining weeks, other topics are discussed such as: the history of translation

and contribution of translators, linguistic concepts, textlinguistics and translation,

functionalist approaches to translation and tools for translators.

-However, most of the time is devoted to translation-oriented text analysis i.e.

identification and discussion of text-external and text-internal features and their

relevance for translation (identifying translation problems and discussing potential

translation solutions, identifying genre-specific conventions in a text and translating

extracts by making use of parallel texts). According to Schaffner (2004), working in

this way, students will discover for themselves that translation is a decision-making

process based on reflection about: addressees, purpose of the target text, situational

and contextual aspects and genre conventions.

-The examination is divided into two parts: a written translation of a 250 words text

into the students’ mother tongue, accounting for 60% of the mark and an oral exam

to defend the written translation accounting for 40% of the mark.

In this context, Schaffner (2004) said that first year students, though not yet

competent in language and cultural aspects, are introduced to the complexity of the

translation competence notion and are encouraged to apply the required research

skills right from the beginning, thus developing linguistic, cultural, textual, research

and translation competence in parallel.

As for second year level, translation-oriented intercultural text comparison and

terminology for translators are the most important modules. In the third year level,

translation classes abroad are the rule, as well as doing annotated translations into
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their LI project. In the last year, advanced translation, LSP translation, interpreting

and contemporary translation are designed to consolidate translation competence.

If we accept that the development of translation competence consists basically of

three kinds of processes; namely the acquisition of previously non-existent

competences, the restructuring of already existing competences and the acquisition of

strategic competence (Presas, 2000), then our proposed teaching methodology

consists in restructuring existing language competences.

In this respect, Chesterman (2000), Citing Dreyfus brothers, spoke about the

different stages of expertise: the novice stage, advanced beginner, competence,

proficiency and expertise.

1.3.7. Assessing Translation Competence Acquisition

According to House (2001), since translation is essentially an operation in which

the meaning of linguistic units is to be kept equivalent across languages, there are at

least three different views of meaning, each of them leading to different conceptions

of translation evaluation. If meaning is seen as a concept residing in language users'

heads, translation evaluation is likely to be intuitive and interpretative. If meaning is

seen as resulting from an externally observable reaction, translation evaluation is

likely to involve response-based methods. If meaning is seen as emerging from larger

textual stretches of language in use, a discourse approach is likely to be used in

evaluating a translation.

Despite the amount of space devoted to prescriptive translation theory, there is no

body of research providing a basis for suitable evaluation procedures and the concept

of translation evaluation is still unclear in the relevant literature (McAlester, 2000).

In this respect, Hatim and Mason (1997, p. 197) cited in Kelly (2005, p. 131) said:
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“The assessment of translator performance is an activity which, despite being

widespread, is under-researched and under-discussed”.

In one of his articles, McAlester (2000) provided the following distinction between:

translation evaluation, translation criticism and translation analysis. Translation

evaluation refers to the placing of a value (or a mark) on a translation, while

translation criticism consists in stating the appropriateness of a translation involving

a value judgement with an explicit justification. As to translation analysis, it is taken

to be a descriptive study of translation as a production or as product without

ascribing a value judgement. As far as this study is concerned, we kept the

terminology employed by the each author, with ‘translation assessment’ as an

umbrella term used when expressing our own ideas. As to the type of assessment

used in the test of this study, translation analysis was used to describe the translation

product of our students after being exposed to a specific teaching method to evaluate

its worth or otherwise neutrality in addition to measuring instruments adapted from

Orozco (2000).

Beeby (2000), pointing to another aspect of difficulty, said that measuring

translation competence is a difficult enterprise since it deals with a competence that

is not yet fully defined, a competence that uses the most complex cognitive

processes, a competence that combines a number of different sub-competencies

(Beeby’s spelling).

Beeby (2000), imitating Chomsky’s linguistic competence, added translation

competence, as an abstract concept, can only be measured in performance. In an

earlier study comparing intuitive holistic evaluation and reasoned evaluation of the

same translations, she reported a very high correlation between the two types of

evaluation (Beeby and Martinez, 1998 cited in Beeby, 2000). As these methods
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cannot provide detailed information to further define competence and learning

processes and performance, Beeby (2000) proposed empirical research in evaluation

in different modes, fields, genres, language pairs and directions.

There are many proposals as to the translation assessment (assessment being an

umbrella term which can refer to the three types (McAlester, 2000)) mentioned in

McAlester (2000):

The German tradition for instance, has tended to work on an analytical, atomistic

or microtextual level and a comparison of source and target texts as a basis for

assessment. House’s (1977) model cited in McAlester (2000), representing this

tradition, excludes translations between language pairs belonging to incompatible

cultures and those in which there is a change of function between the source and

target texts. This was criticised by McAlester (2000) as excluding much of the

activity that is part of the work of many professional translators. He said: “I would

prefer to regard as a basis for translator training and evaluation the reality of the

market place rather than an a priori theory” (McAlester, 2000, p. 232). In practical

terms, he neither favours the source text being a functional standard against which to

assess the target text nor that the target text should be assessed independently of the

source text. In Nord’s (1991) model, functions and effects of the text as a whole are

to be regarded as crucial criteria for translation criticism. She defined a translation

error as: “a deviation from the selected (or rather, prescribed) model of action” from

the translator’s standpoint, or “a frustration of expectations” concerning a certain

action [...], as seen from the recipient point of view” (Nord, 1991, p. 170 cited in

McAlester, p. 233). She further points out that assessment is a matter of grading

errors; giving more weight to extratextual errors than intratextual ones.
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The Anglophone tradition, on the other hand was less analytical and explicit;

tending to be rather macrotextual, synthetic or holistic and less oriented towards a

direct comparison of the target text with the source text. As an example of this

tradition, Newmark (1988 cited in McAlester, 2000) spoke about evaluating the

translation first from the point of view of the translator then on the suitability of this

strategy. Malcolm Williams (1989 cited in McAlester, 2000) from his part

distinguishes between an evaluation system for quality control in the work place

(taking into account circumstances of production such as customer’s specific

requirements, timeliness, language quality and accuracy) and a closed evaluation

system as used by universities and other accrediting bodies (ignoring such external

factors and evaluating translation on the number and gravity of errors). This

distinction was criticised by McAlester (2000) who states that universities should

replicate the circumstances of production in a reasonably realistic way.

McAlester (2000) commenting on these evaluation systems says that generally they

do not make a distinction between translation into the mother tongue and translation

into a foreign language. He added that the level required of the translation into a

foreign language is that designated in the Sical III translation evaluation system

described by Williams (1989) as “ révisable ” (McAlester, 2000, p. 236).

1.3.7.1 Practical Suggestions to Assess Translation Competence Acquisition

Moving to more practical suggestions to measure translation competence, Orozco

(2000) selected three elements as dependent variables, i.e. as indicators of progress in

the acquisition of translation competence: translation problems, translation errors and

the students’ general notions of translation. These indicators affect the whole

process, are observable and give an indirect view of translation strategies.
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The first indicator, is the “translation problem” which is “an objective problem

which every translator [...] has to solve during a particular translation task” as

defined by Nord (1991, p. 151) cited in Orozco (2000, p. 205). This indicator fulfils

the criteria of being observable, appearing at any stage of the translation process, and

showing ability to use translation strategies. We used this concept in this particular

meaning in the present study in the translation test (in the pre-test and the post test)

The second indicator is the “translation error” which is according to Nord (1996,

pp. 96-100) in Orozco (2000, p. 205) a translation problem which has not been

solved or appropriately solved. It is observable, it may appear at any stage of the

translation process and it shows the subjects’ use of translation strategies. Likewise,

this concept has been used in the present study in the analysis phase.

The third indicator is “translation notions”. According to Orozco (2000, p. 205)

general knowledge of translation or notions of translation determine the

students whole process of translation, since, depending on the ideas students

have about translation, they will have a particular purpose for a particular

translation task, and this will determine their solution of translation problems

throughout the process of translation.

This indicator is observable; because errors can be caused by lack of knowledge of

general translation concepts (Orozco, 2000). It can influence the subjects at any stage

of the translation process and it is an indicator of the subjects’ translation

competence.

As such, progress made by each student in developing translation competence can

be measured by performance in each of the three indicators selected before:

problems, errors and translation notions. Measurements, in Orozco’s project, are
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taken at month 0 and month 8 for each student, providing M-l and M-2 respectively;

then a comparison between the two measurements would represent the progress or

otherwise the non progress of individual students (Orozco, 2000).

From this explicitation of theoretical notions, Orozco and Albir (2002) developed

three measuring instruments which are respectively: translation problem instrument,

translation error instrument and translation notions instrument. The translation

problem instrument consists of a translation brief, a translation text and a translation

commentary. The translation text contains four pre-identified problems. Three marks

are given in this instrument: 0 for the translation problem which is not detected, 1 for

the translation problem which is detected but not solved, 2 for the translation

problem which is detected and solved. Thus, 2 points are given automatically for

each translation problem solved. As to points 0 and 1, they are left to cross

verification with related questions, if the subject identified the translation problem,

he is awarded 1, if not he is awarded 0.

In the translation error instrument, any marking system can be used as long as the

same system is used at the beginning and at the end of the training i.e. as long as the

criteria used for assessment are maintained throughout the experiment.

As to the translation notions instrument, it includes 12 items the general notions of

translation and translation competence. Different marking procedures were adopted

depending on the type of the question (true or false type, open questions...). Orozco

(2000, p. 206) further confirmed that “by using the three measuring instruments in

this way, any teacher, for any language combination and at any translation centre will

be able to study the progress made by his/ her students”. She further added

“measurements may be taken of two similar groups of subjects, one being taught

using one teaching method and another using a second teaching method” (Orozco,
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2000, p. 206). In this study, the three instruments have been adapted: we used a

students’ questionnaire (to gather general information about students as well as

students’ notions about the relation between mastering languages and acquiring

translation competence), a translation test to measure translation acquisition (a pre¬

test and a post-test before and after the implementation of the language teaching

method) and a translation commentary ( in which students stated five most important

translation problems and how they solved them). These instruments were closely

linked to the content of the proposed second year units at the language and

translation modules and to their stated objectives. In a way, the specificity of the

problematic situation together with its proposed remedial have given rise to these

measurement instruments (see implementation chapter).

In an attempt to state a percentage of the transfer competence of the students, Nord

(1991 cited in McAlester, 2000) proposed a possible method to calculate the number

of adequate solutions to previously identified problems. This method is, however, not

practical especially at the level of linguistic problems in direct translation, where

problem identification proves to be difficult. In the present study, this method was

applied in both direct and inverse translation of Arabic and English. As far as this

linguistic combination is concerned, problem identification proved to be only

possible in general terms (see analysis of the results).

1.3.7.2 Assessing Inverse Translation Competence Acquisition

As far as the inverse translation is concerned, Beeby (2000) proposed an empirical

study of summative and diagnostic evaluation of an experimental and a control

group’s transfer competences. The comparison is made between the results of a

summative evaluation (of first cycle second year FIT students) and the results of a
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diagnostic evaluation (of an entrance exam for second cycle students).Text choice

and marking was based on the objectives of the second year teaching programme,

which were related to translation competence as understood by the author. A

distinction was made between translation skills and language skills, and the exam,

which was a translation, was marked out of 20. 10 points were given for specific

translation problems that had been selected from the text and 10 points were given

for language (marks were subtracted for grammar mistakes: 1point for incorrect

syntax, tense, agreement and word order; 0.5 point for incorrect articles, prepositions

and spelling. Beeby (2000) later commented that text selection to test translation

acquisition is not easy. Most texts involve a lot of translation strategies making

progression definition a hard task.

Neubert (2000), from his part, stated that to measure a translation one needs to take

into account how successfully the transfer has been effected (emphasis ours). In

addition to being linguistically correct, having a sense regarding a particular subject

area and ringing culturally true, a translation should have some kind of equivalence

relation to the original. An equivalence relationship that characterises the notion of

transfer is “the outcome of the workings of the four competences topped or processed

by the fifth or transfer competence” (Neubert, 2000, p. 11). Neubert (2000) explained

that the more developed the parameters of the competences are, the more effectively

they achieve the transfer and the greater the equivalence achieved in a particular

piece of translation will be. Thus, transfer alternatives are the result of linguistic

options, textual constraints, subject preferences and cultural considerations. He

considers transfer, though not always as “the task of choosing from an embarras de

richesses”. The logic underlying Neubert’s (2000, p. 12) approach is that no single

competence can achieve the complex equivalence because as he argued “the complex
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demands on adequacy in translation involve subject factors and transfer conventions

that typically run counter to consideration about surface linguistic equivalence”.

In this study, transfer competence is taken to refer to, as Neubert (2000, p. 12) said,

'‘the mental equipment that constitutes the translator’s unique cognitive set or ability

of matching language, textual, subject and cultural competences”.

As to the translator’s competence, Neubert (2000, p. 13 citing Neubert and Shreve,

1992) states that it “ is a graded performance of hierarchically matching so-called

units of translation which may be defined as meaning-cum form stretches of smaller

and larger, simplex and composite, anaphoric and cataphoric, systemic and textual

etc. structuring which are culturally determined”. Along with the transfer strategy,

other resources of the translator, as well as encyclopaedic and linguistic exploitation

can be discerned. Neubert (2000) added that most of the translation solving problems

patterns are varied and range from highly creative jumps to simple routines; a unique

flexibility that is dictated by the great variety of texts and text types. In very practical

terms, translators follow tested as well as untested methods depending upon proven

text patterns or new ones. Directing attention to the various component competences

related to language, text, encyclopaedic, cultural, and transfer knowledge and skills

would guide the translator to master the basics as well as the specifics of bilingual

mediated communication (Neubert, 2000).

McAlester (2000) from his part mentioned the use of editing time as criterion for

translation evaluation. He added that this is suitable for the evaluation of translation

carried out into a non-mother tongue. The evaluator, here, as a language reviser,

noting the time it took him to correct the translation into a form suitable for its

purpose, can give a figure that reflects the value of the translation as a product. In

real world, many of the translation tasks pass through a native speaker editor. Thus
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the method is valid; but a little reliable as it depends on the editing speed of each

evaluator. However, the most important criticism seems to be that the method is of a

low pedagogic value because as a non analytic in nature, it does not provide

information about the type of mistakes and their causes (McAlester, 2000).

Last but not least, McAlester (2000) spoke about a set of international standards of

translation adequacy. If texts are graded according to the number and level of

language and translation problems they contain, then translations could be evaluated

on a fixed scale of marks according to problem solving successes and levels of

adequacy set by common agreement.

1.4 Conclusion of the Chapter

As far as the issue of technology is concerned, we consider that as long as we live,

there will be advances in technology, affecting market needs. Thus, instead of

dramatically changing the notion of translation competence each time, we can simply

widen its scope to encompass new tools and facilities. We should not forget that

tools, whatever their smart is, are developed to serve afirst genuine thought.

In the Algerian context of translation undergraduate courses, we advocate

translation education rather than translation training because we aim to provide a

solid training, the fruits of which will be translators able to adapt to new situations

not ‘professional’ individuals able to operate only in specific situations! We can

invest in a system that makes an effort to understand and answer market needs for

specialization, on the one hand and to relinquish the ethical obligation to educate

future translators to become sensitive, self-aware, intelligent and successful

professionals and individuals, on the other hand. In a way, we have a tendency

towards introducing the new tools of the profession; but this should not be done at
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the expense of the ‘educational mission'’ of the university simply because as

Bernardini (2004, pp. 27-28) thinks “translators can do without training but not

without education....This is because training may come with experience, but

education is unlikely to follow the same course”.

Last but not least, it is amazing how some authors advocated training, while at the

same time using the expression ‘professional education’ (emphasis ours) (Kiraly,

2003, p. 14).
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Chapter two: Contrastive Analysis and Language Teaching for

Translation

2.1 Introduction to the Chapter

In fact, well before establishing the hypothesis of the present study, we believed

that- in theory- dealing with two languages in the special context of translation called

for contrastive analysis. In the same respect, Wenguo and Mun (2007, p. 24) said that

in theory “whenever and wherever languages come into contact, particularly where

foreign language teaching and interlingual translation are required, somehow, in one

way or another, contrastive analysis must have set in” (emphasis ours). Hatim and

Mason (1990), spoke about the other way round; the field of contrastive linguistics

inevitably involving consideration of correspondences and non correspondences, i.e.

of translation.

In this chapter, we will present; in the first part, an account of the historical

development of contrastive analysis with a special reference to its return to the

thought motivating its appearance. In the second part, we will present an account of

the few major researches on ‘language for translation’ with a concluding theoretical

observation that a contrastive analysis approach is appropriate to language teaching

for translation.

2.2 A Historical Account of the Development Contrastive analysis

According to Wenguo and Mun (2007), in order to establish contrastive

linguistics as a discipline in its own right, there must be a distinction between

comparative and contrastive linguistics. Wenguo and Mun (2007, p. 22) explain the

difference quoting Whorf (1941a, p. 240) ‘comparative linguistics’ has to do with
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“classifying the languages of earth into generic families, each having descent

from a single precursor, and in tracing such developments through time”; while

‘contrastive linguistics’ has to do with “plotting] the outstanding differences

among tongues- in grammar, logic and general analysis of experience”. They

added that the latter is of even greater importance for the future technology of

thought.

The first to have harboured the idea of contrast before whorf and even

Grandgent, however, Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767- 1835) initiated the line

between compare and contrast, though failing to set apart the differing notions

encompassed by his definition of ‘comparative linguistics’( Wenguo and Mun,

2007). Well before Wholf also, Jesperson (1924, 1951, pp. 346-7 cited in

Wenguo and Mun 2007, p. 23) talked about a ‘new comparative syntax’ of

languages belonging to the same family or those of the most diverse type and

ancestry which is in essence contrastive linguistics

The specimens of this treatment which I have given here may serve

as a preliminary sketch of a notional comparative grammar, which it

is my hope that others... may take up and develop further, so as to

assist us in gaining a deeper insight into the innermost nature of

the human language a human thought

Wenguo and Mun (2007) suggest three phases of development contrastive linguistics

in the West since the 19th century on a scientific and practical basis:

2.2.1 Phases of Development of Contrastive Linguistics in the West

Wenguo and Mun (2007) distinguished three different phases of development of
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contrastive analysis in the west.

2.2.1.1 The Emergence of a Philosophy of Contrast

This phase began with Humboldt in the 19th c and rounded off with Jespersen and

Whorf in the first half of the 20thc. It encompassed a whole range of theoretical

issues and research questions which were not taken seriously by later generations.

Substituting Humboldt’s ‘comparative study of language’ with contrastive

linguistics, Wenguo and Mun (2007, p. 25), quoting Humboldt (1820, p. 01), spoke

about the first definition of contrastive linguistics:

[CL] can only be used to acquire lasting and significant insight into

language, the development of nations, and the progress of mankind, when

it has been made into independent branch of study with its own goals and

purposes

What is apparent from Humboldt’s definition, for Wenguo and Mun (2007), is a

concern with the understanding of human language as a whole and an emphasis on

the relations language has with national development and human progress (the latter

being the familiar advocacy of Humboldt). Humboldt identified two areas of research

in contrastive linguistics: examination of the organism of languages and examination

of languages in their state of further development (Wenguo and Mun, 2007). The

first area requires concentration on as wide a scope as possible, i.e. breadth; while the

second area requires a more detailed analysis of one single language, i.e. depth.

If Humboldt was the theorist, Jespersen was the practitioner. Quoted in Wenguo

and Mun (2007, p. 27), Jespersen (1924/1951, pp. 346-7) said that he can obtain new
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and fruitful points of view, and arrive at a new kind of Comparative Syntax by

following the method:

1-starting from C (notion or inner meaning) and examining how each of the

fundamental ideas common to all mankind is expressed in various languages,

2- proceeding through B (function)

3- moving to C (form)

In addition, Jespersen ventured on the relations between language and nationality

on Humboldt’s premise that “the language is their spirit and the spirit their language”

(Wenguo and Mun, 2007, p. 28).

Whorf got his name in linguistics, according to Wenguo and Mun (2007), not for

naming contrastive linguistics; but for the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis that put forward

two assumptions: linguistic relativism and linguistic determinism. Wenguo and Mun

(2007, p. 29) quoting Whorf (1940b, p. 221) started with what he called ‘linguisitc

relativism’:

in informal terms, that users of markedly different grammars

are pointed by their grammars toward different types of observations different

evaluations of externally similar acts of observation, and hence are not equivalent as

observers but must arrive at somewhat different views of the world

As to linguistic determinism, they quoted the following thought that formulation of

ideas is part of a particular grammar
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It was found that the background linguistic system (in other words, the

grammar) of each language is not merely a reproducing instrument for

voicing ideas but rather is itself the shaper of ideas, the programme and

guide for the individual’s mental activity, for his analysis of impressions,

for his synthesis and his mental stock in trade (Wenguo and Mun (2007, p. 29).

This was the underlying premise for the formulation of contrastive linguistics. In

other words, given that there exist a variety of languages and thought patterns, thus

studying and contrasting particularly remotely connected languages is necessary to

grasp the human wisdom. In fact, both Whorf and Humboldt took general linguistics

to be contrastive linguistics in essence.

2.2.1.2 The Transition in Theoretical Linguistics

In the hands of Fries and Lado, two notable figures in this phase (both active in the

1950s- 60s), contrastive linguistics draws theoretical and methodological inspiration

from the structuralists and behaviourists and has as the sole important aim servicing

the needs of second language pedagogy. In the words of Fries (1945, p. 9) in

Wenguo and Mun (2007, p. 34), the most effective materials are the ones “based

upon a scientific description of the language to be learned, carefully compared with a

parallel description of the native language of the learner”.

Contrastive analysis in the 1960s worked almost single-mindedly to promote the

use of the English language worldwide. The Georgetown conference marked the fall

of contrastive linguistics, which was most critically scrutinized and Error Analysis

was suggested (Wenguo and Mun, 2007).
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Lado’s Linguistics Across Culture (1957) was a landmark work that many

erroneously believe to be birth of contrastive linguistics, though the ‘theory’ Lado

referred to was nothing similar to that of Whorf. Still, his contribution can be

considered as marking a major shift in research trend:

In the eyes of Humboldt, Jespersen and Whorf, contrastive linguistics taken to be

providing the framework about describing languages and the universal aspects about

languages is general linguistics. In the hands of Lado, comparative study (later

referred to as contrastive analysis) is part of applied linguistics and specifically

services foreign language acquisition. From then on, anyone interested in contrastive

analysis should distinguish between ‘linguistics’ and ‘applied linguistics’ (Wenguo

and Mun, 2007). In Humboldt’s tradition, contrastive study aimed at uncovering the

relations between language and the spirit of people, lending weight to utterances’

meaning. As to Lado, he stresses comparison in three respects: form, meaning and

the distribution of form and meaning, though form remains the centre of attention in

all his illustrations, but his methodology is not appropriate for comparison between

distant languages.

The cornerstone of Lado’s comparison study is his initiation of ‘Transfer’ theory

in foreign language learning, where he defines transfer as:

the extension of a native-language habit to the target language, with or without awareness.

When the transferred habit is acceptable in the target language we have facilitation; when it

is unacceptable we have interference (Lado, 1964, p. 222 cited in Wenguo and Mun,

2007, p. 38)

He added that ease and difficulty in foreign language learning are determined by the

degrees of similarity and difference of the foreign and native languages. Lado

porposed a contrast mechanism with a specific procedure of the following steps:

1. Locate the best structural description of the languages involved.
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2. Summarize in compact outline form all the structures.

3. Actual comparison of the two language structures, pattern by pattern.

4. Regrouping single problem patterns into larger patterns of difficulty.

Since Lado, contrastive analysis repositioned itself in the applied field and thus

needed a higher guiding principle, laid in structuralism (the mainstream linguistic

theory at the time). With Di Pietro (1971cited in Wenguo and Mun, 2007), the

generative transformation model was chosen as the guiding principle. Di Pietro

believes that achieving a good level of adequacy in CA is enhanced by embracing

Chomsky’s universal grammar, especially the assumption that human languages

share a number of essential features. Furthermore, Di Pietro(1971 cited in Wenguo

and Mun, 2007) proposed a model for contrastive analysis based on Chomskyan

transformation theory whereby the underlying level is universal grammar, and

analysis moves from deeper levels to the surface. According to Di Pietro (19971, p.

06) in Wenguo and Mun (2007, p. 41):

At any rate, it is safe to say that if he has properly learned the rules of the

other language, he will be able to apply them. Whenever he has not learned

the rules, he will have to revert to those of his native language or to those of

other languages he knows. The process of interpreting the particular grammar

of one language in terms of another is called transfer. The mistakes that result

from the process are said to be due to interference

Di Pietro’s adoption of the prevailing theory could not turn the decline of CA around

because of many reasons, as proposed in Wenguo and Mun (2007):

1. If the chief aim of applying contrastive analysis in language teaching is to

predict the difficulties, these supposed predictions were too weak.
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2. Universal grammar, the revolution of Chomsky in the1950s, attacked the

root of contrastive analysis as it held that languages are not varied enough

to be unpredictable.

3. The three-step research methodology of ‘description, juxtaposition and

comparison (of Halliday, 1964 cited in Wenguo and Mun, 2007) has

serious shortcomings as not all languages are well described.

To Wenguo and Mun (2007), the disappointment in the second phase is in fact a

setback in contrastive analysis at the micro-level.

2.2.1.3 The Emergence of a Macro Perspective Theory

Contrastive analysis was able to venture from micro-analysis to macro-analysis due

to the efforts of Carl James. He was specifically referring to text and discourse

analysis when macro-contrastive linguistics was concerned.

2.2.I.3.I. Theoretical Issues of the Macro Perspective Theory

In fact, this phase was characterised by an attention and interest in theoretical

research. According to Wenguo and Mun (2007), Fisiak was one of the most

prominent figures in the discipline for the last 30years. He paid special attention to

theoretical issues and was among the earliest to differentiate between theoretical

contrastive linguistics and applied contrastive linguistics using the former as the

basis for establishing contrastive linguistics as an independent discipline.

Fisiak (1990, p. 4) in Wenguo and Mun (2007, p. 46) summarized the major

research areas of CA in the 1980s in five points:

1. Metatheoretical and theoretical issues

2. Contrastive descriptions of languages
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3. Cross-language studies with the aim of validating general linguistic

hypotheses...

4. Expansion of framework, contrastive work beyond the sentence (e.g.

contrastive text linguistics, pragmatics, discourse analysis,

sociolinguistics, psycholinguistics, and linguistic cross-cultural studies)

5. Applications to language pedagogy, translation, bilingual lexicography

and bilingual education.

Fisiak focussed on four theoretical and metatheoretical issues: the distinction

between theoretical (where research to provide an adequate language comparison

model is the aim) and applied contrastive studies, equivalence and tertium

comparationis (as a concept for more concrete model-building), linguistic theory

and contrastive linguistics and the relationship between contrastive linguistics

and typology.

The present research can be situated in the fifth research area of CA which is

‘Applications to language pedagogy, translation, bilingual lexicography and

bilingual education’ . Thus, in the general framework of a CA which is concerned

with the understanding of human language as a whole and with an emphasis on

the relations language has with national development and human progress, this

research aims at proposing a CA approach to language teaching for translational

purposes.

2.2.I.3.2. Contrastive Study of Text

Contrastive study of text or contrastive text analysis was formally proposed by

Carl James and significantly developed by Nils Erik Enkvisk. In his paper entitled
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‘Contrastive Linguistics and Text linguistics’, four types of text analysis models

were proposed:

1. Sentence-Based Text Model: In this model, text characteristics are added to the

traditional sentence-based model, focusing on intersentential co-reference,

intersentential cohesion ,..etc.

2. Predication-Based Text Model: Instead of sentences, this model depended on a

group of interpredicational semantic relations, such as temporal and causal relations

which acted as a text atom. It also focused on text strategy and textualization to

understand how the same group of text atoms could make up different texts.

3. Cognitive Text Model: The cognitive model seeks to begin from a higher level

than the predication; from the experiences and knowledge leading to the generation

of predication.

Model: This model stresses the interactional behaviour patterns in a

given communication process. It uses speech intention to distinguish between direct,

indirect, real and ironical meaning.

From the above text analysis models, Enkvist proposed four corresponding

contrastive models for text analysis:

l.The corresponding contrastive model to the sentence-based model is interested in

the influence the syntactic and information structures have on each other.

Across languages, however, textual macrostructures and syntactic microstructures

vary greatly.

2.The corresponding contrastive model to the predication-based text model focuses

on sentence segmentation, including the breaking and making of sentences in the

translation process. The text is to be dissected and re-textualized in another language

something which illustrates the closeness of the contrastive studies and translation.
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3.The corresponding contrastive model for the cognitive text model studies cognitive

categories and cultural schemata across languages.

4.The corresponding contrastive model for the interactional text model takes on

sociocultural and cultural traditions across languages. In this respect, not only

dialogues, turn-taking, speech-act, style, registers of politeness would serve the

contrasting purposes, but also social, narrative and literary traditions.

Instead of adopting a specific text model per-se, we worked at the level of raising

awareness about the specificity of both the Arabic and English languages at the first

stage (in the language modules: Arabic and English); then moving to verification of

this specificity via contrastive analysis of source texts and the students’ real

translations (in the translation modules: Arabic/English and English/Arabic). The

two stages are meant for a better understanding of the human languages (which is the

original aim of contrastive analysis) and thus a better communication through

translation (which an application of CA to translation).

2.2.1.3.3 Contrastive Discourse Analysis

Carl James advanced another macro aspect of contrastive analysis: contrastive

discourse analysis. Hartmann, later put James’ macro perception to work; James

proposed an ideal and Hartmann proposed the substance. Hartmann applied

contrastive linguistics in translation and comparative literature, code switching and

language learning and compilation of bilingual dictionaries. As far as methodology is

concerned, he proposed the concept of ‘parallel text’ to cover different platforms:
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Parallel texts can be used to make interlingual comparisons at all levels and

with any method. Common sense dictates that we should (a) incorporate what we

know about phonology, lexicology, grammar and textology within a discourse

framework, and (b) combine the conceptual-logical, critical-exegetical, correlational-

sociological, and experimental-scientific approaches into an eclectic whole

(Hartmann, 1980, p. 37 cited in Wenguo and Mun, 2007, p. 53).

This method was adapted to the requirements of the present study. Comparisons

using a text and its translation were carried out in task two of the treatment phase of

the present study.

Wierzbicka cited in Wenguo and Mun (2007) is a known figure in contrastive

pragmatics. She challenged the attempt to break syntax, semantics and pragmatics

into three separate roles and suggests the recognition of two types pragmatics: a

linguistic pragmatics forming a part of a coherent, integrated description of language

and another pragmatics which refers to the domains of the sociologist, the

psychologist, the literary scholar etc.

By the end of the 1960s, contrastive rhetoric was widely acknowledged, especially

in the USA. The father of contrastive rhetoric is R. Kaplan whose ‘Cultural Thought

Patterns in Intercultural Education' represented the thought patterns of the speakers

of five different languages and cultures. Contrastive linguistics and contrastive

rhetoric both shared the same basis of servicing the foreign language teaching,

particularly with English as a target, but the former focussed on verbal language and

the latter on the written form. Thus contrastive analysis and contrastive rhetoric

complement each other in many aspects:

1.Contrastive analysis pays more attention to listening and speaking skills, while

contrastive rhetoric concentrates on reading and writing skills.
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2.Contrastive analysis never gone beyond sentence level, while contrastive rhetoric is

influenced by text linguistics. The text is the father of the sentence and text strategies

come before the formation of individual sentences (Enkvist 1997, p. 199).

3.Unlike contrastive analysis, contrastive rhetoric recognizes in addition to

differences across languages, variation internal to a specific language such as the

varieties of English.

4.Both contrastive analysis and contrastive rhetoric are aware of their relation with

translation. The former, favouring the linguistic school that concentrates on the

source text, established its connection with translation on the concept of equivalence

and helped in the development of machine translation. The latter favouring the

cultural school that concentrates on the target text and theory of transfer is connected

to translation through concepts such as ‘adequacy’ and ‘acceptability’.

According to Wenguo and Mun (2007), a true turning point came with Andrew

Chesterman’s Contrastive Functional Analysis in 1998. The book comprises the first

ever philosophical discussion on fundamental concepts in contrast such as

‘similarity’, ‘equivalence’, and ‘meaning’. Chesterman classified two types of

similarity: divergent, moving from type to token and convergent, moving from token

to type. He added that translation theories make use of the divergent concept,

whereas contrastive analysis uses the convergent one.

- For the first time, contrastive studies and translation studies are genuinely

connected on theoreticalfundamentals. The translation concept of equivalence is the

backbone of contrastive analysis. Though Hartmann (1980 cited in Wenguo and

Mun, 2007) was the first who tested contrastive textology application against the

intricacies in translation, Chesterman talked about the kind of relation translation and
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contrastive linguistics could have. Wenguo and Mun (2007, 59) quoting Chesterman

(1998, p. 6):

both translation theory and contrastive analysis deal with similarities and

differences in the study of language and language behaviour...Pairing

translation with contrastive analysis altered the one-way traffic from CA to

second language teaching so that CA is now free to advance on a widened

horizon and applicability’.

-The first call for instances of language behaviour to be the starting point of

contrastive research methodology. Chesterman (1998, 52 citted in Wenguo and Mun,

2007, p. 59) proposed using utterances, or instances of language use as the primary

data source. To support his empirical approach, Chesterman (1998, p. 1) interpreted

‘function’ as ‘an expression of meaning’ and a ‘functional approach’ as one that is

‘from meaning to form’. To Wenguo and Mun (2007), Chesterman’s contrastive

methodology has contemporary significance leading back to Whorf’s tradition.

Chesterman (1998, p. 54) proposed a general contrastive functional analysis

methodology based on:

l.Pimary data: instances of language behaviour in different languages.

2.Comparability criterion: a perceived similarity between a phenomenon X in

language A and a phenomenon Y in language B.

3.Problem: what is the nature of this similarity?

4.1nitial hypothesis: that X and Y are identical

5.Test: on what grounds can the initial hypothesis be supported or rejected?

6.Revised hypothesis if the initial hypothesis fails.
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7-Testing of the revised hypothesis. Here, Chesterman (1998, p. 60 cited in Wenguo

and Mun, 2007, p. 61) stressed that

...the apparent belief in Contrastive Analysis that once an analysis has been

done the problem is solved for good; not so, I think: the result of the analysis

is no more than a (hopefully) better hypothesis

This framework is not an application or a verification of a theory; but new sets of

assumptions and generalisations qualified from linguistic facts.

-Reconciling linguistic relativity and linguistic universal:

In fact, the earlier supporting theory of CA, structuralism, helps justify the need for

CA in maintaining that languages and cultures differ from each other.

Transformational grammar, however, emphasized the linguistic universal point of

view that all languages are the same at deep structure; therefore knowledge of second

language could be deduced from the familiar mother tongue, reducing the need for

CA in foreign language learning. This accounts for the acceptance of ‘deep structure

as terlia comparationis and the borrowing of concepts such as ‘transformation’ and

‘generative’to make the process of contrast a transformation process from deep to

surface structures. According to Wenguo and Mun (2007), this mismatch in theory

and practice clarifies why CA restricts itself to the applied field and does not

compete for healthy development in linguistics. This study is an attempt to start a

healthy application of theoretical CA since it is primarily concerned with getting

insights into the workings of the English and Arabic Languages for a better

awareness of their similarities and differences. The latter enhances the transfer

competence of the student translators. In fact, Chesterman (1998, pp. 50-2 cited in

Wenguo and Mun, 2007, p. 62) attempted to mediate an end to the conflicting
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linguistic views stating that as far as utterances are concerned, it is difficult to

assume an ‘identical’ universal base. Hence, a degree of overlapping is sought and

this is where relativity will set in:

And the operation of CA is really not on the grounds of sameness or

identity but a comparison of prototypes- which are culture-specific

and thus not universally shared- and see to what extent they overlap

This is, according to Wenguo and Mun (2007), ‘a remarkable position’ with regard to

linguistic relativity and universality.

-Breaking barriers for a sophisticated contrastive functional analysis model to date:

considering most linguists’ views, Wenguo and Mun (2007) state that contrastive

studies, before Chesterman, is but scattered pieces and that Chesterman put all of

these pieces into his functional analysis framework. As far as meaning is concerned,

the model is consistent in theoretical basis and object seeking to circumscribe the

various ways meaning is expressed at all levels and the respective criteria; and it is

consistent in its linguistic categorization at various levels including structure,

macrostructure and interstructure.

2.2.1.3.4 The Development of Whorf’s Contrastive Linguistic Standpoint

Whorf not only gave contrastive analysis a name, but also set a path for its growth.

Despite that, he was denied due credit because, according to Wenguo and Mun

(2007), of:

-Contrastivists afraid to be mocked and left behind by new trends in linguistics such

as universal grammar, which was in rivalry with Whorf’s relativity hypothesis,

loosened ties with unfashionable viewpoints.
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- The self positioning of contrastive linguistics in applied linguistics serving the

needs of second language teaching. For Wenguo and Mun (2007, p. 64), there is so-

called ‘theoretical contrastive linguistics’ whose aim is to search for a particular point

of research or a particular model for specific analysis needs and is never the object of

contrastive analysis.

- Specialization in language research, as most would rather ‘create’ a discipline than

renew the content under an old banner. The Sapir-Whorf relativity hypothesis emerged as

a natural consequence of the need to contrast (unrelated languages) rather than compare

(related languages) and is only meaningful in the context of contrasting different distant

languages. According to Wenguo and Mun, 2007, pp. 64-5), Whorf has every reason to

name contrastive linguistics and specify its task; that would seek contrast in terms of

language and culture to reveal the nature of human languages.

Wenguo and Mun ( 2007) think that with Chesterman’s proposed approach, the

discipline will have a chance to return to its original path set by Whorf and that

further advancement in the discipline will have to draw inspiration from his

theoretical thoughts.

2.2.2. Language Perspective in Contrastive Linguistics

‘What language is’ is a ‘deterministic’ question because a different take would

impact on the direction in which the discipline would evolve. Thus, it is necessary to

reach a consensus on what is language to establish a common platform on which

contrastive study may be carried out (Wenguo and Mun, 2007). ) Wenguo and

Mun’s (2007) account of the Western contrastive studies shows that they do not

consider themselves as a branch of linguistics, emphasizing its applied significance

in second language pedagogy. From 1990s, Chinese linguists, according to Wenguo

and Mun ( 2007), turned the situation around, and this is illustrated by a judgment by
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Chao Yuen-ren that ‘contrastive linguistics is really general linguistics’. Wenguo and

Mun ( 2007, p. 168) further advocate that

...contrastive linguistics in China has achieved full ontology rights in

linguistics, which would allow the discipline to play a greater role in

Chinese linguistics. This particular development should shed some

light on the Western counterparts

In the new definition of language proposed by Pan Wenguo (2001a, 35 cited in

Wenguo and Mun, 2007, p. 178) in which language is considered as “the manner and

process by which man cognizes and states the world”, there are four key words:

cognition(which is more than just knowing, pointing to the rationality of human

languages and is a unique faculty of man), statement (necessarily involving usage of

speech language), manner (as an action performed by a subject, a demonstration of

subjective capabilities that may be inborn or acquired). As this definition is highly

inclusive, the scope of contrastive linguistics will be highly inclusive. What is

amazing about this definition is that it was not based on an automatic insertion of old

and new elements, as it is fashionable in a number of disciplines; rather it was based

on scientific remedies to objective shortcomings. This approach Wenguo and Mun

(2007)

In this respect, Wenguo and Mun (2007, p. 208) suggested the following definition

as a base for further advancement:
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Contrastive linguistic is a branch in linguistics maintained by foundations

in philosophical linguistics, comprising aspects in theoretical and applied

studies with an object to contrast two or more languages or dialects to describe

the similarities and, particularly, the differences for an explanation in view of

the relations between human language and its spirit, so as to promote

advancement in general linguistics and facilitate the exchanges and understandings

of cultures and civilisations for human harmony

In this definition, Wenguo and Mun (2007) used the phrase ‘philosophical

linguistics’ to account for the broad an encompassing sense required in any

definition; the word ‘aspects’ indicates the many faces of theoretical and applied

linguistics; ‘dialects’ are included for the vague line between language and dialect;

the phrase ‘relations between human language and its spirit’ gives more space to

different combinations such as language and thought, language and psychology...etc.

What can be of extreme importance in this definition for us, is the following

expression that ‘contrastive linguistics’ aims at facilitating the exchanges and

understandings of cultures and civilisationsfor human harmony. This is a new point

of view and it forms the most important ontological foundation for the present study.

Our logic was that if contrastive linguistics’ subject matter is language and its aim is

to facilitate exchanges and understandings of cultures and civilisations for human

harmony’, then it can be of paramount importance to translation which uses language

for the same aim. Following this, we proposed A Contrastive Analysis Approach to

Teaching Languagesfor Translational Purposes.
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2.2.3. Methodological Considerations in Contrastive Linguistics

In the previous section, we dealt, in brief, with the ontology of contrastive analysis.

According to Wenguo and Mun (2007), the relationship between ontology and

methodology is that between a theory and its application. If ontology charts the path

to advance the subject, methodology guides the approach in the charted way. Fisiak

was the first to emphasize the importance of theoretical contrastive analysis and to

call on the study of methodology in a context where there are only few papers and

books dedicated to the study of methodology, the thing which leaves room for this

study Wenguo and Mun (2007).

2.2.3.1 Methodology in Contrastive Linguistics

Methodology and method are two related yet different concepts. Wenguo and Mun,

2007, p. 215) quoting Ding Jinguo (1996/2004, p. 8) state that methodology is

different from method or approach. Methodology is the guiding principles or rules in

the study of a specific discipline; whereas methods are concrete ways or approaches

to solve a certain problem.

In the previous explanation, methodology is metaphysical or philosophical

providing principles to fulfil the tasks designate by ontology. Furthermore, not all

methods are of methodological significance, Wenguo and Mun (2007) named:

synthesis and analysis, macroscopic and microscopic study, qualitative and

quantitative analysis, description and explanation, translation method as examples.

These are general methods which are universally applicable and may not add

methodological value to CL. For instance, macroscopic and microscopic are general

in nature and should not be regarded as being of methodological importance.
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Microscopie contrasting aims at finding the differences in the two languages and thus

solving the practical problems in teaching and translation; whereas macroscopic

contrasting aims at reaching a better understanding of the language and languages.

Hence, since methodology is ‘guiding principles’ it must be macroscopic in nature

and cannot refer to methods (or concrete ways to solve a certain problem) (Wenguo

and Mun, 2007).

Furthermore, Wenguo and Mun (2007) differentiated between contrastive

methodology and contrastive models which deal with concrete methods not guiding

principles. They treat items in succession and often in series. There are four models

in the history of contrastive studies:

l.The consistent model created by Lado contrasts five aspects: phonetics,

grammatical structures, vocabulary, writing systems and culture, discussing the form,

meaning and the distribution of form and meaning.

2.The progressive model created by Enkvist has four steps: sentence-based text

models, predication-based text models, cognitive text models, and interactional text

models. These models are interrelated and each represents an advancement solving

further problems.

3.The synthetic model created by Krzeszowski and uses "terlia comparationis’ as the

horizontal axis and semanto-syntactic equivalence as the vertical axis.

4.The multi-phasal model created by Chesterman. It is the most comprehensive

model including all the features of the previous three models.

2.2.3.1.1 Methods of Ontological and Methodological Importance

Ontologically important methods are those methods that help in deciding the

nature of contrastive linguistics; while methodologically important methods are those
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methods that are practical and workable and are the bases for establishing research

models and designing research procedures (Wenguo and Mun, 2007). From these

methods, Wenguo and Mun (2007) stated:

1.Contrastive vs. Comparative: The differentiation of ‘contrastive’ and

‘comparative’ is of methodological significance in that in contrastive linguistics,

contrasting is more favoured than the method of comparison. Though neither

contrasting nor comparing carries an extreme demand to look for ‘similarity’ or

‘difference’ only, each has a tendency for one of them. In other words,

methodologically, the ‘comparative’ method stresses similarity more; while the

contrastive method emphasizes the difference. In addition, ‘contrast’ is usually

carried out between two items (or two languages).

2.Similarity vs. Difference: When carrying out a contrast or a comparison, we can

list all similarities and differences between the two languages, but without paying

equal attention to both qualities. Looking for differences out of similarities will be

the demarcation line for the ‘contrastive study’. According to Wenguo and Mun (

2007, p. 259), finding differences among languages is the ultimate aim of Contrastive

Linguistics, but ‘it will not just stop there’,

Its ultimate aim as an academic discipline is, to be exact, to find the

common nature of human language as a whole, behind the differences

big or small, between the languages in contrast, so as to serve as a base

for the peaceful coexistence and friendly communication among people of

nations and cultures...Recognition of differences can lead only to a better

mutual understanding and mutual respect, on the basis of it to promote

mutual development .( emphasis ours).
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Thus, looking for similarity out of difference should be the ultimate aim of

contrastive analysis. Wenguo and Mun ( 2007, p. 259), stated that “The ultimate aim

of contrastive linguistics is to seek harmony out of differences” as a conclusion for

their book. .

3.Synchronicity vs. Diachronicity: A fundamental feature of contrastive linguistics

from the very beginning, according to Wenguo and Mun (2007), is synchronicity.

Yet, with the further development of the discipline, especially when Lu Shuxiang

(1990 cited in Wenguo and Mun, 2007) set two targets for the discipline, ‘finding’

and ‘explaining’ difficulties and similarities through the research, many researchers

think that the second factor could only be attained within diachronic factors. This has

also influenced methodology, i.e. how to make a contrastive study synchronically

and diachronically? (Wenguo and Mun, 2007). Wenguo and Mun (2007, p. 228)

asked further questions about why can’t we compare ancient Chinese for instance

with modern English, and asserted that “serious and further study is required in

theory as well as in practice”.

2.2.3.1.2 Methods of Methodological Importance

These are indispensible methods in contrastive studies. Though they do not play a

decisive role in the nature of the discipline, they often affect the final results.

1. Starting points: When engaged in contrastive study, it is necessary to consider

where to start; i.e the starting point (or tertium comparationis literally meaning

‘middle item in contrasting’. In unidirectional studies, however, one does not start

from ‘middle item’). Starting point is a methodological problem concerning the

overall situation in contrastive study, since different starting points may lead to

different ways of contrasting and results.
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Studying the structure as the core for linguistic study as well as for language

education- the main point in Lado’s model- was a mistake as learning a foreign

language means communicating with other people and learning the fashion they use

to cognize and describe the world; in which process structure is important but not

decisive.

The generativists, on the other hand, start from rules and consider all languages as

sharing the same system (the universal grammar). The goal of contrastive linguistics,

here, changed into explaining the nature of the human language and its universality.

According Wenguo and Mun (2007), starting from structure, category or rule we are

more likely to see similarities; whereas starting from meaning is ‘naturally a better

choice’ if contrastive linguistics’ aim is to look for differences. Lipinska is the first

who emphasized the importance of a meaning-based contrastive study. Chesterman,

from his part, suggested that starting from meaning is equivalent to starting from

translation. This might be insightful as to the contrastive study we proposed in this

research. Focussing on differences as an aim, we suggested, will enhance awareness

necessary for transfer competence we target to develop in our students.

2.Direction: Another important practical problem is the direction in doing

contrastive study; should contrastive study be unidirectional, bidirectional or multi¬

directional?

If contrast is to be carried out, it most probably will go in the direction of a powerful

language to a less powerful language. This is against the fundamental aim of

contrastive linguistics of finding similarities and differences between different

nations and languages for a better and more effective cross-communication.

3.Induction vs. Deduction: Under the circumstance that CA was for most of the

time under the impact of transformational grammar, deduction and induction assume
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a methodological importance in contrastive linguistics. When starting the contrasting

practice, the choice to use deduction only, induction only, deduction followed by

induction, or vice versa, or two methods alternatively is to be made.

4. Dynamic vs. Static: With the new definition of language - that it is the fashion

and process in which man cognises and states the world, in mind, Wenguo and Mun

(2007) proposed dynamicity as a key methodological feature in contrastive

linguistics. In contrasting modern Chinese grammar with that of other languages,

Wenguo and Mun (2007) propose, we must adopt the dynamic viewpoint that

modern Chinese grammar is not stable as either classical Chinese grammar or

modern English grammar, and that it is still in the progress of evolution and

maturation.

2.2.3.2 Procedural Issues in Contrastive Linguistics

For Wenguo and Mun (2007, p. 230), the procedure is not a method, but it is

related to it “it is the process when a researcher puts his methods or principles into

practice to fulfil his settled task”. In fact, it is beneficial if experienced researchers

are encouraged to introduce their own procedures. Lado (1957, pp. 67-70 cited in

Wenguo and Mun, 2007, p. 230):

First step: Locate the best structural description of the languages

involved. Second step: Summarize in compact outline form all the

structures. Third step: Actual comparison of the language structures,

pattern by pattern. Fourth step: Regrouping single problem patterns into

large patterns of difficulty
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This procedure has been criticized for these three aspects: this procedure requires the

best structural description of the languages involved- which is not possible for all the

languages; suits only the comparison between structures- which will be of no use

when contrasting from other points; equates difference to difficulties- which needs

yet to be proved.

De pietro (1971/1978 cited in Wenguo and Mun, 2007) from his part, proposed a

three step procedure, summarized as follows:

1.First step is to observe the differences between the surface structures

of the two languages. Such differences may range from local absence

of some surface feature in one of the two languages to partial sharing

of a feature ... However great the contrasts, we assume in this first step,

that they are explainable in terms of some underlying universal;

(e.g. Number).

2.Second step is to postulate the underlying universals... (e.g. Number)

3.Third step is to formulate the deep-to-surface (realization) rules

concerning the various expressions of NUMBER in each of the languages

involved in our CA.

Wenguo and Mun (2007) said that the model was mainly preoccupied with the

‘universals’ and was set to prove but the already existing ‘universals’.

Carl James (1980 cited in Wenguo and Mun, 2007) talked about two basic

processes: description and comparison explained in a four-step algorithm:

1.First step: assemble the data.

2.Second step: formulate the descriptions.

3.Third step: supplement the data as required.
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4.Fourth step: formulate the contrast.

Though this procedure requires the researchers to make the description themselves

(i.e. it does not require an already described structure), this description might run the

risk of being highly subjective. For the remaining steps, contrasting is open to more

varieties of practices and leaves too much room for beginners’ contribution.

A more complicated pragmatic contrasting procedure was proposed by krzeszowski

(1990 cited in Wenguo and Mun, 2007). The procedure is based on ‘equivalence’;

i.e. if there is no equivalence, then contrasting is to be carried out. If there is already

certain equivalence, then we look at equivalence at another level. The problem raised

by Wenguo and Mun (2007) is how do we know if there is equivalence or not before

we start?

In China, XuYulong (1992) was mentioned by Wenguo and Mun (2007) to be the

only scholar to have discussed the problem of contrasting procedure and proposed

the following six steps:

First step: locate the scope of contrasting (indicate linguistic levels, units and

content).

Second step: collect literature on the topic to make initial study of the languages

involved.

Third step: select a theoretical frame.

Fourth step: collect linguistic materials with reference to time register and style.

Fifth step: analyze and contrast.

Sixth step: summary.

A very interesting criticism of Wenguo and Mun (2007, p. 233) targeted the idea of

selecting a theoretical frame before contrasting:
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why the analysis of facts must be based on a certain ‘theory’... If, for

instance, one ‘theoretical frame' results in a ‘difference’ between two

languages, and another ‘theoretical frame’ results in a 'similarity' from

the same material, then which results shall we believe? And which is to

blame for the different results, theory or material?’ and they concluded

the series of questions by ‘why on earth must we look for some linguistic

theory to guide the contrasting practice?

Wenguo and Mun (2007) simply explain that certain Western scholars who have no

faith in contrastive linguistics itself seek support in other theoretical frames.

Fortunately, other scholars refuse to resort to any existing theory in their research.

Chesterman (1998, p. 54 cited in Wenguo and Mun, 2007, pp. 60-1) proposed a real

procedure for contrastive study, which is idiosyncratic and which makes contrast

based on meaning. The procedure comprises seven steps:

First step: primary data; instances of language behaviour in different languages

Second step: comparability criterion; a perceived similarity between a phenomenon

X in language A and a phenomenon Y in language B. For a given contrastive

analysis, this criterion is then defined operationally in terms of a constraint of

relevant similarity.

Third step: problem; what is the nature of this similarity?

Fourth step: initial hypothesis; that X and Y are identical

Fifth step: test; on what grounds can the initial hypothesis be supported or rejected?

on what conditions does it hold?

Sixth step: revised hypothesis if the initial hypothesis fails.

Seventh step: testing of the revised hypothesis.
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This model is adapted to the specific requirements of the present study (see the

implementation chapter).

2.2.4 Principles of Methodology in Contrastive Linguistics

In fact, the adoption of methodology is restricted by certain conditions or principles;

principles of background, principles of selection, and principles of homogeneity:

2.2.4.IPrinciples of background

For contrastive linguistics, the following are decisive factors behind

methodology:

-Ontology-decisive: refers to the status of contrastive linguistics; that is if contrastive

study is not recognized as an independent discipline, or if it recognized to be of some

disciplinary value as a branch of other linguistics, then no consideration of

methodology is necessary. According to Wenguo and Mun (2007, p. 234), not being

sure about the nature of the discipline, results in an even less serious study of

methodology “the status of contrastive linguistics in the West is not yet confirmed to

this day, so how can we expect that people will seriously study the problem of

methodology”. We note that the present study is based on the recognition that CL is

an independent discipline.

-Teleology-decisive: teleology refers to the study of purposes. According to Wenguo

and Mun (2007), all methods serve certain purposes and thus different purposes

require different methods. If the purpose is just to find the differences and

similarities of the two languages to improve foreign language teaching, the structural

method of description will naturally be adopted; if the purpose is to find a ‘universal
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grammar’ behind the differences and similarities of the languages, the

transformational grammar method of explanation will be favoured and so on.

-Language-perspective -decisive: in fact, the view of language forms a fundamental

base for methodological study. Different language views lead to different linguistic

theories and to different understandings of the nature of contrastive linguistics, which

in turn decide the selection of research methodology.

The background principles are compulsory; in such a way that if a researcher adopts

one of the four basic language views with the linguistic theory he believes in, his

methodology line will be at once apparent and his conclusion will be easily

anticipated (Wenguo and Mun, 2007).

2.2.4.2 Principles of selection

These principles are, however, subjective, allowing the researcher some freedom of

choice before setting about their work. They include:

-Selectionfor language view and linguistic theory: the first selection a researcher can

make is the selection of language view, which is at the highest level, and linguistic

theory or linguistics, which is at the second level. There are three kinds of language

views: the first emphasizing the natural aspects of language and thus regarding

language as the object of natural sciences; the second emphasizing the social aspects

of language and thus regarding language as the object of the social sciences; the third

emphasizing the human aspects of language and thus regarding language as the

object of humanities. Linguistic theories are further classifications of the general

language views; for example emphasis on the systematic nature of the natural aspects

leads to the theory of structuralism, while emphasis on the biological nature of the

natural aspects leads to the theory of neurolinguistics. Contrastive linguistics is at the
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same level with other theories and is under the guidance of a language view at its

formation. It is important that contrastivists make their choice of the language view

very carefully: “Unless a language view is solidly founded, no ontological or

methodological questions can be seriously considered” (Wenguo and Mun, 2007, p.

237).

-Selection for strata of research: in selecting a language view, the general policy for

contrastive study is established. The first selection to be made is about the strata of

research; or making a choice among ‘theory’, ‘application’ and ‘practice’ or even

‘philosophy’. This is important because the approaches for theoretical, applied and

practical studies are different with macroscopic methods for theoretical studies and

microscopic ones for practical studies.

-Selection for levels of research: language taken as a symbolic system, a means for

communication and embodiment of national spirit covers a large area of selection; it

can be further divided into such levels as phonetics, grammar, discourse, text, genre

and style...etc. In fact different selections will lead to different methodology.

-Selection of direction of contrasting: there are three kinds of the direction of

contrasting: unidirectional, bidirectional and multidirectional. Even the unidirectional

needs to be further considered as to whether the direction is from language A to B or

vice versa. This reflects the knowledge background of the researcher as it relates to

the goal of the contrastive study.

- Diversity in research methods: there is more freedom in selecting research methods

compared to methodology which is closely related to the nature of a certain

discipline. Methods are not discipline-bound and are open to all researchers to adopt.

Some of these are: analysis vs. synthesis, macroscopic vs. microscopic, quantitative

vs. qualitative, etc.
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-Selection of research models: the research model is a set of methods adopted by a

researcher on the basis of his own experience and that of the predecessors. Models

are very important as to the discipline development and student training. According

to Wenguo and Man (2007, p. 239), “This is as yet a weak point in contrastive study

both in China and in the rest of the world, and leaves much to do for all researchers

in the field”.

2.2.4.3 Principles of homogeneity

If the principles of background are compulsory and those of selection are subjective,

the principles of homogeneity are restrictive:

-Consistency in theory: for Wenguo and Mun (2007), since they insist that

contrastive linguistics is general linguistics in its nature (not a mere branch of any

linguistic theory), CL should welcome all kinds of linguistic theories, absorb what is

useful to itself (to suit different purposes, at different levels and against different

objects) and construct a theory of its own. Wenguo and Mun (2007, p. 239) further

explained that

It is only with this background of consistency for each researcher that,

however many ideas are absorbed from other linguistic theories, s/he

will be able to combine them into one unique and consistent theory

of his or her own

-Homogeneity of linguistic data: Wenguo and Mun (2007) advocated a restriction of

the use of the terms synchronic and diachronic. The term synchronic is to be

confined as the existing status of a language at a certain stage; and diachronic as the

process of evolution and change within one language. Thus, according to Wenguo
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and Mun (2007), both terms are for use within one language; while in contrasting

two or more languages, the term homogeneity can be suggested. The homogeneous

material, Wenguo and Mun (2007) proposed, may be relatively synchronic as when

contrasting modern English with modern or old Chinese; or relatively diachronic as

when contrasting the history of Chinese of 300years and the history of English of just

1000 years and have no methodological problems.

-Correspondence in domains: for Wenguo and Mun (2007), contrasting must be

carried out in corresponding spheres, i.e. we can only contrast theory with theory,

practice with practice, structure with structure, theoretical structure with theoretical

structure, etc as we cannot explain the facts of language A with one theory and the

facts of language B with another.

-Strata by gradation: Wenguo and Mun (2007) proposed a ten-sphere system for

contrastive linguistics. A system which is strict in two ways- as they advocate.First,

the system is inclusive; it is based on the understanding that the humanistic quality

(including natural and social qualities) is the most fundamental quality of language.

Thus the system is itself inclusive. Second, the system is gradated; on the line from

theory to practice, practical study is under the guidance of applied theoretical study,

which in turn is under the guidance of the philosophy of language. Along the line

from human quality to natural quality, the human qualities of language ‘govern’ the

social and natural qualities of language and the social qualities govern the natural

qualities of language.
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2.3An Account of Language Teaching for Translation

According to Malmkjaer (2004), though language skills are very prominent in translating,

very little has been written about language teaching for translators. In the same respect,

Beeby (2004, p. 40) said “Very little has been written about language learning for

translators”. Beeby (2004, p. 45) explained that the reason is that language teachers are not

translators: “the language teachers in translation in translation faculties are not usually

translators, and this may be one reason why there has been so little research in language for

this special purpose”.

Malmkjaer (2004) moving the discussion a bit further, said that though success in

translation is based on the ability to operate literately in more than one language, translation

pedagogy cannot be equated with or subsumed under language pedagogy.

In this study we posit that even when language is taught simultaneously with translation

skills, translational language competence or translation-oriented language competence will

be enhanced and the acquisition of translation competence will, accordingly, be easier.

Thus, it is language pedagogy that must be subsumed, in this particular context, under

translation pedagogy not the opposite. In similar vein, Bernardini in Malmkjaer (2004)

explained that one learns the language to become a translator and that language and

translation learning are maximally beneficial and most economically undertaken, when they

are mutually reinforcing (emphasis ours). Compbell (1998), with special reference to

translating into the second language, proposed that if language teaching is molded in such a

way as to cater for the needs of prospective translators, then time may be saved in the

translation class. This is also sensitive, we claim, in the context of teaching language in a

translation undergraduate course.
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2.3.1. A State of the Arts of Language Teaching for Translation

According to Beeby (2004, p. 39) there are basic guidelines for teaching language as a

part of an undergraduate degree designed to train professional translators. In practice,

however, each teaching situation presents a “different set of priorities and restrictions”

depending on the country, institution, subjects in the degree programme, students’ entry

requirements, languages being taught and the final skills required. She added that research

and experience in the field of translation, translation training and language acquisition are

essential sources for the declarative and procedural knowledge needed by trainee translators.

In the Algerian context, students’ entry requirements can be summarized in having a

specific average (changing each year depending on the general results of the baccalaureate

exam and usually higher than that specified for entry into any language department) and

language marks equal or superior to 14/20. Despite this, basic elements of language are

revisited to insure mastery. Language classes are provided for Arabic (an A language or the

mother tongue language), French (a B language which is the first or active foreign language)

and English (a C language which is the second foreign language), in most translation

departments and for Spanish and German (a D language which is a third foreign language)

in the translation department of Oran. These language classes are provided for four years;

i.e. throughout the whole translation course and offer different linguistic combinations.

Three different naming of the language class, for all languages, have been adopted

indicating both stage and content: the PSL modules (pratique systématique de la langue);

referring to the language class in the first year and covering the basic word categories in the

language, PL modules (perfectionnement de la langue); referring to the language class in the

2nd , 3rd and 4th years, covering sentence structure and paragraph development, style and

essay development and types of essay developments respectively . Starting from the third

year, another language module is incorporated in the translation course; it is the LS module
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(langue de spécialité).The module deals with text types and genres and progresses from 3rd

to 4th year. Referring to the department of translation, University Mentouri of Constantine,

the languages taught can be broadly grouped into two main classes depending on very

formal differences: Arabic in one class referring to official transcription and cultural

systems and French and English in the second class referring broadly speaking to foreign

transcription and cultural systems. In this study, we worked on the linguistic combination

Arabic/English/Arabic, but suggestions are general enough to be applied to the other

linguistic combination and even to other subjects and modules. Of course, the translation

modules are basic for any translation course. As for the department of translation,

University Mentouri of Constantine, the linguistic combinations available arc:

Arabic<-»English and Arabic<-»Erench. This produces four translation modules:

Arabic/English, English/Arabic, Arabic/French and French/Arabic. No preferred translation

direction is shown as the four modules have equal mark percentage and equal passing

criteria. Other subjects include: translation theories, linguistics, civilisation, sociology and

computer science among others. These modules can be invested in developing the

theoretical and cultural aspects needed for translation. Thus, our posited translation

awareness raising is not only meant for language modules but can be used for all the other

modules.

Berenguer’s pioneer proposal (1996 cited in Beeby, 2004) is based on five skills she

considered to be important for a translator in the context of German as a C language (the

languages taught at the departments of translation can be studied as A, B, or C languages.

The A languages are mother tongue languages- this the case of the Arabic language at the

University of Constantine-, the B languages are first or active foreign languages- this is the

case of the French language at the University of Constantine-, the C languages are the
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second foreign languages- this is the case of English at the University of Constantine-). Here

are types of exercises to develop them:

1. Reading comprehension exercises based on ‘deverbalisation’ and translation-

oriented discourse analysis.

2. Exercises to separate the two languages focusing on: writing conventions,

vocabulary, grammar and text types

3. Exercises to develop documentation techniques.

4. Exercises to develop cultural expertise in the foreign language.

5. Exercises to develop translation awareness.

This proposal is important because, as Beeby (2004) stated, it clearly locates language for

translators as a languagefor special purposes (emphasis ours) within the applied branch of

translation studies. In this proposal, the exercises are based on translation oriented discourse

analysis, separating the two languages, developing foreign cultural expertise and translation

awareness which are translation oriented.

Beeby (2004) added that other publications on language learning for translators tend to

focus on one aspect of the process such as those focusing on reading for translators ( Brehm,

1977) who incorporated useful insights form studies in reading acquisition in first and

second languages). Nord (1999 cited in Beeby, 2004) proposed a progression from text-

analytical and production competence in text A to text analytical and production

competence in lingua-cultures B and C. In this textual competence approach, noting textual

differences and similarities is an important part in this respect. Other authors mentioned by

Beeby (2004) such as Seguinot (1994) and Koltay( 1998) defend including technical and

academic writing in translation curricula. They propose the learning of genres and

documentation for technical writing. In all these publications, however, an important idea is

that language learning should be situated in a generalframework of translation training.
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2.3.2. Beeby’s Proposal of Language Teaching for Translation

Beeby in Malmkjaer (2004) talks about “a translation-aware language classroom” for

potential trainee translators. Her syllabus is based on a model in which translation is broken

down into six sub-competencies to be developed via tasks derived from a number of aspects

of discourse and relating directly to rhetorical and genre conventions. The syllabus proposed

by Beeby (2004)

incorporates aspects of the genre-based approach to teaching languages

which has emerged from Halliday’s systemic functional linguistics ...and

contrastive rhetoric . ..This approach seems to provide a methodology

that is appropriate for teaching language for translation, and indeed

for teaching translation, particularly inverse translation.

He added that pre-syllabus design is the first stage in syllabus design and includes the

general learning objectives; consisting of all those elements that intervene in the acquisition

of language for translators. Then, these elements can be 'tailored' to fit the needs of a

specific learning situation. Beeby’s syllabus consisted of three stages. This provides a useful

checklist for designing any translation-related syllabus in which priorities can be established

in relation to which competences are going to be worked on in other classes, and in relation

to the students’ position on the novice-expert continuum at different stages of the degree

programme (Beeby, 2004).

2.3.2.1 Identifying Elements of Translation-Based, Student-Oriented Pre-Syllabus

A degree programme whose purpose is training professional translators should have its

learning objectives based on the concept of professional translator competence. This can be

clarified through a study of the market to see who translates what and how; or through
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process studies of translators at work such as the PACTE project. The PACTE group

proposed six sub-competences: communicative competence in two languages, extra-

linguistic competence, transfer competence, instrumental and professional competence,

psycho-physiological competence and strategic competence. The importance of each

competence, in this model, will vary in different translation situations: the importance given

to the declarative and procedural knowledge of new technology which is part of the

professional/instrumental sub-competence will depend on contextual variables. The

translation brief, which is another aspect of this sub-competence, will always be central to

any professional translation or professional translation training. The model provides a useful

checklist for designing any translation-related syllabus in which priorities can be established

in relation to:

1- Which competences are going to be worked on in the other classes.

2- Which position students have on the novice-expert continuum at different stages of

the degree programme.

As far as the language class is concerned, for instance, priority is to be given to a

particular sub-competence depending on the objectives of the translation class and the

content of the other classes:

In order to decide which sub-competence should be given priority in the

foreign language class, the language teacher should know what the

students are learning or are going to leam in other classes and what

the objectives of the translation and interpreting classes are different

at levels. (Beeby, 2004, p. 42).

According to Beeby (2004), the degree of expertise aimed at in the language class

depends on the final objective for a particular language at a particular time and place in
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the whole degree programme. He added that this knowledge will help provide

progression in the language class. In other words, the teacher needs to be aware of the

kind of knowledge the student is to acquire at each stage of training: theoretical,

practical, conscious, automatic, declarative or procedural. For the PACTE group, the

procedural knowledge in which the strategic competence is primordial is essential to

make up expert translation competence (the group describes acquiring translation

competence in terms of a continuum from novice to expert (PACTE, 2000, pp. 103-5

cited in Beeby, 2004, p. 42). For Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986), expert knowledge is a

non-reflective or automatic. This is illustrated by the difficulties expert translators have

in verbalising their mental processes ( Kiraly, 1995 cited in Beeby, 2004).

At another level, Beeby (2004, p. 45) posited that language teachers for translation

training should be more than mere language teachers for language learning:

It seems obvious that language-for-translation teachers should have experience as

translators, should understand the language skills needed by a translator, should be

aware of what translation is, not only from reading about translation competence

research models, but also from their own experience.

This awareness of translation implies, for many people “a totally new way of looking at

words, language and the world and it takes time to introduce new schemata and change

existing ones” (Beeby, 2004, p. 45). In an interesting survey, Orozco (2000 cited in Beeby,

2004) found that the development of translation awareness does take time and is related to

the methodology used in translation classes (emphasis ours). This was one of the bases on

which we built the hypothesis of the present study.

Thus it seems reasonable to conclude as Berenguer (1996, p. 10 cited in Beeby, 2004, p.

45) suggests “if language teaching is translation-oriented, much precious time can be saved
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in the translation class’". The idea sounds reasonable, but how to implement it? That is, what

are the components of a translation-oriented language syllabus?

In this study, the degree programme in translation, at the University of Constantine,

Algeria, has as a general learning objective ‘the development of a general translation

competence enabling students to specialize later on in any given domain’. ‘General’, here,

refers to two ideas: inclusive (including a variety of contexts, sub-competences) and basic

(offering basic translational principles that are flexible enough to permit students to adapt to

any new situation) (see section on translator training or education, chapter one).

The degree programme is taught over four years and it comprises translation, language and

other modules (more details in the following chapter). In this study, language modules are

translation-related modules. The content of these modules aimed at strengthening the basic

notions of English acquired in the secondary school years and furthering students'

knowledge and mastery of the language. Thus, translation teaching and language teaching

could be said to happen simultaneously. The contrastive analysis approach proposed to

teach English springs from the idea that if language teaching is translation-oriented, we can

save much precious time in the translation class. In the previous proposal, that of Berenguer

(1996 cited in Beeby, 2004), the proposed exercises exhibited the influence of the sub¬

competences of the translation competence. In the context of the present study, where

language and translation are taught simultaneously, the needed linguistic content is

presented prior to a linguistic and cultural contrastive analysis in Arabic and English is dealt

with (as far as second year programme is concerned). The aim of this approach is to raise

translation awareness in the language class preparing for enhancing the transfer competence

of the student in the translation class. Reinforcing procedures include using contrastive

analysis of a source text and its translation in the translation class to raise translation

awareness and thus enhance the transfer competence. One advantage of our proposal seems
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to be that language class is contentfree. This flexibility permits the approach to account for

varying students’ needs and to teach them awareness not to train them to use specific

patterns in specific situations.

2.3.2.2. Identifying Elements of Discourse-Based, Translation-Oriented Pre-Syllabus

For Beeby (2004), when teaching language for translation, we should develop a genre and

task-based syllabus that integrates objectives from translation and discourse-based pre¬

syllabuses. She added that recent research into textual genres for second language learners

suggests very useful ways for integrating very specific objectives and real language in use.

Beeby (2004) referred, particularly, to Hoey (2001), Connor (1996) and Simpson(2000) as

useful for language for translation teachers because they incorporated insights from

contrastive rhetoric.

Despite that, it is difficult to select and classify discourse elements for a translation-

oriented pre-syllabus without a reference to a specific learning situation. Beeby’s proposed

classification is based on English as a B language for 2nd year Spanish trainee translators for

direct and inverse translation. Shee focuses on written texts. Since Spanish students reach

university with few fixed ideas about ‘style’ such as length and variation, one objective in

the language learning class is recognition of which English genres prefer brevity, clarity and

clear reference. The pre-syllabus discourse elements have incorporated ideas from different

sources and have been classified into four sections:

1- Textual interaction

2- Textual organization

3- Contrastive rhetoric

4- Genres
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In the present study, as clarified before, language teaching and translation teaching are

undertaken simultaneously and thus selecting and classifying discourse elements for

translation-oriented pre-syllabus beforehand with reference to students’ mastery level is to

be used theoretically to gain insights. Various discourse and linguistic elements are to be

dealt with; there is no classification or selection except the usual up-grading of lectures in

the degree programme. These are taught, however, via a contrastive analysis approach to

ensure a translation-oriented nature of the language teaching methodology.

As far as the textual interaction is concerned, Beeby (2004, p. 49) proposed two charts;

the left-hand column lists the selected discourse elements and the right-hand column lists

the translation sub-competences to be developed by working with these aspects of

discourse:

Aspects of discourse Translation competence
Texts say different things to different people in
the same culture: different versions of the same
event (matrix).

People in different cultures
Communicative, Strategic, Extra-linguistic,
Transfer.

The communicative situation: signals from
writer to reader.

Translator/ TT reader
Communicative, Strategic, Transfer.

Text as a site for interaction amongst writer and
reader.

Translator/ TT reader
Communicative, Strategic, Extra-linguistic.
Translation brief
Instrumental-professionalPurposes of interactions amongst writer and

reader
Reasoning, creativity
Psycho-physiologicalInferring information about the situation from

the text.
World views
Communicative, Strategic, Extra-linguistic.Forming hypothesis about texts, predicting.

Table one: Textual interaction chart by Beeby (2004)

In our study, two aspects of discourse seem particularly interesting, ‘texts that say different

things to different people in the same culture’, and the communicative situation: signals

from writer to reader. By working with both aspects of discourse, the ‘transfer competence’

is to be developed amongst other sub-competences. These aspects of discourse are to be

found and worked in the translation class as far as 2nd year level is concerned.
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As to textual organization, Beeby (2004) proposed the following aspects of discourse

with the corresponding translation competence:

Aspects of discourse Translation competence
Culturally popular patterns of text
organization (mapping)
Signals of text patterns
Coherence
Cohesion

Communicative, transfer,

Extra-linguistic,
Instrumental-professional,
Psycho-physiological

Table two: Textual organization chart by Beeby (2004)

Texts can be organized chronologically or non-chronologically, they can be in different

tenses. Beeby (2004) said that teachers can work on features of textual organization by

asking students to decide which characteristics are true for each text and to justify their

answers:

1. Organization: chronological/non-chronological

2. Time: specific/unspecific

3. Actors: individual/generic

Teachers can also provide the following linguistic features of the scientific discourse and

ask students if they can find examples of any of these features in the texts provided:

1. The universal present tense

2. The impersonal passive

3. The verbs identify experiential processes

4. The sentences are asserted...and contain verifiable propositions.

Are these characteristics limited to scientific discourse? Are they present in similar

genres?

Here as well, one aspect of discourse that is proposed to develop transfer competence is ‘the

culturally popular patterns of text organization (or mapping)’. This aspect can be partly

dealt with in written expression when developing paragraph types, and especially in the

translation class, as far as second year level is concerned.
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As far as contrastive rhetoric is concerned, Beeby (2004, p. 53) states that many authors

have favoured a genre-based approach to teaching language stating that “lending

consciousness does not require cultural and linguistic assimilation”; while others, such as

Cope and Kalantzis (1993, p. 18 cited in Beeby, 2004, p. 53), responded to the ideological

pitfalls (such as globalisation, social exclusion, multiculturalism, and ethnocentricity) of

using contrastive rhetoric and genres in second language learning. From his part, Beeby

(2004, p. 53), said that:

knowing the norms will help the students to interact with English texts for

translation-oriented discourse analysis for direct translation and to produce

pragmatic English texts of the kind in demand in the inverse translation market.

Contrastive Rhetoric
Contrasting cultures
Contrasting genres
Contrasting language systems
Table three: contrastive rhetoric chart by Beeby (2004)

As to this point, it refers to a basic concept in our methodology: when, where and how to

apply it is the specificity we aim to contribute in this study.

The fourth point is the genres; the choice of which, for the language class, will depend on

pedagogical and professional factors. Beeby (2004) mentioned a recent survey of 29

translation agencies in Barcelona which indicated that the most common language

combination requested by clients was Spanish-English and that the most common genres

were: technical, commercial, publicity, legal, computer manuals and tourism. Increasingly,

Beeby (2004) adds, much inverse translation into English in Barcelona is translation into

English as an international language (i.e. an English language used in contexts very far

from an English cultural context). In designing a first year English language programme,
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there are important criteria to follow in addition to the most commonly translated genre,

which are:

1. Which genres are most useful for illustrating textual interaction and organisation.

2. Which genres are most useful for illustrating cultural, textual and language contrast.

3. Which genres best illustrate the use of specific macro-structures, registers, discourse

markers, grammatical, lexical and formal features of English.

4. Which genres are most useful for translation classes.

5. Which genres are most useful for developing documentation skills.

6. Which genres are most useful for motivating the students and developing the

cognitive skills and the psychological attitudes needed as translators.

Beeby (2004) provided a list of genres that might be suitably exploited in the first year

language class; four of them are essential genres in the 2nd year translation class in our

translation departments (Algeria): news articles, public administration documents, scientific

articles and stories. As far as our study is concerned, another criterion is genres which are

most useful for developing the transfer competence. Incorporating these genres in the

language class for reading, writing and analysis will help improve students’ translation

competence. For each language genre, Beeby (2004) proposed a list of features, we

summarized the following:

1. News articles: Textual interaction: different versions of the same event in different

newspapers, ideology. Textual organisation: paragraph and sentence coherence,

...etc. Language systems: tenses, modality, linking words,...etc.

Newspaper headlines: Textual organisation: inferring information about the context,

function. Language systems: nominalisation, agent, metaphor, alliteration, rhyme.
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2. Public administration documents: Textual interaction: writing for a public for a

purpose, politeness system. Textual organisation: layout, coherence. Language

systems: tenor (pronouns), modality, cohesion, terminology and documentation.

3. Scientific articles: Textual interaction: adapting to different levels of specialisation

(register).Textual organisation: non chronological...patterns. Language systems:

tenses, modality, linking words, terminology and documentation.

4. Stories: Textual interaction: adapting to readers from different cultures (US/UK),

inferring information about the context from the text, ideology. Textual organisation:

chronological narrative. Language systems: tenses, phrasal verbs, nominalisation and

verbalisation.

2.3.2.3 Designing a Genre and a Task-Based Syllabus Integrating Elements of the

Two Stages

Beeby(2004, p. 56) proposed starting with genres to teach features of language the

undergraduate translation course:

Experience in using parallel texts of original genres in both languages for

translation classes has shown the usefulness of stalling with genres to teach

features of language and strategies used in different genres in different cultures.

She continued that discourse-based description of any language seems to be the most

fruitful line of research for teaching writing, second language acquisition and in particular

language for translators, though there is no comprehensive one till now. Beeby (2004)

adapted the division of emphasis of Halliday (1978) for learning languages (learn rules to

use language: learn through language about culture; and learn about language and the way it
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works) to design a genre and task-based syllabus integrating the translation and discourse

elements defined in the pre-syllabuses:

1. Learning language for translation: integrating with texts, translation oriented reading

and writing for a purpose (procedural knowledge) (this is what we adapted in the

language class: perfectionnement de la langue, in the present study).

2. Learning through language about translation, culture and civilisation (declarative

knowledge) (this reached through other modules-civilisations, sociology,... in the our

undergraduate translation course).

3. Learning about language for translation: conscious reflection and understanding

about the way language works for translation through contrasting cultures, rhetoric,

genres and language systems (declarative knowledge) (this is what we adapted in the

translation class, in the present study).

This is a useful division as far as language modules’ specification is concerned. According

to Beeby (2004), working with large content-based language modules, using a process-

based communicative methodology is time consuming. Thus, a reasoned choice of priorities

is essential in order that the students will not lose motivation and learn skills in the due time,

Beeby (2004) proposed a syllabus based on short, genre-based modules with task sheets to

work on the three-level division described above.

In our particular context, language classes are available for the four years of the

translation course. This can be invested in enlarging the list of priorities of the language

course on the one hand, and providing reasonable practice of chosen elements on the other

hand.

Beeby (2004) proposed the following sample sheets as an illustration of the tasks suggested

in her syllabus:
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-Task Sheet 1: Learning Language for Translation

Harry Potter and the Philosopher's stone chapter 1: ‘the boy who lived ‘

Pre-reading activity: (Group work)

1. What do you know about Harry Potter series, J.K. Rowling and who she was writing

for?

2. What do you expect the first chapter is going to be about from the title?

Reading activities: (Individual work)

1. Read the text once and then skim pages7-ll looking for vocabulary that describes

what it means to be a Dursley and what it means to be ‘as unDursleyish as it was

possible to be'. Make two contrasting lists and give a title to each that sums the main

characteristics.

2. Identify the different genres in the text. Identify two linguistic clues that helped you

to identify the genres. Which tenses are used most frequently in the different types of

writing? GENRE? CLUES? TENSES?

3. Compare the verbs used to report speech in the Duresley and the unDuresley

dialogues.

4. Is the ‘normal’ English SVO word order maintained in all the sentences on page 7?

List the subjects of all the sentences and identify the cohesive strategies used by the

author.

Writing activities:(pair and individual work)

Think of a recent event that was strange or mysterious

1. Tell your neighbour about it

2. Together, write about the event in the form of a brief news bulletin (100 words for the

BBC six o’clock news.
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3. As homework write about the event in a paragraph that is going to be the

introductory paragraph for one of the following: a romantic story in a woman’s

magazine, a science fiction novel, a detective novel, an article in a scientific journal,

an article on the first page of the sun, an article in the Sunday Times Colour

Supplement.

-Task Sheet 2: Learning Through Language about Translation, Culture and

Civilisation

Harry Potter and the Philosopher’ Stone Chapter 1:’ the boy who lived’

Cultural and translation awareness!group work)

1- Identify cultural differences:

Where do you think the Dursley’s live?

What is their house like?

What and when do they eat?

2- Which translation method would you choose if you were asked to translate Harry

Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone into Catalan or Spanish for a Barcelona

publishing house?

Method

Identify five culturally bound references in the text: objects or activities that

have no obvious equivalent in Catalan or Spanish. Which strategies would you

follow to choose an appropriate translation technique for each one?

Reference

Strategies

Techniques

Task one and task two were adapted as a pre-translation task aiming at assuring accurate

comprehension and theoretical suggestions as to translation methods and/or strategies to
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follow for ,say, culture bound references or else in the source text. As far as task one is

concerned, reading activities are to be dealt with in the translation class; whereas writing

activities in the language class.

-Task Sheet 3: Learning about Language for Translation

Read this extract from Harry Potter in the four versions: UK, US, Spanish and Catalan

1. Identify and try to explain any differences between the UK and the US versions

(format, punctuation, vocabulary, etc.)

2. Compare the Spanish and the Catalan translations and identify different translation

techniques (format, punctuation, vocabulary, etc.)

3. Do you think the translators followed the same translation method?

4. Do you think that they have the same effects on the readers?

5. Do you think that they are representatives of the norms of translating children’s

literature into Spanish and Catalan?

This particular type of tasks was adapted for the translation class where students were

asked to compare and contrast the source text and the translated text in terms of format,

punctuation, vocabulary and the same effect on the readers in addition to structures and

culturally bound references as a post translation task.

The above proposed tasks served as theoretical guidelines for the present study as far as the

specificities of the translation class and the language class are concerned. However, these

tasks are shaped by a central idea of priorities based on market needs. The latter is our point

of departure; market needs add to our teaching, not shape it.
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2.3.3 The Implications of Inserting Translation in the Language curriculum

Translation as part of the language curriculum has been and is still adopted by many

educational institutions around the world. What implications can this have for language

teaching as part of an undergraduate translation course is the main concern of this section.

2.3.3.1 Aspects of Professional Translator Training in Language Pedagogy

Sewell (1996) examined traditional university courses in translation whose aim is to

promote linguistic proficiency. Her discussion focused on the aims of teaching translation

in the university and on ways of adapting aspects of the professional translator’s training

and work in order to improve pedagogical practice. Sewell (1996) summarized the features

characterizing the work of professional translators in the following points:

1. The amount of work they have to do is enormous

2. The pressure under which they work is great (clients require their work within very

tight deadlines).

3. Professional translators specialize in particular areas, very few translate literature.

4. Professional translators normally translate into their LI.

5. They have good presentation skills for the document they produce and for their

interaction with their clients.

6. They have a perfect understanding of the source text and are prepared to do the

research that understanding might entail.

7. They work to a brief and are fully aware of the needs of the target readership;

For Sewell (1996), the first five of these features seem to belong to the professionals. They

can be catered for at the university, if it is offering a specialized course. The last two seem

relevant to general university courses in translation. In the context of professional
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translation, translation can be broken down into stages. Sewell (1996, p. 137) proposed the

following diagram, based on one in Jackobson (1960):

Author
I
I

Source text Jÿanslator target text cormpissianing body 2nd intended readership»
*V brief y\

1st intended readership

The diagram shows that most professional translations are commissioned by an agent who

has in mind a target audience (2nd intended readership). The backward arrows indicate the

flow of contingent constraints on the translator.

As to the traditional courses (by courses Sewell meant those parts of the language

programme devoted to translation) in translation, Sewell (1996, p. 138) said they are taught

to improve students’ linguistic proficiency. Within a communicative act, the source text

(ST) lies at the beginning of a sequence which runs like this:

author
I
I

text student target text teadjÿer/exani

* v y
iner

readers
As it is clear from the diagram, the student strives to meet the evaluators’ demands

(because he is being evaluated). Giving students models of good translations by handing

them “fair versions” of the target text (which are some sort about the idiosyncrasies of the

teacher) is a disadvantage as it gives the impression that there is only one way to translate

and this may be “disincentive for proper debate in the class” in the words of Sewell (1996,

p. 138 ). She added that if the “fair versions” are deemed necessary, then they can be used as

a discussion document typed in triple spacing to give room to alternative phrasing to be
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inserted, for instance. In the traditional teaching pattern, a short passage is set up for

translation, with specified hand-in date. The scripts are corrected by the tutor at home, and

the class time is spent going over the translations the students have submitted, together with

the fair version if there is one. In this pattern, students get no help with their

decontextualised passages. Sewell (1996, p. 139) affirmed that this is not the best scenario,

given the subjective nature of the exercise.

In a commentary, one compares a published translation with its original text. The

commentary has the potential of promoting the articulation and systematisation of issues

pertaining to translation. In Sewell’s view (1992, p. 140): “Training students to write

commentaries focuses their attention on the mechanisms of translating and thus heightens

their awareness”. Commentaries draw heavily on the findings of comparative stylistics; a

field of study that involves scrutinizing translated texts and making hypotheses about the

differences between the languages (Sewell, 1992). Ballard (1992 cited in Sewell, 1996)

proposed commentaries of source and target texts, where the target text is always in the

students’ LI (he is working in the context of a translation course whose aim is to promote

language proficiency). He was mostly preoccupied with form: how are particular semantic

units rendered in the target language? In such a case, Ballard’s commentaries gave room to

a detailed examination of the source text (ST) and target text (TT), the notion of the ‘unit of

translation’ being part of the discussion.

We adapted the exercise to the demands of our context, as our aim was raising students’

awareness about the language for translation and improving their transfer competence.

Thus, we used commentaries of source and target texts in both ways (in direct and inverse

translations) in the translation class. The target texts (or the translations) were in almost all

cases the students’ final translations or “fair versions”, not published translations, as this has

the double advantage of giving the students more confidence in their work and increasing
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their involvement in the exercise and saving time as to reading both texts for comprehension

and comparison. The commentaries were in some cases written (in columns on the board)

and in other cases oral (based on visual highlighting on the board) to diminish boredom

especially that the exercises are to be held for a whole semester. This is similar to task three

in Beeby's proposal.

The notion of brief is a very valuable one as it answers the questions ‘who wants the

translation, and for what purpose? What is the target readership?’ If, according to Sewell

(1996), we simulate the constraint in an academic context, by setting up mock professional

commissions, students will be allowed to make suitable strategic decisions for each text to

be translated. Even the evaluation criteria can be formulated as a function of the source text-

type and the brief. Thus, Sewell (1996, p. 144) said: “supplying a brief can help set up a

mock communicative act which brings the process of translation in the university a little

nearer a real situation”.

As to the issue of decontextualised passages, Sewell (1996, p. 145) suggeqted to solve the

problem of not knowing what went on before and what will follow ‘‘It is also useful to give

students longer texts, only parts of which are to be translated, but which allow the translator to see

the immediate linguistic surrounding of the extracts”.

We practised giving the students whole articles to be read, then choosing a part to be

translated. In the present study, whole novels were given to the students to be read and

whole chapters were worked on. In the tests of the present study, whole short stories were

translated. This helps the students to understand and produce a better translation. In this

respect, Sewell (1996, p. 145) said:
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giving background information to the reader to understand that text, and to

produce a “better” translation, but is it enough? Whether the translation

be>L2 or>Ll, thorough examination of the ST is a good basis for the

translation. This examination takes time, it addresses questions such as un¬

knowns in the text, whether lexical or conceptual, such as text-type and

register and such as...the content is structured and presented.

It is agreed, then, that the source text, whether it is in LI or in L2, should figure more

prominently in classroom discussion. This is contrary to the traditional teaching pattern of

spending all the time on the translations produced. Here, room is given to comprehension

exercises such as paraphrase and summary, for searching documents which resemble the

one in the source language, for parallel phrasing, and for discussing appropriate research

and translation strategies in addition to the translating process. In this way, the translation

course will look like a course in “text awareness” as Sewell (1996, p. 145) said. She added

that “Text-awareness underpins the professional translator’s competence, but it also puts the

language learner in a better position to make appropriate choices about TT phrasing”.

In the same context of text-awareness, Ruck (1992 cited in Sewell, 1996) identified the

following abilities as components of what he calls la compétence textuelle:

-Comprehend the themes.

-Recognize literary structures.

-Correctly distinguish textual types or categories.

-Detect the macrostructures.

-Detect connections (translation of components ours)

Most of the elements discussed in Sewell’s (1996) presentation are previously known and

practiced by updated translation teachers in translation classes (those involved in research

about translation will be constantly acquainted with new concepts in translation such as the
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translation brief...etc.). Thus it will be redundant to reinsert them in the language classes

that are part of undergraduate degrees in translation. However, it is worth noting that text

awareness, for instance, putting the language learner in a better position for TT phrasing is

also linked to dealing with target text writing conventions. Hence, what is more important is

that translation as practiced by professionals could be used as a tool for linguistic

proficiency, reinforcing Bernardini’s ideas that language and translation learning are

maximally beneficial, and most economically undertaken, when they are mutually

reinforcing. Sewell’s (1996) proposal, as well as other forthcoming proposals, is meant to

highlight the aspects of translation that promotes language proficiency.

2.3.3.2 Developing Awareness and Confidence in the Translation Process

According to Fraser (1996), there are two barriers artificially erected by teachers, theorists

and translation practitioners. The first is the barrier between translation as a professional

activity and translation as a pedagogical exercise; and the second is the barrier between

translation and other language-learning exercises in the communicative undergraduate

degree. As far as the second barrier is concerned, Fraser (1996, p. 122) believes that

integrating translation into the communicative skills- we prize in our undergraduates-

enables the emergence of a distinct form of communication and its effective appropriation

by language learners: Indeed, while translation into the LI is, of course, primarily about

manipulating the LInot the L2, it also has contributions to make both to L2 acquisition and to

communicative and transferable skills more generally. This integration:

1. Gives students the opportunity to add to their passive knowledge of L2 vocabulary

and constructions and incorporate these into their active command of L2.

2. Enables students reflect, in their search for an Llequivalent on the different ways in

which LIand L2 achieve the same communicative end.
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3. Greater facility in Llmanipuation could be an important transferable skill.

2.3.3.2.1 Developing students’ Awareness of the Translation Process

Translation into the LI is treated as a test of understanding or a decoding performance. In

the words of Ladmiral (1979, pp. 56-7 cited in Fraser, 1996, p. 122) “La langue-source [en

version]...n’est conçu que comme un simple code ...dans cette perspective, il semble que

les fautes en version soient essentiellement des erreurs de décodage »:

Selesckovitch and Lederer (1984, p. 34 cited in Fraser, 1996, p. 122) argue that

reexpressing guarantees understanding “Faire comprendre le sens d’un énoncé

dans une autre langue c’est le réexprimer dans des formes. They added that the latter

“seront d’autant plus claires qu’elles auront été trouvées dans le refus conscient de la

transposition ».

Thus, according to Fraser (1996) the traditional emphasis on decoding rather than

encoding (selling short the value of translation as a communicative exercise) has changed

not only with the focus of work into and in the L2, where stress is put on usage, style and

register, as well as accuracy. The traditional emphasis on decoding doesn’t also meet the

requirements of translation as a professional activity:

le thème et la version définissent un type tout à fait particulier de traduction :

la traduction comme exercice pedagogique...on devra même opposer cette

opération à ce qu’on pourrait appeler la traduction proprement dite .. .[qui]

est à elle-même sa propre fin...[et qui]n'obéit pas à la finalité extrême d’une

stratégie pédagogique d’ensemble dont elle ne serait que l’un des moyens

(original emphasis) (ldmiral, 1979, pp. 40-1 cited in Fraser, 1996, p. 123) .
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And in specifying the latter type, Hervey and Higgins (1992, p.173 cited in Fraser, 1996, p.

123) say: “a real translation, as distinct from translation as an academic exercise, is always

produced in response to the specific demands of an audience, a publisher, or whoever is

paying for the translation”.

From these comments, Fraser (1996, p. 123) points out to the beginning recognition that

“real” translation and the constraints under which it is carried out, have something to offer

the academic methodologists. He added that not offering vocational training in translation

does not mean the success of professional translation has no relevance to its teaching in an

academic setting.

2.3.3.2.1.1 Fraser’s Studies of the Translation Process

For Fraser (1996), translation process analysis sheds light on the features of successful

professional practice and can be applied to students learning to translate. To elicit

translators’ reflections on the processes in which they are engaging, an introspective method

can be used: the verbal protocol or think-aloud protocol; a method by which informants give

verbal accounts of the processes and strategies involved in an activity in which they are

engaged. Think-aloud protocols, however, give access only to the processes actively and

consciously involved in carrying out a task. Processes so highly practiced as to have become

automatised are usually carried out unconsciously and thus cannot be verbalized by

informants.

In his two studies Fraser (1996, p. 124) demonstrates the opposite, provided that the task

relied on, as he said, “poses enough challenge to the highly practiced and automatised

strategies”. In the first study, community translators assumed a brief (though not given a

specific one) which proved crucial in raising issues determining the approach they took to

translation and in resolving difficulties and making decisions. In the second study, a brief
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was given to commercial translators. Both groups were able to verbalise their on their

performance with comments about the way they interpreted their ‘assumed’ or actual brief

and how they needed to approach the translation task. The commercial translators,

translating an article form Le Monde de L’Education (in French) into one (in English) to be

published in the Times Higher Education Supplement, commented on the need to match the

journalistic register and the specific differences between these registers in both languages.

They felt a key part of their role was to provide extra information or amplification where a

lack of familiarity (on the part of the target readers) obstructed their understanding and

appreciation of the issues raised in the article.

The community translators, translating a local authority leaflet on categories of residents

exempt from the “poll tax” from English into a number of ethnic minority languages,

reflected a need of an ethnic minority community to be able to function effectively and on

equal footing within the country- system. In keeping the word ‘tax poll', the translators

moved beyond amplifying to enhance comprehension and used translation as a means of

educating and empowering their readers. In both studies, the translators were concerned to

convey the same information and achieve the same purpose in relation to TL readers as SL

ones, as Nida (1976, p. 64) in Fraser (1996) put it: “the relative adequacy of different

translations of the same text can only be determined in terms of the extent to which each

translation successfully fulfils the purpose for which it was intended”.

Gutt (1991), in applying relevance to translation, said that translation needs to be relevant

i.e. tailored to the readers’ needs and ensuring that they are able to make maximum use of

the information contained within the translated text. According to Fraser (1996), if the

assignment of a brief is to be of benefit, it needs to give rise to reflection on how that brief is

to be met. Other studies showed that where the brief was assigned, it was frequently used as

a decision-making criterion, especially by more advanced students of translation. As to
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Jaaskelainen and Tirkkonen-Condit (1991, pp. 98-9) in Fraser (1996) they argued that the

translation brief left its trace in the professionals’ translations; in the automatised stylistic

choices. Non- professional translators, however, spent considerable time and effort to solve

the problems created by it.

2.3.3.2.I.2. ‘Translating’ Professional Practice into Teaching

According to Fraser (1996), the relevance of this to teaching undergraduate translation can

be seen from this angle: process awareness (through think-aloud protocols) and the benefit

of assigning a translation brief can be linked to encourage students to identify decision¬

making parameters. In this way, Fraser (1996) continues students will be able to develop an

awareness of the translation process as a specific form of communication. In our own case,

we started using the translation brief from 2008, and we witnessed a noticeable

improvement in the students’ literary translations and journalistic translations as far as

stylistic choices are concerned. We even moved further in discussing ideological issues (in

both genres) in relation to the translation brief and proposed improvements (c.f. Chelli,

2008).

At the University of Westminster, the allocation of a translation brief was instituted

recently, for both translation and summary into English. Students may be asked to translate

or provide a summary, both with briefs to be taken into account. They are also required a

brief set of notes to accompany their translations (about source and target readership of L2

text, differences between L2 and LI...). This exercise focuses students’ awareness on the

brief and on the framework for the decisions they have to make in the course of producing

an LItranslation. This approach provides a useful focus for students’ developing awareness

of the translation process during the translation classes.

Fraser (1996, p. 129) added that such an approach
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focuses students’ attention away from individual lexical

or grammatical features and on to task- and text-based

considerations can help liberate them from a “safety”

strategy of translating the L2 as closely as possible in

all cases.

2.3.3.2.2. Developing Students’ Confidence in the Translation Process

For Fraser (1996), though confidence derives partly from the students’ awareness of what

exactly they are doing when they translate, it needs to be carefully cultivated in the

translation process. Strikingly enough, translators in Fraser’s two studies (both community

and commercial ones) showed tolerance of uncertainty and lack of clarity at a particular

stage when translating. They used dictionaries not to establish meaning but to stimulate the

process of refining meaning and selecting the most appropriate rendering. For students to

develop similar confidence, Fraser has proposed a set of exercises to develop confidence in

meeting wider TL text production criteria and in making more selective use of particularly

bilingual dictionaries:

1. Prior to translation exercise, students are engaged in contextualized brainstorming of

English vocabulary in a relevant subject area.

2. Restrict use of reference book in class to monolingual dictionaries in both languages

3. Intensive preparation of appropriate LI texts prior to translation.

4. Parallel groups of students are to work with differing (monolingual and bilingual)

reference books and compare the results.

According to Fraser (1996, p. 132), both L2 to LI translation and written L2 production

share the basis of skill in writing: “both require students to read a wide range of text-types

and styles”. In this context, teachers must have a clear notion of the aim of the translation

exercise, depending on the students’ level and the nature of the class (a translation or a
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language class). To sum up, Fraser (1996) claims that the methods we use to teach the L2 are as

valid for translation into the LI as they are for the other activities on the condition that translation is

seen as a distinct form of communication. This will break down student’ attachment to word-for-

word translation strategies. He concludes that

the approach that is one which builds students’ awareness of a wide

range of parameters and develop their confidence in their ability to meet

them (In and into the L2 means translation intoL2 and summary inL2)

(Fraser,1996, p. 132)

Developing students’ awareness of and confidence in the translation process was meant as

a method to teach the L2. Since most of the exercises and/or techniques proposed such as

the translation brief, the use of monolingual dictionaries, intensive preparation of LI

texts.. .etc constitute an internal part of the translation class, their integration in the language

class will sound redundant. Still, some important lessons can be drawn from this method:

1. That translation helps developing L2 if undertaken as a distinct form of

communication.

2. Thus combining language and translation classes in the undergraduate translation

course will be beneficial for both translation and languages.

Translation improves with a good command of languages and languages improve

with a systematic use of translation.

2.3.3.3 Translation as a Language learning experience

Klapper (2006), from his part, aimed at exploring approaches to translation within the

context of FL learning in higher education and showing how lessons from translation

theory and translator training can be applied to FL classroom to help promote both
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translation ability and language learning. According to klapper (2006), the growth of

translation studies in recent years has revolutionized thinking about the nature and role of

translation in the FL classroom in particular. In a mid-1990s study, Sewell (1996 cited in

Klapper, 2006) showed that 19 out of 21 surveyed universities used translation extensively

to help students develop their FL ability: to help consolidate structures and improve

comprehension. For Klapper (2006, p. 420), however,

It is difficult to prove whether translation does indeed help students

to learn language but most practitioners would claim that involving

students in close study of language and evaluating L1>FL equivalents

must lead to some increase in their knowledge of and ability to use both

languages.

Klapper (2006, p. 421) distinguished the use of translation as a means to teach language

from its use as an end in itself, i.e. with a view to students becoming professional

translators. He added that Ll> FL translation belongs to teaching language since it causes

students to focus on linguistic accuracy and to neglect communicative meaning.

FL>L1translation, however, offers the opportunity to lay the foundations of translator

training, in preparation for subsequent vocational training.

Klapper (2006 cited in Malmkjar’s, 1998) and Newson’s (1998) summary of the main

objections to use translation in FL learning and teaching, all based on the practices of

Grammar-translation approach:

- It encourages thinking in LI, denying the learner the benefits of working within the

FL and resulting in LI to FL transfer and therefore interference.

- It encourages the word-for-word equivalence assumption.

- It is independent of the four skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing.
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- It takes up valuable skills-teaching time

- It is a bad test of language skills.

Millan (2002 cited in Klapper, 2006), however, claims that pedagogical translation

practice needs to be modeled on the real-world translation activity, not on the Grammar-

translation approach. Klapper (2006) further listed the positive points about using

translation in foreign language learning:

- A recognition of the key mediating role of Llin the learning process (for especially

making connections and links).

- Translation is not just an ability of decoding, but also a process of encoding

(reconstructing the meaning of a message originally aimed at one audience for a

different one). Further, it plays a mediating role between different cultures.

- Translation involves students in skills such as: intensive reading of ST, scrutinizing

similar sample TT, scanning relevant background topic STs, using various resources,

writing, decision-making, editing and proof-reading. Assessment, then, should take

all these into account.

2.3.3.3.I. Translation Approaches and the Language learning experience

-Bottom-Up and Top-Down Approaches: An important development in translation studies

is the move towards a functional conception of the process. In this context, Klapper (2006,

p. 223) said that “translators’ decisions should be governed by the function or purpose of the

TT”. In many FL classes, students tend to translate the ST sentence by sentence, or

sometimes word by word. This results in a bottom-up translating with students sticking too

closely to the ST and producing too many interference errors. Students, thus, lose sight of

how the text fits into and operates within its communication situation.
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In a functionalist, top-down approach, however, translators start at the pragmatic level,

focusing on the purpose of the translation. Nord (1997, p. 67 cited in Klapper, 2006, p. 424)

distinguishes three stages:

1- The translator identifies functional ST elements that need to be reproduced ‘as

such’ and those that have to be adapted to TL reader’s expectations.

2- The translator then makes decisions about style, whether the TT should conform

to the conventions of source or target culture.

3- Language system differences will be considered.

- Types of translation: According to Klapper (2006), it is important that students in

FL>L1translation adopt a more holistic approach to their task, starting from this question:

what is the purpose/function of this text? In normal course translation, thus, students need to

be encouraged to experiment with different types of translation and various translation

briefs. This enables them to develop a flexible approach to texts and to translate according

to the function of the text and its communicative aim.

Klapper (2006, p. 225), in commenting about text types in translation, said: “it must be

recognized that literature if just about the most demanding genre for translation” (emphasis

ours). Dedpite that, he added

it . ..seems better to develop students’ experience of working with the types

of text and subject matter most of them are likely to encounter beyond the

world of academic study, e.g. commercial correspondence, minutes of meetings,

advertising and publicity material, technical brochures, magazine articles, legal

agreements and contracts.

-Translating strategies: According to Klapper (2006), regardless of the type of translation

or the topic at hand, the translator will be involved in a process of selecting appropriate
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translation strategies to tackle specific problems. Being alerted to these strategies

encourages a top-down approach with flexible strategies at language system differences.

These strategies are summarized from Klapper (2006, pp. 425-6):

1. Adaptation: replacing an ST cultural element by a TT cultural element

2. Addition: adding information to the ST to explain something opaque to a TT

reader.

3. Description: substituting a term or expression by a description of its form or

function.

4. Genralisation: using a more general or abstract term in the TT than are used

in the ST.

5. Loan: borrowing an expression from another language.

6. Modulation: changing the point of view, either linguistically of semantically.

7. Paraphrase: unpacking a particular dense ST expression.

8. Particularisation: using a more specific term in the TT than is used in the ST.

9. Reducing: omitting elements present in the ST.

10. Splitting: using separate terms in the TT where no word adequately expresses

the ST concept.

11. Transposition: changing grammatical category.

-Translation as a process: According to Klapper translation is not an end in itself, but a

means to achieve a pre-defined outcome that of producing a TT for a specific purpose and

audience. Thus, according to Klapper (2006), tutors should provide students with a brief,

which is a clear context, purpose and target readership. It is about:

-at whom did the translation aim?

-what is its purpose?

-what is its function,
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-where will it appear?

-what sort of translation is required?

Further, students should be given a contextualized piece of writing to translate. They

should know if it is part of a text, where does it appear, what has preceded and what follows

it, does it introduce something, develop an argument, or summarize a point. If it is an article,

students should know its publication, and/or if it is an editorial, news report, etc.

In addition, Klapper (2006) suggests that FL students should get into the habit of tackling a

translation in these stages (some stages have been condensed as they underlie the same

concept):

a. Read the brief and ensure understanding of all its implications

b. Read the ST and ensure understanding of all its aspects: significance of the layout.

c. Identify difficulties and translation problems (from specialist terminology, unusual

syntax for beginners to matters of style and register for intermediate and advanced

students).

d. Seek out comparable TL texts a feel for style, register and linguistic conventions.

e. Consult reference work and other individuals

f. Produce the first draft and give it to the tutor who will draw attention to and indicate

the nature of error before returning it to the student.

g. Engage in group discussion with the tutor on the major problematic features of the

task and produce the final draft after studying the tutor’s feedback.

2.3.3.3.2 Translation in the Language Learning Classroom

In the classroom, a number of techniques can be done:

-studying text types i.e. examples of the TT students are asked to reproduce
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-using LI and FL texts i.e. source texts and their direct translations from published sources,

allows students to study real-life translator decisions, to understand why certain choices

were made and sometimes to criticize them.

As far as translation criticism is concerned, we practiced an interesting exercise; each time

after finishing the translation of a chapter from ‘Great Expectations’, we compared it to that

of a published translation. In most of the cases, we praised our translation as more accurate

and more beautiful. I used the case to raise the students’ self-confidence, I usually say: ‘are

you aware of that, our translation is better than the one sold in the market!’, and ‘we did

better than what was done in a sold translation!’. Of course, the criticism was based on

objective points. This raised the students’ self-confidence over few sessions and made their

approach of the literary text more positive and more challenging.

-using commentaries. Klapper (2006, p 429) commented on the use of the commentary

saying:

A useful technique for getting students to focus consciously on the act of

translation is to ask them occasionally to produce written commentary on

their work, in which they reflect on the topic and layout of the ST, explain

the choices they have made and justify the solutions they have proposed to

particular translation problems.

One less time-consuming variation on commentaries is to append to their translation an

explanation of their solution to five key difficulties in the ST. The technique was used in the

translation test of the present study, and students were given space to write the key

difficulty, its solution and a comment on whether they have been successful in their solution

or not (see chapter on methodology).
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-using a varied brief i.e. getting the students to translate the same ST, but with a changed

brief, so that a new TT is required.

- using a FL> LIsummary translation where students are required to convey the original text

in a smaller number of words. The summary version, however, must reflect global textual

features, focusing on the accurate conveying of the content.

-using multiple source texts i.e. studying two or three STs on the same topic, then producing

a TT version in the style of the specified target language newspaper (Nott, 2002) cited in

(Klapper, 2006). This could work both directions FL>L1 or L1>FL

- correcting a translation is a technique that can be an excellent source for discussing finer

linguistic nuances. The technique was used in the present study with a published translation

of ‘Great Expectations’ compared to our own translation of the novel. That engendered

many benefits, discussed in the previous technique.

-using reciprocal editing is to have students edit each other’s first drafts of a FL>

LItranslation. This is an extension of translation correction and it can promote fruitful

discussion about translation difficulties and solutions.

-using translation dossiers arranged under alphabetical, structural or key-word headings to

record systematically possible translations or strategies for coping with specific expressions

which recur in their translation work.

- L1>FL translation: According to Klapper (2006, 431), L1>FL translation should be

delayed to final stages “[it]should only be tackled once students possess a high level of FL

proficiency, most likely in the final year of a four-year degree programme, so that the range

of challenges it presents is reduced somewhat”.

Foreign Language courses, thus, can introduce L1>LL translation in the final year.
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As far as translation courses are concerned, however, McAlester (2000) believes that the

‘early’ practice of inverse translation is as fruitful as that of direct translation for translation

competence acquisition.

As far as text type is concerned in the same context of Ll> FL translation, Klapper (2006,

p. 431) believes that students should deal with types of texts such as instructions, memos, e-

mails, brochures, publicity material, letters of agreement, etc, which they might be faced

with in a professional context. The translation of literary extracts, though intrinsically

interesting, according to Klapper (2006, p. 431) “should be resisted as unrealistic task”. He

added that whatever functional and dull in content, real-world translation texts throw up

“interesting issues of translation and that is where our focus as teachers of translation should

be”.

As far as this particular point is concerned, and in the context of education rather than

training (as has been argued in chapter one), we believe that our role as educators entails the

practice of literary as well as other different text types. Literary texts are, in the words of

Klapper (2006) himself, the most demanding genre for translation. The translation of this

genre, in addition to other text types, enables students to be more flexible as far as the

changing professional demands are concerned and more innovative as far as the advance of

theory is concerned.

- Class Dynamics: In the context of FL class dynamics, klapper (2006) proposed a number

of points:

For klapper (2006), it should be emphasized that Ll> FL translation (as FL>

Llis) is, far from being a word-for-word equivalence, about producing an

approximation on the way to producing a final version and that there will always

be a degree of translation loss. The technique for Nott (2002 cited in Klapper,

2006) is that working on LI synonyms and near-equivalents can trigger
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associations with FL words and expressions. This is a flexible lateral-thinking

approach where the students avoid fixation on the Lloriginal word or expression.

Students can start working in pairs, underlining any structures they think are

going to be problematic in the FL. Then, they can get into fours to pool their

suggested translations. Finally, the group is brought together for plenary

discussion with alternative translations of particular expressions listed, before

setting the text for homework. The advantages of such a group preparation are

(summarized points):

• Knowledge is pooled and students are faced with alternatives, which is an

invaluable learning process, with weaker students learning from more able

ones and producing a decent work, thereby increasing their motivation.

• Marking time is reduced and follow up sessions can focus on diagnosis of

individual errors.

Retranslation or back translation involves translating a text from the FL to LI,

leaving it for a period of time, then retranslating the Llinto FL. A discussion

might follow prior to engaging in further reflection and comparison of their

suggested FL and the original one. For Klapper (2006), retranslation presents

students with a more reasonable challenge and is more motivating with feedback

focusing on students’ alternative renderings. This emphasizes the idea that

students should be seeking meaning in their translation work.

Cognate texts is a technique that involves studying a LItext, then reading a

broadly parallel FL article (not a translation) taken from a comparable

publication in the target country. Students will have to note likely difficulties in

the LI; study the FL focusing on cognate expressions and possible useful
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vocabulary to tackle the difficulties highlighted in LI; then attempt a first draft,

receiving feedback from the tutor before producing a final one.

Using two FL versions: students here compare two translations of the same text,

focusing on lexis, grammar or idioms. As klapper (2006, p. 433)puts it: “This is

a very demanding exercise but it offers the opportunity for more sophisticated

contrastive analysis and thus has great teaching and learning potential”.

Language assistants can help provide FL versions of non-literary texts. This

exercise works well in the other direction. This technique was used in the present

study with comparison on a published translation of ‘Great Expectations’ and our

own version, the direction of translation being FL>L1.

Using exchange students: using exchange students can be of benefit to both the

translation class as well as to themselves. In an English-speaking classroom,

French students can work on French>English translation, while an English native

might work in the other direction on a comparable text. Then, pairs of French

and English native students can check the quality of each other’s work. In the

context of the present study, no exchange students can be found, thus this

technique can’t be applied.

Corpora in Translation Work: according to klapper (2006), bilingual,

multilingual and parallel corpora have clear applications in FL teaching. This

works as follows: the basic concordancing program finds all occurrences of an

item in one language and identifies the sentences and paragraphs in which they

appear, then the parallel concordancer finds the equivalent sentences in the

translated text. After that students can study the bilingual data and perform

follow-up exercises designed to explore in greater detail the version and its
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translation. Translation practice can follow. Despite these benefits, klapper

(2006, p. 435) said:

hands-on corpora is only really appropriate to students

with some experience of corpus search techniques (e.g.

research students); corpus work with undergraduates

is restricted, as above, to work on handouts prepared

in advance by the tutor.

Assessing Translation: L1>FL translation has traditionally been used to assess

the ability to use the FL accurately, while FL>L1translation has been to assess

FL comprehension and the ability to express it in appropriate Lllanguage.

Though translation is easy to prepare and has high face validity, most language

testing specialists would not consider it an acceptable instrument to measure

language proficiency. According to Klapper (2006), translation

can be made a valid and reliable test of the ability to translate. The key to validity

is whether the test measures what it claims to measure. In this respect, Klapper

(2006) suggested that translation should be seen as primarily as both a

communicative exercise (with cultural mediation as one of its prime roles) and a

functional exercise (the achievement of a specific aim). In assessing a translation

along those lines, we need to verify whether TT:

• fulfills the brief (by conveying the function of the ST; reflecting ST form or

text type; ensuring appropriate linguistic conventions and culture-specific

ones; being coherent).

• provides evidence of problem-solving ability and creativity.
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Traditionally, the main bases of translation assessment are comprehension and

language accuracy. Kalpper’s (2006) aim was to ensure a high a degree of validity

and reliability as possible for this traditional use of translation, partly through:

• using translation tests on topics partly covered in the module.

• using texts reflecting the range of registers and styles encountered on the

course.

• providing a clear context of the ST.

• ensuring a clear purpose of the ST.

• setting two or three short texts to ensure coverage of a more vailed lexical and

syntactical range.

In addition, teachers may introduce an element of analytic and objective/mechanical

marking such as negative marking (taking marks off for errors), though some teachers

would argue that it is too discouraging for students and has an unhelpful wash back effect

on teaching: “If translation is used summatively to assess, even in part, language

proficiency, then the demands of marker reliability and consistency require an element of

error identification and counting” (Klapper, 2006, p. 437). Klapper (2006) proposes four

examples of different approaches:

1. Break the text into paragraphs and allocate a number of points for each one,

deducting marks for errors from each sub-total. In texts with uneven difficulty,

students will not be penalized for one or two weak sections.

2. Without creating sub-sections, total the number of errors and then rank students.

3. Build a positive marking scheme to the above where bonus marks are allocated for

effective translations or even for accurate translation of difficult sections. These

marks need to be specified in the mark scheme before marking proper begins, to

avoid excessive subjectivity.
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4. Allocate each sentence a mark according the following scale: excellent translation 5

marks; good translation 4marks; correct translation 3marks; inaccurate translation

2marks and grave error, distortion of original or not original.

Kalpper (2006) proposed that lessons from translation theory and translator training can be

applied to FL classroom to help promote both translation ability and language learning. He

added that the principal aim of a translation course should be to ensure translating ability, if

language proficiency is also a goal, a clear statement about the projected outcomes is to be

provided. In a translation course aiming at promoting translation competence, it will sound

redundant to apply lessons from translation theory and translator training to FL [or]

language classroom. Furthermore, our concern in this study is to devise a language teaching

methodologyfor promoting source and direct languages cdike and to raise an awareness of

the nature of the different languages involved explicitly stating that translation should take

this into account. The latter, which is the premise of our study, will help enhance the

translation competence of the students.

2.3.4 Contrastive Analysis and Language Teaching for Translation

In fact, ‘contrastive linguistics’ with the ultimate aim of facilitating the exchanges and

understandings of cultures and civilisationsfor human harmony (as seen in the first part of

this chapter) can be considered as a theoretical framework of the language teaching method

proposed in this study. This ultimate aim of contrastive linguistics, according to this study,

is better achieved through translation whose ultimate aim is to facilitate cross-cultural

communication between different languages. The former or contrastive linguistics studies

differences between languages for the sake of facilitating exchanges and understandings of

cultures, is the theoretical framework of the language teaching method proposed in this

study. The latter or translation is the context wherein differences between languages are
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brought to the fore for a better communication, is its applied aspect. The proposed language

teaching method in this study utilises a contrastive analysis approach focusing on language

differences to raise linguistic awareness necessary for enhancing the transfer competence.

According to Emery (2000, p. Ill): ‘a contrastive approach gives the student a greater

awareness of language in general and the nature of source and target languages in

particular’. This, according to Harvey (1996, p. 60) cited in Emery (2000, p. Ill), helps

learners acquire a basic model for analysing language which leads to a greater awareness

and understanding of LI that can be applied to L2 ( this sounds in accordance with Carr's

(1990) benefits of text linguistic analysis). In the same respect, Lederer (19 94, p. 133) said

that being conscious about linguistic differences is beneficial: " la prise de conscience de la

difference ne peut qu' etre bénéfique".

Criticizing the traditional contrastive analyses based on isolated comparison at the level of

vocabulary, morphology and syntax, Albir (1990, p. 83) said: "on met ainsi une relief des

insuffisances des analyses contrastives tratitionnelles (qui faisaient des comparaison isolées,

du lexique, de la morphologie, de la syntaxe)....". He suggested, instead, an analysis based

on the notional, functional approach of comparison as well as models of textual analysis.

2.3.4.1 Dynamic Contrasts between Languages and Transfer Competence

According to Klaudy (2006) Research of language-pair related problems should be an

important part of Translation Studies, though unfortunately this is not the case. We

personally believe in the usefulness of a translation specific description of different

language pairs in the development of transfer competence of translators, though this is only

one of the main translational competences, but undoubtedly the most important one.

For Klaudy (2006), translational competence is generally regarded as a composite of five

elements: linguistic competence, subject-related competence, inter-cultural competence,
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transfer competence and communicative competence. Accordingly, the word competence

refers partly to a particular type of knowledge (language proficiency, subject knowledge,

knowledge about culture) and partly to skills (transfer skills, communication skills).

Transfer competence, as part of the translator's professional competence, means, according

to Klaudy (2006) that he/she is capable of developing strategies to overcome problems

resulting from the differences between the two languages. It is part of a translator's

professional competence that he/she can "freely move" between the two languages (i.e. the

translator can move from thought to linguistic form and from linguistic form to thought in

two ways). Hence the translator does not only possess general translation strategies, but also

particular language-pair-specific strategies. Transfer strategies distinguish the translator

from, on the one hand, the monolingual speaker, and on the other hand, the bilingual

speaker who is not a professional mediator.

Despite the importance of human and cultural factors in the process of translation,

Klaudy (2006) added it would clearly be wrong to exclude linguistics. Linguistics, here,

does not refer to comparing two static inventories of SL and TL linguistic devices, but it is

part of a searchfor dynamic contrasts (klaudy, 2006).

Dynamic contrasts are differences in encoding strategies characteristic of different

languages, which become manifest only when these languages clash in the process of

translation. According to klaudy (2006), The joint functioning of languages in translation

can be referred to metaphorically as ‘translational behaviour of languages’, and this

behaviour can be ‘friendly’ or ‘unfriendly’. Cognate language pairs (English-French) can be

easily translated into each other; they are friendly language pairs. Non-cognate language

pairs (French-Finnish), on the other hand, may behave in a very unfriendly way towards

each other in the process of translation, forcing translators/interpreters to carry out more

complex translational operations. ‘Translational operations’ means, Klaudy (2006) stated,
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all the systemic and routine-like operative moves developed by generations of translators to

handle the problems arising from the translational behaviour of specific language-pairs in

relation to each other. The investigation of these operations, and the discovery of the mental

processes behind translators' choices, can be of interest not only for applied Translation

Studies (e.g. translator training) but also for the theoretical branch of it. The present research

is an instance of a different scope of research.

Research into the ‘translational behaviour of languages’ and into the decision and

making of problem-solving strategies behind translational operations which are performed

or not performed by translators can result in a systemic translation-oriented description of

different language pairs. A translation-oriented (TO) description of languages is crucially

different from a contrastive linguistic (CL) or contrastive text linguistic (CTL) description.

Such a description is not a static inventory of differences between source and target

language, but a description of dynamic contrasts; it describes two languages functioning

together, or two languages in use. TO description, also, concerns only properties relevant in

the process of translation, which manifest themselves in the specific translational behaviour

of the SL towards a specific TL. Furthermore, TO description is habit-oriented, it describes

habitual translational operations carried out by translators on a regular base to overcome the

difficulties arising from the different translational behaviour of languages. Thus, it differs

from CL description which is langue-oriented; it describes the differences between the SL

system and the TL system (for instance prepositions in English and French), and also from

CTL description which is parole-oriented; it describes the differences in organisation of the

SL and TL texts, the differences in cohesive devices, topic-comment structure and so on

(Klaudy, 2006). In the present study, we used the term ‘contrastive generalizations' describe

language properties relevant in the process of translation.
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Klaudy (2006) provided the following practical example: contrastive linguistic description

deals with questions of gender, number, case, etc. Contrastive text-linguistic description

deals with questions of reference, function, anaphora, cataphora, etc. Translation-oriented

description deals with different operations carried out by translators in order to avoid the

misunderstandings which can occur because of the automatic generalisation of the personal

pronoun in English-Hungarian translation. This is the aim of our ‘contrastive

generalisation’ .

2.3.4.2 The Benefits of Linguistic Awareness-Raising for Translation

Linguistic awareness-raising is equally beneficial for teachers of translation, trainee

translators, and practicing translators.

2.3.4.2.1 The Benefits of Linguistic Awareness-Raising for Teachers of Translation

Although Klaudy (2006) acknowledges that quality of translations could also be improved if

trainees simply translate large amounts of text with the teachers correcting their works, and

the trainees learning from the corrections, he still believes that in an organized translator

training is more beneficial. In this type of training, where teachers of translation have to

achieve results in a limited amount of time, one cannot build on the slow accumulation of

experience, but should take the advantage of the help offered by linguistics and linguistic

translation theory. The results of linguistic translation theory could be more useful in

designing translation courses, selecting texts to be translated, evaluating translations, and

justifying teachers' and readers' corrections. The proposed method in the present research

abides with this framework.
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2.3.42.2 The Benefits of Linguistic Awareness-Raising for Translator Trainees

According to Klaudy (2006), the teacher explaining his/her corrections in the given

translation and the level he/she is capable of generalising from them is insignificant without

linguistics. He added, uninformative explanations such as, for instance, “this does not sound

nice in Hungarian”, “we say this differently in Hungarian”, “this doesn't sound OK”, or

“maybe you should phrase it differently” are very hard to generalise to a large number of

cases. He further explained that if the teacher explains his/her corrections by highlighting

the differences between the two language systems and their typical usages, then he/she will

equip future translators with a frame of reference on the basis of which, later on, they will

be able to individually evaluate their own translations and select the best solution out of a

number of target language alternatives (see chapter four for details of the adaptation of these

ideas to our specific needs).

2.3.42.3 The Benefits of Linguistic Awareness-Raising for Practicing Translators

Klaudy (2006) enumerated the benefits of linguistic consciousness in that the translator

can multiply his/her own transfer experience. He/she may get an answer to the question,

while distancing him-/herself from the original form in order to preserve content. In case

where the translator hesitates to carry out a transfer operation, unsure whether he/she can

follow his/her intuition or not, while the operation is perfectly legitimate and regular in the

case of a particular language pair or translation direction, and is therefore desirable if not

obligatory, linguistic consciousness is beneficial. The other benefit of awareness-raising is

that it contributes to increasing the prestige of the profession. To make translation a

respectable profession providing clients and users with professional explanations to the

solutions they have selected. It often happens that the client, who knows the source

language, criticizes the work of the translator for omissions and insertions, changing the
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information structure, changing the addressee in the case of public speeches, using a

different metaphor/picture in the case of advertisements, telling a different joke to the

audience when translating jokes, etc. A conscious translator, who has received an adequate

theoretical training, can explain these choices knowing the rules of bilingual language use.

Naturally, linguistic awareness-raising by itself is not enough. Translators should be

aware of all the elements of the bilingual communicative situation. Taking into

consideration, however, the sender, the receiver, the channel, the cultural context, etc. does

not exclude the importance of knowing the "translation behaviour" of the two languages.

At another level, however, in spite of the attraction of the contrastive linguistics and the

very real insights it can bring, it has a number of drawbacks, according to Klaudy (2006):

The examples given always seem to confirm the hypothesis, thus giving a false picture of

the two languages:

1. Usually only one translation is given to the chosen examples, thus giving the

impression that only one way to translate is available. The emphasis is on

transcoding the words rather than the message

2. The aim is to highlight differences, not similarities, knowledge of which can just be

as useful to the translator.

3. The analysis is post hoc, taking place after the act of translation. Teachers can focus

on the process rather than the product.

From his part Beeby (2004. p. 43) concludes: “... declarative knowledge about

contrastive rhetoric may be acquired in the first and second years, but may not become fully

procedural until the translator has been working for several years”.
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2.4 Conclusion of the Chapter

As far as undergraduate courses in translation -in Algeria- are concerned, we highlighted (in

the first chapter) that our specific genuine needs are better catered for in an educational

rather than a training framework. Educational courses, despite their relevance to the

satisfaction of our ‘strategic’ as well as ‘market’ needs, are very long especially as far as the

implied concepts of translation related-language and translation-related knowledge are

concerned. Our proposed solution is to focus on and make explicit only properties relevant

in the process of translation, as far as language is concerned. This does in no means

decrease the quality of our educational courses. Instead it focuses the efforts and provides

room for generalizations basic for the flexibility we sought in our undergraduates.
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Chapter Three: Translation Course Class Dynamics

3.1 Introduction to the Chapter

In the previous chapter, we were introduced to different translation teaching

approaches. In fact, only few researchers focus on what happens in the classroom as

well as a description of what happens in translation and thus an approach which

includes both issues is needed (Davies, 2004). In this chapter, we will present some

researchers who dealt -to varying degrees- with class dynamics. Some of their ideas

and even practical considerations were adapted to our specific context, needs and

objectives.

3.2 Theoretical Considerations of Translation Course Class Dynamics

An important question as far as translation teaching is concerned, according to

Hatim (2001), is how new research and development in translation studies may be

reconciled with individual practices and the general requirement of educational

training.

3.2. 1 Hatim’s Approach to Translation Course Class Dynamics

From the 1990s perspective, theoretical models informed by factors such as text in

context (register and discourse texture) are more popular in translator training

worldwide. In purely didactic terms, however, Hatim (2001) singled out three themes

as being particularly important in applied translation research:
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1. Translation into the foreign language and its feasibility

2. Language teaching vs. translation teaching and errors to be analysed and

remedied.

3. Text structure models and their superiority to current methodologies.

3.2.1.1 Translation into the Foreign Language

For Hatim (2001, p. 164), directionality refers to “whether translators work from

their mother tongue into the foreign language or the other way”. He added that “It is

generally assumed that working into one’s mother tongue (the ‘A’ language) is the

natural order”.

The advocates of this view, base their claim on the idea that linguistic competence

is asymmetrical; whereas the advocates of the opposite view see linguistic

competence as symmetrical. This debate, Hatim (2001) said, has had serious

implications for training and for the pedagogy of translation; while Newmark (1988

cited in Hatim, 2001) acknowledges the existence of translating into the foreign

language (service translation as he calls it), Ladmiral (1979 cited in Hatim, 2000)

considers it a mere pedagogical exercise.

Despite opposing voices in most European institutions, translating out of one’s

native language has an intrinsic value, accounting for practical considerations:

1. For McAlister (1992 cited in Hatim, 2001), there is a pressing demand for

translating from a minor language (Finish) into a major language (English) in

Finland.

2. McAlister (1992 cited in Hatim, 2001) further argues that the translation of, say

tourist brochures, trade magazines, etc, is undertaken with no specific target
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language or culture in mind, but for a world-wide audience, thus insisting on native

competence in the major languages becomes unnecessary and perhaps undesirable.

On the same issue of an undesirable translation, Ahlsvad (1978 cited in Hatim, 2001)

mentioned the passive command of a minor language and refers to the preference of

translating technical texts into the second language, since non-native readers find

non-native writing in the target language easier and more interesting.

From the standpoint of culture, the issue of directionality was dealt with by Beeby

(1996 cited in Hatim, 2001) via proposing a discourse analysis framework within

which the selection, grading, presentation of texts to meet the objectives of

translating into the foreign language are to be carried out. She proposes contrastive

textology as a basis for training in this domain; parallel texts are used to develop

skills in discourse processing (standardized texts are highly formulaic, therefore

easier to work with; whereas creative text types are more difficult) and

documentation techniques.

From the perspective of translation competence, Campbell (1997 cited in Hatim,

2001) argues that an important aspect of such a competence is facility in the target

language, at the levels of text and discourse, thus, in a way, involving translation into

the second language. He further distinguishes the difficulty of translating into the

native language from that of translating into a second language; the former is one of

comprehending the source text, since it is much easier to handle one’s first

language’s linguistic and textual resources productively, the latter is one of

composition, since coping with a text poses little if any difficulty.

McAlister (1992 cited in Hatim, 2001) suggests that translating into a foreign

language is feasible provided that it is seen as being different both in scope and
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nature from translating into the mother tongue. To this end, training programmes in

translation into the foreign language are to be based on some form of needs analysis

carefully negotiated with potential employers. For McAlister (1992), in such a

framework, the prescriptions of translation theory have to be reconciled with market

needs, with texts ensuring variety and flexibility (such as administrative, tourism and

culture ...etc).

In the Algerian context, both undergraduate and postgraduate translation courses

provide direct and inverse translations into English and French. At the basis of this

policy are ‘specific’ market needs leading mainly to the appearance of translations

into ‘French’. Apart from these ‘specific’ market needs, we believe that translating

into the foreign language improves foreign language competence and translation

competence in general.

3.2.1.2The Nature of Translation Errors

An important question related to the issue of directionality is how should language

teaching relate to translation teaching? This is in fact, a core question of the present

research. We tried to answer this question by proposing a contrastive analysis

approach to language teaching for translation. For Hatim (2001), the relationship

between language teaching and translation teaching has been problematical. Quoting

Pym’s (1992a) definition of translation competence, Hatim (1992) made the point

that translation is distinct from linguistic competence, since in addition to knowledge

of grammar, rhetoric, terminology and even commercial considerations, translation

competence is taken strictly to be a process of generating and selecting between

alternative texts:
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1-The ability to generate a series of target texts (target textl, target text2...target text

n) from a source text.

2- The ability to select only one from this array of texts and to propose it as a target

text for a specified purpose and reader (Pym, 1992a, p. 281 cited in Hatim, 1992, p.

169).

In this context, there is a tendency, in the sphere of translation teaching, to

consider any performance which falls short of the ideal, or the correct, an error.

However, errors may have varied causes and may be located on a variety of levels.

Pym (1992a, cited in Hatim, 1992) developed a scheme for the analysis of errors

built on the assumption that a translation error is non- binary, i.e. a choice which

could have been taken alongside at least a ‘right’ answer and alongside a number of

wrong answers. Thus, where there is no choice between alternatives, it is language

rather than translation work that is involved. However, Pym, (1992a cited in Hatim,

1992) continued, while all translational errors are non-binary, it does not follow that

all non-binary errors are translational. Thus any level of teaching language or

translation will have binary (in binarism, there are only right and wrong answers) as

well as non-binary (in non-banarism: there are at least two right answers and then

wrong ones) errors to account for and remedy. What is more important than where

non-binary errors occur is how to correct them (Pym, 1992a cited in Hatim, 1992).

Thus, as Hatim (1992, p. 170) sums up: ‘no translation classroom could sensibly be

envisaged to have remedied all binary errors, nor would there be a language

classroom having to deal with binary errors only’.
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3.2.1.3 Text Typologies as Didactic Instrument

In fact, there is a need to select from a variety of texts with which translators

normally work and to which trainees should be exposed. However, within which

kind of framework text classification can most effectively be carried out and

subsequently used in genuine translation teaching classrooms is the question.

Peter Emery (1991 cited in Hatim, 1992) concluded that neither the notion of text

type nor that of textfunction can provide an adequate basis for the classification and

analysis of texts. Emery (1991) identifies two problems with the available text

typologies: the wide scope of text-form variants and the fact that many functions can

be discerned in the same text and all can be at variance with the macro-function.

Another alternative to the notion of text type is province which is a major

situational dimension constituted of “those variables in an extra-linguistic context

which are defined with reference to the kind of occupational or professional activity

being engaged in” (Crystal and Davy, 1969, p. 7 cited in Hatim, 2001, p. 172). The

notion of province is not without its scope problems; since it can be subdivided into

sub-domains.

To deal with these problems, Emery (1991 cited in Hatim, 2001) proposed the

domain or social context to be viewed within an integrated approach of text analysis

where student are to be sensitized to the intricacies of text within an approach less

committed to notions such as ‘text type’ or ‘function’ . The translator-trainee needs to

be made aware of a very comprehensive range of linguistic analysis approaches. In

this integrated approach, there is a macro-dimension with its situational (social

context), pragmatic (communicative purpose) and semiotic sub-dimensions and a
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micro-dimension with instruments (semantic, grammatical, lexical and textual) to

facilitate the realization of major dimensions.

The latter notion of domain, viewed within the integrated approach proposed by

Emery (1991 cited in Hatim, 2001), having a macro-dimension (with situational,

pragmatic and semiotic sub-dimensions) and a micro-dimension (with respective

instruments) is to be adopted in this study either as a general framework within

which to analyse texts for translation or to anlyse translations for assessment.

3.2.1.4 Curriculum Design in Translator Training

According to Hatim (2001), there is a move towards a culture-based syllabus and

eventually, text-based course materials. Chau (1984 cited in Hatim, 2001) proposed

the following list of contents for the intercultural stage of training in an idealized

curriculum for translation training:

1. Introduction to the study of culture (definitions, scope, methods and history).

2. Language and culture:

a- Language as manifestation of culture

b- Language as determined by culture

3. Area study of LI culture

a- History

b- Socio-economic-political systems, past and present

c- Philosophical-religious thinking

d- Literature and the arts.

4. (same as 3for L2 culture)

5. (same as 3for L2 culture)
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6. Cultural distance and overlap: comparison of Lland L2 cultures.

a- History and ecology

b- Socio-economic-political systems

c- Philosophical-religious thinking

d- Literature and the arts.

7. Cultural distance and overlap: comparison of Lland L3 cultures (same as 6).

8. Translation as an element of introducing a foreign (L2, L3) culture to SL

society.

9. Thought and language

a- The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis and translating

b- The cultural limits of translatability

c- Case Study1- sets of colour terms

d- Case Study2- sets of kinship terms

10. Techniques of assessing cultural distance

a- Componential analysis

b- Hierarchical analysis

c- Chain analysis

11. Techniques of familiarizing students with TL cultural elements

a- Folk taxonomies

b- Role playing

12. Types of cultural correspondence in translating

a- Linguistic translation and cultural equivalence.

b- Formal vs. dynamic equivalence

c- Case studies of D-E translating.

13. Cultural metaphors and their translation.
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This intercultural stage of training names among its aims:

1. Enabling the student to be aware of and to train them to be sensitive to, the

cultural differences between societies, and their implications for

translating.. .

2. Providing the students with relevant information concerning the gaps, as well

as the various means of bridging them...

In the present study, we introduced ‘cultural distance and overlap: comparison

between LIand L2’as a solution to students’ inability to apply any of their theoretical

knowledge to solve real translation problems. Our aim resembles the above

mentioned ones in that it is about ‘raising language-for-translation awareness’ and its

implication for translation which is to enhance the transfer competence of the

students. What might be different is our belief that despite being a part of culture,

language is to be considered as the primary verbal means of communication used in

translation. Thus, considering the different aspects of language: cultural, situational,

pragmatic, syntactic, etc seems a morefocused effortfor translation than considering

culture in its varied realizations.

3.2.2 Davies’ Approach to Translation Course Class Dynamics

According to Davies (2004 cited in Davies, 2005), most literature on translator

training seems to focus on a description of what happens in translation and not of

what happens in the classroom and thus an approach which includes both issues is

needed. Davies (2005, p. 67) asked many questions both on the syllabus and the

teaching method in a university setting, the most interesting of which were: should

we plan a professionally- or an academically-oriented syllabus? Should training be
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similar for undergraduates and for postgraduates? Should we evaluate from a

pedagogical or a professional point of view?

To answer these questions, according to Davies (2005), we need a more empirical

research and reflection on what goes on in the translation classroom. From his part,

Davies (2005) suggested a communicative and interactive approach to translator

training.

Furthermore, Davies (2005) said that many books on translator training have been

addressed to postgraduate students. Undergraduate students, however, have received

little attention. For Davies (2005, p. 69)

Pedagogical research, principles and material cannot, [...], be

presented in the same manner for both levels, vaguely hoping

that the more inexperienced students will “catch on” to the

intricacies of translation at some unclear stage of their training

or, as is sometimes argued, when they go out into the “real world”.

In the context of translation as a sort of an interdisciplinary process of linguistic

mediation with inherent constant decision- making is inherent and in the context of

learning as a global experience including the participants’ emotions and purposes as

well as their mental activities, Davies (2005, p. 68) proposed that some translation

teaching approaches enable the students to become more involved in what they are

doing, and understand better the whole learning process.
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Davies (2005, p. 68) even tackled the issue of improving translation quality

through “a systematization of the translation experience and a reflection on

theoretical readings can improve the global quality of students translations”.

Some translation activities should be enhancing skills that aim at preparing students

for carrying out a more complex translation performance. Others should be

professional or ‘real life’. In this way, Davies (2005, p. 69) argues that

“...translation classes should adapt to the students... laying the emphasis on whether

the sessions are aimed at undergraduates, postgraduates, or professional translators”.

In this interactive context, the teacher will act as an informer, guide, counselor and

evaluator, instead of being a mere problem solver. Davies (2005) added that student-

centered classes will favor interaction and will provide a stimulus for learner

autonomy. Students become active participants in classes where pair and group work

are carried out. Here, discussion about the source language or the target language, or

about the cultural components embedded in a text, problem solving tasks are at the

basis of the activities. This is different from traditional translation classes, which

have been teacher-and text-centered as well as writing-based, with little connection

between the different sessions and with the aim of producing an ideal model

translation (Davies, 2005). Traditional translation classes lacked both pedagogical

guidelines and a motivating component. Kiraly ( 2005, p. 11 cited in Davies, 2005, p.

70) spoke about the non consideration of the learning environment, student-teacher

roles, scope and appropriateness of teaching techniques, co-ordination or goal-

oriented curricula and evaluation of curriculum and instructor.

Rather than returning to the apprenticeship system (comparable to asking medical

students or future teachers to learn at a hospital or school with no parallel formal
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training), Davies (2004, p. 17) proposes optimizing the classroom setting in basically

five ways:

Transforming the classroom into a discussion forum and a hands-on

workshop.

Favoring an appropriate learning environment which will enhance students’

potential and respect different learning styles as much as possible.

Designing programmes with specific aims, including both pedagogic and real

world activities (involve professional translators, for e.g. through projects).

Including as many real life situations as possible to give the chance to

students to live, however slightly in the professional world.

The teacher can design a topic based ontology or dossier to systematize the

procedural and declarative knowledge through:

1. Topic-based organization for e.g. scientific translation around medical texts on

neurology, pediatrics and so on to which four or five sessions are assigned.

These texts should provide students with updated information on translation

issues, translation market and specialized areas subjects.

2. Text type choice to familiarize the students with different text typologies and

their conventions in the languages involved.

3. Pedagogic and professional teaching material which include:

Texts to translated in different ways: sight translation, synthetic translation,

back translation, etc. this enables students to practice different translation

procedures and be acquainted with different skills and practices.

Texts which help to develop translation skills: problem-spotting and solving,

reader-oriented translation and so on.
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Activities/ worksheets to reinforce the languages involved: reading

comprehension, writing skills and so on.

Texts which raise the students’ awareness of the linguistic, transfer and

professional aspects to be borne in mind before rendering a text into another

language.

Elsewhere (in the third chapter), specific hints are to be made to the practical aspects

of this approach. Two ideas seemed particularly interesting, here I quote Davies

(2005, p. 71):

‘ . . .Favour an adequate learning environment which will

enhance students’ potential and respect different learning

styles as much as possible,. .include as many real life

situations as possible so that the students have the chance

“to live”, however slightly, in the professional world’ .

In fact, an efficient translator training that respects teaching and learning styles can

be possible if a pedagogical approach that draws on translation theory and practice

and recent trends in teaching is adopted (Davies, p. 2005).

In this approach, Davies (2005) adds, the teacher, with his teaching style,

assumptions, priorities, professional and academic background and even personality

and motivation, becomes a key figure. The student type is another factor to consider,

since this conditions the pedagogical orientation: “Activities for the different types of
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students can be included so that as many styles as possible are catered for, although

one or two styles usually predominate” (Davies, 2005, p. 73).

Davies (2005) further clarified that different tasks can be assigned to students,

emphasizing on the translation process, its function and the product. If these are

delimited, the linguistic and extra-linguistic expectations of the activities can be

established, with the translational processes and the type of product they are to

generate at the end of the course, thereby relating their translation competence and

performance.

According to Davies (2005, p. 73), we can apply Penny Ur’s (1996, p. 34)

definition of task to translator training: “Each task should consist of a thinking

process and in the form of a tangible result”. Davies (2005) added, in task learning, a

series of activities are related and sequenced to lead to a final product and that the

approach works even more efficiently, if it includes the following approaches to

translator training:

1. Function-based (awareness of why, where and when the translation

assignment is carried out)

2. Process-based (how the students acquire the skills to become competent

translators; students should be aware of the translation strategies and

solutions used by professional translators and reflect on those used by

themselves. Strategy, for pedagogical purposes, can be presented to

students as
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a procedure which has been chosen consciously to

solve a translation problem which does not allow

an automatic transference ( Lorscher: 1991, p.76)

and which can be present either in a text segment

(micro level) or in a text as a whole( macro level)

(Scott-Tennent and Gonzalez Davies 2000, p. 108

cited in Davies 2005, p. 74) .

According to Davies (2005), sound encyclopaedic knowledge improves the global

quality of a translation more than linguistic knowledge does. This is so, Davies(2005,

p. 74) explains, because “the more that is known about what lies behind the words,

the better aspects such as intention, function, effect, or style will be grasped”. The

encyclopaedic knowledge refers to the cultural, intertextual references and

familiarization with the subject matter. Besides, the cognitive skills needed to relate

linguistic and encyclopaedic knowledge favour reflection on translation. From the

pedagogical perspective, there are some points around which to design more

adequate activities and work sheets for the established objectives. Before introducing

translation activities, the following points can be considered:

a- Linguistic and translational level of the students (undergraduates,

postgraduates, professionals).

b- Translation aims (whether the activity has been designed to improve a

skill, practice a technique or be aware of a cognitive process).

c- Direction (direct, inverse or both).
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d- Linguistic aims (language improvement and contrast between language

pairs).

e- Non-linguistic aims (subject or encyclopaedic knowledge).

f- Text type (written or oral; descriptive, argumentative, narrative...etc).

g- Approach to task (bottom-up, top-down or both).

h- Student grouping (individual, pair or a combination of both).

i- Timing (how much timewill this activity take up?).

j- Sequencing (at what stage in the syllabus is it most coherent to carry out a

given task).

As to the teaching material, Davies proposed it should aim at the acquisition of a

translation skill (not at the perfection of a specific language pair) and thus can be

applied to a variety of texts and languages. The material can be written and

audiovisual and can be prepared by teacher or students.

An example activity can be

Fill in the blanks from the list of words below, before you watch the

film excerpt in English

Watch the film and correct your text

Translate the text. Concentrate on the register and the lexis.

Watch the dubbed version and compare your translation.

Discuss the different options with another student.

As to evaluation, Davies (2005) said that quite a few scales for translation

assessment have been published. Davies (2005, p. 77 citing Kiraly, 1995) explained

that:
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A pedagogical approach that values, guides and maximises the individual’s

potential and that considers both the process and the product of translation

paves the way for reflective learning oriented towards building the students’

“self concept”.

In an interactive context, all participants should take part in the evaluation of the

work carried out. Here, four questions are important:

1- who evaluates?

2- What do we evaluate?

3- How do we evaluate?

4- When do we evaluate?

Evaluation can be done through a final exam and a series of set translations to be

assessed by the teacher, a systematic observation of the students’ participation and

attitude in class, observation and analysis of the students’ work or discussion among

the participants Davies (2005). Davies (2005, p. 78) further proposes three stages at

which both the process and the product can be evaluated as well as the student's

progress. This can be measured by establishing three main moments of evaluation:

1- initial: at beginning of a course certain activities will determine the students’

level from different perspectives.

2-continuous: the students observe each other’s work over the course

3- final: this can be either a test, course paper, class presentation, or a combination

of different possibilities.
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In the context of a pedagogical approach that builds translation skills gradually

with the students’ participation, Davies (2005, p. 78) differentiated between aspects

to be focused on in the translation evaluation in early and later stages: “ evaluation

should lay emphasis on pedagogical aspects in the first year of undergraduate

training and on professional demands in the final period”.

The teaching methodology proposed by Davies (2005) revolves around teacher/

student and student/ teacher interaction to enable students to experience, negotiate

and discuss translation issues. Texts and procedures are grouped around thematic

areas and text types and translation is carried out according to both pedagogical and

professional criteria. Davies (2005) suggests that combining aspects of function-

based, process-based and product-based teaching in a given design can improve the

linguistic, encyclopedic and cognitive knowledge of students. Thus, raising students'

awareness of translation components and constraints, on the one hand; and analyzing

and discussing translation strategies and solutions, on the other hand, in order to

reach an optimal standard in translator training, Davies (2005, p. 79) called for an

understanding between theorists, practitioners and teachers. He added that an

awareness of existing pedagogical approaches, reflective teaching and action

research in the classroom can also lead to more effective training. Finally, he stated

more empirical research will also enable a better understanding of both the teaching

and the learning process.

Of direct adaptation was Davies (2005) section on translation evaluation; the three

main moments of evaluation referred to pre-test, post-test and continuous assessment

that are part of the present study. What was of particular interest also was the

student/teacher teacher/student interaction favoring a positive leaning environment.

As far as including as many real life situations as possible concentrating on
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translation rather than language perfection skills, the present study’s proposed

activities deviate from Davies’ proposed ones mainly because of ‘specific’ local

needs.

3.2. 3 Critchley and Colleagues’ Approach to Translation Course Class

Dynamics

Critchley, Hartley and Salkie (1996) in talking about teaching translation on the

BA in Applied Language at the University of Brighton, reported that the course

combines foreign language study with linguistics with the aim that each of these

strands should support the other. From the students' translations there was a little

sign that the students were applying any of their theoretical knowledge to solve real

translation problems. The skills- led approach was used by Critchley to address this

issue. The skills discussed here are part of a postgraduate programme course in

translation.

In real world, there exist extreme cases where a client provides a badly written and

scrappily produced French document about a highly technical subject, containing

many words and expressions which are not in the translator’s usual dictionary. The

skills needed by students to handle a task like this range from removing linguistic

barriers which impede the flow of information to producing documents in context

with specific end-users in mind. Students then need to be competent handlers of

information and document producers as well as competent linguists. Critchley etal

(1996) said that the skills needed by trainee translators, in addition to a good general

command on languages are:
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Target a text they produce drawing on knowledge engineering and user

modeling.

Apply a coherent typology of texts in formulating a translation strategy for

this particular text.

Know enough about the relevant specialized field to understand the

information in the text.

Be familiar with the special terminology used in the field, in the working

languages.

Be able to write good English (mother tongue) of the appropriate kind for that

particular text, and provide a finished product of a professional standard.

3.2.3 .1. The Ability to Target a Document

For Critchley, Hartley and Salkie (1996) an adequate document is one which is fit

for use by some user for some purpose. In this respect Critchley, Hartley and Salkie

(1996, p. 105) quoting Cohen and Cunningham (1984, p. 08) said: “Your most

important writing job is to translate the material you receive into information that is

meaningful to your readers”. In other words the translator must construct a user

model (with background knowledge, expectations and purpose in using the

information captured in the document) and tailor the document to that model. The

word document is used instead of text because, for Critchley, Hartley and Salkie

(1996), a document consists of a formatted text together with information presented

in graphic and possibly other modes. Though translators are normally responsible for

generating the textual content only, they must be aware of the fact that readers use

documents rather than texts.
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The relationship between the ST and the TT can be described, once the intended

contribution of the target text to the end use of a document has been determined, as

interdependent. Interdependent documents or SL and TL documents have the same

status: they may be ‘parallel’ as in the case of multilingual versions of product

instructions; or they may be ‘full equal’, in that each version has to be adjusted to,

the health and safety legislation of the country concerned. According to Critchley,

Hartley and Salkie (1996), targeting a document entails two levels of planning:

1. Knowledge engineering: this is promoted by information gathering and the

specification of the user model.

2. The setting of parameters of the text to be produced: this a linguistic level

3.2.3.2. The Ability to Specify Text Type

The second skill is the ability to define the type of text to be produced in the TL. In

this respect Critchley, Hartley and Salkie (1996, p. 106) said that “producing a text is

... a socio-semiotic communicative act realised in discourse” and to achieve an

authentic target text calls for “the same kind of realisation of all thesituational

features which determine the discourse”.

Thus the translator should produce a text for a new context, and a new target

readership (with its own expectations of text types and norms). The translator should

be a skilled producer of texts in TL which fits the requirements of the TL typology

conventions.

To train students in awareness of text typologies and their relevance for translation,

Critchley, Hartley and Salkie (1996) propose highlighting the differences between

text types intra-lingually and contrasting text types inter-lingually. In the Algerian
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context, The former is to be achieved in language modules and the latter in language

and translation modules (which is the suggestion of the present study).

For Critchley, Hartley and Salkie (1996), there are two direction of most translation

course-books: they either adopt a micro-level of analysis, addressing particular

textual problems rather than problems in texts (through various ST/TL problems and

suggested solutions); or adopt a macro-level of analysis, addressing points pertinent

to the language system (through contrastive analysis of SL and TL). To promote the

skill of appreciating interlingual contrasts between text typologies, Critchley, Hartley

and Salkie (1996) propose a contrastive text approach; an approach mid-way

between the two, organizing the translation experience around the analysis and

experience of text types. Critchley, Hartley and Salkie (1996, p. 108) said:

the aim of this approach is to draw out the distinguishing traits of text types

in the SL and TL, drawing up a contrastive typology in the two languages

based on contextual resemblance (i.e. similar communicative functions and

addresses) and linguistic contrasts (syntactic and rhetorical differences).

Critchley, Hartley and Salkie (1996, p. 108) said that the ultimate emphasis should

be on developing the ability to analyse the defining features of TL discourse genres

in the student-translator who produces an “interdependent” or “parallel” text rather

than a “translation”.

When selecting TL material according to various genres and sub-genres, focus

should be given to genres for which there is a translation demand, since the aim is to
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sharpen the students’ awareness of different text styles in their own language.

Discourse variations are realized through syntax, transitivity, modality, density,

specialization of lexis, information structure, rhetorical devices, punctuation, lay¬

out, etc., which are characteristically handled for certain broad semiotic function

(informing, persuading, instructing, describing, etc.) in particular combinations

giving rise to recognizable intralingual text-types. In our own context, both SL and

TL material are to be selected in that way, since our translation course offers

teaching direct and inverse translation (the fact that supports the ‘contrastive’

approach in this study).

A contrastive work which can form the basis for a translation process reflecting a

true appreciation of authentic TL text typologies, according to Critchley, Hartley and

Salkie (1996), is the following: choosing three French extracts and three English

ones; all of them having the same function of providing information about a town.

Major differences in style stemming from contrasts in a number of linguistic areas

are detected:

The syntax of the French STs consists of longer sentences, the English

extracts, however, use short ones. Thus a close adherence to the French

syntactic structure in translation would produce a marked divergence from

the English text norm.

In the information structure, the English extracts thematise the city or the

people involved in its development as agentive subjects; while in French

thematise geographical features or abstract notions. This information further

heightens the directness of the English text as opposed to more abstract and

elaborate style of the French.
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The French extracts make use of varied extended lexical fields, whereas the

English extracts are neutral and prosaic in the extreme.

In this kind of contrastive analysis students are alerted to major differences in

text styles between two languages.

3.2.3.3 The Ability to Develop Subject Expertise

According to the course outline, subject expertise refers to becoming an expert in a

technical field so that students can compile a bilingual glossary of technical terms.

The identified technical terms with their corresponding information and the relation

tying them together in a given field results in a sensible working practice. The latter

allows students to create and manage a terminology database. Thus, this skill is

interlinked with the fourth skill; managing terminology. To handle a document about

motor-cycle parts, for instance, the translator needs to know just enough of an expert

to understand the original and write a convincing TL document about motor cycles.

In promoting this skill, technical documents with descriptive and procedural

knowledge are chosen because these documents have a ‘definable’ origin and use

and are undertaken as a professional activity.

3.2.3.4 The Ability to Familiarize with Technical Terminology

The vocabulary of a specialist field gives the students a structure around which to

organize their acquisition of subject expertise. For Critchley, Hartley and Salkie

(1996), a good glossary of terms involves a conceptual map of a subject area; with

each concept corresponding to a term in each language and classifying entities,

activities, qualities and relations in a given field of knowledge ( filling station: poste
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d’essence are classified under the category entities/objects). Thus in a glossary, we

start with a system of concepts with the aim of attaching terms to them: Students

learn how to identify terms, record the information about them, and retrieve this

information when needed. Translators must be determined and persevere in order to

find solutions for terminological problems.

3.2.3.5 The Ability to Design Effective Documents

The purpose of documentation accompanying products is to optimize their

usability. Translated documentation, then, should be at least as fit as the original for

its purpose in its own target user community. Critchley, Hartley and Salkie (1996)

said that a good training ground for this are exercises in software internationalization

and lacalisation. The former refers to specifications and measures necessary to

prepare a product and its documentation for global use. The latter refers to the

adaptation of an internationalized product to match a particular target culture and

market. If localization is the province of translators, they play a key role in

internationalization also. Critchley, Hartley and Salkie (1996, p. 116) sums up

describing the skills-led approach as one de-emphasizing the search for equivalence

between ST and TT in favour of a view of translating as text-handling; one that led

students to translations which are more natural, and led student trainers to

commentaries which show an ability to apply theory in the solution of real problems.

Critchley’s, Hartley and Salkie (1996) list of skills to be developed by trainee

translators provides ideas for professional courses which is not the case of this study

that is held in the context of an undergraduate translation course. Still, ideas on

‘contrastive analysis ’ alert students to major differences in text styles between two
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languages and promote the skill of appreciating interlingual contrasts between text

typologies which is part of the contrastive analysis aim adopted in this study.

3.2.4 Kiraly’s Approach to Translation Course Class Dynamics

Collaborative learning, according to Kiraly (2003, p. 15), has a say in the

development of professional skills. Quoting Schon (1987, p. 08), he described the

expert as behaving intuitively and creatively to solve new problems “If she is to deal

with it competently, she must do so by a kind of improvisation, investing and testing

in the situation strategies of her own devising”

In a collaborative learning environment, students work together with peers, more

advanced students, and teacher facilitators to resolve complex authentic problems.

This seems an ideal setting to develop the type of cognitive flexibility and self-

concept as creative problem-solvers.

3.2.4.1. Collaborative Learning from a Social Constructivist Perspective

Collaborative learning sees the development of professional skills in terms of

acculturation into a “community of practice” . From this perspective, according to

Brufee (1995 cited in Kiraly, 2003) learners can become competent members of a

professional community by interacting with it, performing its actual work, and by

constructing understandings of behavioral norms and conventions that imply

community membership. Thus learners become a community of knowledge builders.

The teacher is considered as a member of a community who can help novices find

and make their way into the community of practice. Expertise and professionalism
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emerge, according to Kiraly (2003, p. 17), “through praxis and conversation...

through hypothesis developing and testing, through discussion and debate, and as a

result of concerted effort within a team of present and future members of the

community in question”.

Schon (1987 cited in Kiraly, 2003, p. 17) taking a major step further, proposed the

concept of ‘reflective action’ in which Learners reflect on what they are doing as

they acquire expertise “learners must not simply perform authentic tasks if they are

to learn from them, but that they must reflect on those actions to come to a higher

level of awareness and abstraction”.

Reflection can be a tool for learning, having the four basic following characteristics

(Law et al, 1998, p.06):

-Consciousness: learners must be aware of the problematic features of the task at

hand.

-A contextualized problem: tasks must be contextualized rather than amputated from

genuine experience.

- Relevant experience: the experiences in which learning activities are embedded

must be relevant to the learner’s past, present and future scope of interests and

knowledge.

- Action: learning tasks must entail active personal involvement.

Kiraly (2003) concludes that ‘reflective action’ is thinking coupled with the

undertaking of authentic tasks within a learning domain, and serving a variety of

functions in the performance of such tasks including the planning, implementation

and revision of actions taken. Reflection can lead to learning by providing a mental
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space in which the means, goals and implications of intelligent action can be

consciously contemplated, revised and integrated into prior knowledge, ideally

resulting in increased expertise.

Kiraly (2003) illustrated how a social constructivist epistemology can inform each

stage in the educational planning process:

-Curricula Goals: A global objective of a modern translator education program

designed to produce graduates (would-be colleagues) welcomed by other

professional translators is Kiraly’s professional empowerment. Kiraly (2003) said

translation coupled with the word ‘empowerment’, which is borrowed from the

political concept of Paolo Freire, means that graduates can be expected to have

acquired enough self-reliance, authentic experience and expertise to enable them to

leave our institutions and make the final transition smoothly to full membership in

the community of translation practice. Empowering, here, means providing students

with opportunities to participate in the activities of the profession. This is done

through helping them to develop self-reliance and self-confidence, and making them

less dependent on this help. Kiraly (2003) proposed a principled approach to three

pillars which are autonomy, authenticity and expertise that can be interwoven to form

a blueprint for curriculum design:

-The first pillar or autonomy refers to learners beginning as uninitiated

individuals then by working in pairs and teams, they will jointly construct their

understandings of the translator’s profession. He added that interaction with peers

discussing, debating and world making can bring a better understanding of the

community of practice and actual participation in it.
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-The second pillar or authenticity refers to learners increasingly do real work

situated within activities very much like those they can encounter in real live

situations. This starts with consciousness-raising with students, as a group, defining

the community they are trying to join, and followed by real work and collaborative

reflection on the meanings they make as they progress.

- The third pillar refers to expertise: though learners would need years of

professional practice to become experts, having the idea of expertise as a primary

goal of our curricula helps ensuring that graduates will make considerable progress

in this path.

For us, this can be the hidden curriculum which goes hand in hand with our general

educational aims; still autonomy, authenticity and expertise are to be seen as a step

further the actual educational aim of enabling the graduates to be more flexible and

evolve with the needs of the situation.

Then, at which stage all this is done? What does Kiraly (2003) mean by

consciousness-raising and how much time does it take?

3.2A2 Project-Based Learning Method

Kiraly (2003) found that the idea of ‘collaborative learning project’ can serve as a

useful metaphor for course design based on social construction and the value of

collaborative interaction in the translation classroom or translation praxis classes.

The concrete objective of this class is for the entire group with the assistance and

participation of the teacher to undertake and complete a real translation project

whose organization is based on:
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-Authentic tasks.

-Scaffolded teacher support.

-Learner responsibility for completing a piece of work that is acceptable to the client

as an adequate translation (this is compatible with the underlying principles of

cognitive apprenticeship and Schon’s (1987, p. 21) idea of ‘reflective practicum’

cited in Kiraly, 2003, p. 21).

In the classroom, Kiraly (2003) assumes the role like that of a project coordinator

working with a team of translators. He counts among tasks: overall responsibility for

project management, a native speaker informant (in groups working on inverse

translation), a mediator to facilitate negotiation between the students and the client, a

thinker ‘reflecting in action’ modeling professional behavior and dealing with

problems as they arise, a travelling assistant moving from one nucleus of action and

potential learning to another to provide guidance, support and encouragement. As to

feedback, Kiraly (2003) suggested proleptic feedback; i.e. drawing attention to

potential problems and hinting at ways to solve them rather than distributing ready¬

made solutions. In such a classroom, according to Kiraly (2003), is a three

dimensional process in which learners are busy negotiating translation problems and

solutions with each other and focusing on other constraints and potential problems

(stylistic infelicities, grammatical and typographical errors in the source text,

uncertainties about the target audience and what does it know) that may emerge from

an authentic situation.

Kiraly (2003) stressed the importance of language-related exercises in his

framework of a translation project. In the project framework, also, Kiraly (2003) tries

to help students acquire what they perceive as new translation problems, rather than
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having students engage in exercises to make sure they amass the generic knowledge

about translation; a knowledge they ought to know! What is of additional importance

is when and how this knowledge is acquired?

Kiraly (2003) said that we can introduce infinite variations on the project:

participation of native speakers of TL, translation evaluation of a native speaker in

the form of think-aloud protocol while reading the students’ translation with students

going back and making changes on the basis of those comments. Finding suitable

authentic projects for students to carry out is another challenge for the teachers. For

kiraly (2003, p. 24), collaboration with the outside world is a key solution:

for students to see the value of working collaboratively on authentic projects,

a focus on authentic practice and the development of expertise through autonomy

will have to be included in the mission of our educational institutions.

In working projects, there are many benefits:

Students actively and continuously engage in critical thought and debate for

the better part of each session.

Students find their own problems and work towards resolving them.

Students must reflect-in-action as they must work together to compare

alternative solutions, with their fellow group members and justify the

decisions they take.
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The Algerian context exhibits a ‘restricted’ range of needs: pragmatic translation.

Thus limiting the effectiveness of project-based classroom as proposed by Kiraly

(2003) and chances for potential sources.

To sum up, Kiraly (2003, p. 24) stated:

the project-based classroom serves as a constant reminder that my

overriding goal as a translator educator is to help students become

competent, reflective, self-confident, and professional colleagues;

a goal that I believe can be better accomplished though participating

in praxis rather than practice.

What is amazing is Kiraly’s combination of working in project-based classrooms

(with the carrying out of authentic projects) and yet talking about ‘a translator

educator’ not ‘trainer’, and translator ‘education’ not ‘training’!

3.2.4.3. Action Research as a Tool for Perpetuating Innovation

In fact, participatory action research, initially proposed by Kurt Lewin in 1940’s,

became a powerful tool for change in education (Kiraly, 2003). Its underlying idea is

that teacher can and should be researchers in their own classrooms: they can observe

what actually goes on in their own classrooms, systematically plan and act for

change. For Kiraly (2003, p. 25), doing this “can create a groundswell of local
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research that can inform our common search for alternative teaching methods and

techniques”. In fact, observing a particular phenomenon that students got good marks

in the language modules and average-to-bad marks in the corresponding translation

modules prompted search leading to another observation that particular linguistic

structures mastered in the language modules constitute major translation errors in the

translation modules. The latter prompted interest in the present study. In this respect,

Kiraly (2003, p. 25) said: “We need to start observing our own classes and effecting

change in them rather than waiting for outside researchers to come along and put us

under a microscope”. He added “we need to turn our classrooms into experimental

laboratories where innovation is the order”.

As far as improvement is concerned, our teaching method has changed

considerably as we progress in academic research about translation teaching. First,

we introduced the translation brief into the classes, then (the following year) we

adapted the concept of pedagogical project to the class’s needs and constraints,

working on the translation of whole chapters of novels (Arabic and English novels),

for a whole semester. Next year, we intend to adapt the technique of ‘think-aloud

protocols’ to class to enhance the development of conscious skills and knowledge

(see chapter on pedagogical implications). In fact, each year one can bring something

new into his class!

In the same respect, Colina (2003, p. 55) advocated that sound methodologies for

teaching translation are to be based on empirical and theoretical research findings.

Furthermore, she added, classroom research on the effectiveness of teaching

materials can also be an invaluable source to advance knowledge of the field and to

produce new teaching methodologies and materials. The latter will be useful in

facilitating and accelerating the acquisition of translational competence. As was
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stated earlier, the aim of the proposed method is to enhance the acquisition of the

transfer competence.

In fact, the translation profession is programmed for permanent change due to

advances in technology, increased globalization, and changes in life style and

business practices. To keep pace, Kiraly (2003, p. 25) proposed that there is need to

infuse our classes and our curricula with the seeds of perpetual innovation and with a

spirit of collaboration on many levels: between and among students, between

teachers and students, and between and among teachers. Kiraly (2003, p. 26) ended

up saying that:

We must begin to work together toward the development of viable

teaching methods and techniques that reflect the translation profession

as we know it today and that can prepare all of us for the challenges

that await us tomorrow.

As far as action research is concerned, it has already been explained that observing

our own classes to effect change for improvement prompted research in the present

study. This, for Colina (2003), provides justification for introducing the following

elements in the translation classroom:

-The revision component improves solutions and locates problems that have been

overlooked at the first stage. Incorporating instructor and/or peer feedback into
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translation tasks could be required in the form of a portfolio that would include drafts

and final versions of translations.

-Activities and short contextualized lectures focusing exclusively on specific

problems to help raise student’ awareness of the possibility of overlooking problems

due to limited processing capabilities and translation experience. This concerns

language student translators.

-Teaching professional awareness by focusing on the differences between

professional translation and translation in the language classroom. To deal with the

issue of ‘excessive fear of interference’ in false friends, for instance, students should

know that a false friend in translation is determined by contextual and meaning

factors, and should be aware that not all mistakes involving false friends are equally

serious in translation.

- Making the understanding and use of pragmatic approaches an essential part of

translation pedagogy.

-Developing teaching methods that incorporate a translation brief (with information

relevant to the situational context into translation assignments), as well as activities

that focus on these aspects and that help students understand the communicative,

global nature of professional translation.

- Fostering the proper use of world knowledge. Kussmaul and Kiraly (1995, p.113)

suggest an approach to do so through making students aware of their processes of

understanding and that excessive reliance on what they already know(top-down

processes) over what is present in the text (bottom-up processes) can result in

defective comprehension of the ST and inadequate translation of TT.
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- Incorporating self-awareness and self-confidence, the necessary conditions for

professionalism, as goals into curriculum and course design. These qualities can be

developed by teaching about translation-relevant processes and about techniques of

textual and pragmatic analysis dealing with text types and genres, textual cohesion

and coherence, etc.

-Integrating expert behavior as one of the goals of translation teaching. For Colina

(2003, p. 41), translators’ education must provide them with the skills to act as

experts in cross-cultural communication. She explained that “expert behavior

develops out of self-awareness and self-confidence, the ability to discuss translations

in an objective way, and an understanding of translation processes and skills”.

In our own context, our undergraduate translation students showed a starting fear

understanding let alone translating literary texts. Our own approach was to try and

familiarize them with the novel’s author, the socio-cultural context in which the

novel was written if appropriate, and then we moved to personalities, events and

scenes in the novel. Our aim was to dig for something in common between the novel

and the students: feelings, experiences, expectations...anything on which we could

build a certain relationship. The relationship need not be one of love (though more

commitment is guaranteed, then!), we simply targeted reactions such as ‘yes, I

understand that!’ To achieve that, we set fruitful discussions about content,

organizational and stylistic aspects. We frequently asked students what are the most

1felt’ part of the chapters and why. We translated whole chapters; but in cases where

‘contextual’ division was possible, we translated the parts chosen by the students. In

fact, the choice of the whole novel or short story was sometimes students-informed

(Tahar Wattar: ‘ the day I passed away and people came to my funeral’ (chosen by a

student). Students often started the translation afraid, not knowing what they should
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do, but ended up very motivated not to say happy they did it! Our comments were

always ‘at the beginning, the text resists your understanding and translating, but the

more familiar you become with its meanings, and stylistic features, the more

workable it becomes’, ‘do invest time in building a relationship with the text, try to

imagine the mood of the novel, this helps you understand if not experience emotions

in the novel!’ and even that ‘a literary text is like a beautiful woman, to seduce her

you need to value her!’. These are starting comments, as to ending ones; we always

say ‘you are beginning to like the text!’, ‘have you seen! I told you, you can do it’

and ‘our translation is better than the one on the market, don’t you see that!’ This

approach has raised my students’ self-awareness and self-confidence. The majority

have changed their mind about literary translation as a laborious and thus boring

activity. Some of them have verbalized an interest in specializing in literary

translation (I even supervised literary translations of English classical stories into

Arabic: ‘the crown of the violet’, done by students in their final year, though they

knew their work is not going to be marked)

Besides, integrating remedies to unsuccessful behavior, some of the following

successful behaviors can be integrated in the teaching methodology:

-Fluency is a successful behavior which refers to the ability to produce a large

number of thoughts, ideas or solutions for a problem in a short period of time

(Guilford, p.1975 cited in Colina, 2003). To train fluency, brainstorming is the

technique that can be incorporated into the translation classroom.

-Creative activity in the form of divergent thinking and transformations (where the

student considers a range of possible solutions instead of focusing on just one) is

facilitated by relaxation or ‘putting a task for a while, thereby producing the
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necessary relaxation to solve the problem’. In our own context of literary translation,

students were able to translate an ambiguous word in a sentence describing the hero

carrying his suitcase 'the revelation that accompanied him’, in the novel 'Farewell to

the North’ by Said Chamcham. The word ‘revelation proved to be very difficult to

understand its connotation. As we could not contact the author, a profound analysis

of the aim of the voyage resulted in the following translation of the word

‘revelation’: ‘the secret motivating this voyage’. This is possible through breaks or

creating workshop atmospheres. Teachers may call students’ attention to these

processes to activate them when necessary.

-Teamwork is anther concept that needs to be encouraged in the translation

classroom as it is could be the source of successful strategies.

In addition to this, translation teaching can benefit immensely from theoretical and

empirical research in related disciplines. In this context, Colina (2003, p. 43) said:

I would emphasize that it is not so much mastery of a particular model,

but an understanding of the processes involved in translating that needs

to be emphasized in the classroom. Such understanding is likely to lead

to increased awareness and self-confidence in students of translation.

-Developing a research-based pedagogy: In a research-based model of translation

pedagogy, empirical and theoretical research findings (such as awareness of

pragmatic factors in translation) are used to identify and justify areas needing

pedagogical intervention. Thus methods, activities, and classroom implementation
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are devised to produce the desired educational goals. Colina (2003) proposes that

empirical studies and theoretical proposals can be used as the basis for the

development of new teaching methods (course design, syllabus, lesson plan and

activities). Colina (2003) proposed activities suitable for students with little or no

translation experience. According to Colina (2003), a set of activities should be

developed around translation tasks to:

- Emphasize the procedural aspect of translation.

-Consider the pragmatic, functional and textual considerations neglected by

beginners.

- Guide the students through the translation process

- Help the students attend to relevant information

The design of these activities would be based on the assumption that the acquisition

of translational competence is a slow and graduate process through which students

must be guided. Teachers could focus on aspects identified by research as requiring

pedagogical intervention. They can ask questions about textual features to focus the

students’ attention on the role they play in translation decisions; they can work on

extracts where particular problems such as sign-orientation and negative transfer are

likely to occur. For our particular context, literary texts seemed to be the most likely

context for negative transfer to occur. Colina (2003, p. 47) advocated that “the

purpose behind the use of sequenced, guided activities in the translation classroom is

to facilitate the process of acquisition by means of guided translation tasks’’. Such

tasks, according to Colina (2003, p. 47), provide quality input and force students to

focus on information that is relevant to both translation and acquisition processes.
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The activities proposed by Colina (2003) are shaped by the requirements imposed by

the text under consideration and place a different degree of emphasis on the various

components of the translation competence.

-Reading comprehension research: Comprehension is built up from various

knowledge sources (syntactic, lexical, semantic, letter analysis, feature analysis,

world knowledge) that interact with each other on the input page, through a

combination of bottom-up and top-down processes (Lee and Van Patten, 1995, p.

191 cited in Colina, 2003, p. 43). Since comprehension is achieved by relating new

information to information existing in the schemata (units that contain the reader’s

knowledge and experience), technical texts are difficult to translate when a translator

lacks relevant knowledge of the specialized domain. According to Colina (2003, p.

44) :

In translation, possession of the right schemata, or the ability to construct

them in time for the production of the TT, is an essential condition for

successful completion of the translation task.

To move from student to professional behavior, teachers should make students

aware of the schemata necessary for text comprehension and filling in domain-

specific schemata through contextualized lectures and /or exercises.
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3.2.5 Bernardini’s Approach to Translation Course Class Dynamics

Bernardini (2004) considered questions of what are the long-term aims and short¬

term objectives of undergraduate and postgraduate translation courses and whether

they can be made to coincide or not as important for the setting of a translation

course class dynamics. To answer these questions, she set to determine what it is that

would-be professional translators need, and what they can achieve, at each stage of

their instruction.

According to Bernardini (2004, pp. 20-1), professional translators need to be aware,

reflective and resourceful:

1. Awareness: the translator must develop the critical ability to “ go beyond the

single words and texts, and see language as a network of connected choices,

which are influenced by the culture they express” (Bernardini, 2004, p. 20).

This awareness is the first step towards ‘a professional and ethical attitude

towards their job’ (emphasis ours) as learners realize they are more than

trans-coders; they are constructors of meaning and mediators of culture.

2. Reflectiveness: the translator must develop the capacity to “practice, store and

use more or less specific strategies and procedures involved in translation”

(Bernardini, 2004, p. 20). These are reading and writing procedures and

strategies at text analysis level, project management and group work, to

enumerate but few of them.

3. Resourcefulness: the translator should have the ability to “exploit finite

resources indefinitely to cope with new and unexpected changes, and to

acquire new resources autonomously, as the need arises” Bernardini (2004,

p. 21) (emphasis ours).
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Bernardini’s list, in her words, is not exhaustive or operational, but it stresses a

fundamental point that focusing on fostering capacities rather than gaining

competences are the priorities that should be dealt with in translation courses. It

is clear, here, that we are dealing with a long educationally-oriented type of

instruction. Bernardini (2004, p. 21) said: “It involves making a future translator

aware of the ways in which languages and texts work, with their stratified and

often hidden meanings and uses” (emphasis ours). Learners will thus, according

to Bernardini (2004), learn to search for such meaning and even know how to

acquire needed knowledge or skills quickly and efficiently.

As to the role of technology, Bernardini (2004) thinks any translation tool will

take no longer than a month to be mastered; whereas knowing when to use it, how,

for what purpose and to what effects, and what to do if technology cannot help is

harder and clearly cannot be learnt in a month. As to the practice and use of the latest

electronic tool or translation aid, Bernardini (2004) advocates that it should not be

considered only in competence-oriented terms, but as a means toward the

educational goals.

According to Bernardini (2004, p. 23), translation is an activity requiring

“educated rather than trained professionals”. She further added that since translation

is a feature of translation professionalism and since it takes a lot of time and effort,
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it clearly cannot be relegated to short accessory courses.

Rather long undergraduate translation degree courses

should be centered around educational m'/n.vfocusing on

the acquisition of awareness, resourcefulness and reflectiveness (emphasis ours).

The practitioners’ tendency to replicate a potential professional situation as the best

way to teach undergraduates to translate is, according to Bernardini (2004, p. 24), a

reaction against job market accusations that university courses are too rigid, detached

from real world, academic and unprofessionalizing. These ‘replication activities’,

replicating real world situations, however,

have a dubious status because any learning environment

has its own conventions, interests, priorities and motivations, as

well as its intellectual, spatial and temporal limitations’.

Bernardini (2004) further explained that assuming to be able to carry out a certain

activity only through practicing a goal-oriented activity is wrong, both in a product-

oriented and in a process-oriented perspective:

-First it may not produce the desired effect as the ultimate aim is to develop flexible

strategies.
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-Second it disregards developmental and environmental factors that learners are not

yet professionals.

Rather than these replication activities, classroom specific-activities are designed

to be pedagogically and situationally appropriate. In fact, training, technology and

real life assignments should be ‘critically’ adopted on the basis of pedagogically

motivated market pressures. Bernardini (2004) clarified awareness of current

professional trends should not be hindered, in so far as it may help learners to feel

more confident in their own capabilities and make the passage from an educational to

a professional environment smoother. Thus, Bernardini (2004, p. 24) believes that

replication activities belong to “ training ” rather than “education” . As such she

continues replication activities hold a view of translation as a mechanical activity of

substitution of words in one language for words in another; they “inherently endorse

a reductive view of the profession and should be given limited space within

undergraduate translation courses”(emphasis ours).

As far as training is concerned, Bernadini (2004, p. 24) believes that training can

be pursued after solid translator education “Once learners have gone through a solid

translator education..., they are ready to start their training. I think that postgraduate

degrees can very well take care of this aspect”.

Bernardini (2004) explains that the preference for short postgraduate master-level

training hides a training-oriented view. This implies that once language skills have

been mastered (at the BA level), the translation aspects can be acquired in one or two

years at most. She rather thinks that acquiring the linguistic and translation skills

should be carried out at the same time, Bernardini (2004, p. 26) said:
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I would object to the view that language skills and translation skills can

be treated as two independent variables: first learn the language, then learn

to translate. Rather, one learns the language in order to become a translator,

not an economist or a politician: language skills and knowledge must

necessarily be consistent with translation skills, so that the two strengthen

each other’ (emphasis ours).

This “ consistency of intents between language teaching and translation teaching ”

and other relevant knowledge area teaching is a fundamental requirement of

translator education. This, according to Bernardini (2004) cannot be achieved in a

system that relies on a general language learning programme followed by a short and

specialized training programme.

Bernardini (2004, p. 27) seeks a balance in translation teaching between training

and education: “I would suggest that translator be formed through a reasoned, timely

and thought-out balance of education and training”. She added that this requirement

of a long and effortful period is necessary if we are to form competent professionals

Bernardini (2004) suggested that translator teaching should be organized around two

study periods:

1. The undergraduate courses: they should focus on education and adopt

curricula and methodologies taking into account the specific professional

requirements of language mediators (including awareness, resourcefulness

and reflectiveness). The pedagogic approach adopted in the various course
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constituents should be translation-related. As far as evaluation is concerned,

Bernardini (2004, p. 27) insisted on the process rather than the product: how

the learners read the texts, are they or are not logical in their renderings and

stubborn in searching for solutions, are they able to assess the reliability of

their reference materials, do they know their limits and where to look for

help, are they able to collaborate with others and so on.

2. The postgraduate courses: now that learners have gone through a period of

thought stimulating, awareness raising, autonomizing activities and

familiarized themselves with revising, researching and acquired a broad

understanding of culture, they can deepen their capacities and competences

and gain professional specialization: Postgraduate courses can thus afford to

be shorter, less intense learning burden, and more selective (Bernardini, 2004,

p. 27).

Of the four propositions of class dynamics mentioned above, the one proposed by

Bernardini (2004) is for us the most appropriate -in principle- to our specific local

situation: our genuine needs, at short and long terms, are the transfer, and thus the

translation, of knowledge in all fields as a necessary step for the development of our

educational systems and economy and for the inclusion of Arabic as a language of

science and modernity in the developed world. These genuine needs are best satisfied

in a context of education rather than training.
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3.3 Practical Considerations of Translation Course Class Dynamics

In fact, our use of the dichotomies: teaching/training, teacher/trainer and

students/trainees reflects a basic assumption that the university is a place where

academic teaching is held and whatever amount of professional aspects are included

in higher education curricula does not and should not change the holy mission of the

university. This view is shared by many prominent educators and teacher of

translation (see Bernadini, 2004). In cases where we use teaching, teacher and

students, this reflects our own view and in cases where we use training, trainer and

trainee, we conform to the words used by the author.

Unfortunately, all translation teaching approaches can only be informative for the

course designer and / or the translation teacher. This means that a course designer or

a translation teacher cannot choose from among the previous approaches without

establishing what the course intends to achieve. In the words of Canon and Newbie

(2000, pp. 142-3 cited in Kelly, 2005, p. 21):

the key to curriculum planning is to forge educationally sound and

logical links between planned intentions! expressed as objectives),

course content, teaching and learning methods, and the assessment of

student learning while taking account of student characteristics.

The degree to which the translation teacher is personally involved in curricula

planning depends on the institutional and organizational context he is working in
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(Kelly, 2005). In our university system, the translation teacher has little say in course

planning especially at the macro-level. The design of individual modules, however,

depends on the individual teacher. In this context, we do agree with Kelly (2005, p.

21) who says that the more aware teachers or trainers are of how the curriculum has

been designed, and why, the more involved they will become in the process and the

more effective they can contribute to the overall aims of the course.

3.3.1 Factors Defining Translation Course Curriculum Objectives

According to Kelly (2005), many training courses in certain university systems and

academic traditions do not have explicit definitions of their intentions which can be

used as a basic reference point by both staff and students. This is the case of our

teaching course; all that is indicated is that the course aims at teaching a general

translation competence. Now, however, explicit intentions are the rule in almost all

courses: “It has now for some time been recognized in most systems, as part of the

general move towards improving student learning, that explicit intentions must be

formulated for all courses” (Kelly, 2005, p. 22).

Explicit intentions had been, for some time, teaching objectives, i.e. what the

teacher wanted the student to learn, emphasizing on teacher input. Recently,

however, emphasis has been placed on learning outcomes, i.e. what students will be

able to do at the end of the course. The latter is the view we are claiming in our

context.

There are, in fact, factors which help in defining learning outcomes/objectives,

some of them being:
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1. Social needs, linked to local or regional economy

2. Professional standards

3. Industry needs and views

4. Institutional policy

5. Institutional constraints

6. Disciplinary considerations

7. Student/trainee.

3.3.1.1 Socio-Cultural Context

For Kelly (2005), the socio-cultural and institutional context in which courses are

to be offered is the most important factor because there is a big difference between a

full undergraduate or a postgraduate programme and a professional development

course. The former, being held at the university, has general educational

considerations to be taken into account; whereas the latter, being organized by a

professional association, does not have such considerations at all.

The Algerian socio-cultural and institutional context in which translation courses

are offered is that of a full undergraduate course of four years, followed by a short

undergraduate course of two years to three years. Both programmes are held at the

university and do not differ as to their general objectives. The development of a

general translation competence is the general objective of the undergraduate

translation courses and the postgraduate translation courses. The degree of

specialization aimed at in the postgraduate course was somehow hindered, to our

view, by the entrance requirement that permits graduates from translation as well as

languages to participate in the course. Instead of specializing in one of the fields of

translation, the postgraduate course tries to encapsulate the essential translation-
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related knowledge for the postgraduates. The result is a reinforcement of the general

translation competence. As to whether this general translation competence fulfills the

needs of the Algerian market or not, most authorized translation offices asked agreed

on the fact that translation graduates need to learn a lot once at the work place. The

graduates’ deficiencies seem to be mainly in the professional and interpersonal skills.

This is the case because most of the translation held in these offices is pragmatic, i.e.

mainly conventional and stereotypic. Thus, as far as our regional economic needs are

concerned, the general translation competence got from our translation courses seems

somehow adequate. Reforms, however, are to target professional, interpersonal (and

team work) and technological aspects of the graduates’ translation competence.

3.3.1.2 Professional Standards

One way to approach the current state of the translation profession is to dwell a

little on what professional translators are actually required to do, if the overall aim of

the course is to train professional translators. The UK languages National Training

Organization (LNTO today the National Centre for Languages CILT) in a 2002

leaflet provided the following career guidance description, quoted in Kelly (2005, p.

24).

translators work with the written word. They convert documents from

the source language into the language of the people who need to know

and read the content of the translation ( i.e. the target language) and

the final translated document should read as clearly as it did in the original
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This description, however, is undermined by ‘old" beliefs: that there is always one

source text, that both source and target texts are in written modes, excluding

multimedia text for instance, and that the target text is always needed by the reader.

Another way to approach the current state of the field is to analyze job

advertisements and descriptions. The following is an advertisement for a translator

position in SDL International (Kelly (2005, p. 25). The basic profile of the recruits is

that of

high-calibre graduates with an appropriate qualification in an any

specific or arts discipline relevant for the work of the EU-institutions

and the capacity to adapt and evolve professionally to meet our basic

requirements (Kelly, 2005, p. 26).

These requirements can be summarized in the following points:

1. Flexibility in changing circumstances.

2. Ability to operate under administrative rules

3. High degree of intellectual curiosity and motivation

4. Capacity to work independently or as a part of a team

In addition to these requirements, graduates should have or be prepared to acquire

the following specific skills: language skills (perfect and thorough knowledge of two

or more languages), thematic skills (familiarity with different fields) and translation

skills (such as register conventions or research strategies).
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In fact, the profession is in constant change as Shreve (2000, p. 217 cited in Kelly,

2005, p. 27) sees the profession of translation as a special ecosystem moving through

time, and modifying itself under the pressure of influences of its socio-cultural environment

,and evolving successfully from one form into another.

He added that there is a dispersion of the language industry into different

professional roles taken by graduates trained as translators: bilingual editors,

multimedia designers, research specialists, cultural assessors, multicultural software

designers, software localizers, terminologists, and project managers (Shreve, 2000, p.

228).

In the same respect, Kingscott ( 2000, p. 227 cited in Kelly, 2005, p. 27) speaks

about ‘ a growingfragmentation of thefield’, and identifies changes in the profession

such as the globalization of communication, the increasing use of English as a ‘world

auxiliary language’, and the multimodal nature of much text production to enumerate

but few examples.

A very good solution, in this context, seems to be preparing learners to be more

flexible and to adapt to constant change, as Kelly (2005, p. 27) puts it:

Not in vain is one of the essential concepts of current education

policy that of lifelong learning in recognition of the impossibility

for educational institutions clearly to define the future needs of

society in concrete terms, and thus the need to prepare trainees to

beflexible, adapt and constantly learn new skills (emphasis ours).
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Obviously, there is an enormous range of activities and skills required belonging to

the translation profession. Specialized courses, for Kelly (2005, p. 27), are designed

to train specialists in only one area of translation expertise; whereas generalist

courses, the most wide spread training courses, are designed to cater for the huge

diversity in the current market, while foreseeing likely future developments students

are to be prepared for.

3.3.1.3 Disciplinary Considerations

If the overall aims are to be described in terms of what professionals are required

to do and to know, as Kelly (2005) puts it, then addressing the concept of translation

or translator competence becomes necessary (see chapter one).According to Kelly

(2005), different authors have used the concept of translator /translation competence

in different ways: to describe the actual translation process as an expert activity from

a cognitive perspective, to design translation curricula ...etc.

The concept of competence in higher education and training has been taken to

refer to: “a combination of skills, knowledge, aptitudes and attitudes, and to include

disposition to learn as well as know-how” (Working group for the implementation of

Education and Training 2010; 2003, p. 10 cited in Kelly, 2005, p. 33). In fact, the

recent move in European higher education towards a new model of tertiary education

together with the attempt to harmonize European curricula (facilitating graduate

professional mobility with Europe and making European higher education more

competitive in the world) has led to as Kelly puts it “fruitful period of self-analysis

and reflection in many tertiary education institutions” . If we are to consider the

concept of ‘competence ’ in the context of this reform process, distinction should be
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made between “ general, generic or transferable competences ” and “subject area

specific competences ” (Kelly, 2005, p. 34). The first type of competences should be

the aim of all undergraduate or postgraduate courses (whose mission to help

individuals attain personal fulfilment and development, inclusion and employment);

whereas the second type of competences should be the aim of their own fields (a role

more specific to their own respective fields).

For Kelly (2005), offering a very wide range of generic competences, in the

translation field, is very striking and difficult to be found in other academic fields at

university level. This permits ‘our’ students, according to her, to be almost uniquely

flexible, adaptable and highly employable citizens. She further added that with the

incredible proliferation of translator training courses the world all over, we could run

the risk of training students with highly specialized competences not then be of use

on graduation. This risk is reduced with the transferability of ‘our’ subject area

competences to other fields.

In fact, the Algerian context does not present constraints such as professional

mobility and making higher education more competitive in the world. These very

specific constraints have influenced the need for more professional translators (or

language mediators!). Tough we do not belong to areas with clear agendas in

education, economy ...etc, the latter need to be developed on the basis of our genuine

needs! Our real constraints are to form scientists in all fields to cope with this

‘scientific gap’ between the advanced world and the third world. If we are to

understand the aims of the ‘fifth plan for development’ proposed by Mr Bouteflika in

a fruitful way, then conscious reforms should consider our genuine needs, at short

and long terms. We would consider the transfer, and thus the translation, of

knowledge in all fields a necessary step for the development of our educational
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systems and economy, on the one hand, and for the inclusion of Arabic as a language

of science and modernity, on the other hand. The needs of the long term concern the

Arab world, not only Algeria. Thus a more fruitful collaboration between all the

Arab countries, in this context, would result in an enhanced development in

individual countries, as well as the ‘development of the Arabic Language. To return

to the starting point, our constraints would be scientists’ formation and bridging the

‘scientific gap’ between the advanced and the third world, and any fruitful reforms

have to be clear about them!

3.3.2 The Proper Writing of Objectives

After a review of the professional, disciplinary and general higher education

considerations and after taking into account our own input regarding our own

professional, institutional and organizational context, we should be able to broach the

writing of objectives or outcomes for the programme or course we are designing. In

this respect, Kelly (2005, p. 32) explained that a list of objectives needs to be

supplied prior to the development of training courses: “these courses can only work if

they are clear on what their objectives are’’. Kelly (2005) explained that not to provide

objectives for these courses on the grounds of insufficient relevant empirical research is in

effect to neglect the massive enrolment of translators on these courses.

Kelly (2005, pp. 32-3), in her turn, proposed a useful list of areas desirable for the

purposes of curricula design for translation courses: communicative and textual

competence in at least two languages and cultures, cultural and intercultural

competence, subject area competence, professional and instrumental competence,

attitudinal or psycho- physiological competence, interpersonal competence and
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strategie competence. This list, as Kelly (2005) says, requires completion with

further elements in some contexts. Kelly (2005, pp 35-6) said about objective

formulation

Objectives or outcomes should be formulated for all levels of planning:

for overall programmes or courses, for individual course modules, for

individual class sessions or units of teaching materials. They can also be

formulated with differing degrees of detail.

If we consider the following overall aim cited in Kelly (2005, p. 36) “the overall aim

of a full undergraduate course in translating at a state tertiary education is to train

professional translators’-, we can notice that it is an over generalizing statement,

formulated from the institution’s perspective; whereas the following cited likewise in

Kelly (2005, p. 36) “On completion of the course, students will have attitudes to be

able to join the translation profession in any of its specialized areas in this country or

abroad at a junior level” is clearer.

Writing clear learning outcomes is the first essential step to communication

between trainer and trainee. They are the basis for course content, teaching and

learning methods and assessment of student learning. Kelly (2005, p. 36) said: ‘The

basic rule is that outcomes should be written from the student’s point of view, and in

the future tense. Outcomes should also be realistic (achievable for students) and

assessable’.
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According to Kelly (2005), many taxonomies of the learning outcomes have been

offered by Bloom (1956), Andrea (2003) and others. A more recent alternative is the

SOLO (Structure of the Observed Learning Outcomes) offered by Biggs (2003, p. 48

cited in Kelly, 2005):

Level VerbsPhase

Misses, pointPrestructural

Quantitative Unistructural Identify

Do simple procedure

Multistructural Enumerate

Describe

List

Combine

Do algorithms

Qualitative relational Compare/contrast

Explain causes

Analyse

Relate

Apply

Extended abstract Theorize

Generalize

Hypothesize

Reflect

Table four: A hierarchy of verbs for curriculum objectives (adapted from Biggs,
2003, p. 48 cited in Kelly, 2005, p. 36).

As an example of an overall aim for an introductory course module on legal

translation, we can have the following cited in Kelly (2005, p. 38):
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at the end of the module students will be able to identify the most salient

features of legal texts, situate translation commissions in their legal and

social context, identify documentary sources for their translation, and

produce translations of highly conventionalized legal texts from language(s)

X into language(s) Y.

The present study targets the development of an individual course unit: English-

far- translation bridge unit. This individual course unit is not to be seen in terms of

lesson selection or sequencing; but in terms of tasks creating links or bridges

between language and translation modules’ lessons. Thus, we will not alter the

content or organisation of the English language and the translation module lessons;

but we will be mainly concerned with implementing a method to teach languagefar

translation. The overall general aims of our individual course unit: English-far-

translation bridge unit can be:‘ On completion of the language bridge course unit,

students will be aware of the major structural/cultural similarities/differences

between Arabic and English and their relevance to translation and have their

transfer competence to translate literary texts enhanced accordingly ’.

As for specific learning outcomes, Kelly (2005) specifies that for each of the main

areas of translation competence (or models of translation sub-competences), we can

formulate five or six specific learning outcomes. For example, for the area of

interpersonal competence on a full undergraduate programme:

‘Students will be able to identify, describe and analyse the different interpersonal

relations which intervene in the translation process'.
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The specific learning outcomes of our English-for-translation bridge unit are about

eight specific outcomes. These outcomes can be divided into two categories one for

each of the two tasks in our project: specific outcomes grouped under ‘raising

English-for-translation awareness’ and those grouped under ‘enhancing transfer

competence of the students'.

The specific learning outcomes grouped under the ‘raising English-for-translation

awareness’ are to be carried out in the English language module:

- Raising awareness of the relevance of comparing and contrasting Arabic and

English for translational purposes.

-Introducing structural and pragmatic similarities/differences between Arabic and

English concerning the language function: comparatives and stressing its relevance

to translation

-Introducing structural and pragmatic similarities/differences between Arabic and

English concerning the language function: adverbials of time and stressing its

relevance to translation

-Introducing structural and pragmatic similarities/differences between Arabic and

English concerning the language function: conditionals and stressing its relevance to

translation

The specific learning outcomes grouped under the ‘enhancing the students’ transfer

competence’ are:

- Discussing the relevance of comparing and contrasting original and translated

choices for translational purposes from English into Arabic and from Arabic into

English.
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-Discussing similarities/differences between source and translated texts, focussing on

the language function: comparatives.

-Discussing similarities/differences between source and translated texts, focussing on

the language function: adverbials of time.

-Discussing similarities/differences between source and translated texts, focussing on

the language function: conditionals.

In a word, accurate outcomes are very important because they will be the basis for

the reminder of our course unit curriculum design.

3.3.3 Factors Intervening in Course Curriculum Design

Prior to any curricula planning process at any level is needs analysis or initial

diagnosis. In this process, information about the individual needs of the students is to

be collected. The following questions, presented by Kelly (2005, p. 43) may be

useful: what do students know when they join your programme, course or module? If

you are halfway through a programme, what modules have they taken previously?

What modules are they taking simultaneously? How old are they? Are they full-time

or part-time students? Do they have any special needs? What kind of teaching and

learning environment are they accustomed to? Individually, what kind of learning

styles do they prefer? Why are they taking this course? What do they expect to learn

or to get out of the experience? How homogeneous or heterogeneous a group do they

form?
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3.3.3.1. Students’ Prior Knowledge and Personal Characteristics

Knowing about the students’ prior knowledge is very important in curricula design

process. Kelly(2005, p. 44) posited in this respect that students lacking the prior

knowledge designated as necessary for any learning process will find progress difficult. As a

consequence, they will rapidly become frustrated and de-motivated. On the other hand,

Students who know much more than is initially planned for will become bored and equally

de-motivated to learn. Kelly (2005, p.44) suggested that “Finding a happy medium at the

planning stage and being flexible at the implementation stage are thus two key factors for

success”.

For the overall planning of an undergraduate degree, students’ prior knowledge

will depend to a great extent on the major secondary education system feeding into

universities and on higher education regulations regarding admission procedures. In

Algeria, national legislation establishes free entry to university for all students who

have successfully completed secondary education. To be a student in the department

of translation (last year’s criteria), however, further entry requirements include that

students from the literary stream should have a minimum average of 11/20; whereas

students from the scientific stream should have, in addition to that, a mark of 14/20

in the language modules. Despite these requirements, the majority of the students

exhibit an average level in languages. The students’ level in their national language

might be characterized as advanced, as it is the language of instruction.

Despite that Malmkjaer (2004, p. 04) said: “most people, whatever their language

acquisition histories, need to be exposed to language education and training in order

to become literate in any language”.
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Furthermore, the classification B, C languages reflects the distinction between

active foreign language and passive foreign language. In the Algerian context,

French is the active foreign language because it is taught in the primary school and

because it is the language of part of the Algerian media. English, however is taught

in the intermediate school and does not constitute a part of the Algerian media, thus

it is the passive foreign language. In real life classrooms, however, students do not

have such a clear preference towards French. Those with such a preference, have in

the majority of the cases francophone parents (parents who had French as their

language of instruction). Students with illiterate parents or Arabophone parents

(parents who had Arabic as their language of instruction) have a neutral preference or

prefer English in the majority of the cases. This might be due to the influence of the

parents’ level of knowledge on their children. Particular attention is being paid, here,

to language knowledge and proficiency because we are concerned with an individual

course module unit, not a whole undergraduate course! Thus and as Davies (2004)

puts it the pedagogical expectations vary depending on the educational background

of the students, that is why it is necessary to keep in mind a realistic level to be

achieved by the students. In this way, the teachers’ expectations about the students’

competence and performance can be met accurately.

It is important to remember that whatever amount of information we can collect at

the planning stage of our course design, we will still need to gather information on

the actual class group we teach (Kelly, 2005). This form of ‘needs analysis’, in fact,

is what we actually do in the first encounter with students at the beginning of each

year (séance de prise de contact), where students introduce themselves and are to do

an exercise presenting their up-to-now level in the specific module. Observations

about the students’ motivation and level in the specific module permits teachers to
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work for raising students’ motivation and prepare to remedy deficiencies before or

parallel to the module teaching per-se.

In the European context, groups previously excluded (women, old and disabled)

can have access to higher education. This increases the heterogeneity of the trainees

and training situations. This is not exactly the case in the Algerian context, where

more homogeneous groups can be found as far as age and educational background

are concerned. In recent years, however, we noticed a relative increase in the number

of old students as compared to previous years (with a maximum rate of three students

in a class of fifty students as opposed to one student in the same class in previous

years). This, low rate, has not affected the ‘relative’ homogeneity of the students.

3.3.3.2 Students’ Learning Styles and Approaches

Even with homogeneous groups of students, teachers should be aware of the

different learning styles, thus achieving the maximum teaching/learning efficacy.

One of the most important premises of the learning process is that not every one

learns in the same way and particularly as the teacher does. Students learning styles

are often very deeply rooted and thus may be difficult to change. The second premise

is that learning takes place when changes or additions are made to pre-existing

knowledge and understanding, constituting a process of individual transformation.

The third premise is that for effective learning to occur, learners must move from

concrete experience (doing) to reflective observation (reflecting) to abstract

conceptualization (forming principles) to active experimentation (planning), and

back to concrete experience( the Kolb learning cycle cited in Kelly,2005).
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Since the quality of learning depends on the learning approaches, three of them are

particularly important (summarized from Kelly, 2005):

-The surface approach consists in fulfilling the task by memorizing facts, with little

or no analysis. The outcome of this kind of strategy is low quality learning which

remains at superficial levels of cognitive processing.

-The deep approach implies meaningful engagement with the task, critical

evaluation, reaching high levels of cognitive processing.

-The strategic approach (Biggs, 1987) involves swapping from a deep to a surface

structure normally in function of assessment and the need to obtain high grades at a

particular point in the learning process.

In the present study, we tried to diversify the presentation of our contrasting

activities to account for most of the learning styles of our students.

3.3.3.3 Students’ Expectations and Motivation

In fact, adopting an approach to learning and reaching higher levels of

understanding is conditioned by internal factors such as motivation, and external

ones such as appropriate environment. Cannon and Newbie (2000, p. 9 cited in

Kelly, 2005, p. 49) enumerate the following: intrinsic motivation; active involvement

in realistic learning tasks; independence and choice; cooperative work; a challenging,

but supportive and low-threat environment; frequent and constructive feedback;

practice and reinforcement. This is reached within a well organized and structured

framework which emphasised higher-level objectives.
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Current research clearly points to motivation as a crucial factor for the success of

learning processes. There are three major kinds of motivation:

1. Extrinsic motivation of improving one’s standard of living, and one’s chance

of finding a good job.

2. Intrinsic motivation of fulfilling personal potential, improving life skills and

gaining control of one’s own life;

3. Amotivation or lack of motivation.

There are two scales of motivation: the degree or strength of motivation and the

kind of motivation. According to Kelly (2005, p. 49), both scales are movable; but “it

would seem that the strength of motivation is probably more important than the

nature of the motivation itself’.

From the elements perceived as important for student motivation, the assessment

systems as mentioned by Kelly (2005, p. 50):

A variety of assessed tasks and particularly assessment systems

designed to show higher levels of conceptual understanding, and

encourage use of knowledge in problem-solving are more likely to

lead to deep approaches to learning, and to maintain motivation.

In the Algerian context, students entering first year of undergraduate programmes

in translation do not necessarily know what a professional translator does, but rather
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want to study something related to languages (often defined as not a language

teacher!). Other motivations include the desire to travel, to pursue a new and

fashionable field of study, or even to choose a prestigious course as entrance

requirements are very demanding.

3.3.3.4 Teachers/Trainers’ Prior Knowledge and Experience

Translation Studies’ literature indicates that professional experience as a translator

is a prerequisite for successful teaching. Kiraly (1995, p. 3 cited in Kelly, 2005, p.

55) said:

It cannot be expected that language instructors without professional

translation expertise will have a professional translator self-concept

themselves or that they will be able to help their translation students develop one

Gouadec (2003, p. 13 cited in Kelly, 2005, p. 55), from his part, said that teachers on

a translator training programme should spend one month in all three of the following

situations, which will be enough for a start and determine their teaching approaches :

-working in a translation firm

-working in an in-house translation service

-being a free-lance professional

Durieux (1988, p. 8 cited in Kelly, 2005, p. 55), said: “It is certainly enriching for

students at translation schools to have professional translators as teachers, but this is
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not without its problems: professional translators lack specific training”. We would

add: we cannot deny the fact that it is very enriching to have professional translators

as visiting teachers, to introduce and practice the professional aspects of translation

with students. The academic aspects, however, remain beyond the focus of the

professional translator, thus resulting in an awkward teaching. In my own case, I

found that being up-to-date with the latest research about translation helped

considerably in shaping and improving my teaching and in compensating for the lack

( though, a relative lack; my colleagues being authorized translators and I had the

chance to visit their offices and get whatever information I want!) of a professional

experience.

3.3.3.5 Teachers’ Teaching Styles

Just as students have learning styles, teachers have teaching styles or approaches

learned acquired or developed through experience or from models (Kelly, 2005).

Research suggests that student-centred approaches are more likely to produce quality

outcomes, that is, high level learning and understanding. In our case, as we noted

before, our teaching method has been very largely informed by research in the

teaching methods and in translation studies in general (an illustration is provided in

chapter one). For us, intelligence does not lie in choosing from among the different

teaching approaches an ‘appropriate’ one to be applied to ‘similar’ situations nor

does it lie in ‘selecting ’ the positive aspects of all the approaches and integrating

them into one ‘comprehensive’ approach. In addition to knowing that, intelligence

lies in being aware (ethically and scientifically engaged!) of one's genuine needs and

able to create/tailor one’s own genuine approach (see chapter one).
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3.3.3.6 Coordination and Team Work

There is no doubt that training in a complex activity such as translation must

necessarily adopt a networked approach to course design, and that

compartmentalization in hermetic course units should be avoided as far as possible.

This implies a strong need for coordination and team work, preventing the sensation

many students have today that there is no relation between course units (Calvo, 2001

cited in Kelly, p. 2005), in practice rendering much effort invested in time and

learning a lot less useful than it could be if approached from a more integrated

perspective. This is, in fact, a basic motivation of the present research (see research

motivation). Students feel there is no link between the detailed knowledge and skills

they got from the language modules and their translation practice. Our proposal is

not to reduce that amount of language knowledge and skills, nor to select only

specific items to be dealt with, but to show and highlight the link between this

detailed language knowledge and skills and translation. This is possible, we believe,

through a contrastive analysis approach to language teaching for translational

purposes. In the general framework of contrastive linguistics as an independent

discipline aiming at facilitating cross-cultural communication, we proposed a

language teaching approach based on contrasting English and Arabic with the

ultimate aim of facilitating cross-cultural communication via enhancing the transfer

competence of the students.

3.3.4 Curricula Content

In Kelly’s (2005, p. 62) words, content is taken to mean not only purely declarative

knowledge “but rather a range of competences (knowledge, skills, attitudes) which
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are to be developed, consolidated or achieved”. For Kelly (2005), there are major

elements influencing content selection.

1. Academic versus vocational: Working in an academic context or a purely

vocational one has a major impact on decisions such as how much theoretical content

should be included in the curriculum. In the Algerian context, translation teaching is

academic with more general intended outcomes and generic competences.

2. Undergraduate versus postgraduate: Working at an undergraduate level

requires the development of a range of generic competences alongside the specific

professional competences. Working at the postgraduate level, however, requires the

development of more specific professional competences. In the Algerian context,

both undergraduate and postgraduate courses are offered. In both cases, a range of

generic competences alongside specific professional ones are offered with a

reinforcement of the general translation competence got at the undergraduate level.

3. Levels of Specialization: For Kelly (2005), specialization means reducing the

breadth of content and focus on the depth in one particular field. For e.g. in the field

of technical translation, modules on the types of technical texts, technology in

modern society, technical terminology and its formation are to be included; whereas

those on the cultural and ideological implications of translation are to be avoided. In

fact, specialized courses tend to be found at postgraduate or professional level,

whereas more general courses tend to be found at undergraduate level.

In the Algerian context, where undergraduate courses are offered, postgraduate

courses can afford to be highly specialized in one field. To our view this can be

achieved if graduates from the language departments entering the postgraduate

course have had access to general knowledge in translation under ‘applied linguistics
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and translation’ as they had general knowledge in language teaching in TEFL.

Competition and group work will compensate for the translation deficiencies of these

students. In real classrooms, however, students coming from the language

departments are quite homogeneous with those coming from the translation

department. This might be due to a good level in Arabic (mother tongue), their

awareness of the intricacies of the language in which they are majoring, their fast

adaptation with the translation class and more important than all that is their high

motivation, (since they chose to pass the entry exam and to specialize in translation).

In this context, it is worth to mention an interesting experience at the department

of English, university Mentouri, Constantine, where some postgraduates in ‘applied

linguistics and translation’ where recruited as translation teachers and were from

among the founding teachers of the department of translation. Experience and early

research in translation helped them become high-level teachers in translation,

competing with their colleagues graduating from the department of translation. One

major difference could be that they are specialized in only one linguistic combination

(Arabic/ English/Arabic) as opposed to their colleagues who can specialize in two

linguistic combinations (Arabic/ English/Arabic) and (Arabic/ French/Arabic). In my

own case (I was one of these postgraduates), good level in Arabic, high motivation,

and especially early teaching experience as a translation teacher and early doctoral

research in translation have greatly shaped my academic adherence into the

discipline. From now on, we can talk about the beginning of specialization

(beginning of personal work in literary translation in my case), that is after: four

years of graduation in English, three years of post graduation in ‘applied linguistics

and translation’ and five years of doctoral research in ‘ translation teaching’ in
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addition to six years in translation teaching! Thus specialization in translation from

the language departments is possible, but could be a long and demanding process.

In the same context of specialization, Kelly (2005, p. 63) sum up the situation:

“Particular contexts will determine when and how specialization can be incorporated into the

curriculum”. She furtherspecifies:

1- in countries with undergraduate degrees in translation, postgraduate courses can be

highly specialized in one field (audiovisual translation; technical translation; legal

translation; translation theory...),

2- in countries with general undergraduate courses in languages, less specialized

postgraduate courses in translation in general are offered.

This categorization might also be true for the Algerian context, at the university of

Constantine, where the department of English with a general undergraduate course in

languages might offer less specialized postgraduate course in translation; whereas the

department of translation with an undergraduate degree in translation is in a position

to offer specialized postgraduate courses.

4-Duration of the Course: All the previously mentioned factors are influenced by

the duration of the course. In the Algerian context, the magister and Doctorate levels

in the translation department proposed to follow the four years undergraduate course

in translation will last three years and five years respectively. This will determine the

type of the course and thus the level of specialization.
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3.3.5 Core Content Proposals

According to Kelly, though we cannot have one proposal for core content for all

translator training courses, there are elements which can be derived from the notion

of translator competence (developed in chapter two) and which can be present in the

vast majority of initial training courses:

1. Communicative and textual competence in at least two languages and cultures

2. Cultural and intercultural competence

3. Subject area competence

4. Professional and instrumental competence

5. Attitudinal or psycho-physiological competence

6. Interpersonal competence

7. Strategic competence

These areas of competence, for Kelly (2005), are representative of what the

discipline and the professional translation market believe professional translators

should possess:

-Language competence: According to Kelly (2005, p. 39), knowing the level of the

language competence of potential and actual students should be prior to effective

course design:

Effective course design must bear in mind the real level of language

competence of potential and actual students. This is true of all languages

involved in the training process, including “A” or native languages.
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Kelly (2005) further explains that if languages are taught on translation

programmes, close coordination between teachers is essential. And we add that close

coordination is essential not only between teachers of the same module but between

teachers of the language and the translation modules. Kelly (2005) explains that

language teaching could centre on the particular language skills a translator requires.

This ‘selective’ view of the language elements does not guarantee a ‘complete’

mastery of the language. We, rather, suggest teaching all the intricacies of the

language plus raising the inter-linguistic awareness necessaryfor translation.

-Cultural competence: For Kelly (2005), alongside the traditional learning about

culture, translator trainees should acquire cultural and intercultural competence by

immersion in other cultures, through: mobility programmes, exchanges and contacts

with students from other cultures at their own home institutions. The more integrated

these activities into course design, the more effective learning will be through them.

In our context, and because of financial constraints, we propose virtual contacts,

in which exercises aim at consolidating the intercultural competence of our students

and that of the students of their working languages. If the exercise consists of

adverbs in a given language, the students of that culture will explain them to their

virtual classmates, who in turn should provide the equivalents in their culture (our

own exercise). We agree with Kelly (2005, p. 40) who specifies that cultural

competence for translators begins with knowledge of their own culture. This arises from

taking a certain distancing from it, possible only with direct contact with other cultures.

-Instrumental competence: According to Kelly (2005, p. 40), the instrumental

competence, in training programmes, should be understood as such i.e. “as

instruments applicable to the end which is acquiring translator competence”
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(emphasis ours). Professional translators must be familiar with technologies, how to

use them, and be able to appraise how they affect the translation process. Kelly

(2005) proposed Alcina’s classification of six areas which trainee translators should

cover:

-The translator’s computer.

-Communication and documentary search.

-Word-processing and desk-top publishing.

-Linguistic tools and resources.

-Translation tools.

-Localization tools.

Wills (2004) talks about the techno-scientific pressure exerted on the translation

profession. He sees no rational grounds for opposing the setting up of a strongly

modern, computer-oriented course in translation, focusing not only on machine

translation and on machine-assisted translation, but also on artificial intelligence and

cognitive psychology. Not only this, she further explained that excluding technology,

would render translation teaching institutes “strangely remote” from practical professional

work. Kelly (2005) added that moving to new targets such as “desktop publishing” and

“human/machine interaction” requires a would-be translator to combine speed and an

acceptable degree of quality. And after all, according to Kelly (2005) “Student translators

must feel that the impact of the “new age” is reflected in their programmes”.

In response to the pressure to use the most widely accepted and best known

translation software on the training institutions and the trainers, Kelly (2005, p. 41)

favored students learning the basics of translation memory technology:
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It is probably more appropriate on training programmes to help

students to learn and understand the basics of translation memory

technology in general, without necessarily learning any one particular

commercial programme.

Interestingly enough, this view entails one of the basic premises of education, not

training though Kelly (2005) is constantly using the term training, trainers and

trainees.

In the Algerian context, only one area of the six areas proposed is covered,

without application to translation; it is computer science which is included in third

and fourth years. More problematic than the delay of this competence is that it is

developed without application to translation. Including the remaining areas into the

development of this competence is highly recommended, through learning the basics

of translation memory technology in general.

-Professionalization: According to Kelly (2005) professionalization on translator

training courses can take a variety of forms:

-Simulation of professional practice: though realistic translation briefs, deadlines and

other submission requirements

-Explicit relating of teaching and learning activities to professional environments.

-Role-play with students assuming different roles for different tasks (client, reviser,

terminologist, layout specialist, and translator)
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Kelly (2005) commented that these activities should be carefully contextualized as

rote learning may lead to counter results in professional environments.

Using the translation brief is gaining grounds in our context (I started using the

brief in normal classes as well as in exams for three years now), but despite that more

efforts are to be spent in this area. Students can visit translation offices (visits

prepared by the teacher) and professional translators can visit the university to impart

their knowledge and experience to students.

-Interpersonal competence: As translation is increasingly a team activity, introducing

team work and collective responsibility will help graduates in the transition to the

world of work. For Kelly (2005), the ability to work in a team in not simply

developed by organizing students into workgroups, but rather that specific skills need

to be acquired consciously through practice and reflection.

In the present study, many activities were planned to be done in groups. Our aim

was that will learn many things from each other, but more importantly

Subject area competence: Employers and job advertisements are still looking for

graduates in law or medicine to work as legal translators and medical translators.

This implies that subject area knowledge is considered to be more important than

translator competence. This is not accepted by most translation specialists who, in

spite of that, recognize that the more subject area knowledge a professional translator

has, the better for the practice of specialized translation (Kelly, 2005). This remains a

real problem for most undergraduate training courses as “it is practically impossible

to offer training in a specialized field and in translation at the same time and within

the time confines of a standard degree” (Kelly, 2005).
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In accounting of how subject area knowledge is included in translation courses,

Kelly (2005, p. 43) specifies that most general undergraduate training courses offer

introductory modules to broad subject areas (economics, law, medicine, computer

technology, engineering); either as optional modules within their own programme or in other

faculties or departments. Students acquiring sufficient basic knowledge will, than,

understand the major concepts in specialized texts, and cany out in-depth documentary

research for translation in a meaningful way. If these courses are specifically designed for

translators, and if the teachers have a greater comprehension of the translation process, then

the acquisition of the translation-relevant skills will be successful (Kelly, 2005, p. 43).

In the Algerian context, this subject area knowledge is included under the form of

different text types. In the LS modules (langue de specialité/language of specialty),

for instance, different text types: journalistic, economic, legal, medical, and literary

are presented in the A, B and C languages. Text type analysis consists of structural as

well as semantic and pragmatic aspects. Thus, subject area knowledge is presented in

different languages (activating terminology construction) and appraised from

different angles: subject area knowledge per-se and the formal characteristics of its

expression. In translation classes, these text types are translated. Of course, this could

not and is not sufficient even for introducing the specialized field. We proposed,

earlier on, that specialization could be offered on the basis of priority at the level of

economic and strategic needs. If it is agreed that ‘for this year, there is a strategic

and economic need for medical translators for instance, then the postgraduate course

will offer a specialization for medical translation’. In this way, the undergraduate

course will be concerned with developing a general translation competence and will

offer an introduction into possible specialization fields; whereas the postgraduate
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course will be concerned with developing a specialized translation competence.

Hence, both economic and strategic goals will be met.

-Attitudinal competence: In a student-centred education, more attitudinal elements

such as: student self-concept, confidence and awareness are being incorporated into

the programmes. For Kelly (2005), developing attitudinal competence does not occur

automatically on all training courses:

there is no doubt that courses reproducing professional environments,

and promoting active student responsibility in translation situations

will be more successful in facilitating the development of attitudinal

competences, than those organized in more traditional academic ways,

with mostly passive student involvement.

As was already mentioned, we favour introducing tools of the translation

profession to develop attitudinal competence rather than reproduce the whole

professional environment. Our viewpoint is that teaching flexibility to adapt to new

advances in technology is a more permanent competence than teaching specific

competences.

-Networking: University programmes are organized in small components called

modules. We can have core modules as translation and language modules and

optional ones as the various kinds of specialized translation. This structure offers the
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programmes considerable flexibility, but presents the students the risk of not being

able to establish the appropriate links between the different modules (Kelly, 2005):

Recent research seems to indicate...that compartmentalization has a

negative effect on coordinated or networked learning .....the risk of

students not establishing links between overly hermetic units and thus

not developing overall translator competence should be taken into account

at the organizational design stage (Kelly, 2005, p. 63) (emphasis ours).

In fact, this is one of the basic reasons motivating the present research. Students

are frequently complaining about the relevance the detailed English language

knowledge and skills in translation practice (what shall we do with all these

grammatical rules in translation is a frequent question).

Kelly (2005) further added that the competences under each of these headings

consist of declarative knowledge (know what), skills or procedural knowledge (know

how) or attitudes. The last two of them are the most difficult for the organization of

individual teaching modules.

In fact, there have been several initiatives at the European level to harmonize

courses in translation at university level. Here is a proposal of an overall course

structure as described in an internal working document of the POSI (practice-

oriented study content for the training of the translators) study (Kelly, 2005, p. 75).
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3.3.6 Course Structure Proposal from the POSI Project

First year - Methodology: Simultaneous teaching as appropriate of methodology

of translation, theory of translation, intercultural metalinguistic knowledge, text

analysis, editorial skills in the mother tongue, summaries of printed texts,

terminology search for background information, and documentation basic

knowledge in informatics and language technology.

Second year: Devoted mainly to translation exercises in numerous fields and a

deepening of the cultural background in the different languages. Practicing

translation of economic, legal, technical, medical, pharmaceutical and biological

subject matters, enlisting the cooperation of representatives from other faculties,

industry, EU experts, and others.

Emphasis on speedy work while retaining highest possible quality. This entails

switching attention from one subject to another while translating and work on

translations in teams. Study of the history of translation.

Third year- Internships: The third year should be divided into two different paid or

unpaid internships, each with industry and /or an international organization.

Guidelines for the trainee to be agreed upon between the university and the

employer. Contact to be maintained via email/internet between the trainee and the

university during the internship.

Fourth year: Resumption of translation practice, branching out into

psycholinguistics and neuro-sciences in addition to the subject matters studied in the

second year. Preparation of thesis entailing both translation and original research.
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This is a general undergraduate course in translation, targeting the development

of a general (as oppose to specialized) translation competence. Emphasis is put,

however, on professional skills as third year is mainly devoted to internships with

industry and/or international organizations.

We think that the negative point is the selection of specific language elements as

parts of the curriculum, rather than targeting the mastery of all the intricacies of the

language. This makes us wonder about the language level of the students upon

entering the course (if these students have high language level, then the issue of age

becomes central). The positive point, in addition to the introduction of the

professional skills, is the preparation of a thesis entailing both translation and

original research. The latter is an essential premise of academia. Thus, despite the

irresistible demands of economy, this project is insuring the ‘academic continuity of
the discipline’ (our label). Through this project, the Europeans seem aware of the

importance of education in the continuity of the translation discipline; though they

included professional skills to satisfy the needs of their economy (which are different

from ours!), this is done under the umbrella of education.

3.4 Conclusion of the Chapter

Ideas concerning class dynamics vary greatly from educational to training

frameworks and from theoretical to practical considerations. Regardless of their

belonging to education or training, some of them were adopted whereas others

adapted to our local specific context provided they -especially those related to

training- are compatible with the implied principle underlying our undergraduate

translation course:flexibility.
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Chapter four: Implementing the Bridge Unit Class Dynamics

4.1 Introduction to the Chapter

As a teacher at the department of translation, University of Constantine, I had

the opportunity to teach English language module and Arabic-English, English-

Arabic translation modules to the same groups of students. During the assessment of

these different modules, I noticed that the students’ linguistic performance in the

language modules (which was -as well- structured around meaning) far exceeded

their linguistic performance in the translation modules which can be justified by the

different nature of the tasks or way of assessment. More striking, however, was the

students’ performance in communicatively understanding and producing specific

language constructions in language modules which did not correlate with their

performance of the same constructions in the translation modules. In other words, the

most important observation was that particular linguistic structures previously

mastered in the language modules constitute major translation errors in the

translation modules.

This is so while our undergraduate translation course combines language

modules (the A, B and C languages: the A-B-C scale, Kelly, 2005), translation

modules (direct and inverse translations for each language pair: A>B, B>A, A>C,

and C>A) and linguistics with the aim that each of these modules should support the

other. From the students’ translations, however, there was a little sign that the

students were applying any of their theoretical knowledge (including language one)

in translation situations. This prompted interest in the present study.
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4.2 Research Methodology

The present study is to be contextualized in the framework of action research. In

this respect, Kiraly (2003, p. 25) said: “We need to start observing our own classes

and effecting change in them rather than waiting for outside researchers to come

along and put us under a microscope”.

This means that the underlying idea of action research is that teachers can and

should be researchers in their own classrooms: they can observe what actually goes

on in their own classrooms, systematically plan and act for change. Kiraly (2003, p.

25), further added that engaging in action research “can create a groundswell of local

research that can inform our common search for alternative teaching methods and

techniques”.

Davies (2005, p. 72), from her part, said that action research, or research carried

out in the classroom, with the implication that teachers should fix their attention on a

certain aspect of their teaching or their syllabus or that they propose a hypothesis and

follow its evolution systematically, “is a logical outcome of reflective teaching”.

Reflective teaching is

‘about observing and improving teaching methods, and starts from the

premise that teaching is a lifelong process based on a constant updating

of pedagogical theories and on classroom observation. Reflective teachers

monitor and evaluate their actions and attempt to adapt their teaching

methods to different students' (Davies, 2005, p. 72).
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To account for and bridge the discrepancy between language knowledge and

translation application in our undergraduate translation course, second year level, we

proposed the setting up of an individual course unit: English-for-translation bridge

unit. As its name might suggest, is to be seen in terms of tasks creating links or

bridges between language and translation modules’ lessons. Thus, we will be mainly

concerned with implementing a method to teach language for translation. Our

proposed method is based on theoretical and applied contrasting to be held at the

language and translation modules respectively (for more details of lesson plan see

chapter four) without altering the content or organisation of the English language and

the translation modules’ lessons. The method’s aim is to raise awareness of the

similarities and differences between the languages involved and enhance the transfer

competence of the students.

This is an experimental study since it sets up controlled conditions (the

implementation of a contrastive analysis approach to teach language for translation)

under which to test something (the transfer competence of the students), then

compare these results with those produced under some other conditions (the

traditional teaching of language for translation in our undergraduate translation

degrees). In this respect, Williams and Chesterman (2002, p. 63) said:

‘An experimental study, on the other hand, deliberately interferes

with the natural order of things in order to isolate a particular feature

for study and, as far as possible, eliminate other features that are not

relevant to the research
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4.3 Research Questions and Hypothesis

The research question, according to Lii (2010: 173), should be local in nature: " to

formulate a local question, researchers have to make use of their bodies to see, to

hear, to sense, to feel, and to perceive, before they can begin to conceive"

The present research is centered on two primary questions, allowing for three

secondary ones. As to the hypotheses, they try respectively to answer both the

primary and secondary questions.

4.3.1 Statement of the problem

Thus, the basic questions of this study are to be formulated as follows:

‘Does the implementation of a contrastive analysis approach to language teaching

for translation raise the students’ language -for-translation awareness?

‘Does the implementation of a contrastive analysis approach to language teaching

for translational purposes enhance the students’ transfer competence?

These basic questions allows for the following secondary ones:

1- What constitutes this contrastive analysis approach to language teaching for

translational purposes?

2- How to implement this approach?

3- How to test and evaluate it?
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4.3.2 Hypotheses

The basic hypotheses of this study are:

‘The implementation of a contrastive analysis approach to language teaching for
translation raises the students’ language-for-translation awareness’.

‘The implementation of a contrastive analysis approach to language teaching for

translation enhances the students’ transfer competence’.

These are predictive hypotheses starting with conditions that they are thought to be

causal and predict the resulting phenomenon (Williams and Chesterman, 2002). It

has been theoretically justified in chapter two and is to be tested and evaluated in this

chapter. Secondary hypotheses have been and will be theoretically and empirically

verified in the previous and present chapters. They are condensed in the following

statements:

1- The contrastive analysis approach to language teaching for translation, we

propose, is constituted of theoretical and applied contrasting in the form of

two tasks, each with a total of five activities.

2- The implementation of this approach is a long process to be achieved through

three phases: the exploratory, the treatment and the testing.

3- Phase three of the implementation process is devoted to testing and

evaluation, via the very structure of the implementation.
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4.3.2.1 Operationalizing

Operationalizing the hypothesis means “to reduce it to concrete terms in such a

way that it really can be tested in practice” (Williams and Chesterman, 2002, p. 78).

If we consider each word in the hypotheses, we will get:

- Implementation means going through a set of tasks, activities and steps over a

period of time (in this study, a whole semester) in the English language and

translation modules (for more details see chapter four).

-A contrastive analysis approach to language teaching for translation refers to the

theoretical and applied contrasting set in the English language and translation

modules (or the English-for-translation bridge unit)

-Transfer competence: transfer competence was called in previous descriptions (see

chapter one) ‘supercompetence’, ‘translational competence’ and ‘knowing how to

translate’ competence. Toury’s explanation that the transfer competence is an ability

to transfer texts which implies knowledge of structures that are not usually

considered part of bilingual competence (Toury, 1995 cited in Alves etal, 2001) is

the operational definition we use in this study. We take “knowledge of structures that

are not usually considered part of the bilingual competence” to mean ‘linguistic and

cultural awareness that the translator is dealing with two different systems’.

The underlying assumption of this research is that at the basis of translation

competence is the transfer of a source text to a target audience appropriately. For

Davies (2004, p. 132),
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a bilingual may have a high degree of linguistic competence in

two languages with the necessary encyclopedic knowledge behind

them, but not the transfer skills that a translator needs to bridge those

two languages and cultures. This aspect includes decision-making,

resourcing skills, and mental characteristics favorable to the

development of the translator’s work.

Thus, in this study, we will use the terms ‘translation competence’ and ‘transfer

competence’ interchangeably.

4.3.2.2. Variables

In Translation Studies, there are two kinds of variables: text variables and context

variables. Text variables are

variables having to do with translations themselves, or texts that are

assumed to be translations. These concerned aspects of the existence

and form of a translation (or set of translations), its linguistic profile

(Williams and Chesterman, 2002, p.85).
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These text variables can be any stylistic or syntactic feature, such as sentence length,

use of slang, lexical density, text type, the distribution of particular structures and so

on. Whereas context variables:

concern aspects of a translation’s context’. “Context’ is here

understood in a wide sense, including anything in the spatial or

temporal environment of the translation that could be relevant

to it (Williams and Chesterman, 2002, p.85).

Context variables can be grouped under source-text variables, target-language

variables, task variables, translator variables, socio-cultural variables and reception

variables.

The text variable of our hypotheses are the students’ language-for-translation

awareness and their translation competence; or the students’ transfer competence.

The latter is realized in communicatively-embedded stylistic or syntactic features in

students’ translations. Communicatively-embedded, here, means focussing on the

feature as a carrier of meaning not a mere structure. The context variable of our

hypotheses is the contrastive analysis approach to language teachingfor translation

realized in the task variables: theoretical and applied contrasting.

In Translation Studies, we try to discover something about the relations between

the text and the context variables. In this study, we set to investigate whether the

context variable; or contrastive analysis approach to language teaching for
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translation enhances the text variables’, or the students’ language-for-translation

awareness and their transfer competence or not

4.3.2.3. Testing

A hypothesis should be testable, “A claim that cannot be tested at all is not worth

making, from an empirical point of view: it would be a mere speculation” (Williams

and Chesterman, 2002, p. 79).

The hypotheses of the present study were subject to testing, after we tried to well

justify them in thefirst place (see chapter two). An empirical test may support or not

a hypothesis, corroborate it, or falsify it. What is interesting is that even not

supported hypothesis may be valuable as they may raise questions such as: was the

empirical test inappropriate or sensitive enough? Was the material badly chosen, not

typical not valid? Were the calculations wrong, not reliable? Etc (Williams and

Chesterman, 2002). The hypotheses of the present study were tested via a

questionnaire and pre and post translation tests.

4.4 Research Design

In the usual language teaching method, in the undergraduate translation course,

students receive pure language knowledge which is in the best of the cases

communicatively illustrated. In the translation modules, students work on a number

of different texts throughout the academic year. In the course of such a complex and

far reaching lesson as translation, reference to linguistic issues is done wherever the
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need arises. This, however, could not bridge the gap between language knowledge

and translation application.

The language teaching method we devised aims at raising the students' awareness

about similarities and differences between languages that will gradually enhance

their transfer competence by implementing a contrastive analysis approach. As such,

in this research, we set up controlled conditions under which we test the effect of

contrastive analysis approach on raising the students' language-for-translation

awareness and enhancing their transfer competence and compare these results with

those occurring in a usual situation. This entails the division of the present research

into:

4.4.1 Exploratory Phase

The exploratory phase precedes the treatment and aims at providing ‘un état des

lieu’ of the students’ knowledge about and competence in translation and the

teaching methods used by language teachers at the department of translation. This

was meant to get a standard -respective to traditional teaching conditions- against

which to compare significant or else non significant progress realized during

treatment -respective to introduced teaching conditions.

4.4.1.1 Data Gathering and Measuring Instruments of the Phase

The students’ and teachers’ questionnaires are data gathering instrument that were

recommended by the pilot study; while the translation pre-test is a data measuring

instrument that was set at the very beginning.
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Before we embark in the implementation of a contrastive analysis approach to

language teaching for translation, we need to investigate:

1- Students’ general notions about language competence, translation competence

and the relation between language competence and translation competence.

2- General features of students’ transfer competence as far as literary translation

is concerned.

In this exploratory phase, we used the following data gathering tools:

a- A students' questionnaire (see appendices la lb).

b- Translation pre- tests (see appendix Ha and lib).

c- Translation commentaries accompanying the translation pre-test (see

appendices Ha and lib).

4.4.1.2 Description of the Data Gathering and Measuring Instruments of the

Phase

To collect the information we needed, we devised a questionnaire to be

administered to the students of translation:

The students' questionnaire consists of three sections:

-Section one, which includes questions 1, 2, 3, and 4, aims at collecting personal

information about the students and their level in the two languages involved Arabic

and English and in the translation into and from them.

-Section two, which consists of questions 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, aims at assessing the

students' awareness of the importance of the language modules in the undergraduate

translation course, and the relation between language and translation modules.
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-Section three, which involves questions 11 and 12 aims at getting information about

the students needs as far as applying language knowledge to translation is concerned

and analyse their solutions.

The second data measuring instrument is the translation pre-test. To measure if the

implementation of a contrastive analysis approach to language teaching for

translation will enhance the transfer competence of the students or not, two

translation tests were administered to both the experimental and control groups: a

translation pre-test administered to both the experimental and control groups before

the treatment (and translation post-test administered to both the experimental and

control groups after the treatment).

The choice of the texts' genre for measurement was guided by two assumptions:

literary texts are a genre that is part of the programme of second year students of

translation and is the genre that is most subject to transfer errors in translation. The

literary texts used for instruction and measurement tasks were chosen depending on a

level classification proposed by a unit of translation (a body of teachers of translation

presided by Mr. Maameri , at the department of translation, Mentouri university)..

Though aware of the various contextual elements- as called by Shamm (2010)- that

influence the selection of texts to be translated, ours selection was very simple: we

chose classical works dealing everyday life experience. To break the 'owe'

surrounding 'great' texts, we opted for 'paraphrasing actual translation discourse', as

advised by A1 Shabab (1997). Still in the context of literary translation, Nord (2005,

p. 870) talked about situations 'where it is essential to bridge the cultural gap' and

others 'where the translator is supposed to leave the gap open'. Our translation

approach ,as far as literary texts are concerned, is faithfulness to the author in the
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context of a "création originale régit par des critères esthétiques et non plus

seulement fonctionnels ou purement linguistiques" (Redouane, 1985, p. 176).

In many cases, passages for translation are typically between 200 and 300 words in

length and are often extracted from novels. To avoid a situation where students do

not know the full text and are unaware of what leads to the piece they have in front

of them, as Sewell (1996, ?) described:

That ...is a handicap for the translator, and as a phenomenon,

it promotes the notion that passages for translation are disembodied

entities, floating outside a real world situation of communication,

whole short stories were given to the students to be read. The Arabic short story

Was wholly given to the students; only the first part is

highlighted to be translated in the translation pre-test; while the second part is to be

highlighted and translated in the translation post-test. This is meant to aid reading

comprehension and appreciation of the passage before translation. As to the English

short story ‘The Sphinx Without a Secret’ of Oscar Wilde, which was longer, it was

divided into two meaningful parts (two scenes). Only the first part is to be translated

in the translation tests. This chosen part or scene is further divided into two parts:

one to be translated in the pre-test and the other in the post-test. As was done for the

Arabic short story, the whole scene of the story is given with the first part

highlighted to be translated for the pre-test and the second part highlighted to be
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translated in the post-test (see Appendix Ilia and Illb for the translation post-tests

and appendix IV for the texts used in the translation tests and their translation).

The aim of the translation tests is to measure the type and frequency of the

transference errors before and after treatment for both groups and analyse them

before confirming or disconfirming the primary hypothesis of the present study.

Translation commentaries accompanying both the translation pre-test and the

translation post-tests were set to gather information about the students’ problematic

areas and whether or not they provide solutions for them (this was recommended by

the pilot study). This is also called the ‘questionnaire brief by Fraser (1996, p.128)

who said:

We also require ...students to provide a brief set of notes to

accompany their translation, to illustrate their thinking and

decision making processes. These exercises are both used in

class teaching ...and included in the final examination.

Translation commentaries accompanied the translation tests and contained four

questions concerning whether the students identified the main idea of the story (or

part of the story) before translating, the identification of four main translation

problems in the part to be translated and whether they solved them or not, whether

they read the translation before handing it and qualification of the part they just
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translated on a proposed five scale of difficulty. The aim of these commentaries was

to investigate:

1-If students read the part to be translated before translation proper.

2-Students’ own account of their translation problems and how they solved them

3-If students read their translations before handing it.

4-Students own qualification of the translated part’s ease or difficulty.

All these parts of information contribute to the auxiliary hypothesis (the first one) of

the present study (raising students’ language-for-translation awareness).

4.4.1.3 Participants

Our sample consisted of two groups of 2nd year students of translation. The groups

were chosen randomly from a general population of ten groups. One of the groups

will be the experimental group and the other will be the control group. 1st year

students are still to acquire their notions about language competence, translation

competence and the relation between them. 4th year students have long been

implicitly exposed to language similarities and differences. Thus, they might have

gained the contrastive metalingual input we want to incorporate explicitly to foster

and improve the transfer competence of the students. Therefore, 2nd and 3rd year

students are the possible population of this research with 2nd year students being the

best population as it is at that level that the students are supposed to acquire most of

the languages (language content- grammar and written expression).
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4.4.2 Treatment phase

In the treatment phase, students are exposed to a contrastive analysis approach to

language teaching for translation realized in the setting up of an individual course

unit: English-for-translation bridge unit that comprises two basic tasks. Task one

about theoretical contrasting, aims at raising language-for-translation awareness and

is to be carried out in the language modules. And task two about applied contrasting,

aims at enhancing the transfer competence of the students and is to be carried out in

the translation modules. These tasks are to be carried out in each language and

translation lesson throughout one academic semester (the second semester).Thus

relevant language lessons to be dealt with are: adjective clauses, conditionals,

comparatives and passives together with paragraph and essay writing conventions,

whereas relevant translation lessons are to be structured around literary texts. Sample

tasks of one language and one translation modules are to be presented in detail

hereafter.

4.4.2.1 General Objective of the Bridge Unit

The Algerian university system is ‘quite’ centralized implying that there is an

established core content with clear modules. For each module a small description

stating the general aim of the module is presented. There are basic modules with

coefficient 2 such as the language modules, the translation modules in the two

linguistic combinations (direct and inverse translation), translation theory and

translation techniques and general modules with coefficient 1 such as linguistics,

sociology, civilization, computer science...etc. the average class time is about 25

hours per week.
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The present study targets the development of an individual course unit: English-for-

translation bridge unit. This individual course unit is not to be seen in terms of

lesson selection or sequencing; but in terms of tasks creating links or bridges

between language and translation modules’ lessons. Thus, we will not alter the

content or organisation of the English language, the Arabic language and the

translation module lessons; but we will be mainly concerned with implementing a

method to teach languagefor translation. The overall general aims of our individual

course unit: English-for-translation bridge unit can be:‘ On completion of the

language bridge course unit, students will be aware of the major structural/cultural

similarities/differences between Arabic and English and their relevance to

translation and have their transfer competence to translate literary texts enhanced

accordingly ’.

4A.2.2 Specific Learning Outcomes of the Bridge Unit

The specific learning outcomes of our English-for-translation bridge unit are about

eight specific outcomes. These outcomes can be divided into two categories one for

each of the two tasks in our project: specific outcomes grouped under ‘raising

English-for-translation awareness’ and those grouped under ‘enhancing transfer

competence of the students’.

The specific learning outcomes grouped under the ‘raising English-for-translation

awareness’ are to be earned out in the English language module:

- Raising awareness of the relevance of comparing and contrasting Arabic and

English for translational purposes.
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-Introducing structural and pragmatic similarities/differences between Arabic and

English concerning the language function: comparatives and stressing its relevance

to translation

-Introducing structural and pragmatic similarities/differences between Arabic and

English concerning the language function: passives and stressing its relevance to

translation

-Introducing structural and pragmatic similarities/differences between Arabic and

English concerning the language function: conditionals and stressing its relevance to

translation

The specific learning outcomes grouped under the ‘enhancing the students’ transfer

competence’ are:

- Discussing the relevance of comparing and contrasting original and translated

choices for translational purposes from English into Arabic and from Arabic into

English.

-Discussing similarities/differences between source and translated texts, focussing on

the language function: comparatives.

-Discussing similarities/differences between source and translated texts, focussing on

the language function: passives.

-Discussing similarities/differences between source and translated texts, focussing on

the language function: conditionals.

In a word, accurate outcomes are very important because they will be the basis for

the reminder of our course unit curriculum design
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4.4.2.3 2nd year Undergraduate Translation Core Curriculum

This curriculum is to be found at the Department of Translation, Mentouri

University, Constantine (Aissani (2000) provided a slightly different curriculum at

the Department of Translation, Algiers).

Language A (is Arabic which is the official language) coefficient 2 (three hours per

week)

Language B (French which is the first foreign language, taught from third year

primary school) coefficient 2(three hours per week)

Language C (English which is the second foreign language, taught from second year

intermediate school) coefficient 2 (three hours per week)

Translation Arabic/English/Arabic coefficient 2 (three hours per week)

Translation Arabic/French/Arabic coefficient 2 (three hours per week)

Translation theory coefficient 2 (three hours per week)

Arabic and Islamic Civilization coefficient l(one hour and a half per week)

English Civilization coefficient l(one hour and a half per week)

French Civilization coefficient l(one hour and a half per week)

Linguistics coefficient l(one hour and a half per week)

Sociology coefficient l(one hour and a half per week)

Computer science coefficient l(one hour and a half per week)
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4.4.2.3.1 English language in 2nd year Undergraduate Translation Core

Curriculum

1st semester:

Grammar (weeks 1& 2):

-Types of the sentence

*Simple sentences

*compound sentences

Written expression (weeks 1& 2):

-Development of the outline

*Coherence

*Unity

Grammar (weeks 3&4):

- Types of the sentence

*Complex sentences

*Compound-complex sentences

Written expression (weeks3&4):

- writing a paragraph: students practice

Grammar (weeks 5,6&7):

-Clauses
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♦Definition

independent clauses

♦Subordinate clauses

♦Adverbial clauses of time place and condition

Written expression (weeks 5,6&7):

- Method of paragraph development

-Analysis of different types of paragraphs

Grammar (weeks8,9&10):

♦Subordinate clauses: adverbial clauses of cause, purpose, contrast and manner

Written expression (weeks 8, 9 &10):

-Review of the rules of writing a paragraph with examples of paragraphs

2nd semester:

Grammar (weeks 1& 2):

-Adjective clauses: types of adjective clauses

Written expression (weeks 1& 2):

-From paragraph to essay

♦Definition

"Thesis statement

♦Outline of the essay
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Grammar (weeks 3& 4):

-Noun clauses: types of noun clauses

Written expression (weeks 3& 4):

-The division of the essay: introduction, developmental paragraphs, conclusion

Grammar (weeks 5&6 ):

-Conditionals

Written expression (weeks 5&6):

-Composition skills of essay development

Organization of ideas

"'•Coherence and logical linking in essay writing

Grammar (weeks 7& 8):

-Comparatives

Written expression (weeks 7& 8):

-Transitions between paragraphs and transitional words and phrases

Grammar (weeks 9&10):

-Active and passive voices

Written expression (weeks 9& 10):

-Paradigms of essay development

Remark:
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The implementation the English bridge unit was carried out in the second

semester, thus theoretical and practical contrasting was based on grammar

and writing conventions aspects presented in the second semester.

It is assumed that the students know, to varying degrees, two languages

(French and English) other than their ‘mother tongue’ (Arabic). The

languages are classified according to ‘the A-B-C scale’ (Kelly, 2005) where:

A is the native language (Arabic) and is the language of instruction in all the

phases of the educational process. B is the active acquired language (French),

and is taught starting from the third year primary school. C is the passive

acquired language (English) and is taught starting from the first year

intermediate school. The underlying assumption of this structure is that

students should have advanced and average levels in the B and C languages

respectively upon entering the translation course. This is a good situation to

start with, especially that further entry requirement will guarantee acceptable

language levels (to have 14/20 in Arabic and 12/20 in English and French).

4.42.3.2 Arabic Language in 2nd year Undergraduate Translation Core

Curriculum

The core curriculum aims at deepening linguistic practice and knowledge. This

possible through the following specific aims (translation ours, to consult the core

curriculum in Arabic, see appendix V):

1- Reinforcing and deepening linguistic knowledge

2- Analyzing linguistic phenomena

3- Dealing with complex linguistic rules
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4- Using authentic texts in linguistic practice

5- Reinforcing students’ text comprehension and production

6- Reinforcing old linguistic knowledge with new one, focusing on

the qualitative level.

7- Targeting high linguistic competence.

This core curriculum, in fact, concerns second year level for the

three languages: Arabic, English and French. Teachers of each

language have developed content elements compatible with the core

curriculum specific aims. English content elements were presented in

the previous section

4A2.3.3 Translation in 2nd year Undergraduate Translation Core Curriculum

- The core curriculum specifies four to five text types to be translated at each level

starting from second year level which are: general texts (including journalistic texts),

literary, pragmatic and judiciary. For upper levels, the same text types are to be dealt

with, but in longer and more complex versions. The distinction between general and

specialized translation is not explicitly or even implicitly stated as the whole course

is meant to target the development of a general translation competence, and texts are

simply conceived as belonging to different types. The translation teacher is to deal

with at least three types from among this list providing three to four illustrations for

each type, per each translation direction (direct and inverse).
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For the academic year of the English bridge unit implementation, the types chosen

were journalistic texts, pragmatic texts and literary one respectively. The

implementation the English bridge unit was carried out in the second semester, thus

only literary texts were worked on. A list of the texts dealt with is the following:

-Great Expectations by Charles Dickens (a copy comprising the novel with its

translation into Arabic)

- The Ring by Bernard Smith (a level three simplified version).

-Animal Farm by George Orwell (parts form chapters one and two)

-The Sphinx without a secret by Oscar wilde

_
j 'Adjir (see Appendix IV)

As to directionality, it is clear from the curriculum that all translations between A

and B, A and C languages are bi-directional. This might reflect market needs, as well

as improving language skills.

The aim of this study is to develop an English-for-translation bridge unit which

aims at raising the language-for-translation awareness of the students and

enhancing the transfer competence of the students. As its aim suggests, our bridge

unit will have two parts that will be carried out in the English language and the

translation modules. In fact, the bridge unit is to be considered as an additional unit

having a ‘specific’ additional aim (raising the language-for-translation awareness of
the students) for the English language module and a ‘specific’ additional aim

0enhancing the transfer competence of the students) for the translation module.
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If we consider the individual course module: English language, enhancing the

linguistic competence in English is the overall aim of the traditional course. For

second year level, English language module aims at enhancing the aspects of

language competence stated in the module curriculum. In addition to this ‘salient’

aim, we propose raising the language-for-translation awareness of the students as a

‘specific’ aim of the theoretical part of English-for-translation bridge unit. Thus, we

will be concerned mainly with highlighting the link between this detailed language

knowledge and skills in the two languages in the context of translation. As to the

individual course module: the translation module’s aim is to develop a general

translation competence. For second year level, the translation module aims at

developing translation competence of the text types mentioned in the module

curriculum. In addition to this ‘salient’ aim, we propose a ‘specific’ additional aim of

the practical part of the English-for-translation bridge unit which is to enhance the

transfer competence of the students. Thus, rather than changing the English and

translation course modules content and their sequencing per-se, we opted for

theoretically stressing links between language modules and practically verifying

these links the translation module.

4.4.2.4 Implementing the Bridge Unit Class Dynamics: Projects, Tasks and

Activities

Before the implementation of the bridge unit class dynamics, basic concepts

such as activities, tasks, projects and the contrasting procedure should be

illuminated.
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4.4.2.4.1 Introducing Basic Concepts

Depending on whether they are aimed at undergraduates, postgraduates or

professional translators, the translation classes can adapt to the students by focusing

on pedagogic or on real life or professional activities (Davies, 2004). In this context,

Davies (2004, p. 19) differentiated between pedagogic activities and professional

ones. She stated that pedagogic activities “help to explore and practice the skills that

will enable the students to perform according to professional standards later” while,

according to Davies (2004, p. 19), activities (tasks or projects) that imitate

professional assignments “take the professional world into the classroom are “real

life” activities and should also be included in the curriculum”.

In translations, instead of asking the students for an ideal model translation which

does not exist in real life, Davies (2004) prefers asking for a text that is consistent

and coherent, adequate to the initiator’s or the target reader’s expectations and

communicates the original message efficiently in spite of translation constraints.

Before starting to work on their translations, Davies (2004) suggested that students

have to decide on some basic issues such as the topic and sub-topics, the translation

assignment, the target reader, text type and degrees of formality, and presentation

conventions. The following question can generate further discussion and research:

Where will the translation be situated as far as degrees of fidelity (source

language or target language oriented), readership (author-centered, text-

centered or reader-centered) are concerned?

Will the translation require localizing or will it be partial or complete?

Are there any constraints to the task imposed by the text, the initiator (teacher

or external reader), etc?
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These procedures target achieving the following we would call ‘pedagogic’

aims:

1. Help students reflect on their beliefs about translation and on their self-

concept as translators.

2. Help students overcome personal and professional constraints.

3. Help students update their marketing skills and translation knowledge.

4. Motivate students.

5. Help students become more autonomous problem spotters and solvers.

Encourage students identify and respect text types and conventions of6.

presentation and skills.

7. Make students understand the importance of the translation assignment

and the reader.

Professional activities, tasks and projects on the other hand, according Davies

(2004) to aim at raising the students’ awareness of the professional world through:

- Including professional or real world activities as often as possible, through

authentic translation projects for non-profit organizations for instance, organize

classes where students have to perform in a professional way by meeting deadlines,

and organize seminars with professional practitioners and field experts.

- Evaluating not only from a pedagogical perspective but also from a professional

one: self and peer evaluation in the classroom, professional translators and field

experts’ evaluation of the students’ work, in addition to the assessment of translated

texts and their retranslation.

- Including translation assignment and ask students to translate texts that would be

commissioned by a potential initiator, client, reader or publication. The translation
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assignment, in our view (point of view expressed in Chelli, 2009), should be

considered as a bridge to the professional world, as a means of the profession to

improve academia. Considering the target reader’ expectations to be central in all

cases and to the detriment of the author’s ideological view (any ideology!) is what

we rejected.

- Guiding students to use professional tools: dictionaries, parallel texts (original

examples of target language texts), glossaries, etc.

- Teaching translation strategies and solutions and asking students to translate in

different ways and with different product qualities (in-house translations, translations

to be published, to be read aloud, synthetic translation and so on).

4.4.2.4.1.1 Activities

According to Davies (2004, p. 22), “ activities are understood as concrete and brief

exercises that help to practice specific points, be they linguistic, encyclopedic,

transfer or professional”.

Activities can be organized around aims. They respect the level of the students and

have precise steps. In the present study, we proposed a set of activities as part of the

tasks of our project. The students’ level chosen is second year, since first year level

can be considered as a reinforcement and homogenizing phase. In this phase, the

teacher goes into detail in previously dealt-with items, thus mainly reinforcing them.

Thus, all the students will have the chance of going through the same items, i.e. the

students group will be quite homogeneous as far as prior knowledge (linguistic

knowledge and skills) is concerned. Consequently, second year students seem to be
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the most appropriate level for our individual course unit design. Each activity has

precise steps; to be explained in detail in the project’s section.

4.4.2.4.1.2 Tasks

Recently, proposals have been published to apply task-based learning to translation

training. For Davies (2004, p. 23), task is understood as “a chain of activities with the

same global aim and a final product”. She further added that the full completion of a

task takes up several sessions and that both procedural (know how) and declarative

(know what) knowledge are practiced and explored. These activities lead along the

same path to the same end.

Penny Ur’s (1996, p. 34 cited in Davies, 2004, p. 23) definition emphasizes both the

learning process and the product, thus can be applied to translation teaching:

Each task should consist of a thinking process and its outcome

in the form of a tangible result. It is not enough just to think out

a problem or explore the ramification of a conflict: the result must

be written down, ticket off, listed, sketched or tape-recorded in some way.

Tasks are also organized around aims. Each set of activities (or a task), in our study,

has one of the global aims of the whole bridge course unit: raising students’

language-for-translation awareness and enhancing students’ transfer competence.
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They respect the level of the students and include four sessions with specific

activities.

4.4.2.4.1.3 Projects

In many countries nowadays, project work is pivotal in classes at all educational

levels. For Davies (2004, p. 28), projects can be defined as “multicompetence

assignments that enable the students to engage in pedagogic and professional

activities and tasks and work together towards an end product”.

There are professional projects; where the end product will be an authentic

translation commissioned by a real client, and pedagogic projects; where the

activities and tasks will mirror the professional outcome and lay the basis and enable

practice of the skills necessary for the students to be competent when an authentic

translation will be commissioned. This in the case of the project proposed in this

study.

Projects are different from tasks in the following respects:

-Their performance takes up longer periods of the academic year. Our project took

up to six months (one academic semester) devoted to implementing a contrastive

analysis approach to teaching languages for translational purposes.

- Are authentically student-centered and demand an active participation in

performing the activities and tasks as well as in the decision process and the

assessment of the end product. This produces a loose sequencing of activities and

tasks that can be suggested by both the students and the teacher. Students in our

project perform tasks, choose teaching material, assess translations etc.
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- Though characterized by team work, the teacher’s negotiation with the students in

the form of facilitating and assessing their tasks do figure.

According to Davies (2004), projects can offer improvements and new paths in

translation training because:

- They are topic-centered and have a clear outcome: in our project, we devoted the

whole semester to practicing in literary translation. The aim of the project is to raise

language-for-translation awareness and to enhance the transfer competence of the

students.

- They enable a real implementation of an interactive pedagogical approach with real

collaboration between teacher and students, field specialists and translation

practitioners. This is possible due to shifting the centre away from the teacher, and

focusing on team work. This might improve the students’ translation competence,

self-confidence, and capacity to talk about their work.

- They favor a functionalist approach since the translation assignment and potential

readers or clients are at the center of the students’ class activity. Thus, professional

skills are enhanced since students will be responsible for keeping to deadlines ...etc.

In this context, the use of the new technologies can be optimized.

Thus, according to Davies (2004), projects refer to translation work discussed and

solved by students by working together towards an end product. The end product of

an authentic or professional project will be an authentic translation commissioned by

a real client; whereas in the case of a pedagogic project, the activities and tasks will

mirror the professional outcome and provide practice of the skills necessary for the
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students to be competent when an authentic translation is commissioned (Davies,

2004).

What is positive about projects, according to Davies (2004), is that all aspects of

translation competence, those related to aptitude and those related to attitude, are

practiced. The translator’s attitude refers to the emotional and psychological aspects

helping in the student’s professional advancement. The concept includes aptitudes,

professional know how (refer t to the constraints under which translators work and

the ability to manage them and the market) and an understanding of subjectivity

(related to intrapersonal and emotional intelligence).

To sum up, there is a general agreement about the positive effect of the project work.

In this respect Davies (2004, p. 29) said: “most teachers agree on the positive effect of

project work on the students' motivation and involvement”. This is so, she explained because

cooperation will replace competition, and students will ask questions even outside class

hours and look forward to receiving the feedback.

4.4.2.4.1.4 The Contrasting Procedure

We adopted a procedure for contrastive study proposed by Chesterman (1998, p. 54

cited in Wenguo and Mun, 2007). The procedure is based on meaning and can be

used for both theoretical and applied contrasting (i.e. in the language as well as in the

translation modules). It comprises seven steps:

First step: primary data; instances of language behaviour in different languages.

Second step: comparability criterion; a perceived similarity between a phenomenon

X in language A and a phenomenon Y in language B. For a given contrastive
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analysis, this criterion is then defined operationally in terms of a constraint of

relevant similarity.

Third step: problem; what is the nature of this similarity?

Fourth step: initial hypothesis; that X and Y are identical

Fifth step: test; on what grounds can the initial hypothesis be supported or rejected?

On what conditions does it hold?

Sixth step: revised hypothesis if the initial hypothesis fails.

Seventh step: testing of the revised hypothesis

In the context of intertwining theoretical exposition with practical application, Emery

(2000, p. 109) said that ‘ at this point some contrastive generalisations about the

source and target languages may be included’.

4.4.2A2 The Research Project

The present study is a pedagogic project having as a general aim: ‘On completion

of the bridge unit, students will be aware of the major structural/cultural

similarities/differences between Arabic and English and their relevance to

translation and have their transfer competence to translate literary texts enhanced

accordingly’

which was simplified in the project’s steps as ‘reusing the students’ language-for-

translation awareness and enhancing students’ transfer competence'.
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We deliberately grouped the tasks of this study under the concept ‘project’ not so

much to mirror professional outcome as to act as an umbrella concept for the

‘linking’ and a ‘bridging’ nature of the unit. The project is to be carried out on two

tasks; with two complementary aims: ‘raising language-for-translation awareness';

a ‘specific additional’ aim to be carried out in the language class and ‘enhancing

transfer competence of the students’; a ‘specific additional’ aim to be carried out in

the translation class. Both tasks are linked inherently to achieve the previously stated

aim with a sum of five activities for each. For each activity, we had a specific

learning outcome.

Thus, our bridge unit will have two parts that will be carried out in the English

language and the translation modules. In fact, for reasons of practicality and

accuracy, we will consider the bridge unit a conceptually independent unit as far as

its aim is concerned. As far as the unit’s structure is concerned, however, it can be

easily seen that the two parts of the unit are actually carried out in the language and

translation modules.

To raise the language-for-translation awareness and to enhance the transfer

competence of second year students of translation, we proposed a contrastive

analysis approach to teach English as part of a translation course. The approach

consists of theoretical contrasting-, to be carried out in the English language module

under task one and an applied contrasting-, to be applied in the

English/Arabic/English translation module under task two.

Aims

To raise the language -for- translation awareness.

To enhance the transfer competence of the students.
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Group characteristics:

Second year undergraduate students

Grouping:

Individual, pair, groups of 5 or 6 students

Approximate timing:

Five sessions throughout one academic semester.

4.4.2.4.2.1 Task One: Raising Language-for-Translation Awareness

Targets contrasting specific language functions and paragraph writing conventions

that are part of a usual language course curriculum, as part of a translation course, for

second year students. These language functions include: different subordinating

functions such as comparatives, adverbials of time and conditionals. The writing

conventions include especially paragraph writing conventions. As far as this study is

concerned, the language class will have two roles:

1-The fundamental role of teaching the language functions, for the concerned

semester.

2-The ‘specific additional’ role of conducting a theoretical contrastive analysis on

English language functions and their respective Arabic language functions for the

concerned semester; which is the theoretical part of a contrastive analysis approach

to teaching languages as part of a translation course. We have chosen five aspects

of theoretical contrast, including the introduction of the importance of this theoretical

contrast. These correspond to five activities governed by the specific learning
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outcomes of our English language bridge unit grouped under the task ‘raising

language-for-translation awareness

Five activities governed by the specific learning outcomes of the English-for-

translation bridge unit with the aim of ‘raising language-for-translation awareness’

(For more details, see appendix VI):

The First Activity

Aim:

-Stressing the relevance of comparing and contrasting languages for translational

purposes.

- Raising English-for- translation awareness

Steps:

Students are given a theoretical account of the importance of comparing and

contrasting languages for translational purposes. The account is based on the premise

that theory, in general, improves the practice of translation (Bartrina, 2005) and that

comparing and contrasting, in particular, highlights the various tools (structural/

syntactic) used by different languages to express the same meaning. This reinforces

the idea that translating from English into Arabic and vice versa implies dealing with

two different language systems and utilizing -in the majority of cases-different tools

to convey the same meaning. This kind of awareness helps in enhancing -our point

of view- the students’ transfer competence and thus leads to better translations.

The Second Activity

Aim:
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-Introducing structural and pragmatic similarities/differences in the language

function: comparatives and stressing its relevance to translation

Steps:

Following the lecture about the language function comparatives,

a- Teacher summarizes the different English grammatical constructions dealt

with in the lecture in column 1 focusing on meaning i.e. the categorization of

these constructions is based on meaning, for instance: category A are

constructions conveying the meaning of positive equal degree comparison,

category B are constructions conveying the meaning of negative equal degree

comparison, etc.

b- Each pair of students provides an example for each construction. Then, a

discussion follows to select the most original examples to be written on the

blackboard in column 2.

c- Then students are encouraged to think about the equivalent Arabic

categorization of meaning i.e. using brainstorming expressions such as

‘positive equal degree comparison is conveyed in Arabic via the following

tool or construction’. In this step it is necessary to ensure that the Arabic

parallel lecture (on comparatives) is being held a week before the actual

English lecture (a close collaboration with the teacher of Arabic in terms of

lecture timing and even lecture content is necessary, which proved very

difficult to implement). Found constructions are written in column 3 and their

respective examples in column 4.

d- In case no readymade equivalent construction conveying that particular

meaning is found, students are encouraged to use translation technique
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(translating the examples in column 2) focusing on meaning. Thus filling

column 4 with equivalent examples before returning to column 3with a

summary of their respective constructions. We meant by readymade

constructions those directly coming to student’ minds or even those found by

the English teacher on the basis of work at Arabic lecture content level. In

this step, two principles are basic:

The guiding principle in this step is that ‘different languages employ more or

less different tools to convey the same meaning’. The use of the word ‘tools’ is

meant to account for syntactic, pragmatic and even cultural preferences i.e. no

‘mechanical’ structural equivalence is sought and meaning can be conveyed

using different levels of analysis.

We are aware that the direction of contrasting imposes the categorization as

well the scope of the language with which we started the contrast; still our main

concern is not to get an exhaustive contrastive analysis of English and Arabic

but to raise awareness of differences in language tools to convey the same

meaning. This awareness- we believe- is the basis of the transfer competence

we want our students to acquire.

e- A contrastive analysis is conducted ending up with general linguistic

comments such ‘as A and B languages are different in this respect’, or that

‘they employ the same grammatical constructions’. In most of the cases, the

two languages use different grammatical tools, which is the essence of

enhancing students’ transfer competence. In this context, we do not intend to

present a general contrastive analysis of the grammatical constructions of the

two languages; we rather aim at enhancing awareness of particular /inguistic

similarities and differences in translation, and further developing the
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students’ transfer competence. Thus contrastive analysis is used primarily,

here, to enhance the transfer competence of the students, and consequently

linking language teaching to translation i.e. language teaching as applied to

translation. These steps are to be followed in all the remaining activities. This

is to follow in column 5.

The Third Activity

Aim:

-Introducing structural and pragmatic similarities/differences in the language

function: passives and stressing its relevance to translation

Steps:

Following the lecture about the language function passives,

a- Teacher summarizes the different English grammatical constructions dealt

with in the lecture in column 1focussing on meaning i.e. the categorization of

these constructions is based on meaning, for instance: category A are

constructions conveying the meaning of traditional passives, category B are

constructions conveying the meaning of T wish passives’, etc.

b- Each pair of students provides an example for each construction. Then, a

discussion follows to select the most original examples to be written on the

blackboard in column 2.

c- Then students are encouraged to think about the equivalent Arabic

categorization of meaning i.e. using brainstorming expressions such as

‘traditional passives are conveyed in Arabic via the following tool or

construction’. In this step it is necessary to ensure that the Arabic parallel

lecture (on passives) is being held a week before the actual English lecture (a
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close collaboration with the teacher of Arabic in terms of lecture timing and

even lecture content is necessary). Found constructions are written in column

3 and their respective examples in column 4.

d- In case no readymade equivalent construction conveying that particular

meaning is found, students are encouraged to use translation technique

(translating the examples in column 2) focusing on meaning. Thus filling

column 4 with equivalent examples before returning to column 3with a

summary of their respective constructions. We meant by readymade

construction those directly coming to student’ minds or even those found by

the English teacher on the basis of work at Arabic lecture content level. In

this step, two principles are basic (explained in activity two).

e- A contrastive analysis is conducted ending up with general linguistic

comments such ‘as A and B languages are different in this respect’, or that

‘they employ the same grammatical construction’ . This is to follow in column

5.

The Fourth Activity

Aim:

-Introducing structural and pragmatic similarities/differences in the language

function: conditionals and stressing its relevance to translation.

Steps:

Following the lecture about the language function conditionals,

a- Teacher summarizes the different English grammatical constructions dealt

with in the lecture in column 1focussing on meaning i.e. the categorization of

these constructions is based on meaning, for instance: category A are
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constructions conveying the meaning of real conditionals, category B are

constructions conveying the meaning of unreal conditionals comparison, etc.

b- Each pair of students provides an example for each construction. Then, a

discussion follows to select the most original examples to be written on the

blackboard in column 2.

c- Then students are encouraged to think about the equivalent Arabic

categorization of meaning i.e. using brainstorming expressions such as ‘real

conditionals are conveyed in Arabic via the following tool or construction’.

In this step it is necessary to ensure that the Arabic parallel lecture (on

conditionals) is being held a week before the actual English lecture (a close

collaboration with the teacher of Arabic in terms of lecture timing and even

lecture content is necessary). Found constructions are written in column 3 and

their respective examples in column 4.

d- In case no readymade equivalent construction conveying that particular

meaning is found, students are encouraged to use translation technique

(translating the examples in column 2) focusing on meaning. Thus filling

column 4 with equivalent examples before returning to column 3with a

summary of their respective constructions. We meant by readymade

construction those directly coming to student’ minds or even those found by

the English teacher on the basis of work at Arabic lecture content level. In

this step, two principles are basic (explained in activity two).

e- A contrastive analysis is conducted ending up with general linguistic

comments such ‘as A and B languages are different in this respect’, or that

‘they employ the same grammatical construction’ . This is to follow in column

5.
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The Fifth Activity

Aim:

-Introducing similarities/differences concerning the writing convention: topic

sentence and supporting details

Steps:

Following the lecture about the language function writing conventions: paragraph

writing,

a- Teacher summarizes the different parts and types of writing an English

paragraph; introduction, body, conclusion and narrative descriptive, etc. this

exercise can be held at the end of a series of lectures on paragraph writing.

General features of each type of paragraph are summarized in column1.

b- One example paragraph is provided in column 2. The aim is to immediately

spot the general features of this type of paragraph.

c- Then students are encouraged to think about the general features of each type

of paragraph in Arabic i.e. using brainstorming expressions such as ‘the

general features of narrative paragraphs in Arabic are'. In this step it is

necessary to ensure that the Arabic parallel lectures are being held a week

before the actual English lecture, that concluding a series of lectures (a close

collaboration with the teacher of Arabic in terms of lecture timing and even

lecture content is necessary). Found features are written in column 3 and an

example paragraph of the same type as that of column 2 is provided in

column 4.

d- In case no readymade equivalent construction conveying that particular

meaning is found, students are encouraged to use translation technique
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(translating the examples in column 2) focusing on meaning. Thus filling

column 4 with equivalent examples before returning to column 3with a

summary of their respective constructions. We meant by readymade

construction those directly coming to student’ minds or even those found by

the English teacher on the basis of work at Arabic lecture content level. In

this step, two principles are basic (explained in activity two).

e- A contrastive analysis is conducted ending up with general linguistic

comments such ‘as A and B languages are different in this respect’. This is to

follow in column 5.

Sample Activity of Task One

Aim:

-Introducing structural and pragmatic similarities/differences in the language

function: conditionals and stressing its relevance to translation.

Steps:

Following the lecture about the language function conditionals,

a- Teacher summarizes the different English grammatical constructions dealt

with in the lecture in column 1focussing on meaning i.e. the categorization of

these constructions is based on meaning, for instance: category A are

constructions conveying the meaning of real conditionals, category B are

constructions conveying the meaning of unreal conditionals , etc.

b- Each pair of students provides an example for each construction. Then, a

discussion follows to select the most original examples to be written on the

blackboard in column 2.
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c- Then students are encouraged to think about the equivalent Arabic

categorization of meaning i.e. using brainstorming expressions such as ‘real

conditionals are conveyed in Arabic via the following tool or construction’.

In this step it is necessary to ensure that the Arabic parallel lecture (on

conditionals) is being held a week before the actual English lecture (a close

collaboration with the teacher of Arabic in terms of lecture timing and even

lecture content is necessary). Found constructions are written in column 3 and

their respective examples in column 4.

d- In case no readymade equivalent construction conveying that particular

meaning is found, students are encouraged to use translation technique

(translating the examples in column 2) focusing on meaning. Thus filling

column 4 with equivalent examples before returning to column 3with a

summary of their respective constructions. We meant by readymade

construction those directly coming to student’ minds or even those found by

the English teacher on the basis of work at Arabic lecture content level. In

this step, two principles are basic:

e- A contrastive analysis is conducted ending up with general linguistic

comments such ‘as A and B languages are different in this respect’, or that

‘they employ the same grammatical construction’ . This is to follow in column

5.
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English
construction

Examples Arabic Examples Contrastive
generalizations

construction

ÛÎIf+ present,
will+ inf.

If you work
hard, you
will succeed

The meaning of
real condition is
conveyed by a
structure in
English> a word
in Arabic

S jltuJl daul
If+ past,
would+ inf.

If I were
you, I
would buy
the car

The meaning of
the unreal
condition type I
is conveyed by
a structure in
English> a
sturcture in
Arabic

d‘ jl j]
djjl ‘ddajAi

If + past
perfect,
would+have+inf

If I had
known you
were ill, I
would have
visited you

The meaning of
the unreal
condition type II
is conveyed by
a structure in
English>
previous
sturcture in
Arabic

Table five: Theoretical contrasting of English and Arabic language functions

of conditionals

4A2.4.3.2 Task Two: Enhancing the Transfer Competence of the Students

Targets contrasting source and translated literary texts as an exercise following the

proper translation of texts. Literary texts without selection, fortunately, exhibit most

of the language functions mentioned above, as well as writing conventions. This

allows for an easy application of contrasting different language functions in the

translation class. The latter constitutes the second role of the translation class; i.e. the

supporting role of a contrastive analysis approach to teach English as part of the
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translation course. As far as this study is concerned, the translation class will have

two roles:

1-The fundamental role of teaching translation strategies and solutions;

concentrating on literary texts (especially short stories), for the concerned

semester. This role should be understood in the context of education rather than

training; but at the same time open to updating translation tools

2-The ‘specific additional’ role of conducting contrastive analysis on source and

translated literary texts, after translation; which is the applied part of a contrastive

analysis approach to teaching languages as part of a translation course. This

applied part has the aim of ‘enhancing the students’ transfer competence’. A task

consisting of these specific learning outcomes:

Five activities governed by the specific learning outcomes of our English-for-

translation bridge unit with the aim of enhancing the transfer competence of the

students (for more details, see appendix VII).

The chosen novels to be dealt with in this exercise are the Algerian novel ‘EL

Sheikh Zerouk' by Ahmed Rida Houhou, and the British novel ‘Great Expectations’

by Charles Dickens. The structure of the exercises in this task influenced by the

division and categorization provided by Davies (2004) and Colina (2003):

Stage 0

Teacher asked students to choose novels in Arabic and in English to be translated.

Students’ choice was meant to guarantee a higher level of motivation and emotional

engagement. In one occasion, the class translated a short story chosen by their

classmate on the basis of personal preference. The short story is ‘The Day I Died and
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People Came to my Funeral’, by Tahar Wattar. The discussion was very fruitful and

illuminated several points. Other points were left to be discussed with the author,

who was very ill at that time. After the author passed away, we opted for other

strategies. As far as the present research is concerned, the students showed a

willingness to work on novels proposed by the teacher i.e. ‘Farewell to the North’

and ‘Great Expectations’. Students were asked to read the novels. This stage can be

considered as a pre-translation stage. Colina (2003) proposed a set of pre-translation

activities that allows for the consideration of pragmatic factors in the ST and TT, a

translation brief determining contextual factors for TT, transfer issues and parallel

text analysis. These activities could be assigned one or two class periods before the

start of the task. The reason is that some of them require access to research materials

not available in the classroom, and to save class time to tasks that could not be

carried out elsewhere. The extent to which pre-translation activities are reviewed in

class depends on the students’ level in the acquisition process. During the initial

stages of training, more time is to be spent on the pre-translation component. As to

other sets of activities, most are to be done simultaneously with the translation (done

at home and then discussed in class). This set responds to these specific objectives

(our summary):

- Force students to consider pragmatic factors at the right time to help guiding global

and local translation decisions.

- Help students understand translation as a communicative activity going beyond its

linguistic basis, thus undoing the effect of traditional approaches to translation

teaching. (In our study, we worked on the frequency of focusing on something).

-Encourage top-down processing, the use of global processes and sense-translating

and discourage sign-translation.
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-Pre-translation Activities

These pre-translation activities were proposed by Colina (2003) and adapted to the

translation module; with both direct and inverse translation classes.

Activity one: pragmatic factors in ST and TT.

Step 1: ST analysis

What is the function of the ST?

Who are the addressees?

What is the time of reception, place of reception, medium of transmission, motive for

production?

Step 2: translation brief: the text is to be translated for English audience/Arab

audience and to be published in an English/ Arabic literary magazine.

Step 3: TT analysis

What is the function of the TT?

Who are the addressees?

What is the time of reception, place of reception, medium of transmission, motive for

production?

Activity two: pragmatic factors and translation decisions

Step one: compare the situational factors in ST and TT. Note the differences in the

use of the TT imposed by the translation brief. Think about how these changes affect

translation strategy; e.g., the addressees and place of reception are different, how

does this affect translation decisions?

Step two: text types and genres: structural, organizational and syntactic features.

Take five minutes to analyze the ST and list as many features as you can that identify

it as an instance of an instructional text type belonging to literary genre. (Ask

students for their ideas and provide a summary on the board).
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Step three: using your experience with Arabic literary texts, try to list as many

features as you can. Allow students to brainstorm, draw a map on the board and keep

a record of it for the next day of class.

Step four: parallel text analysis. Instead of relying on memory in step 3, study

examples of English as you did with the Arabic text (collect at least two copies of

each, and bring them to the next class). This procedure is called parallel text analysis

in translation. This is also done by professional translators. (Collect parallel texts,

provide the summary from the previous day and modify it accordingly).

Step five: how might the differences in the pragmatic factors surrounding ST and TT

and in the textual features in both language communities affect your translation of

this text

Activity three: research and documentation

Step one: parallel text analysis is one form of translation-related research, what are

the other types of research and documentation necessary for this translation

assignment.

Step two: prepare a list for this literary text. Glossaries are important for future work

in the same area, but also to assure consistency of terminology.

Stage 1

In the classroom, a focused reading comprehension session of the first chapter is

held discussing content, textual features and stylistic characteristics. For Colina

(2003) Reading comprehension activities would help to make up for difficulties in

comprehension, incomplete schemata and unclear terminology. It could even help in

clarifying the role of reading in translation. These are some of the objectives:

-Encourage global comprehension and make better use of content.
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-Help understand the process of reading and how it affects translation (undoing the

traditional approaches to reading).

-Teach the nature of meaning and meaning potential and demonstrate that

terminology is only one aspect of technical translation.

-Teach the role of world knowledge, background knowledge and schemata in reading

and in translation and help students develop strategies to deal with the various

requirements of a translation task.

-Focus on language

This section would focus on smaller units of translation, language use, and well-

known linguistic problems, such as negative transfer, sign-translation, translation

difficulties and lower level linguistic issues as they relate to the brief and translation

decisions. Some of the objectives of these activities are:

Help students avoid sign-translating and unjustified transfer

To remind the students of the importance of accuracy;

To show how earlier global decisions became apparent at lower levels.

In the same respect of focusing on language, Colina (2003) proposed the following

activities:

Activity one: provide TT correspondents for a selected list of terms and

expressions: focus on structure, to encourage moving away from sign-

translation; focus on accuracy (usage); focus on structural and cognitive

difference; focus on prepositions and low- level structures.
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Activity two: share your glossary with the group and produce a common

glossary on the board, guide discussions of terminology, checking accuracy and

usage.

Stage 2

The chapter of the novel was divided into units of meaning (in terms of scenes) and

each group of four to six students was asked to choose the scene that it most

appreciates (either because of emotions expressed or because of stylistic

characteristics). Here again, students choice was to guarantee maximum emotional

engagement. At the beginning students rushed to smaller scenes, but soon discovered

that some smaller parts proved to be more difficult in rendering, and thus their choice

was soon influenced by personal preferences. The proper translation of each passage

is held individually, in pairs or in group work (varying translation activities is a good

way to meet different learning styles). Then assessment procedures are organized

accordingly focusing on discussion and teaching new strategies rather than the

ultimate aim of ticking ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ translations

Stage 3:

Colina (2003) proposed post-translation activities with the following objectives:

To develop a more principled account of the translation process.

To develop the students’ self-concept and self-confidence.

To foster professional awareness and behavior.

In a sample activity, the following questions can be asked:

Given the context, does this assignment raise any issues concerning dialectal

variations across English-speaking communities? Discuss. How would the language/

cross cultural expert deal with them?
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-The Bridge Unit’s Applied Contrasting

Aims

-To become aware of the differences between Arabic and English concerning a given

language function.

-To enhance transfer competence of the students

Level

-Intermediate

Grouping

-Pairs

Approximate timing

-20 minutes

Steps

a- Five to ten most problematic constructions in the passages to be translated

are written in column 1. Due focus is put on the meaning itself, its complex

nature and possible linking between the different parts of a unit of meaning,

rather than its structural form. The selection of these constructions is done by

the sub-groups and is guided and assessed by the teacher. If the students’ sub¬

group chose construction X to be the more problematic one in their passage,

while the teacher considers another construction to be more problematic and

related to the theoretical contrasting held in the theoretical part of the

language-for-translation bridge unit, both constructions can be written in

column 1, giving room to fruitful discussions allowing formative and

continuous assessment . In this way, students as well participate to their own

learning process.
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b- The respective translations of chosen constructions in column lare to be

written in column 2.

c- A contrastive analysis is conducted between constructions of column 1 and

those of constructions of column 2. This contrastive analysis is conducted

ending up with general linguistic comments such ‘as A and B languages are

different in this respect’, or that ‘they employ the same grammatical

constructions’. In most of the cases, the translation uses a different

grammatical tool, which is the essence of enhancing students’ transfer

competence. In this context, we do not intend to present a general contrastive

analysis of the constructions of the two languages; we rather aim at

enhancing awareness of particular linguistic similarities and differences in

translation, and further developing the students’ transfer competence. Thus

contrastive analysis is used primarily, here, to enhance the transfer

competence of the students, and consequently, linking language teaching to

translation i.e. language teaching as applied to translation.

These activities are to be carried out with direct and inverse translations of

different literary texts. The literary texts are selected from ‘Farewell to the North’

and ‘Great Expectations’ on the basis of frequency of respective language functions

in the theoretical contrasting part.

Sample Activity of Task Two
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Source construction Translated construction Contrastive
generalisations

LSÿ1' J
LÂ 2ÿ' f3
S j JjJaL (jJaiill

Cl T(— JJJ

4J j ‘cjjj

My father's family
name being Pirrip, and
my Christian name
Philip, my infant
tongue could make of
both names nothing
longer or more explicit
than Pip. So, I called
myself Pip, and came
to be called Pip.

Arabic and English used
different tools to convey
the same meaning

j 1C- jll Igjl V
IAI! ..il c" 1» VA VI

"Hold your noise!"
cried a terrible voice,
as a man started up
from among the graves
at the

Arabic and English used
different tools to convey

the same meaning

side of the church
porch. "Keep still, you
little devil, or I'll cut
your throat!"

Table six: Applied contrasting of examples from ‘Farewell to the North’ and

their translations

4.4.3 Testing phase

After the treatment is carried out in the language and translation modules,

throughout the second academic semester, the research came to its testing phase. To

test whether the treatment had an effect on the students’ language-for-translation

awareness, and if the implementation of a contrastive analysis approach to language

teaching for translation raised awareness about linguistic similarities and differences

enhanced the transfer competence of the students or not, we employed a post

translation test with a translation commentary (the translation commentary in both
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the translation pre-test and the translation post-test were added on the

recommendations of the pilot study).

4.4.3.1 Data Gathering and Measuring Instruments of the Phase

In fact, we were obliged to devise our own measuring instruments depending on

the aims of the research and its specificities because of the absence of established

criteria. In this respect, PACTE (2000, 42) said:

the absence of an established tradition of empirical research in the

field of translation studies...has meant that researchers have had to

face the problem of the absence of validated measuring instruments

with which to collect data.

After the implementation of a contrastive analysis approach to language teaching for

translation, we need to investigate:

1- Students’ language-for-translation awareness, through the analysis of the

translation commentaries accompanying the translation post-test and a

comparison of the analysis’ results with those got from translation

commentaries accompanying the translation pre-test.

2- Students’ transfer competence, through the analysis of the translation post¬

test and a comparison of the analysis’ results with those got from the

translation pre-test.
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4A3.2 The Pilot Study

In the pilot study, the implementation of the bridge unit consisted of the activities

of task one only (the activities of task two; which was the practical part, were added

to the study on the recommendations of the pilot study). Thus, the bridge unit in the

pilot study consisted of contrastive metalingual comments in both the language and

translation modules. In the language module (which is English), these comments are

systematically incorporated in each session; whereas in the translation module (

which is English/Arabic translation), they are incorporated in the lectures as need

arises (to solve a translation problem, for instance).

The pilot study consisted of only two translation tests to measure if the

implementation of a contrastive analysis approach to language teaching for

translation enhanced the transfer competence of the students or not; one administered

before and the other after the treatment for both experimental and control groups

For translation pre-test, the first text chosen was taken from The Ring by Bernard

Smith, chapter two: Anita, the Shopkeeper's Daughter. The second text chosen for

the translation post-test was taken from Animal Farm by George Orwell, chapter two

(see appendix VIII)

As text choice might have shown, the pilot study test is concerned with direct

translation (English>Arabic)
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4.4.3.2.1 Results of the Translation Pre-Test

Results of the pilot study’s pre-test were analyzed at the quantitative as well as the

qualitative levels.

A- Quantitative Level

We opted for a simple grading criterion since the test did not contain detected

translation problems beforehand. We subtracted one mark for wrong or no meaning

and half a mark for all the other mistakes (grammar, diction cohesion...etc). Though

this level does not provide an exact indication of the transfer competence of the

students, it does indicate the starting point of the general translation competence of

the students. We started with an average mark of 9.81 for the experimental group and

9.79 for the control group. This very slight difference can just be due to individual

differences between students. The following table will present the average marks.

Experimental group Control groupgroups

test

Translation test (time 1) Average mark: 9.81 Average mark: 9.79

Table Seven: Quantitative analysis of the results of the translation pre-test(pilot

study)

B- Qualitative Level

In a first step, we detected the most frequent errors made by students in both groups.

Then, we selected those errors that are linked to transfer competence, before setting a

comparison between error frequencies in both groups. The results will be presented

as follows:
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Case One: The translation of ' She could never go out and talk with the village

boys'

Number of cases per group:Error

Type of error

Experimental Control

J" 9 cases 6 cases comprehension

Table Eight: The translation of ' She could never go out and talk with the village

boys'(pilot study-pre-test)

1- ' She could never go out and talk with the village boys' was translated

( he used to imprison her in the house)"J>ÿt j"

Here, there is a contradiction with the following sentence in the text which is 'it was

impossible to keep her at home all the time', with the last scene in the text: her

reading of stories to the village children , and even with the general notion in the text

that her father loves her'. The example concerned could simply be translated

This problem in translation might be due to the fact that the whole textual context

was not taken into account in comprehension. The experimental group produced

more erroneous cases than the control group. This might be due to individual

differences between the students.

Case Two: The translation of 'Picture magazines'
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Number of cases per group:Error

Type of error

Ex jerimental Control

12 cases 12 cases comprehension

Table Nine: The translation of 'Picture magazines'(pilot study-pre-test)

2- 'Picture magazines' was translated j jjÿa

The word ‘picture’ was not accounted for as an adjective but as a separate noun. The

context specifies that Anita is a child, so the specification 'for children' is to be added

to the Arabic translation as

can be for children and adults. Here there was a wrong comprehension of the

combination noun+noun in English. Added to that, the context was not considered.

Both the experimental and the control groups produced the same number of

erroneous cases.

Case Three: The translation of 'clever'

Number of cases per group:Error

Type of error

Experimental Control

4 cases 2 cases comprehension

Table Ten: The translation of 'clever'(pilot study-pre-test)

3- 'clever' was translated 4*«aU

The translation is wrong because 'clever' means intelligent not bright i.e., there is a

problem in comprehension. The experimental group produced more erroneous cases
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than the control group. This might be due to individual differences between the

students.

Case Four: The translation of ‘Anita was very good at reading and telling stories’

Number of cases per group:Error

Type of error

Experimental Control

j Stljâll gi S-lii. diilS 08 cases 12 cases

Re-expression

Table Eleven: The translation of Anita was very good at reading and telling

stories’(pilot study-pre-test)

4- ' Anita was very good at reading and telling stories' was translated

ÂJU&II J Sf I jÂlI (jk Cuts

Here the students used the same English sentence structure which produced a more

dialect-like sentence. A better translation would be jSetjiil!

The experimental group produced less erroneous cases than the control group. This

might be due individual differences between the students.

Case Five: The translation of 'soon the other children of the village came'

Error Number of cases per group:

Type of error

Experimental Control

JliLÎ diâ jll £.0 j 2 cases 2 cases Re-expression

Table Twelve: The translation of 'soon the other children of the village came'Cpilot

study-pre-test)
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5- 'soon the other children of the village came' was translated

AJJÂI! Jlüai Cjâjll j

This translation as well produced a more dialect-like sentence. Abetter translation

would be Jt&t JJJL üâj (jÂaj pi j

Both the experimental and the control groups produced the same number of

erroneous cases.

Case Six: The translation of ‘They all loved Anita. They smiled when they saw

her’

Number of cases per group:Error

Type of error

Experimental Control

llijl . '-j 1
Lyy jj ùjfrfriy

No cohesion13 13 casescases

J lllil l_LiJ Jill 2
jj

11 cases
13 cases Wrong cohesion

Table Thirteen: The translation of ‘They all loved Anita. They smiled when they

saw her'(pilot study-pre-test)

6- ' They all loved Anita. They smiled when they saw her' was translated

differently as regards cohesion by both groups who used two strategies. The first one

was to avoid translating the link

This was done by 13 students for both groups. The second strategy was to use a

wrong link. J
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This was done in 11 cases in the experimental group and 13 cases in the control

group. A better translation would be Aà tul jlK Jill

Case Seven: The translation of 'and year after year, she grew up and year after

year she grew more beautiful'

Error Number of cases per group:

Type of error

Experimental
Control

fie i Cij£. fie Ixi fie
UlgJjKI diilS fie Ixi

10 cases 13 cases No cohesion

Re-expression

Table Fourteen: The translation of 'and year after year, she grew up and year after

year she grew more beautiful'(pilot study-pre-test)

7- 'and year after year, she grew up and year after year she grew more beautiful'

was translated i CijA fU JXJ

In addition to the problem of cohesion in the Arabic translation, the repetition of year

after year is useless as it creates a cut rather than link the two parts of the sentence as

in the English version. A different sentence structure such as 'the more, ....more...

would be possible here 7U. cj-ibjl UK ojK UK

This erroneous production might have resulted from the influence of the English

word order. The experimental group produced less erroneous cases than the control

group.

Case Eight: The translation of 'Her father, Rodrigo, the shopkeeper, loved her

most'
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Number of cases per group:Error

Type of error

Experimental Control

W=d jiJjJjJ UJJI 17 cases 20cases Word order

Re-expression

Table Fifteen: The translation of 'Her father, Rodrigo, the shopkeeper, loved her

most'(pilot study-pre-test)

8- 'Her father, Rodrigo, the shopkeeper, loved her most' was translated

4ÿ' 1*j*'

The translation contained a mistake in word order. The verb in Arabic should appear

at the beginning of the sentence in most of the cases. Besides, the translation lacked

the narrative element and did not contain the adverb ‘most’. The sentence could have

been translated as . The experimental group produced less

erroneous cases than the control group

Case Nine: The translation of 'We had no schools in the village in those days'

Error Number of cases per group:

Type of error

Control Experimental

y;* UjjJ <j£i 9 cases 8 cases Comprehension

éîiiji âJJSîI

Table Sixteen: The translation of 'We had no schools in the village in those

days'(pilot study-pre-test)
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9- 'We had no schools in the village in those days' was translated

lülüî ÂJJÜI QUJ\±A Uj.il (j£j jd

'we' in the English version refers to the narrator to whom no reference is made in this

paragraph. So students should be neutral and avoid using the personal pronoun 'we'

as in (j* .Both the experimental and the control groups

produced almost the same number of erroneous cases. This might be due to the lack

of textual context comprehension.

As it was thoroughly presented, both the experimental and the control groups

exhibited fairly comparable frequency of errors. In six out of the nine examples of

translation errors, the experimental group produced more or the same number of

erroneous cases i.e., its starting level is slightly less than that of the control group.

This is a suitable situation for measuring improvement since any positive change will

be due to using the new teaching methodology not to the individual differences

between the students.

4.3.3.3.2 Results of the Translation Post-Test

Likewise results of the translation post-test are to be presented at two levels:

A-Quantitative level

The average marks of the experimental and the control groups were quantified in

time 2 i.e., after training. The experimental group had an average mark of 11.27,

whereas the control group had an average mark of 10.89. Comparing the average

marks of time land time 2 for both the experimental and the control groups we got:

an increase of 1.46 for the experimental group and 1.10 for the control group.

Though the increase in the average mark of the experimental group is more
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significant than that of the control group, still this might be a general indication of

the students' translation competence. Specific focus on the transfer competence is to

be got form discussion at the qualitative level. The following table presents the

average marks for both groups.

Experimental group Control groupgroups

test

Translation test (time 1) Average mark: 9.81 Average mark: 9.79

Translation test (time 2) Average mark: 1 1.27 Average mark:10.89

Difference 1.46 1.10

Table Seventeen: Quantitative analysis of the results of the translation post-test (pilot

study-post-test)

B-Qualitative level

The results at this level will be presented example by example:

Case One: The translation of 'Snowball'

Error Number of cases per group:

Type of error

Experimental Control

efiiujs 8 cases 6 cases comprehension

Table Eighteen: The translation of 'SnowbaH'(pilot study-post-test)

1- 'Snowball' was translated £ÿ1' » j*

In eight cases in the experimental group, and in six cases in the control group. This

semantic translation is not appropriate in this particular context since previous
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knowledge of the novel (translating parts of the novel was part of the 2nd year

programme) reveals other animal names which can't be translated such as Molly,

Benjamin,...etc. Thus for consistency reasons, the name should be transcribed.

Though the experimental group had higher percentage of errors than the control

group, translating names is not the particular task contrastive Analysis is supposed to

develop.

Case Two: The translation of 'throwing down the paintbrush'

Number of cases per group:Error

Type of error

Experimental Control

20 cases 13 cases comprehension

Table Nineteen: The translation of 'throwing down the paintbrush'(pilot study-post-

test)

2- 'throwing down the paintbrush' was translated SLijâ

in twenty cases in the experimental group and in thirteen ones in the control group.

This is a wrong translation since the context is that of animal just getting

independence and doing the basic tasks of humans (Mr. Jones was a farmer not an

artist). Here again the experimental group had higher percentage of errors than the

control group. This might be due to limitations of contrastive analysis in the form of

awareness-raising comments during the translation, the English, and the Arabic

language lectures. Reference to the students' grades in the first semester (2007)

(before the experiment) reveals a different starting point: the experimental group had

an average mark of English /Arabic translation of 9.54 and the control group had
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10.25. Thus, the high percentage of errors might be due to previous difference in

level.

Case Three: The translation of 'to get in the harvest more quickly than Jones and

his men could do'.

Error Number of cases per group:

Type of error

Experimental Control

06 cases 06 cases comprehension

Table Twenty: The translation of 'to get in the harvest more quickly than Jones and

his men could do' (pilot study-post-test)

3- 'to get in the harvest more quickly than Jones and his men could do' was

translated JS J*a!

in six cases in both the experimental and the control groups. This is a wrong

translation because to get in the harvest' doesn't mean 'to arrive at'. A better

translation could have been jr

Case Four: The translation of ' and milked the cows fairly successfully'

Number of cases per group:Error

Type of error

Experimental Control

04 cases 16 cases comprehension

‘and milked the cows fairlyTable Twenty-one: The translation of

successfully'(pilot study-post-test)
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4- ' and milked the cows fairly successfully' was translated

i.e., with justice and fairness. This is a wrong translation because the words used are

not the direct equivalents of 'fairly successfully' and the context is that of

performance and ability, not justice. The experimental group had 4 erroneous cases,

whereas the control group had 16 erroneous cases. This very low percentage of errors

in the experimental group might be due to the incorporation of contrastive

metalingual comments into the translation and language modules. The latter proved

to be successful in this particular example.

Case Five: The translation of 'Lets make it a point of honour'

Number of cases per group:Error

Type of errorJExperimental Control

i-,i, iy.iUi.U'.ii 06cases 13 cases Re-expression

Table Twenty-two: The translation of 'Lets make it a point of honour' (pilot study-

post-test)

5- 'Lets make it a point of honour' was translated '-‘l

i.e., a literal translation. The collocation 'point' an 'honour' is not possible in

Arabic and the meaning is very hard to get. This might be due to the influence of the

source language. The experimental group had six erroneous cases and the control

group had thirteen erroneous cases. Here again, there is a low percentage of errors in

the experimental group which might be due to the incorporation of contrastive

metalingual comments into the translation and language modules.

Case Six: The translation of 'who had seemed uneasy for some time past'
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Number of cases per group:Error

Type of error

Experimental Control

Obcases 12 cases Re-expression

Table Twenty-three: The translation of 'who had seemed uneasy for some time

past'(pilot study-post-test)

6- 'who had seemed uneasy for some time past' was translated

this is a literal translation that replicated the English structure and produced a strange

combination in Arabic. The experimental group had six erroneous cases, whereas the

control group had twelve erroneous cases. This more or less significant difference in

error percentage might be due to the incorporation of contrastive metalingual

comments into the translation and language modules.

Case Seven: The translation of 'to get in the harvest more quickly than Jones and his

men'

Error Number of cases per group:

Type of errorJExperimental Control

j jjj*- £>4
07cases 14 cases Re-expression

Table Twenty-four: The translation of 'to get in the harvest more quickly than Jones

and his men'(pilot study-post-test)

7- 'to get in the harvest more quickly than Jones and his men' was translated

<UUj jJjja. £>*i Jl—aaJl Je
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the superlative form was not completed in Arabic i.e., the comparative element was

present, but the focus of comparison was not. Here, students do not know how to use

the form i.e, their re-expression competence is not fully developed. The experimental

group had seven erroneous cases and the control group had fourteen erroneous cases.

The former had a lower percentage of errors due to the incorporation of contrastive

metalingual comments into the translation and language modules.

Case Eight: The translation of 'But at this moment the three cows, who had

seemed uneasy for some time past, set up a loud lowing'.

Error Number of cases per group:

Type of error

Experimental Control

dilJUI dâjil
dilS g-Ülj djLk dbtfil

JyLo

Re-expression07cases 10 cases

Table Twenty-five: The translation of 'But at this moment the three cows, who had

seemed uneasy for some time past, set up a loud lowing'(pilot study -post-test).

8- ' But at this moment the three cows, who had seemed uneasy for some time

past, set up a loud lowing' was translated

«ta*ji« JJJJ djl£ gyollj djlÀ dlijîall dâjll là*

In this translation, there are two mistakes: the first one concerning word order in

Arabic i.e., the verb should always precede the subject. The second mistake

concerned the place of the appositive sentence in Arabic. In English the post

modification was put between the subject and the verb. In Arabic, as the verb

precedes the subject, the right separation will be will be between the subject and the

object: Iddi Ijl'jâ, jia jdj d!l£ gyoll j i dÿlall dl jSul\ dülal
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In the students’ translations, the English structure was replicated in Arabic and the

students had re-expression problems. The experimental group had seven erroneous

cases, whereas the control group had ten erroneous cases. This difference in error

percentage might be due to the incorporation of contrastive metalingual comments

into the translation and language modules.

Case Nine: The translation of 'their trotters being well adapted to this task'

Error Number of cases per group:

Type of error

Experimental Control

oigî A à 1< „ dlil£
CagJI

06 cases05cases Re-expression

Table Twenty-six: The translation of 'their trotters being well adapted to this

task'(pilot study-post-test)

9- 'their trotters being well adapted to this task' was translated

4-afr.dl a uil£

The adverb 'well' was not translated. This has resulted in a loss of meaning

which is that 'there is an improvement in their performance'. Rendering meaning

can be possible if we use the verb and an adverb rather than a noun

4,0$,oil a La (jlc-JAJI j

The experimental group had six erroneous cases and the control group had six

erroneous cases. This difference is very slight and cannot objectively favour

treatment.
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In six examples of translation errors out of nine examples, the experimental group

produced a lower percentage of errors (in five cases the experimental group produced

half of the errors produced by the control group). In the three remaining cases, the

experimental group produced the same or more percentage than that of the control

group. This might be due to the specificity of the translation task (translating names)

which is not meant to be developed by CA.

In general, the experimental group produced a lower percentage of errors than the

control group. Hence, students who received treatment produced lower errors than

those who did not.

4A3.3 Recommendations Got from the Pilot Research

The errors, analyzed earlier, were chosen depending on the frequency of their

appearance i.e., the errors which were more frequent were taken as examples. Error

frequency varied from 4/29 to 20/29. There were so many errors, which were

excluded from analysis, because of this criterion of selection we opted for. This

criterion helped us to discover types of translation errors made by second year

students in the first place and to set up those that are linked to the transfer

competence on the second place. As translation problems differ from text to text and

hence translation errors will differ accordingly. Here we demonstrated the need to

have pre-determined translation problems linked to transfer competence. Thus, the

pilot study helped us to decide for a different form of the translation test. In the

literature, three measuring instruments of Orozco and Albir (2002) can be of

considerable help. Orozco and Albir (2002) decided that there are three indicators of

translation competence acquisition. The first indicator is behaviour when faced with
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translation problems; because in solving translation problems students certainly show

their ability to use translation strategies, which is a relevant element of translation

competence. The second indicator is related to translation error, which is a

translation problem that has not been solved or appropriately solved. It is thus an

indication of the students' use of translation strategies and thus of their translation

competence. The last indicator is that of general notions about translation; because

depending on the students' ideas about translation, they will have a particular purpose

for a particular translation task, and this will determine their solution of translation

problems throughout the process of translation.

Out of the three instruments developed by Orozco and Albir (2002) translation

error instrument is of particular interest to our study. As we are interested in

measuring the transfer competence before and after training, our errors categories

will be linked to the transfer competence of the students namely comprehension and

re-expression. Comprehension can be further divided into no meaning and wrong

meaning and re-expression can be divided into bad structure and source language

structure.

The translation problems instrument, as well, will be modified according to the

text type and our focus on the transfer competence (one sub-competence of the

translation competence). The translation commentaries’ analysis can be useful here.

The translation notions instrument is the last instrument and is supposed to

measure progress in the students' notions about translation. As specific notions about

translation are to be part of new teaching methodology we aim to evaluate, this

instrument will not be used for evaluation. Instead, a teachers’ and a students’

questionnaires were used to have ‘un état des lieu’ about both teachers’ notions about
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language teaching for translation and the students’ notions about how to use

language knowledge in translation.

As to the sample, we believe that administering the study to a larger population

would yield a more generalisable conclusion.

Results of the pilot study show that out of 19 most frequent errors in both texts, 9

cases concerned the re-expression component. This is a high percentage in view of

the fact that students were translating into their mother tongue. It would be very

interesting to compare the effect of contrastive metalingual comments in direct

translation with its effect in inverse translation.

Results of the pilot study also show that there is an improvement in the

performance of the experimental group. This remains, however, limited. To make the

incorporation of contrastive metalingual comments in the translation and the

language modules in the translation course more beneficial, we suggest strengthening

them with CA exercises at the end of each translation lecture in the translation

modules. These exercises are more practical than the contrastive metalingual

comments in the translation and the language modules since the translation teacher is

supposed to master the comparison of the two languages in question. In this way,

contrastive metalingual comments will be considered as theory and CA exercises will

be considered as the practice of this theory. Since theory and practice are

complementary, their combination will yield better results.

Before we embark in implementing this method, we need to gather information

about students and teachers specific to its aims. Thus relevant questionnaires are to

be included in the study.
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4.5 Conclusion of the Chapter

In addition to considering our ‘strategic’ needs for the setting up of this language

bridge unit, more minute aspects relevant to the language and translation classes such

as, timing, grouping, steps, type of activity, categorization into tasks and the

inclusion of different tasks into one project constituted the essential elements making

up the present chapter. Last, this effort was coronated by a pilot investigation

preparing for the actual one. The pilot study yielded very useful results for both the

implementation of the bridge unit and its testing.
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Chapter Five: Discussion of the Results

5.1 Introduction to the Chapter

In fact, the pilot study was of great importance to the refinement of the present

research. Starting from improving the contrastive metalingual treatment form, to

recommending the adaptation of the three measuring instruments of Orozco and

Albir (2002) that resulted in the inclusion of the questionnaire and translation

commentaries, to recommending a larger sample and including direct and inverse

translation tests, the pilot test played a significant role in the improvement of the

present research.

5.2 Discussion of the Translation Tests’ Results

As was mentioned in the introduction, the translation tests were improved on the

recommendations of the pilot study. For both the translation pre-test and the

translation post-test, different parts were added. For the translation pre-test, a

students’ questionnaire and a translation commentary were added; whereas for the

translation post-test only a translation commentary was added. A translation brief

(Fraser, 2000) was provided for both direct and inverse translation in the translation

pre and post tests.

5.2.1 Discussion of the Experimental Group’s Translation Tests Results

This section comprises the experimental group’s translation pre-test results as well

as its translation post-test results. The aim of this division is to allow for:

a- A comparison of the translation pre- and post-test commentary results to see

whether the language-for-translation awareness of the students has been
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raised or not, as a step before comparing this improvement/or else non

improvement with the results of the control group. This will enable us to

confirm or disconfirm the first hypothesis of the study

b- A comparison of the translation pre and post-test results to see whether there

is an improvement/or else non improvement in the transfer competence of the

experimental group, in a first step. Then we will compare these results with

the results of the control group, to prepare for a confirmation or a

disconfirmation of the second hypothesis of the study.

5.2.1.1 Discussion of the Experimental Group’s Translation Pre-Test Results

The translation pre-test modified for the actual investigation consisted of a students’

questionnaire, a translation pre-test and a translation commentary. Results at the

three levels are to be presented and analyzed as follows:

5.2.1.1.1 The Experimental Group’s Questionnaire Analysis

The results of the students' questionnaire are to be presented in the following tables

for ease of information handling. The general aim of the questionnaire was to

investigate students’ general notions about language competence, translation

competence and the relation between language competence and translation

competence.

Age:

The average age of the experimental group is 20.61. The average age indicates that

the group is quite homogenous. In a group of 18 respondents, only one respondent

was 30ycars old; i.e. significantly older than the rest of the group. As such it will not

affect the homogeneity of the group.
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Sex:

Fourteen respondents were females; while four respondents were males. This is a

general characteristic of all the groups in the department, thus it will not have a

specific influence in the results of this group.

Questions 1, 2, 3 and 4:

Students’ level in English, Arabic, English > Arabic translation and Arabic >

English translation:

module
English Arabic English > Arabic Arabic > English

level
Good 07 01 02

16 09 13 15Average

Bad 2 02 03 01

019

Total number 18 18 18 18

Table Twenty-seven: A summary of students’ level in Arabic, English,

English>Arabic translation and ArabioEnglish translation (students' questionnaire-

experimental group).

As can be noticed from the table above, the majority of the respondents -with

specific differences as to the number of cases- evaluate themselves as average in

English, Arabic, in English > Arabic translation and Arabic > English translation. A

close analysis of each case, shows a perfect correlation between the four-level-

questions: for instance respondent number ten evaluated his level as average in

English, good in Arabic, average in ArabioEnglish translation and good in

English>Arabic translation.

Thus, from section one, which includes questions 1, 2, 3, and 4, we got this general

picture: the majority of the experimental group is quite homogeneous as far as age is

concerned. As far as sex in concerned, the majority of the group are females, a
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general characteristic of all the groups in the department. The majority of the

respondents evaluate themselves as average in English, Arabic, in English > Arabic

translation and Arabic > English translation

Question 5: The percentage of language modules’ influence on translation

modules.

The percentage of language modules’ influence on translation
modules.

Number
cases

of

100% lease

80% 8 cases
50% 9cases
30% 9

No relevance 9
Table Twenty-eight: The percentage of language modules’ influence on translation

modules (students' questionnaire-experimental group).

Question 6: Justification of the proposed percentage

One respondent only proposed that language modules had an influence of a 100%

on translation modules, because translation is concerned ‘with studying the

characteristics of language as far as style and structure are concerned’.

This is a wrong perception that translation is all about mastering language.

Nine respondents proposed that the percentage of influence is 50%:

-Two respondents differentiate between language competence and translation

competence; which is a right differentiation; while one respondent spoke about ‘the

two sides’ complementing each other, without further explanation. Another

respondent proposed 50% for language modules and 50% for ‘other things’,

producing an ambiguous response.

- One respondent differentiated between language and its application, either

forgetting the intent of the question concerning the relation between language and

translation or considering language application as translation which is wrong.
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-One respondent spoke about the application of rules that guarantees a correct

translation. In fact, the application of rules guarantees a correct form not a correct

transfer of meaning.

-One respondent differentiates between understanding and translation which is a

partial differentiation since language covers both understanding and re-expressing;

while translation covers the transfer of meaning.

-One respondent proposed ‘50% for correct translation and 50% for knowing words’,

missing altogether the concept of language which he reduced to ‘knowing words’.

- One respondent spoke about language modules being concerned with ‘rules’ not

‘meaning’. This illustrates the ambiguity of the concept of language in the student’s

mind, and that will affect the relationship between language and translation.

Eight respondents proposed that language modules had an influence of 80% on

translation modules:

-Five respondents spoke about the importance of mastering language which will

result in a good style and correct translation.

-Three respondents spoke only about the importance of language mastery.

The ‘apparent’ majority is that the respondents proposed 50% as a percentage of

language influence on translation, which is a quite logical percentage. In reality, only

few of them (only four respondents) know really what constitutes language

competence and what constitutes translation competence. Therefore, after the

analysis of the justifications proposed and elimination of irrelevant ones, the ‘real

majority’ is found to be the one that proposed 80% as a percentage of language

influence on translation. This percentage might reflect a real concern about the

importance of mastering language which is a pre-requisite for translation.
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Question 7: The way in which students’ language modules helped in their

translation modules.

Eight respondents linked language modules to improving style, tense use,

punctuation use, structure use, spelling and to avoiding literal translation. In this

way, the respondents thought of language modules’ benefits especially at the re¬

expression phase of translation, ignoring their benefits at the deverbalisation phase.

Four respondents said that language modules helped them use correct language rules

for translation improvement. This is still an unclear role.

Two respondents spoke about language modules guaranteeing understanding. Thus,

they thought of language modules’ benefits especially at the deverbalisation phase,

which is the opposite of case one. Still, this is a partial account of the role of

language in translation.

One respondent said that language modules ‘helped me know the characteristics of

each language and thus facilitated translation’. This answer shows an awareness of a

translation-related role of the language modules, which the present study aims to

enhance.

One respondent answered in general terms that language modules helped him ‘a

little’ in the translation modules, without further specifying the nature of this help.

One respondent said T do not know’, illustrating his unawareness of the link between

language modules and translation modules.

In the majority of the cases, respondents did not differentiate between the pre¬

requisite of mastering language as a tool of translation (understanding and re¬

expression) and being aware of the different characteristics of languages involved in

the translation which enhances the transfer competence, the most important

competence for translators. This awareness-raising is only possible when developing
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linguistic competence hand-in-hand with translation competence, i.e. in the context

of a translation course consisting of language and translation modules. It is our view

that this is the most appropriate context for our ‘proposed’ teaching method, as well

as for satisfying both our ‘strategic’ and economic needs.

Question 8: How to make language modules more fruitful for translation

modules (making language content of direct relevance to translation needs):

Six respondents spoke about ‘applying what they learned about language in

translation’. Again, this is pre-requisite of translation not a way to facilitate

translation.

Five respondents did not provide an answer. This illustrates their inability to detect

the possible role of language knowledge to enhance translation competence.

Three respondents said that contrasting the rules of each language will make

language modules more beneficial to translation modules. Only one of these answers

correlates with the answer of the previous question which is that of respondent seven

who stated that language modules introduce the characteristics of each language and

thus ‘facilitate’ translation.

One respondent proposed changing the language programme, which remains an

ambiguous solution.

Two respondents said that language modules can be more beneficial to translation

modules if we focus on correct sentence structure and nominal sentence structure.

This is again an ambiguous answer, as it does not specify how can focusing on

correct sentence structure be beneficial to translation.

In the majority of the cases, respondents were unaware of the benefits of a

translation-related language knowledge.
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Question 9: Whether or not good level in language reflects good level in

translation + Question 10: justification of whether or not good level in language

reflects good level in translation

Thirteen respondents answered that 'level in language does not reflect level in

translation’. They justified their answers as follows:

-Nine respondents said that they need translation techniques and rules and cultural

knowledge in addition to language knowledge. Thus, they were able to differentiate

between language knowledge and translation.

-Two respondents said that language is not enough, without further explanation.

-Two respondents did not provide a justification for their negative answer.

Five respondents said that a good level in languages guarantees, to some extent,

good level in translation. In two cases, the respondents’ said that ‘good structures’

and "good style’ will lead to good translation.

This question sets to verify the type of relation between language and translation

modules. The majority of respondents said that language level does not reflect

translation level. This does not correlate with question five, where eight respondents

proposed the percentage of 80% for the influence of language modules on translation

modules.

Questionll: Defining translation competence

Defining translation competence as Number of cases
A good mastery of languages 1 case

A number of translation strategies and rules lease

Both of them 16 cases
Other JP_

Table Twenty-nine: Defining translation competence (students' questionnaire-

experimental group).

Sixteen respondents think that translation competence is both a good mastery of

languages and a number of translation strategies and rules. Thus, the majority of the
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respondents think translation competence is a combination of linguistic rules and

translation strategies. In one case, a respondent stated 'both of them plus a capacity

to render meaning’, which translation per-se.

One respondent said that translation competence is a good mastery of languages;

while another said that it is a number of translation strategies and rules. In both

cases, the respondents illustrate an unawareness of the relation between language and

translation modules in this general translation course.

Ouestionl2: Problems in acquiring translation competence

Four respondents did not provide answers.

At the students’ level: The respondents enumerated literal translation, lack of

reading, language handicap, lack of practice, and lack of vocabulary with a focused

attention on lack of vocabulary (six respondents) and lack of practice (two

respondents) as potential problems in acquiring translation competence.

At the teachers’ level:

-Seven respondents did not provide answers.

-Four respondents said that different teachers had different methods of teaching. This

was considered as a problem in acquiring translation competence.

-One respondent spoke about different views about translating.

-One respondent spoke about teachers’ not permitting creativity.

-Another respondent spoke about teachers not ascribing homework.

The majority of the problems enumerated at the level of the teachers are related to

their method of teaching, the ‘inconsistency’ of their views about translation, and

their ‘intolerance’ of creativity.

Others: Except for two cases where respondents spoke about the lack of varied text

types and the lack of laboratories, the remaining sixteen cases provided no answers.
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As far as this level is concerned, respondents seem to be good critics of teachers.

Question 13: The proposed solutions

Four respondents did not provide answers.

At the students’ level:

-Six respondents talked about the importance of reading as a proposed solution.

-Three respondents focused on the importance of practice.

-Two respondents spoke about the dictionary use.

-One respondent, proposing in the previous question literal translation as a problem,

proposes translation of meaning as a solution.

- One respondent did not provide an answer for this level; but provided an answer for

level three (Other).

-One respondent talked about hard work.

At the teachers’ level:

Each respondent provided a different solution:

-One respondent talked about teachers’ coordination.

-Three respondents talked about teachers discussing with students.

-One respondent talked about teachers’ help.

-One respondent talked about teaching terminology.

-One respondent talked about explaining.

-One respondent talked about assigning homework.

-Six respondents did not provide answers at this level; but provided answers at the

first level (At the students’ level).

Other:

-One respondent proposed dealing with different types of texts as a solution.

-One respondent proposed setting up laboratories as a solution.
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From the answers of the questionnaire, we got the following picture: the majority of

the respondents proposed 80% as a percentage of language influence on translation;

but said that language level does not reflect translation level. Furthermore, the

majority of the respondents did not differentiate between the pre-requisite of

mastering language as a tool of translation and being aware of the different

characteristics of languages involved in the translation which enhances the transfer

competence. Thus, in the majority of the cases, respondents were unaware of the

benefits of translation-related language knowledge. Though the majority of the

respondents think translation competence is a combination of linguistic rules and

translation strategies, they were unable to state their problems in acquiring it or to

propose solutions to these problems.

Thus, it might be fair to say that the respondents are confused about the general

notions of language competence, translation competence and the relation between

language competence and translation competence.

5.2.1.1.2 The Experimental Group’s Translation Pre-test Results

The results of the translation pre-test are presented at two levels: direct translation

and inverse translation. As far as the analysis of the translations per-se, it is

practically impossible to comment on each and every translation mistake in the

respondents' translations. Thus, we opted for a detailed analysis of the translations of

the pre-spotted translation problems (or challenges), with occasional comments on

mistakes concerning other parts of the sentence or phrase. These mistakes are put

between brackets [ ] to indicate that they are mistakes. Categories resulting from

these evaluations, therefore, concern only the pre-spotted problems. Results of the
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categorization were presented in frequency tables, cross tabulation tables and bar

charts. Percentages and means are equally used for higher visualization of the results.

5.2.1.1.2.1 Direct Translation Pre-test Results

‘The Sphinx without a Secret’ is a short story written by Oscar Wilde. It can be

divided into two self-contained parts; or scenes- as they described two separate

phases: meeting a friend, as the context of the story and the secret of Murchison as its

climax. The following part is the first phase of the story. It was given to the students

with only a part of it highlighted to be translated in the translation pre-test. As to the

translation pos-test, the second part was highlighted and given altogether with the

first part. This was meant to:

The first phase of the story was chosen as it was impractical to translate the whole

story (time constraints).

The first phase provides an important part of the context of the text to be translated.

The highlighted part was given as a translation pre-test, while the remaining part is to

be highlighted and given as a translation post-test. In both the translation pre- and

post-tests, the whole first phase is provided as a co-text (Hellal, 1986). The

translation problems which were spotted in the translation pre-test are underlined

bellow.

One afternoon, I was sitting outside the Café de la Paix, watching the splendour

and shabbiness of Parisian life, and wondering over my vermouth at the strange

panorama of pride and poverty that was passing before me, when I heard

someone call my name. I turned round and saw Lord Murchison. We had not

met since we had been at college together, nearly ten years before, so was

delighted to come across him again, and we shook hands warmly. At Oxford we
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had been great friends. I had liked him immensely; he was so handsome, so

high-spirited, and so honourable. We used to say of him that he would be the

best of fellows, if he did not always speak the truth, but I think we really

admired him all the more for his frankness. I found him a good deal changed.

He looked anxious and puzzled, and seemed to be in doubt about something

I concluded that it was a woman, and asked him if he was married yet.

‘I don’t understand women well enough,’ he answered.

‘My dear Gerald,’ said I, ‘women are meant to be loved, not to be understood.’

‘I cannot love where I cannot trust,’ he replied.

‘I believe you have a mystery in your life, Gerald,’ I explained; ‘tell me about it.’

‘Let us go for a drive,’ he answered, ‘it is too crowded here. No, not a yellow

carriage, any other colour - there, that dark-green one will do;' and in a few

moments we were trotting down the boulevard in the direction of the Madeleine.

‘Where shall we go to,’ I said.

‘Oh, anywhere you like!’ he answered - ‘to the restaurant in the Bois; we will dine

there, and you shall tell me all about yourself.’

‘I want to hear about you first,’ I said. ‘Tell me your mystery.’ 308 words

1- The First Translation Problem

In the first translation problem, we spotted two challenges: rendering time adverb

meaning and linking function, and rendering cause and effect adverb meaning and

linking function. Here is the context of the first translation problem:

‘ We had not met since we had been at college together, nearly ten years before, so I

was delighted to come across him again, and we shook hands warmly’.

a- Rendering the time adverb meaning and linking function: ‘nearly ten

years before
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Arabie translation Frequency/percent Description of the translation

Jjâ Ciljiui jAc. Ài*

5Uâ üJJ vlil JÂXM JAC. j

6 cases /27.27 There is a structural transfer;
imitating the English adverb
position1 case /4.54 the end.at

dil ÿ •• jAc* AJIJS ulh j

dll jd. 6 X&l I qjlj 4
3cases /13.63 There is a structural transfer

focusing on the meaning of ‘nearly’
and an adverb omission.1case/4.54

LJJJSJ d!jiui jAc. Jjâ 6 'ijldÿ-j LdÿLdi

<ÿlj* ‘ dKlI US ji il»
dl jd

dljd jAc. Jjâ IJJJÎJ

1 case/4.54
1case/4.54

In the first two examples, there was
a successful adverb meaning
rendering; but the comma did not
link the two part of the sentence. In
the third example, adverbs order

unsuccessful.

1case/4.54

was

did jAc. JJS
Jodi jAc. iL>

UJJSJ dljiu jAc. Id

4 cases/ 18.18
1case/4.54

3 cases/13.63

There is a successful adverb
meaning and linking.

Table Thirty: Rendering the time adverb meaning and linking function: ‘nearly ten

years before’ (translation pre-test-experimental group)

In the first category, seven respondents rendered the meaning and the linking

function of the time adverb ‘nearly ten years before’ by a structural transfer, wherein

the English word order was imitated : <> 44 j-d A* .This produced a

sentence reading ‘since ten years before’, in Arabic, which raises the question

‘before what’.

In the first category, four respondents rendered the meaning and the linking

function of the time adverb ‘nearly ten years before’ by a structural transfer, focusing

on the meaning of ‘nearly’ and an adverb omissiomÿljA* j j .In three of

these cases, the adverb omission produced an unreferenced period of time. In the last

case, the adverb was rendered by ‘for’ which produced a different nuance of meaning

that ‘the two friends being far away from each other was planned’.

In the second category, three respondents rendered the meaning and the linking

function of the time adverb ‘nearly ten years before’ successfully as far as adverb

meaning is concerned, in the first two examples. As to linking the two parts of the
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sentence, however, the comma use was not successful. Here again, there was a

structural transfer of punctuation:

Ujjâj dll jiui Jjïûc. JJ2 4 Sjl I ..Vi

In the third example, adverbs’ order was unsuccessful affecting the style of the

sentence.

In the third category, eight respondents rendered the meaning and the linking

function of the time adverb ‘nearly ten years before’ successfully :<jÿ

.This might be due to awareness that different language systems employ different

tools to convey the same meaning.

In the majority of the cases (fourteen respondents), the respondents’ translations

showed a structural transfer imitating the English language structure. This might be

due to the respondents’ unawareness that different language systems employ

different tools to convey the same meaning.

b-Rendering cause and effect adverb meaning and linking: ‘so’ in ‘so was

delighted to come across him again, and we shook hands warmly’.
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Arabie translation Frequency/percent Description of the translation

Alia, QA AJUL
\ \ v 4 *i\ Q\ I ‘-A» ■■a fl

J (_S_)àî OJA AlLlal j CjjSut

6 cases/27.27
2 cases/9.09

In the first six cases, the cause and
effect adverb meaning was
successfully rendered. In the
following two cases, the two parts of
the sentence were unsuccessfully

linked by ‘then’.
In the last four cases, there was a
structural transfer of the auxiliary

‘was’.

4 cases/ 18.18

AJUL I jj
AjUL Iis* J

Alljj] lagn* dûs Ilia
bOao AjliXd Ijau, dü 4â

4 cases/18.18% The general meaning of the isolated
adverbs renders the meaning of ‘so’;
but their linking function was

unsuccessful.

b-la-a AjUL I CllS 3 Adverb omitted,
thus no need for linking arisescases/13.63%

>4 niai j Aÿjji (ji j

\ 4 A\1 L" ■N.* Â

UiV Sjl UaiLÿaJ Jftl

3 cases/13.63% A wrong free translation of
meaning

Table Sixty-four: Rendering the cause and effect adverb meaning and linking

function: ‘so’ in ‘so I was delighted to come across him again, and we shook hands

warmly’ (translation pre-test-experimental group)

In the first category, twelve respondents rendered the meaning and linking function

dla. (> AjUL t-1-xjUâ .In two out ofof the cause and effect adverb successfully:

twelve cases, the following part of the sentence was introduced by ‘then’. This

produced the effect of a long time separating the first from the second actions. In

four other cases, there is a structural transfer of the auxiliary ‘was’, which produced a

defective style in Arabic.

In the second category, four respondents rendered the meaning of the cause and

effect adverb successfully; but failed in rendering its linking function: tit

<41L . This part of the sentence is neither linked to the previous one, nor does it

prepare itself to be linked to the following part.

In the third category, three respondents omitted the cause and effect adverb,

producing a state of description rather than an immediate reaction: l j ejiS
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.The produced sentence is not linked to previous or following sentences. Thus,

adverb omission resulted in a defective meaning and style.

In the fourth category, three respondents rendered the cause and effect adverb by

shifting the level at which the adverb should operate: j <j' £ J ■

This produced rendering the meaning of cause and effect at another part of the

sentence, which is not accurate.

Only six out of twenty two respondents were successful at rendering the meaning and

the linking function of the cause and effect adverb in ‘so I was delighted to come

across him again’. This might be due to the students’ inability to detach from the

structure and the style of the English language.

2- The Second Translation Problem

In the second translation problem, we spotted two challenges: rendering the meaning

of the uneal condition in the first part of the sentence, and rendering the semantic

meaning of the second part of the sentence. Here is the context of the second

translation problem

‘We used to say of him that he would be the best of fellows, if he did not always

speak the truth, but I think we really admired him all the more for his frankness’.

a- Rendering the meaning of the unreal condition ‘We used to say of him

that he would be the best of fellows, if he did not always speak the truth’
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Arabie translation Frequency/percent Description of the translation

jâj pl liî (JxJaaVI >l AjL Aie. (Jjâi US
AajîaJI LUb

4 cases/18.18% This is a real condition, in
contradiction with the
introductory verb in the past.
In the following 4 cases,
there is a structural transfer
_of the auxiliary ‘was’.

pl Jj-iasSn V jSj. >i AjL Ajc. Jjill Ujjci
lUb ,USJJ (jSj

4 cases/18.18%

pi 4ji jj jÿàVi jjiii ujjei
AaAaJI Jjjjj LUb (2)%

<jl j Jua&l -Uc Jjîli UJ2C4
WAIL LUb V jlS

4 cases/18.18% This is the opposite meaning
of the original condition;
expressed by ‘since’ in the
first four cases and by ‘even
if in the second three cases.

3 cases/13.63%

JSJ pi jl jJI JUaâl Ajl JJill US
LUb ÂjLïaJI

There is a shifting condition
to include the introductory
verb as its first paid._

1 case/4.54%

Ub JjL JS <UV jlS 1 case/4.54% This is a completely wrong
meaning._

Vjl û' jâVI tUil CI&* L)' Ulfcl 5 cases/22.72% This translation rendered the
meaning of the original

Table thirty-two: Rendering the meaning of the unreal condition ‘We used to say of

him that he would be the best of fellows, if he did not always speak the truth’

(translation pre-test-experimental group)

In the first category, eight respondents rendered the meaning of the unreal

condition in the following sentence ‘We used to say of him that he would be the best

of fellows, if he did not always speak the truth’ by a real condition in Arabic:

A'âyà-v'l Lub (JL pl |jj J ■ 1 j
_ .. J US

This produces a kind of contradiction as the introductory verb is in the past; while the

condition is real or in the present. In the following four cases, where the translation

reads: Luta (USJJ pi JjUaàVl 4-i4 -Uc. JjÂlt Ulici

there is a structural transfer of the auxiliary ‘was’. This produces a defective style in

Arabic since a better style would require including the tense in the verb without

inserting any auxiliary.
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In the second category, seven respondents rendered the meaning of the unreal

condition by an opposite real condition: bûb Cfii ûJÿ

ÂiiîaJI JjL

(‘He will be the best of fellows, since he did not always say the truth’/ even if he

did not always say the truth’). The inclusion of

resulted in incompatible parts of the condition; with the first part in the ‘future’ and

the second part in the ‘past’. Furthermore, expressing the past tense in Arabic does

not require an auxiliary.

In the third category, one respondent shifted the condition to include the

introductory verb as its first part:ÿb jl'

(‘We would say that he will be the best of fellows, if he did not always say the

truth’). This is a completely different meaning.

In the fourth category, one respondent produced a completely wrong meaning as

far as this particular sentence is concerned; but as far as the whole meaning of the

two sentences is concerned, the translation can be a synthesis of the two thoughts:

Lûb Ji-JI JjL cP CP

(‘He was the best because he used to say the truth’). This -to fuse two sentences

together- is to be considered as a mistake not a strategy since the respondent

translated the second sentence (i.e., he used fusing and redundancy at the same time).

In the fifth category,five respondents rendered the correct meaning of the unreal

condition by:

fiUI Vjl U1Jfr! ûjS*y. 4JÜ Jjaj Ù' bJjfrl

(‘We used to say that he will be the best of fellows if he did not always say the

truth’). The introductory verb -in the past- though defective in style (there is a

preference in Arabic to use the tense with the verb instead of introducing it via
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auxiliaries or phrases), could compensate for the second part of the condition which

is in the present.

In the majority of these cases, the respondents could not render the meaning of the

unreal condition and their translations showed a structural transfer of the auxiliary

‘was’. Even in the cases where the respondents correctly rendered the meaning of the

unreal condition, the style of the translations was defective as it closely imitated the

structure of the source language (illustrated by the inclusion of ‘was’).

b- Rendering the semantic meaning of the second part of the sentence: ‘but

I think we really admired him all the more for his frankness’.

Arabic translation Frequency/percent Description of the translation

jjSi dml Uii lia. <jki <jSl 5 cases/22.72% This is a structural transfer of
‘really’ and ‘all the more’

Jÿjâj Lajjia <Lil (jSj ,4 £ 1ÂA (jlSJ j 1 case/4.54% Omission of the second
part of the sentence.

l (jlS La JjSÎ (ji Ak-i
JjSi 4j (jjl-N» a US Ujl A2JC.Î

2 cases/9.09 %
4 cases/18.18%

This is a successful rendering of
the meaning of the second part
of the sentence linked to adverb
_position._

“CkU 4_j (J n-N* a US Ujl Aiic-i

A 'i ' j■ ' UlS US Ujl ASJC.I
jjUÿVI qitei US Uii (jlâi

‘ SUAAÿÎ Uii (jlai

2 cases/9.09% This is an unsuccessful
rendering of the exact nuance of

meaning.
There is a failure to account for
the exact focus of the original.

1 case/4.54%

3 cases/13.63%

2 cases/9.09%

<0ÿ1 .vyi'USU 1 case/4.54% The semantic meaning of this
part of the sentence was

successfully rendered._
(j n-N» A US Uii Aiic-Î 1 case/4.54% This is a completely wrong

meaning._
Table Thirty-three: Rendering the semantic meaning of the second part of the

sentence ‘but I think we really admired him all the more for his frankness’.

(translation pre-test-experimental group)
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In the first category, //ve respondents rendered the semantic meaning of the second

part of the sentence by a structural transfer of the adverbs ‘really’ and ‘all the more’.

Though the translated adverbs were put in the right place in Arabic, producing an

acceptable rhythm for the sentence, they produced redundant information at the

semantic level. As to the position of the adverb ‘really’ in the Arabic translation, it

was put before the verb ‘admire’ in two cases and put after the verb ‘admire’ in three

cases. In the pre-posed position, the adverb focuses on the happening of the verb;

while in the post-posed position it focuses on the reason for the happening of the

verb, which is the subject’s ‘honesty’.

In the second category, one respondent omitted the second part of the sentence

altogether in the translation. He provided the more or less free translation of the first

part of the sentence:

tA II Lajjla JJAUI life j

which did not compensate for the ‘different’ meaning of the second part of the

sentence.

In the third category, two respondents rendered the semantic meaning of the second

part of the sentence by the simple use of the adverb '* ’ which was put

before the verb. This compensated for the use of two adverbs and rendered the exact

meaning and appropriate style of the source sentence. Four respondents put the

adverb ’ after the verb ‘ , producing an exact meaning; but without effect.

In the fourth category, eight respondents failed to account for the exact meaning of

the second part of the sentence, producing a varied picture:

In two cases, the adverbs ‘really’ and ‘all the more’ were rendered by (very)

which missed the point that ‘it is this very honesty which was the reason of our

admiration’
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In one case, the adverbs ‘really’ and ‘all the more’ were rendered by (all of us),

which was far from accounting for meaning of second part of the sentence. This

translation might be motivated by the division of the English adverb ‘all the more’

into ‘all’ and ‘the more’ and proceeding to their translation as separate words.

In three cases, the second part of the sentence was rendered by

(— llftî Liii

(In most of the time). This again produced a translation that does not account for the

exact meaning of the second part of the sentence; ‘most of the time we admired his

frankness’ is far from the stress put on the nature and reason of this love in the

original sentence.

In two cases, the second part of the sentence was rendered by

In this translation, no focus on the manner and reason of love -expressed in the

original sentence- is made. Thus, the translation did not render the exact nuances of

meaning of the original sentence.

In the fifth category, one respondent rendered the meaning of the second part of the

sentence in a natural style in Arabic. This is an illustration of an independent

translation from any structural or else transfer.

In the sixth category, one respondent rendered the meaning of the second part of the

sentence by

which expressed a completely wrong meaning. When we checked the first part of

this sentence, we found that the respondent rendered it with

kLLJl jSj !3Î
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i.e. he rendered an unreal condition in English with a real condition in Arabic.

Linking the first part and the second part translations produces a contradictory

meaning. This might be due to the respondent’s inability to account for

intersentential coherence.

In the majority of the cases, the respondents could not render the exact nuances of

meaning and appropriate style of second part of the sentence.

3- The Third Translation Problem

In the third translation problem, we spotted two challenges: rendering the implied

meaning of 'it was a woman’ (the cause of his anxiety and puzzle) and rendering the

meaning of the adverb ‘yet’.

I concluded that it was a woman, and asked him if he was married vet.

a- Rendering the implied meaning of ‘it was a woman’ in ‘I concluded that it

was a woman’:

Arabic Translation Description of translationFrequency/percent
stj-l Cuts Viyii"u>il 8 cases/ 36.36% Literal translation

oi JM\ (ji ViyiYu.nl
AjLuû ilj-l (jl

sij-l CP 0' Cifcil
4jL*. Slj-MUA £ÎV,

Jjlinj jji\ £)i ViyiVunI
ôlÿal ü' * "‘ 1

A completely wrong
meaning3 cases/13.63%

Cmul 2 cases/9.09 %
3cases/13.63%

An exact implicit rendering
of the meaning

Defective style
lease/ 4.54 %

sijÿil i4îj I—UJJJ (jî VlagM 5cases/22.72% An exact explicit rendering
_of the meaning

Table Thirty-four: Rendering the implied meaning of ‘it was a woman’ in T

concluded that it was a woman’ (translation pre-test-experimental group)

In the first category, eight respondents rendered the implied meaning of ‘it was a

woman’ in I concluded that it was a woman’ by a literal translation or structural

transfer of the auxiliary ‘was’:»'jd cûlS Vi-yyiJ .This left the meaning incomplete;

with no possibility to draw any implied meaning as in the original sentence.
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In the second category, three respondents rendered the implied meaning of ‘it was a

woman’ in I concluded that it was a woman’ by a completely wrong meaning. In one

LJI ù' the respondent

used which might be due to the respondent’s inability to make the right cM

division for sentence comprehension (and thus ‘I asked him’ was interpreted as ‘the

woman asked him’).

In the third category,five respondents rendered the implied meaning of ‘it was a

woman’ in I concluded that it was a woman’ by >>VI <j'

This is an exact implicit rendering of the meaning; ‘all is about a woman’ in the

translation implies that the cause of Murchison’s anxiety and puzzlement is a

woman.

In the same category of the implicit rendering of meaning, one respondent rendered

the implied meaning by Jj* cM c£ <j' ‘"v>TnJ

which produced a defective style in Arabic.

In the fourth category,five respondents rendered the implied meaning of ‘it was a

woman’ in I concluded that it was a woman’ by j*' <j'

This is an exact explicit rendering of the meaning.

For this particular spotted problem, nearly half of the respondents’ population could

render the exact meaning of the implied meaning in the English sentence. Though

rendering was in some cases explicit and in others implicit, the exact meaning and

appropriate style were guaranteed in both cases.

b-Rendering the meaning of the adverb ‘yet’ in ‘I asked if he was married yet’:
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Arabie translation Frequency/percent Description of translation
J (jl£ lil AalUuj

J*J o-J (»' 1jî
A successful rendering the
meaning of the time adverb

7 cases/31.81%
5 cases/22.72%

*4 cP û! 5 cases/22.72% Structural transfer of the
_time adverb.

£jjj 1 ji 4j]Lui2 lcase/4.54% Omission of the meaning of
the time adverb

(jî AJLUJJ olÿûl UlljA 1 case/4.54% A completely wrong
_meaning

£ jJ4 iP O' 3 cases/13.53% Shifting to the meaning of
_‘still’ rather than ‘yet’

Table Thirty-five: rendering the meaning of the adverb ‘yet’ in T asked if he was

married yet’(translation pre-test-experimental group)

In the first category,five respondents rendered the meaning of the adverb ‘yet’ by a

structural transfer of the time adverb: *-} £ jp & CP ù! producing confusion

in meaning and inappropriateness in style.

In the second category, one respondent rendered the meaning of the adverb ‘yet’ by

omitting the meaning of the adverb in the translation: <rJJJ 'j' AïLâ, producing a

question without a time reference.

In the third category, one respondent rendered the meaning of the adverb ‘yet’ by a

completely wrong meaning: W-s'P CP ù' ‘dLû si j*\ 4ÎUA. This might be due to the

respondent’s inability to adequately divide the sentence for comprehension.

In the fourth category, twelve respondents successfully rendered the meaning of the

time adverb ‘yet’. In seven cases, this was done through the inclusion of & , which

produced the same meaning as that expressed by ‘yet’. In five cases, rendering the

meaning of the time adverb ‘yet’ was done through a different structure in Arabic:

J*J <j*A £jjj lii <2Lqif he had married or not yet). Rendering the meaning of the

time adverb ‘yet’ was possible through adding ‘or not’ in Arabic.

In the fifth category, three respondents rendered the meaning of the time adverb

‘yet’ by the following structure in Arabic: ji PL*
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This structure conveys the meaning of ‘still’ as it says that ‘a situation or an action is

continuing’ (Murphy: 1989).

In the majority of the cases, the respondents succeeded in rendering the meaning of

the time adverb ‘yet’.

4- General Synthesis of the Results the Experimental Group's Translation Pre-

Test

As far as rendering the meaning and linking function of the time adverb 'before' in

‘nearly ten years before', the majority of the respondents’ translations showed a

structural transfer imitating the English language structure. This challenge is a good

illustration of the transfer competence of the respondents: it comprises common

words and the meaning of the phrase is easy to get. It is fair to say that the

respondents have not yet developed their transfer competence as far as this challenge

is concerned.

In rendering the meaning and linking function of the cause and effect adverb ‘so’ in

‘so I was delighted to come across him again, and we shook hands warmly’, the

majority of the respondents exhibited an inability to detach from the structure and the

style of the English language. This is again a good illustration of the transfer

competence of the respondents, comprising common words and straight forward

meaning. Then, it is very fair to say that the respondents have not yet developed their

transfer competence as far as this challenge is concerned.

As far as rendering the meaning of the unreal condition ‘We used to say of him that

he would be the best of fellows, if he did not always speak the truth’ is concerned,

the majority of the respondents were unsuccessful and their translations showed a

structural transfer of the auxiliary ‘was’. Even in the cases where the respondents

correctly rendered the meaning of the unreal condition, the style of the translations
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was defective as it closely imitated the structure of the source language. This

challenge is compatible with the respondents' level (dealing with unreal condition

was guaranteed before the pre-test). This challenge is a justification of the present

research; that language knowledge is not applied in translation.

Likewise, in rendering the semantic meaning of the second part of the sentence: 4 but

I think we really admired him all the more for his frankness’, the majority of the

respondents were unsuccessful. They could not render the exact nuances of meaning

and appropriate style of second part of the sentence. This challenge is as well,

compatible with the respondents' level (dealing with complex sentence was

guaranteed before the pre-test). This challenge is another justification that language

knowledge is not applied in translation.

As far as rendering the implied meaning of ‘it was a woman’ in ‘I concluded that it

was a woman’ is concerned, nearly half of the respondents’ population were

successful. They could render the exact meaning and appropriate style in the English

sentence. This challenge is a good illustration of the transfer competence of the

respondents: it comprises common words and the meaning of the phrase, though

implied, is easy to get. This challenge is another justification that language

knowledge is not applied in translation.

In rendering the meaning of the adverb ‘yet’ in T asked if he was married vet' , the

majority of the respondents succeeded in rendering the meaning of the time adverb

‘yet', producing a confused meaning and an inappropriate style. This challenge is as

well, compatible with the respondents' level (dealing with complex sentence was

guaranteed before the pre-test). It is fair to say that these respondents have developed

their transfer competence as far as this challenge is concerned.
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In all-except one- of the challenges of the translation pre-test, the respondents have

not yet developed their transfer competence, implying unawareness that different

language systems employ different tools to convey the same meaning

5.2.1.1.2.2 Direct Translation Commentary Results

Translation commentaries accompanying both the translation pre-test and the

translation post-tests were set to gather information about the students’ problematic

areas and whether or not they provide solutions for them. This was meant to test

respondents’ awareness that given linguistic functions or notions differ across

languages.

The translation commentaries accompanying the translation pre-tests consisted of

four questions; these are to be presented and analyzed as follows:

1-Question one: have you read the text before you started translating it?

Yes: No:

If yes what is the main idea of the text?

Reading the text before translating it Number of cases
Yes 07 cases

14 casesNo
O 01case

Table Thirty-six: Reading the text before translating it (translation commentary-

experimental group)

Fourteen respondents -i.e. the majority of the cases- did not read the text before

translating it. This reflects a negative habit that respondents and students in general

rush to translating before finishing reading or before reading at all in some cases.

This might explain some of the translation problems due to comprehension.

Seven respondents said they read the text and provided the following as the main idea

of the text:
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-friendship (in two cases), meeting a friend in Paris, trivial life in Paris, a day in the,

café de la paix, Lord Murchison, Parisian life and meeting a friend

In at least four cases (of the seven respondents who read the text), the respondents

provided more or less accurate main ideas. In the remaining cases, the main ideas

concerned specific points in the text.

The majority of the respondents did not read the text before translating it. This

reflects a negative habit that respondents and students in general rush to translating

before finishing reading or before reading at all in some cases. This might explain

some of the translation problems due to comprehension.

2-Question two: Enumerate four most important translation problems you

faced while translating the text; have you tried to solve them?

If yes, what have you done?

If no, what have you done instead?
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Respondents’ spotted translation Respondents’ suggested solutions and/or
solution strategiesproblems

Jjjll'Lord :
Good deal: many

Wondering over my vermouth:
*i / CilS 1alu

lÿiliJaPanorama:
Siju! Ajiuü ‘I concluded that

«f'jJShabbiness:

JJJJ He looked:
(Jlâll uàjâi High-spirited:

spotted problems with their solutions

High spirited,
delighted,

anxious, felt
honorable
vermouth,

Shabbiness, warmly, pride, puzzle

Resorting to dictionary

over my vermouth’ , immensely,
delighted, pride, shabbiness,

‘I concluded’
‘if he did not speak...’,

‘I shook hands’,
‘ I found him a good deal changed’

‘he seemed to be’
_wondering, panorama

Resorting to translating meaning

‘ I shook hands with him' Changing the style of the source text
‘Over my vermouth’

‘we used to say of him..’, ‘I had liked
_him immensely’

Table Thirty-seven: Respondents’ spotted translation problems and their suggested

solutions and/or solution strategies(translation commentary-experimental group)

This particular table is used for higher visibility rather than detailed percentage

provision. The reasons are various:

-First the aim of the translation commentary is to describe respondents' awareness of

the translation problems and their strategies to solve them. Thus their categorization

of the translation problems is more important than the number of respondents using

them.

-Second the variety of contexts in which a certain strategy is used indicates the

importance of the strategy i.e. its depth.

Four categories can be drawn from the respondents’ answers:
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Category one: wherein respondents provided their spotted problems together with

their solutions which are translations. In this particular category, the respondents

spotted three sentences which are:

‘I wondered over my vermouth’, ‘I concluded that it was a woman’, ‘he looked very

anxious’

The first sentence was explained by the teacher at the time of handing the text to be

translated as part of the translation pre-test. This was done because the sentence

comprised the word ‘vermouth’ which is a strange word as far as this level is

concerned.

The second sentence was mentioned by one respondent as a translation problem.

The respondent provided :»LH>' (I thought it was a woman) as a solution,

which illustrates a defective comprehension of the verb ‘concluded’. The pre-spotted

translation problem is rather the rendering of ‘it was’ in T concluded that it was a

woman’.

The third sentence ‘he looked anxious’ was spotted as a translation problem by one

respondent and was solved by:jJ£ (he seemed). The sentence was not pre-spotted as

a translation problem for the pre-translation test as it was considered an easy

challenge for second year level.

Category two: wherein respondents spotted a list of words as translation problems

and mentioned resorting to dictionary as a solution. These words include: high-

spirited, delighted, anxious, felt, honorable, vermouth, shabbiness, warmly, pride,

and puzzle. Except from shabbiness, vermouth and high-spirited that require

dictionary search and context exploitation, the remaining words are easy to search for

and comprehend. All these words do not constitute part of the pre-spotted translation

problems for this translation pre-test. Thus respondents are either unaware of the
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‘real’ translation problems or that the pre-spotted translation problems will be easier

for them to translate.

Category three: wherein respondents provided four sentences for which they

pointed to changing the style of the source text as a translation strategy. These

sentences are:

T shook hands with him’, T had liked him immensely’, ‘Over my vermouth’ ‘we

used to say of him..’. For the first two sentences, spotting the sentences as translation

problems and providing changing the style of the source text as a solution seemed

somehow strange as the concerned sentences simply require straightforward

comprehension and thus rendering. The third sentence was explained by the teacher

at the time of handing the text to be translated, as was mentioned before, and is not

part of the pre-spotted translation problems. The fourth sentence originally made up

of three clauses, was mentioned as comprising the first clause only as a translation

problem and the respondent mentioned changing the style as a solution. Mentioning

the first clause only was done either purposefully or because of time constraints;

while changing the style as a solution was set to verification. The respondent who

proposed changing and improving the style as a solution is the one who provided a

UiUtranslation in which he shifted the condition to start at the introductory verb.

JjL jl JUaâî £) 4J) JjÜl US

(We would say he will be the best of fellows if he did not always say the truth).

The proposed solution was wrong.

As far as the four categories of solution strategies are concerned, only one clause

was part of the pre-spotted translation problems of this translation pre-test. In another

case, the respondents highlighted-in the same pre-spotted clause- a different word as

a translation problem. Thus -theoretically speaking- respondents are either unaware
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of the ‘real’ translation problems or that the pre-spotted translation problems will be

easier for them to translate.

3-Question three: have you read the translation before handing it?

Yes... No.

Reading the translation before handing it Number of cases
20 casesYes

No Olcase
Please<D

Table Thirty-eight: Reading the translation before handing it (translation commentary-

experimental group)

The majority of the cases said they read the translation before handing it. These cases

are said to have allotted time to proof reading which is something positive.

4-Question four: describe the text on this scale of difficulty

Very easy easy a little difficult difficult very difficult

the text’s level of
difficulty_

Number of cases

Very easy 00
Easy 05
A little difficult 15
Difficult 02

Very difficult 00
Table Thirty-nine: describing the text on a five-scale difficulty (translation

commentary-experimental group)

The majority of the respondents ranked the text as ‘a little difficult’. This is a score

that presupposes some difficulties in spotting and solving the pre-spotted translation

problems. Cross verification with the previous question show that respondents had

difficulties in spotting translation problems.

5-General Synthesis of the Results the Experimental Group's Translation Pre-

Test Commentary

The majority of the respondents did not read the text before translating it, which

might explain some of the translation problems due to comprehension. Strikingly
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enough, however, the majority of the cases said they read the translation before

handing it. These cases are said to have allotted time to proof reading which is

something positive as far as their re-expression competence in concerned.

As far as the four categories of solution strategies are concerned, only one clause

was part of the pre-spotted translation problems of this translation pre-test. In another

case, the respondents highlighted-in the same pre-spotted clause- a different word as

a translation problem. Thus -theoretically speaking- respondents are either unaware

of the ‘real’ translation problems or that the pre-spotted translation problems will be

easier for them to translate. Cross verification with the translation pre-test show that

the pre-spotted translation problems were real translation problems for the

respondents.

The majority of the respondents ranked the text as ‘a little difficult’. This is a score

that presupposes some difficulties in spotting and solving the pre-spotted translation

problems. Cross verification with the previous question show that respondents had

difficulties in spotting translation problems.

Thus, the experimental group's translation commentary of the translation pre-test

show that the respondents were unable to spot the translation problems they had a

bad performance in. Hence, it is fair to say that these respondents have not developed

yet language for translation awareness necessary for translation.

5.2.1.1.2.3 Inverse Translation Pre-test Results

'iuJjlt ' is a short story written by Ahmed Rida Houhou . It can be divided into

two self-contained parts; or scenes- as they described two separate phases: the

special context in which Dort decided to participate in the Military School

Competition and his state when he reached the exam room. The end of the
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story, that Dort passed the completion exam, was introduced at its beginning.

This part was given in the translation brief that accompanied the test. The

story reads as follows:

i*ina JJJS isjèl Ciü 3) tliSLag JjâJI pjjt f jtj2j LA 1j'-9 PJi l aîj't :Jlâ

Ifrj JUJIVI 43JL-UA J&JA <Uâ jl»j 4-ujaJl 4-mj.laü LSÿ iSyÿ LSÿ! j'-*» LSÿ

.yy* LA is

JlS j tilij jLaj i-LS Jli j tÂjjjaJt 4-mj.iall J AlbLumJl aiâ> LitJÂÂù'jU L1Aaij u ÏTôtj

.ÿrUa.VI jÂâtill Âjlfr J
jiuillj I u Qtaji,JJ Lfis- cillj (•'tllrtVt JIS j tÂjjjjÿall LuLÿlÿ. Auu jiL < QSJ jdâ

V |JjA j ULA Jl£ J .ÜJjfr jlldl jtL J-CjLüjâ jjic. çLA J& dij* Cjllaab j <, jblkVI ÂJJUI

tÿ£. JA JJ J Âjjjlitll LjjjUoAlt J£ 5Laâ Sj»Sf

jJjj CjjS La j .JÜJÂVI Afi-lâ <_$ jjil y,JJ j 1 g mi’ MaTiidt jjaa 4JjJa Cilyâ j

.ÂjjàqJl J Uuabu jAtolt ;coJl life ,;h. SiSLyfrl j ±u£)ûl\ QA JJau Cdl*

AlJa Â*âij-dl Aaâjjl) jM&i 1 âj-v* 1 ijt y ilû£ jjàâ .dlj JA jjSi trij jfrü ddlS Jl LjaJl j

.JIAjSf! JA AlJa LgJajaÂ 4ÂuÂ AAJSJJ ibu !iUlLa jAjâjlê UaS- LrÂÿu JAÿS LLü£ J t jbill <JA 4Âu£

<3ÿ}J n-Loll j V] Ajlji J c A-j j'S.t.ill J télaÿiall t>i (jjj Àc.ll]| Jajjj éllàâj

•tsÿW- y.' j

; IjlA L_llkll l_llUl Jla lÿt-0 tj lilii (jjJ (JA U.I
_

_(_5JAJOI LI ÂjLLuuül téljLoii (ji JJJI -

_Âc.lâ]l AlAa. (jA Ajÿ)iuaJ! j uÿ2>. CIII.AKII OÿJ djj£ Lo j

jJa jdc. (_slc. Clijl j p »Lli JyA Jla) ÀJüJJAAII Â a) . ,. „lÿj| JA j
_

SIJAII
1 \*: AUjÿi ï: Jÿ: lÿjjoiÿû 4; Q y ■ —

.liljc-ji JJJ Uüxà jlàül j b ,_>ula.l Jj-iaii ji] J
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ÜÂ.Î j .dlILk La.UA AJJÂJJ! J (ilâuJal! <j£] j liluu jjjî Cuài

VJ La j >Ajim AJJAÎ J (jJÿÎÎÀ-aîl (jLuaL 6t-jlÿ)JajJaVlj (J'V'L'l <j-a A_iâ dû£ La O-lbÿajl

sia “MV/I <ÿicUaiuil jî jlj il 4JjaJI LASJ ÎJjJa. £JJJ .1 auÿ'

.1ÿ

The first highlighted part of the story refers to the first phase and is to be presented in

the translation pre-test. In the translation pre-test we spotted five translation

problems (these are underlined in the body of the story) :

1-First Translation Problem

In the first translation problem, we spotted one challenge: rendering the right

sentence division and appropriate linking in the following sentence:

I'I.IU JJJS jjJùla jjiàj Ciii Jj <U£L»fr (jl& jjâJl £jji £ jljJi I jl« ,»JJ Ci) j CCS, 1 <nj-\ ;Jli

ill Lfj JtaÔMl ÂijLuu» 4j2 ÂjjjaJl dCjtc-l çjjkj jlJa.

.Jiw 1a <Ji <£ja*Ji

This very long sentence in Arabic can be semantically rendered as follows:

‘While I was, one day, going through the streets of Nancy/ delivering bread to our

customers/ my attention was suddenly caught by a sizable publication / posted onto

the wall of a building/ The publication announced the date of the Military Academy

Adherence Test/ that was to take place in Metz’, (translation of Mr Belmouley with

no punctuation).

To link all these parts, we needed punctuation, reference, substitution and

subordination; but before that, we needed to establish the right division, i.e. where to

stop the first thought and start a new sentence. Thus establishing the right division is

tightly linked to the appropriate linking.
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English translation Frequency/percent Description of translation
‘One day, I was walking
in Nancy streets when a
big [published] [atired]
my attention fixed on the
wall containing a
statement about
[school’s war] declared in
the [appointment] of
competition to join it who
happen in Metz’.

5 cases/ 27.77 no punctuation; or with
one comma in one case

and few adverbs

a

8 cases /44.44‘Once upon a time, when
I was passing besides
Nancy streets, I was
[sharing] the bread for the
clients, I saw a big
[publicity] on the wall of
one the buildings which
was
declaration [owned] for
the Military School in
which it declares the time
of the competition that
[will be happened] in
_Metz city’ .

minimum’ of two adverbs,
one comma and two

relative pronouns.

containing a

I was passing in Nancy
streets distributing [the]
bread [...] when a big
[published] fixed on the
wall of [one buildings]
drew my attention./ It
contains
that the [war’s school]
declared in it the time of
competition to join it
which [take] place in
Metz town.

5cases/27.77 division of the paragraph
into two principle

thoughts

announcement

Table Forty: rendering the right sentence division and linking in the first sentence

(translation pre-test-experimental group-inverse translation)

In the first category, five respondents rendered the Arabic sentence with no

punctuation at all or with one comma in one case and few adverbs used as in the

following case:
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‘One day, I was walking in Nancy streets when a big [published] [atired] my

attention fixed on the wall containing a statement about a [school’s war] declared in

the [appointment] of competition to join it who happen in Metz’.

In this translation, there is one comma, three adverbs and a relative pronoun to link

six clauses. The subordination that was possible through the verb ‘to declare’ and the

‘relative pronoun’ was unsuccessfully executed. This is an illustration of a failure to

decide which of the ideas is a principle thought and thus requires an independent

clause, and which of the ideas is a secondary thought and thus requires a dependent

clause. Furthermore, the translation contained unsuccessful rendering at the level of

diction concerning the words [published], [atired], [appointment] and [school’s war]

which would appropriately rendered by publication, attracted my attention, date and

a Military School.

In these cases, there was a limited use of punctuation and an inappropriate use of

relative pronouns. This is primarily due to failure to divide thoughts of the story into

principle and secondary ones.

In the second category, eight respondents rendered the Arabic sentence with a

‘minimum’ of two adverbs, one comma and two relative pronouns. The ‘maximum’

case contained three commas, three relative pronouns and two adverbs. The

following example illustrates the point:

‘Once upon a time, when I was passing besides Nancy streets, I was [sharing] the

bread for the clients, I saw a big [publicity] on the wall of one the buildings which

was containing a declaration [owned] for the Military School in which it declares the

time of the competition that [will be happened] in Metz city’.

In this translation, there are three commas and two adverbs and three relative

pronouns to link the different clauses of the paragraph. The subordination that was
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possible through the ‘relative pronouns’ was unsuccessfully executed. This is an

illustration of a failure to execute subordination. The English language does not

permit such a spiral kind of relationship between the different clauses of the passage.

Furthermore, the translation contained unsuccessful rendering at the level of diction

concerning the words [sharing], [publicity], [owned] and [will be happened] which

would appropriately rendered by distributing, publication, of and will happen/ will

take place.

In these cases, the respondents worked at the level of linking different parts of the

sentence or different sentences of the paragraph regardless of sentence cohesion or

paragraph coherence. The latter are also guaranteed by the appropriate use of

substitution, ellipsis and reference.

In the third category, there was a division of the paragraph into two principle

thoughts, but with variations across different cases, as follows:

-In one case, the paragraph reads as follows:

I was passing in Nancy streets distributing [the] bread [...] when a big [published]

fixed on the wall of [one buildings] drew my attention./ It contains announcement

that the [war's school] declared in it the time of competition to join it which [take]

place in Metz town.

The first sentence of the paragraph was successfully rendered as far as subordination

is concerned. The use of the definite article [the] with the word ‘bread’ , the omission

of [to our customers], the use of the word [published] and the defective number

concord in [one buildings] are other mistakes to account for in the same sentence. In

the second sentence, the relative pronouns in ‘It contains announcement that the

[war’s school] declared in it the time of competition to join it which [take] place in

Metz town’ were defectively used. The substitution and linking function of the
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relative pronouns was not guaranteed by the relative pronouns. A simple reorder of

the words would engender ‘the publication contained an announcement in which the

Military School declared the date of the Adherence Test that will take place in

Metz’.

-In another case, the paragraph reads as follows:

‘One day I was walking in the streets of Nancy distributing bread to our [workers]

when [a big paper] attracted me which was fixed on the wall and contained announce

from a military school. /This [announce] declared an [appointment] of a competition

to join this school which will take place in the city of Metz’ .

The first sentence is very long, the need to divide it is apparent after ‘attracted me’.

In case we want to delay the division, the verb ‘attracted me' must be post-posed

after ‘fixed on the wall of one of the buildings’. In the second part of the paragraph,

reference via ‘this’ was unsuccessfully executed.

In two of the remaining cases, the subordinate clause was separated from its main

clause producing a wrong division as in:

‘One day when I was [walk] [distributed] [a] bread in [the] Nancy Streets to our

clients. /1 saw a great announcement fixed on the wall of [the] one building it was

containing an announce for the Military School she was announced a appointment of

the exam to join which will happen in Metz City’.

In this translation, apart from mistakes at the level of grammar (distributing),

redundancy (use of walk) and articles (use of ‘a’ and ‘the’ where no article should be

used), sentence division was completely wrong. In ‘when I was ...[.]’ the

subordination is not complete. The full stop separates the subordinate from the main

clauses. In T saw a great announcement....it was containing an announce...[she] was

announced a appointment....’, apart from grammatical mistakes, there is a repetition
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of the same meaning. This choice illustrates imitation of the Arabic language

structure:

AJS ùbü JJJS j>iL>

In fact, Arabic permits such a long sentence in which we return to old information to

introduce new one; whereas English favours short sentences.

In the last case, though the sentence was more or less successfully divided, the

repetition of words such as: ‘announcement’ ‘it announced’ produced an Arabic

flavour. Furthermore, the use of reference to introduce the last clause was

unsuccessful.

As far as the first translation problem is concerned, the majority of the respondents

exhibited failure to decide which of the ideas is a principle thought and thus requires

an independent clause, and which of the ideas is a secondary thought and thus

requires a dependent clause. Even when they use punctuation - at the level of linking

different parts of the sentence or different sentences of the paragraph- they disregard

sentence cohesion or paragraph coherence.

2- The Second Translation Problem

In the first translation problem, we spotted two challenges: rendering the image

and rendering the implied meaning of the verb

in the following paragraph:

jéllj (jL«j i SjS j <LuijXdl JjtaalVtj J AjLLutd) sÎA JlljlûiVE w • w

This paragraph in Arabic can be semantically rendered as follows:

‘It occurred to me to take part in this contest in order to join the Academy. But I

wondered how I could possibly do that when my parents were extremely poor and

destitute’ (translation of Mr Belmouley)
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a- Rendering the meaning of the image introduced by in

4LLuudl (_ji 231JIUIVLJ 0VuA j’

English translation Frequency/percent Description of translation
‘I wished to participate’ 12 cases/66.66 % Image meaning rendered by

verb ‘to participate’+ verb or
an adverb expressing

emotion

‘it seems to me to
participate’

5 cases/27.77% strange
combinations/combination

not conveying meaning
I talked to myself about the
_participation’.

lcase/5.55% literal rendering of the image

(translation pre-Table Forty-one: rendering the image

test-experimental group-inverse translation)

In rendering the meaning of the image answers can be grouped in three

categories:

In the first category, twelve respondents rendered the meaning of the image by a

combination of the verb ‘to participate’ with a verb or an adverb expressing emotion:

T wished to participate’, T was very interested to participate’, T liked to participate’

T wanted really to participate’. Though not very accurate, these combinations

transferred the meaning of the image successfully.

Four of the twelve respondents used the combination T thought to participate’ and

one of the twelve respondents used the combination T enjoyed to participate’ which

are unacceptable collocations in English. T thought about participating’ and T

enjoyed participating’ are more acceptable in English, with the first conveying the

meaning of a past thought and the second a past participation (i.e. conveying a

different meaning).

In the second category, five respondents rendered the meaning of the image

LfZàï*- by strange combinations as in: ‘it shows to me to participate’, ‘it seems

to me to participate’, and even defective tense as in T was participated’. All these are
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unsuccessful renderings of the meaning of the Arabic image. One respondent

rendered the meaning of the Arabic image by ‘it comes to my mind to participate’

which is an unacceptable collocation in English.

In the third category, one respondent produced a literal rendering of the image: ‘I

talked to myself about the participation’ . This is unacceptable in English.

In this challenge, less than half of the respondents could transfer the meaning of the

Arabic image into English.

b- Rendering the implied meaning of the verb CP in

jÂililt ÂJ& (jlS jdllj (jlaj uLS j

English translation Frequency/percent Description of translation
-‘how could it happen and 11 cases/61.11% ‘and’+ the verb ‘be’

my parents are so poor?

3 cases/16.66% Omission of the
coordinating conjunction

‘and’

but how my parents are very
poor?

‘how can this be possible
knowing that my parents
were poor?’

translating the meaning of
the sentence

4cases/ 22.22 %

Table Forty-two: rendering the implied meaning of the verb CP (translation pre-test-

experimental group-inverse translation)

In rendering the meaning of the verb CP, answers can be grouped in three categories:

In the first category, eleven respondents rendered the verb ilP in

J Âîtih ÂJIC jdlli uLS j by ‘and’+ the verb ‘be’ as in:

-‘how could it happen and my parents are so poor?’

-‘how can Ido it? And my parents were poor’

-‘how can I participate and my parents were poor?

As far as the tense of the verb is concerned, only two respondents used ‘to be’ in the

present tense; whereas all the other respondents used ‘to be’ in the past. Though the

respondents tried to apply the English word order (subject-i- verb), the produced
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translations failed to account for the implied meaning of here. The verb in

Arabic means ‘when/while’ (how could I possibly do that when my parents were

extremely poor and destitute).

In the second category, three respondents omitted the coordinating conjunction

‘and’ to get two separate parts as in:

-but how my parents are very poor? And used a comma instead of ‘and’ to get two

inherently separate parts:

-but how can this happen, my parents were so poor?

-but how can this happen, my parents was suffer from poverty and need?

In the three cases, the respondents failed to account for the exact meaning of the

sentence.

In the third category, four respondents focussed on translating the meaning of the

sentence rather than its structure. This produced fair translations as far as the strategy

used is concerned:

-‘how can this be possible knowing that my parents were poor?'

-‘but how can I do it? While my parents were in the summit of poverty'.

but I remember that my parents were so poor, so how could I do that?’

-‘but I can't do that because my parents are poor'.

The last three translations could be improved if we correct the punctuation, and the

tense of the sentences.

In these cases, the respondents moved from focussing on the structure of the sentence

towards focussing on its meaning, which is a positive attitude.

As far as the second translation problem is concerned, Less than half of the

respondents could transfer the meaning of the Arabic image into English, in the first

challenge and the majority of the respondents imitated the Arabic sentence structure
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and thus could not render the exact meaning of the source sentence, in the second

challenge

3- The Third Translation Problem

In the third translation problem we spotted two challenges: rendering the meaning of

and rendering the meaning of the adverb 4 in thevLàâthe adverb

following paragraph:

4'ÿuudl (jA 4 4 J ‘-jjity Âjjiül) UÂJJUOAII (jfr 5lûaâ jll SJAV V Ulus (jlS j .

This paragraph in Arabic can be semantically rendered as follows:

‘It was so small an amount that it could not even cover the travelling fee, let alone

the other peripheral expenses. So, I eventually had to leg it all the way there’

(translation of Mr Belmouley).

a- Rendering the meaning of the adverb in

tgjlSn ULJLAÿI 4 (JL) V IJJAJ IxL* CP J

English translation Frequency/percent Description of translation
06 cases/ 33.33%‘the sum was not enough

to travel’
Omission of the

expression introduced by
adverb

altogether

‘it was very little to
suffice for the [charge] in
addition to [unimportant]
_[dépenses]’

11 cases/61.11% using different structures
in English

1 case/5.55%9
Table Forty-three: rendering the meaning of the adverb (translation pre-test-

experimental group-inverse translation).

The respondents’ translations can be grouped under the following categories:

In the first category, six respondents omitted the expression introduced by the

adverb altogether . They produced translations such as:

-‘a trivial amount not enough for travelling’
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The omission of the expression

The students’ translations could be explained by their inability to transfer this

meaning into English, especially that no ready-made expression is available.

-one respondent did not translate the whole sentence.

In the second category, eleven respondents translated the Arabic expression using

different structures in English, missing sometimes the exact meaning and others

producing a defective structure:

-In four cases, the expression in Arabic was rendered by ‘in addition to’ producing:

‘it was very little to suffice for the [charge] in addition to [unimportant] [dépenses]’.

This translation missed the meaning of the Arabic expression altogether ( the sum

was very little for the travelling fee, let alone other expenses). Furthermore, it

comprises mistakes at the level of diction as far the words [charge], [unimportant]

and [dépenses] are concerned.

-in two cases, the respondents used ‘neither...or’ to render the meaning of the Arabic

expression as in: ‘the sum was not enough neither for the [wages travel] [or] the

expenses of the high school or the [other] expenses’. In this translation the adverb of

choice was wrongly used: it is ‘neither...nor’ rather than ‘neither., or’. Here again,

the translation comprises mistakes at the level of diction.

-in four cases, the respondents used the simple coordinating conjunction ‘and’ to get:

‘with this money I can’t travel and [send] other [secondary] expenses’. Disregarding

diction mistakes concerning [send] and [secondary], the translation still could not

render the exact emotional nuances of the Arabic expression.

-One case, used a full stop separating both clauses: ‘it was not save to travel. So how

about the other’. The meaning is hardly understandable.

In the third category, one respondent did not provide an answer.
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In this particular challenge, the majority of the respondents could not render the

meaning of the adverb

b- Rendering the meaning of the adverb % in

.j.ijâSn Lfÿi\ j i

English translation Frequency/percent Description of translation
‘so I go on foot’ 04 cases/22.22% Omission of the meaning

of obligation expressed by
■4the adverb

‘I must go walking’ 10 cases/55.55% rendering the meaning of
obligation expressed by
_ adverb

4 cases/22.22%9
Table Forty-four: rendering the meaning of the adverb % (translation pre-test-

experimental group-inverse translation).

The respondents’ translations can be grouped under the following categories:

In the first category, four respondents omitted the meaning of obligation expressed

by the adverb altogether . They produced translations such as:

-‘so I go on foot’

-T prefer travelling by walking’

In the second category, ten respondents tried to render the meaning of obligation

expressed by the adverb using different structures as in:

-T must go walking’

-T didn’t find any way to travel except walking’

-T was obliged to go on foot’

In some of these translations, as in the first example, the present tense made the

expression lose the precision that ‘though I was obliged to go on foot, still it was my

decision to sit the test’. Thus in only six cases, the respondents used the past tense.
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In the third category, four respondents did not translate this part. This illustrates a

negative strategy to deal with such a translation problem. One respondent did not

translate the whole sentence.

In the first challenge, the respondents could not render the meaning of the adverb

In the second challenge, though there was a clear effort to render the meaning of the

obligation, the style was defective; illustrating weakness at the re-expression level.

4- The Fourth Translation Problem

In the fourth translation problem we spotted two challenges: rendering the meaning

of the adverb CiiS La j

Ajja-uJl j I\A sjjiuiand rendering the meaning of the image

in the following paragraph:

!3A aiiLuiV) j ±uë)ûl\ ÂiâU CalS, <ÿ1 Afi-llll JJJS CJJS U J

J (jÿa i-b-lC

This paragraph in Arabic can be semantically rendered as follows:

‘No sooner had I appeared through the room that was full of a multitude of students

and teachers, than I was received with a severe storm of laughter and ridicule from

this large crowd’ (translation of Mr Belmouley).

a- Rendering the meaning of the adverb J** j in

Uuabu Jt Malt lift SjjUVl j Cto-j AiâU Cuis <Jl\ jCji CuS U j

.4JJÀ ■ «Il jClÿCall S.biC

English translation Frequency/percent Description of translation
09 cases/50%‘ I entered the room, this

immense
received me’

Failure in conveying the
meaning of the adverbassembly

08 cases/44.44%‘when they saw me, they
started laughing’

different adverbs to
convey the meaning of the

Arabic sentence
1 case/5.55%

Table Forty-five: rendering the meaning of the adverb J** j translation
pre-test-experimental group-inverse translation).
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In the first category, nine respondents did not convey the meaning of the adverb

OJS U J in the Arabic sentence because they did not use the subordinating

conjunction ‘as soon as’, which is a perfect equivalent, as in : ‘ I entered the room,

this immense assembly received me’ and ‘I went to the room ,this group has received

me’. Though the clauses in both sentences were linked by a comma, the latter failed

to produce the simultaneous occurrence of ‘arriving’ or ‘showing up’ and ‘burst of

laughter’.

In the second category, eight respondents used different adverbs to convey the

meaning of the Arabic sentence, the following are some examples:

-‘when they saw me, they started laughing’

-‘when I just [sawn] in the room, this huge public received me’

-‘when I arrived in the room [and] I was received’

-"as soon as I appeared in the room, I was received’

-"no sooner had I entered the room that the public received me’

The structure ‘when+ verb, verb’ was successfully used by the respondents with only

one case where the verb was wrongly chosen. As to the structure ‘as soon as, verb’,

it was successfully used in two cases.

In the third category, one respondent did not provide an answer.

Thus, less than half of the respondents could successfully render the meaning of the

adverb, in this particular challenge.

b- Rendering the meaning of the image J J SJJAUI 4i*al*j in

4jLuabu jJâül s jjLuiVI J ÂJâla. ûJU jj2\ jAji La j

.AJJL i nit j inti (j-4
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English translation Frequency/percent Description of translation
‘a storm of laughter’ 07 cases/38.88% literal translation

‘received
laughing’

with 09 cases/50% rendering the semantic
meaning of the Arabic
_image

me

‘with a crisis of laughing’ 02case /11.11% rendering the Arabic
image by a new image

Table Forty-six: rendering the meaning of the image J

(translation pre-test-experimental group-inverse translation).

In the first category, seven respondents rendered the Arabic image by a literal

translation producing an acceptable image in English: ‘a storm of laughter’.

In the second category, nine respondents preferred rendering the semantic meaning

of the Arabic image, some of their translations read as : ‘began to laugh’, ‘received

me with laughing’. The last case can be improved, if we replace ‘laughing’ with

‘laughter’

In the third category, two respondent rendered the Arabic image by ‘with a crisis of

laughing’ ‘a laughing shock’. The first translation illustrates the influence of the

French language.

In this challenge, the majority of the respondents could render the meaning of the

image in Arabic, either through literal translation that produced an acceptable image

or through rendering its semantic meaning.

5- The Fifth Translation Problem

In the fifth translation problem we spotted one challenge: rendering the meaning of

the complex sentence: <> J&\ ,J\ JCJJ UJJIS 'J\ jjaJl j

This sentence in Arabic can be semantically rendered as follows:

‘But as a matter of fact, my physical appearance called for more than that’

(translation of Mr Belmouley).
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English translation Frequency/percent Description of translation
12 cases/66.66 %my state deserves more

than that’
Use of various verbs,
none could convey its

exact meaning

‘my state was really
horrible’

06 cases/18.18% Use of an indirect
structure

1 case/5.55%
Table Forty-seven: rendering the meaning of the complex sentence (translation pre-

test-experimental group-inverse translation).

In the first category, twelve respondents rendered the meaning of the Arabic

complex sentence by various verbs, none could convey its exact meaning: ‘my state

deserves more than that’, ‘needs more than that’, ‘requires more that that’ and

‘demands more than that’ . All these verbs do not convey the meaning of the Arabic

sentence; instead most of them convey the meaning that ‘we can laugh at poor

people’.

In the second category, six respondents used an indirect structure as in: ‘my state

was really horrible’ and ‘my state was bad’ i.e. implying calling for more than

laughter.

In the third category, one respondent did not provide an answer.

Here again, the majority of respondents could not render the meaning of the

complex sentence in Arabic.

6- General Synthesis of the Results the Experimental Group's Translation Pre-

Test

The first translation problem concerns the right sentence division and appropriate

linking in the following sentence:

fjjàl ÜÂ1 Jl tlii5L»C jjâJl £ jj) IjLa LJU dûS Ulâ ;Jll

.jjxa l£j JjLaûlVI 4ijLuu>
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The majority of the respondents, here, exhibited failure to decide which of the ideas

is a principle thought and thus requires an independent clause, and which of the ideas

is a secondary thought and thus requires a dependent clause. Even when they use

punctuation - at the level of linking different parts of the sentence or different

sentences of the paragraph- they disregard sentence cohesion or paragraph

coherence. This challenge is compatible with the respondents' level (dealing with

subordination was guaranteed before the pre-test). This challenge is a justification

that language knowledge is not applied in translation.

In rendering the meaning of the image introduced by in

Less than half of the respondents could transfer the meaning of the Arabic image into

English, in a very simple style. This challenge is compatible with the respondents'

level (dealing with complex sentence was guaranteed before the pre-test). This

challenge is another justification that language knowledge is not applied in

translation.

In rendering the implied meaning of the verb in

J Âililt AJIC- J Æ jLq j

the majority of the respondents imitated the Arabic sentence structure and thus could

not render the exact meaning of the source sentence. This challenge is compatible

with the respondents' level (dealing with complex sentence was guaranteed before

the pre-test). This challenge is a justification that language knowledge is not applied

in translation.

In rendering the meaning of the adverb in

(_g Â-1 jjliill (jc. ..-I? U_JJSjll V IAIA j J
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the majority of the respondents were unsuccessful and thus could not render the

meaning of the adverb. This challenge is compatible with the respondents' level

(dealing with complex sentence was guaranteed before the pre-test). This challenge

is a justification that language knowledge is not applied in translation.

In rendering the meaning of the adverb % in

, the style was defective despite the fact that there was a clear effort to render the

meaning of the obligation. This illustrates weakness at the re-expression level. This

challenge is compatible with the respondents' level (dealing with complex sentence

was guaranteed before the pre-test). This justifies the observation that language

knowledge is not applied in translation.

La jIn rendering the meaning of the adverb in

tijLaVl J iiaXll Çy, AA»J ÂftUÜI t<à 3Aji CÀAS Laj

less than half of the respondents were successful. They rendered the meaning of the

adverb. This challenge is compatible with the respondents' level (dealing with

complex sentence was guaranteed before the pre-test). This justifies the observation

that language knowledge is not applied in translation.

In rendering the meaning of the image iriSLpuJt j SAJAL. 3iÿLu

IÂA JÀJLUÂI J (> AA*J <IâU CAjl£ ActSIl jAül CÂj£ La j

.AJ j oAjAuj 4à,Ain jjq» U

the majority of the respondents were successful. They could render the meaning of

the image in Arabic, either through literal translation that produced an acceptable

image or through rendering its semantic meaning. This challenge is compatible with
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the respondents' level (dealing with complex sentence was guaranteed before the pre¬

test). This success might be due to similarity of English and Arabic images.

In rendering the meaning of the complex sentence

the majority of the respondents were unsuccessful. This challenge is compatible with

the respondents' level (dealing with complex sentence was guaranteed before the pre¬

test). This justifies the observation that language knowledge is not applied in

translation.

In all the challenges -except one case- of the translation pre-test of the inverse

translation, the respondents (of the experimental group) have no yet developed their

transfer competence, implying unawareness that different language systems employ

different tools to convey the same meaning

5.2.1.1.2.4 Inverse Translation Commentary Results

Translation commentaries accompanying both the translation pre-test and the

translation post-tests were set to gather information about the students' problematic

areas and whether or not they provide solutions for them

The translation commentaries accompanying the translation pre-tests consisted of

four questions; these are to be presented and analyzed as follows:

1-Question one: have you read the text before you started translating it?

Yes: No:

If yes what is the main idea of the text?
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Reading the text before translating it Number of cases
04 casesYes

No 12 cases
02caseG>

Table Forty-eight: Reading the text before translating it (translation commentary-

experimental group)

Twelve respondents -i.e. the majority of the cases- did not read the text before

translating it. This reflects a negative habit that respondents and students in general

rush to translating before finishing reading or before reading at all in some cases.

This might explain some of the translation problems due to comprehension.

four respondents said they read the text and provided the following as the main idea

of the text:

-The bad situation of a student when he joins the competition of the Military School.

-Joining the military school.

In three cases (of the four respondents who read the text), the respondents provided

more or less accurate main ideas. In the remaining case, the main ideas .

The majority of the respondents did not read the text before translating it. This

reflects a negative habit that respondents and students in general rush to translating

before finishing reading or before reading at all in some cases. This might explain

some of the translation problems due to comprehension.

2-Question two: Enumerate four most important translation problems you

faced while translating the text; have you tried to solve them?

If yes, what have you done?

If no, what have you done instead
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Respondents’ spotted translation Respondents’ suggested solutions and/or
solution strategiesproblems

; jÂilâll

: I jU ejjS

:
:

a crowd of shame., received : j

poor in need
when i was distributing
announcement

spotted problems with their solutions

was enough

jC. ■.1ÿ ‘j »]! ‘ÿ1-.MV'A js ~ ." i'. /sK ] S
_

°J J' ■ -->dl

_>A«]I (JS 4(J*j ‘i>J 4>>Jal 4 l_J>J 40ji.!
j>yi «>11 «cjLdSll

Resorting to dictionary

> 4ÿlill U±. > djU dûS Uiu
ccilU JC-JJ dûl£ -4 j« <Lÿalc.

t"lt 4ÿL>.yi jÂilill lAjÀÿy: “CÿJJ ttaij

4ÿ>l lift y>j (ÿjjïlC» 4 o»>
o j=J 4 0.Sj.Li <Ljalc.4 jc. 4 >>. jî

CjLftKlI j>Vl «>ll >> (jtÿj <LJ>jll
>U. ji >11j 4 > jj 4 0 jLc. 4djl j>lj

Resorting to translating meaning

4SjLc. 44jj|jljxllJ 4 - it „K'I (_>*J J>VI «>11
_>1ÿ ji >1j < >>« L&

Literal translation

Table Forty-nine: Respondents’ spotted translation problems and their suggested

solutions and/or solution strategies(translation commentary-experimental group)

This particular table is used for higher visibility rather than detailed percentage

provision. The reasons were given in the previous section on direct translation

commentery.

Four categories can be drawn from the respondents' answers:

Category one: wherein respondents provided their spotted problems together with

their solutions which are translations. In this particular category, the respondents

spotted the following phrases with their translation solutions:

- <ÜU1!: poor in need

!>e> when i was distributing

announcement

was enough>J:

> CJJS U j: a crowd of shame., received

Except from one clause, all the spotted phrases were not pre-spotted as translation

problems for the translation pre-test. Even though, the clause was only a small part of
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the very long sentence pre-spotted as a translation problem for rendering the right

sentence division and appropriate linking:

Cli'ui Cliil j) clÜLaC. jji (ji IjLo Clllj Clu£ \ ;(J15

(_S (jUâlVI kLluwi Jft JM <Uâ (jl*J 4-UjÿJI 4-ujJAAI] LSÿC- (_£jiaJ gjÇJI

.Jy* y*

All these phrases do not constitute part of the pre-spotted translation problems for

this translation pre-test. Thus respondents are either unaware of the ‘real’ translation

problems or that the pre-spotted translation problems will be easier for them to

translate. Cross verification with the translation pre-test reveals that the pre-spotted

translation problems constituted ‘real’ translation problems for the respondents.

Category two: wherein respondents spotted a list of words as translation problems

and mentioned resorting to dictionary as a solution. These words include:

4i_jJSJ J iJili ‘CJLOK QC. !iLiaa *• ‘Âjjjlilll

tcjUKli uÿu jüdi JS ‘LKJ. Except from je that is part

of a pre-spotted translation problem, the remaining words do not constitute part of

the pre-spotted translation problems for this translation pre-test. Furthermore, all

these instances are phrases that cannot be directly translated by dictionary search.

Thus respondents are either unaware of the ‘real’ translation problems or that the pre¬

spotted translation problems will be easier for them to translate.

Category three: wherein respondents provided parts of sentences for which they

pointed to literal translation as a translation strategy:

J <>JI j 4 ySj . These are parts of originally complete sentences.

Mentioning the first part only was done either purposefully or because of time

constraints; while literal translation as a solution was set to verification. The

respondents who proposed literal translation as a solution provided
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‘my situation requires more than that’ and ‘a few money doesn’t satisfy nor the

transport neither the other secondary dépenses’. The verb ‘require’ in the first

sentence is not the literal translation of and the verb ‘satisfy’ is not the literal

translation of Thus both examples are instances of ‘resorting to translating

meaning’ strategy; not of literal translation. The respondents, here, are not aware that

they used ‘translating meaning’ as a strategy to translate their spotted translation

problems. Thus respondents are either unaware of the ‘real’ translation problems or

that the pre-spotted translation problems will be easier for them to translate.

As far as the three categories of solution strategies are concerned, only one case was

part of the pre-spotted translation problems of this translation pre-test. In another

case, the respondents pointed to only a part of the pre-spotted translation problem.

Thus -theoretically speaking- respondents are either unaware of the ‘real’ translation

problems or that the pre-spotted translation problems will be easier for them to

translate.

3-Question three: have you read the translation before handing it?

Yes... No....

Reading the translation before handing it Number of cases
14 casesYes

No 03cases
Please0»

Table Fifty: Reading the translation before handing it (translation commentary-

experimental group)

The majority of the cases said they read the translation before handing it. These cases

are said to have allotted time to proof reading which is something positive.

4-Question four: describe the text on this scale of difficulty

Very easy easy a little difficult difficult very difficult
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the text’s level of
difficulty_

Number of cases

Very easy 00
01Easy

A little difficult 07
Difficult 08

Very difficult 01
010

Table Fifty-one: describing the text on a five-scale difficulty (translation

commentary-experimental group)

The majority of the respondents were divided to rank the text as ‘a little difficult’ and

‘difficult’. This is a score that presupposes difficulties in spotting and solving the

pre-spotted translation problems. Cross verification with the previous question show

that respondents had difficulties in spotting translation problems.

5-General Synthesis of the Results the Experimental Group's Translation Pre-

Test Commentary

The majority of the respondents did not read the text before translating it, which

might explain some of the translation problems due to comprehension. Strikingly

enough, however, the majority of the cases said they read the translation before

handing it. These cases are said to have allotted time to proof reading which is

something positive as far as their re-expression competence in concerned.

As far as the three categories of solution strategies are concerned, only one case was

part of the pre-spotted translation problems of this translation pre-test. In another

case, the respondents pointed to only a part of the pre-spotted translation problem.

Thus -theoretically speaking- respondents are either unaware of the ‘real’ translation

problems or that the pre-spotted translation problems will be easier for them to

translate. Cross verification with the translation pre-test show that the pre-spotted

translation problems were real translation problems for the respondents.
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The majority of the respondents ranked the text as ‘a little difficult’ and ‘difficult.

This is a score that presupposes some difficulties in spotting and solving the pre¬

spotted translation problems. Cross verification with the previous question show that

respondents had difficulties in spotting translation problems.

Thus, the experimental group's translation commentary of the inverse translation pre¬

test show that the respondents were unable to spot the translation problems they had

a bad performance in. Hence, it is fair to say that these respondents have not

developed yet language for translation awareness necessary for translation.

5.2.1.2 Discussion of the Experimental Group’s Translation Post-test Results

The translation post-tests comprise the post-tests per se and the translation

commentaries. Results are to be analyzed at these two levels:

5.2.1.2.1 Direct Translation Post-test Results

The following is the second part of the first phase of the story. It was highlighted

and given to the students altogether with the first part. The translation problems

which were spotted in the translation post-test are underlined.

One afternoon, I was sitting outside the Café de la Paix, watching the splendour and

shabbiness of Parisian life, and wondering over my vermouth at the strange

panorama of pride and poverty that was passing before me, when I heard someone

call my name. I turned round and saw Lord Murchison. We had not met since we had

been at college together, nearly ten years before, so I was delighted to come across

him again, and we shook hands warmly. At Oxford we had been great friends. I had

liked him immensely; he was so handsome, so high-spirited, and so honourable. We

used to say of him that he would be the best of fellows, if he did not always speak the
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truth, but I think we really admired him all the more for his frankness. I found him a

good deal changed. He looked anxious and puzzled, and seemed to be in doubt about

something I concluded that it was a woman, and asked him if he was married

yet.

‘I don’t understand women well enough,’ he answered.

‘My dear Gerald,’ said I, ‘women are meant to be loved, not to be understood.’

‘I cannot love where I cannot trust.’ he replied.

‘I believe you have a mystery in your life, Gerald,’ I explained; ‘tell me about

it.’

‘Let us go for a drive.’ he answered, ‘it is too crowded here. No. not a yellow

carriage, any other colour - there, that dark-green one will do:’ and in a few

moments we were trotting down the boulevard in the direction of the Madeleine.

‘Where shall we go to,’ I said.

‘Oh, anywhere you like!’ he answered - ‘to the restaurant in the Bois; we will

dine there, and you shall tell me all about yourself.’

‘I want to hear about you first,’ I said. ‘Tell me your mystery.’ 308 words

1- The First Translation Problem

In the first translation problem, we spotted three challenges: the semantic and

stylistic rendering of the manner adverb ‘well enough’, the semantic and stylistic

rendering of the verb ‘meant’ and the semantic and stylistic rendering of the image

introduced by ‘where’:

I don’t understand women well enough,’ he answered.

‘My dear Gerald,’ said I, ‘women are meant to be loved, not to be understood.’

‘T cannot love where I cannot trust.’ he replied.
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a- Semantic and stylistic rendering of the manner adverb ‘well enough’ in

‘I don’t understand women well enough’:

Arabic translation Frequency/percent Description of translation
(j is jidu a~üii v ÜT

jJâlb v ui
JJA JIUJ *Lûl1 V Ui

Semantic rendering of the
manner adverb ‘well

8 cases/ 40%
2 cases/10%

enough’; dialectal style

IJJ* *Lull Î V ui 8 cases/40% Successful rendering of
meaning and style

UJÎ y Ui 1 case/5% A completely wrong
_meaning

1 case/5% No translation
Table Fifty-two: Semantic and stylistic rendering of the manner adverb ‘well

enough’ in T don’t understand women well enough’, (translation post-test-

experimental group)

In the first category, ten respondents rendered the meaning of the manner adverb

‘well enough’ in T do not understand women well enough’ by a semantic translation

of the adverb.

<-i \S Jldu *luU]! V Ui

The style of these translations, including all the variations, is inappropriate as far as

the concept of ‘understanding’ in Arabic is concerned. In Arabic, ‘understanding’

does not collocate with ‘enough’; when there is an incomplete understanding, in

Arabic, one simply uses the negative form of the verb + well.

In the second category, eight respondents rendered the meaning and the style of the

manner adverb ‘well enough’ in T do not understand women well enough’ by

'As* i 7 , producing an accurate meaning and appropriate style. The use

of 'As* with î V here, expressed an ‘incomplete understanding’ as expressed in

the source sentence and was compatible with the style of the Arabic language.
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In the third category, one respondent rendered the rendered the meaning and the

style of the manner adverb ‘well enough’ in ‘I do not understand women well

enough’ by'ÿ' V Ui ,

(I do not understand women at all), which is a completely wrong translation.

In the forth category, one respondent did not provide any translation.

In the majority of the cases, the semantic meaning of the time adverb ‘well enough’

in ‘ I do not understand women well enough’ was rendered. Less than half of the

respondents successfully rendered the semantic meaning as well as the style.

b- The semantic and stylistic rendering of the verb ‘meant’ in ‘ women are

meant to be loved not to be understood’:

Arabic translation Frequency/percent Description of translation
/j Q*i\ CJAIA

y ijnVi' CIAS.J
Successful semantic and
stylistic rendering of the

verb ‘meant’
A possible different word

order

8 cases/40%

y j.ijvi' «.Luiiii

3 cases/15%
y i '} fil . nitt 1 case/5 % A possible different word

order; but with a wrong
gender concordô-;\ t ç-Luùll 4 cases/20 %

y jJfiJ jy Jg.utjifii fiLfijll jrtïaj lease /5 % Acceptable free translation

<j' V o' >4'

(jî y uaj si jJi
jji y .,

i*,*; .ji ■ '' pi

lcase/5 % Failure to account for the
exact meaning of ‘meant’

1case/5%

1case/5%
Table Fifty-three: The semantic and stylistic rendering of the verb ‘meant’ in ‘

women are meant to be loved not to be understood’(translation post-test-

experimental group)
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In the first category, eleven respondents rendered the semantic meaning of the verb

‘meant’ successfully. As far as style is concerned, eight respondents provided the

most frequently used Arabic word order: V çLA\ cjüâ.

(i.e. verb + Subject + object or else). In three cases, however, the respondents started

with the subject to get: V

This is possible different word order that focuses on the subject rather than the verb.

This word order favours a specific gender concord; an irregular plural feminine noun

is to be used with regular plural feminine verb.

In the second category,five respondents rendered the semantic meaning of the verb

‘meant’ successfully, focusing on the subject of the sentence; however, their gender

concord was wrong. In one case 5 which is a plural feminine subject, was

used with , which is a plural masculine verb. In four cases, ; which is a

plural feminine subject, was used with ? which is a singular feminine verb.

In the third category, one respondent rendered the semantic meaning of the verb

‘meant’ by a free translation:

(women need, by their very nature, to be loved not to be understood). This is a

successful translation as it rendered the exact meaning of the verb in an appropriate

style in Arabic. The phrase ‘by their very nature’ added the nuance that women are

fragile and that is why they need love rather than understanding. This is very

compatible with the target culture.

In the forth category, three respondents failed to account for the exact meaning

(jî y û"' (jî y û'

ji y jî (jVu/i Auiill, the verb ‘meant’ translated as ‘meaning’, ‘supposed to’ and

of ‘meant’. In :

‘deserves’ missed the exact meaning of the original verb altogether.
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In the majority of the cases, the semantic meaning of the verb ‘meant’ in ‘women

are meant to be loved not to be understood’ was rendered. More than half of the

respondents successfully rendered the semantic meaning as well as the style.

c- Semantic and stylistic rendering of the image introduced by ‘where’ in

cannot love where I cannot trust’

Arabic translation Frequency/percent Description of translation
jsl V cd V ui

,jji y y ui
jsl y CMJ U v ul
iÿl v LLC. <_jJ y ui

2 cases/10%
6 cases/30%

Literal translation
Meaning of the image
introduced by ‘where’

rendered by time adverbs1 case/5%

6 cases/30%

-cjâ jSi y <> y ui 2 cases/10% A successful free rendering
of the meaning and of style

jüi y ui j y ui
u y ui

2 cases/10%
1 case/5%

Successful rendering of
meaning; but incomplete
_sentence

Table Fifty-four: Semantic and stylistic rendering of the image introduced by ‘where’

in T cannot love where I cannot trust’ (translation post-test -experimental group)

In the first category,fifteen respondents rendered the meaning of the image

introduced by ‘where’ in T cannot love where I cannot trust’ by various adverbs of

place and time. Two respondents replicated the image that a person is a ‘space’

wherein we can feel trustful. The replicated image in Arabic was completely

meaningless:

jSl v 'i ui

The following thirteen cases expressed different nuances of meaning not found in the

source sentence; and at least eleven of them are incomplete sentences. Thus in only

two cases, the translations are complete sentences:

Uiu Qj& v Lalie y Ui And J5' à» V UL* V Ui

Considering the nuance of meaning expressed by each adverb of time, we will get:
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- For the time adverb in V ù** V UÎ ,

it expresses a temporary condition; (when I trust, I love and when I do not trust, I

do not love). This nuance of meaning is not found in the source sentence and is

incomplete as a unit of thought.

- For the time adverb in V t_iJ V Ui ,

it expresses a time condition; (I offer love; but wait to be sure before engaging in it).

For both time adverbs, the meaning expressed is that not loving is linked to time and

it depends on my own evaluation.

- For the time adverb in Jji V UMJ U> V Ui ,

it expresses a time condition; (I do not love as long as I do not trust). In this case,

‘trust’ is a prerequisite before offering love. This nuance of meaning is not found in

the source sentence; but it is its incompleteness that affects the translation the most.

In the second category two respondents successfully rendered the meaning and

the style of the image introduced by ‘where’. The relative pronoun, in

4jà Jjl V <> V Ui, successfully conveyed the meaning of the original thought in a

way that guaranteed a natural cohesion inside the sentence. The personification

resulting from the use of the relative pronoun offered depth to the idea and

highlighted the role of the partner as a condition of love (not time or manner).

In the third category, three respondents successfully rendered the meaning of the

image introduced by ‘where’, producing: c£i V Ui j V Ui , meaning ‘it is my

jSi jjJ U v ui ;own evaluation and decision to love’ (it depends on me) and

having a more neutral meaning. In both cases however, and though the style is

appropriate, the thought is incomplete. This is different from the previous cases using

adverbs of time, where incompleteness raises from the nature of the adverb itself.
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In the majority of the cases, the respondents rendered the meaning of the image

introduced by the time adverb by various time adverbs semantically and incomplete

sentences stylistically. This variety in time adverbs used might be due to the

respondents’ striving towards focusing on meaning. This might be a good sign of the

development of their transfer competence. The incompleteness of thought, expressed

in incomplete sentences, however, might be an indication that they are still in the

process of developing this competence.

2- The Second Translation Problem

In the second translation problem, we spotted the challenge of the influence of

sentence structure in two instances: in rendering ‘let’s go for a drive’ and in

rendering ‘no not a yellow carriage, any other colour. There that dark-green one will

do’.

a-Semantic and stylistic rendering of ‘let’s go for a drive’

Arabic translation Description of translationFrequency/percent

un*Ü ÜCJ
12 cases/ 60% Structural transfer of the

original sentence

Jjaâj Uc.j 6 cases/30% Successful free translation

Uc-J 2 cases/10% Intersentential
incoherence

Table Fifty-five: Semantic and stylistic rendering of ‘let’s go for a drive’ (translation

post-test-experimental group)

In the first category, twelve respondents rendered the meaning of

‘let’s go for drive’ by a structural transfer of the source sentence. This

produces a dialectally accepted structure conveying the meaning of

the original:

LA
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This might explain the high percentage of respondents using this

structure.

In the second category, six respondents rendered the meaning of

‘let’s go for a drive’ by the direct use of the verb UCJ or

jjj . Both translations rendered the meaning of the original sentence

in an appropriate style in Arabic. The combination of

produced an acceptable style in standard Arabic.

In the third category, two respondents rendered the meaning of ‘let’s

go for a drive’ by

UCJ . The general meaning of the verb in isolation is acceptable;

but when ‘the two friends in the story start looking for a carriage, the

verb’s meaning will create incoherence in the text. This might be due

to respondents’ inability to account for intersentential coherence.

Though in the majority of the cases the respondents rendered the

meaning of ‘let’s go for a drive' by a structural transfer of the original

sentence, still an important percentage (as compared to the pre-test

percentage) of respondents could produce a successful free translation

at least as far as rendering meaning is concerned.

b- Semantic and stylistic rendering of ‘ No, not a yellow carriage, any other

colour. There that dark-green one will do’
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Arabie translation Frequency/percent Description of translation

>' ûjl
jül ‘«I jLÿll UCû

jiî es'
ùjl ‘V *1ji-ll V

tf>i**J*
dU ‘»1 AJJJI y
_ ÜJÏÏ

Structural transfer of the18 cases /90%
original sentence

ùJûI ùij dû ‘du
pu\ jUiSn

vSjîi
fsai >ÿ.Sfb dû >frt

2 cases/10% Successful free
translation

Table Fifty-six: Semantic and stylistic rendering of ‘ No, not a yellow carriage, any

other colour. There that dark-green one will do’(translation post-test) -experimental

group).

In the first category, eighteen respondents rendered ‘ No, not a yellow carriage,

any other colour. There that dark-green one will do’ by a structural transfer of the

original sentence:

fjtui jUâ.Sn ùjhi cité *jjsdt dû ‘du à'jil du %i>ÿ11 Ajjdi v

As far as the first part of the sentence is concerned, half of the translations -with

slight differences as to negation words- imitate the structure of the original sentence

‘not + a yellow carriage’. In the remaining half of the translations, 'W ' were

inserted meaning ‘I do not want to use a yellow carriage’, which produced a slightly

acceptable style.

As far as the second part of the sentence is concerned, we had two categories of

translations: eighteen respondents imitating the source language structure and two

respondents providing successful free translations. The first category respondents are

to be described as follows:

-Eight respondents imitated the structure of the original sentence and provided a verb

to link the two phrases:

OÿjiÜÜ fflUl ÙJÜ1 ülJ dû ‘du J311
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-Nine respondents imitated the structure of the original sentence, providing the two

phrases without any linking (a verb or else):

fjlU! jrfàâùl Ctù «SUS ‘4U* ô'jli ‘*1>ÿ11 JLjJI V

ÙJÎ-One respondent provided the phrase:

and omitted the following phrase.

The second category of respondents (two only) provided successful free

translations, where they omitted ‘any other colour’ and included it in the following

phrase: one

respondent provided uiS.

. which is a semantically and stylistically acceptable translation; while the other

produced ùjllt <— il j <_ji oaA V

which is an incomplete sentence. Though it did not imitate the source language

structure, the omission of the verb has negatively influenced the coherence of the

whole thought.

In this particular challenge, most of the respondents were influenced by the source

language structure. This might be explained by the respondents' being still in the

process of developing their transfer competence.

3- The Third Translation Problem

In this translation problem we spotted the challenge of choosing the appropriate

diction in two instances: choosing the appropriate diction in rendering the meaning

of T want to hear about you’ and choosing the appropriate diction in rendering the

meaning of ‘tell me your mystery’.

a-Diction choice in rendering ‘I want to hear about you’:
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Arabie translation Frequency/percent Description of translation
Vji djlj pi -4j' Wrong translation09 cases /45%
V ji dLaâ (ji jjji
Vji dfc J 4jj> _
<JF nfli (jfr (ji JJji

03 cases/15%
7 cases/35%

Successful translation of
meaning

1 cases/5%
Table Fifty-seven: Diction choice in rendering T want to hear about you’(translation

post-test-experimental group)

In the first category, nine respondents rendered the meaning of T want to hear

about you first . Vji ddl o' Aj' ( I want to listen to you first)

This is a general meaning as there is no specification of the theme of this speech,

which should be Murchison’s own life.

In the first category, eleven respondents rendered the meaning of T want to hear

about you’ by

Vjî die ji ojî (I want to hear about you first). This translation illustrates an

independence from the source language structure and a perfect use of the adverb in

Arabic.

In the majority of the cases, the respondents successfully rendered the meaning of

the spotted challenge. Thus, the respondents might be said to be developing a

tendency towards focusing on meaning rather than diction.

b-Diction choice in rendering ‘tell me your mystery’:

Arabic translation Frequency/percent Description of translation

Literal translation3 cases/15%

Defective style4 cases/20%
A jjc. V, 1 case/5% Conveying general meaning

12 cases/60% Successful rendering of the
meaning

Table Fifty-eight: Diction choice in rendering ‘tell me your mystery’ (translation

post-test-experimental group).

In the first category, three respondents rendered the meaning of ‘Tell me your

mystery’ by djil y» U
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, which is literal translation of the word ‘mystery’. This does not convey the implied

meaning in the context.

In the second category,four respondents rendered the meaning of ‘Tell me your

mystery’ by if

(Tell me about your vagueness). This is a bad choice

producing a bad style rather than wrong meaning.

In the third category, one respondent rendered the meaning of ‘Tell me your

mystery’ by

(jc. g-jiia. (Tell me about your problem). The choice of the word ‘problem’

is stylistically acceptable, though semantically not quite accurate. This choice might

be motivated by an informal use of the expression in the Arabic language.

In the fourth category, twelve respondents rendered the meaning of ‘Tell me your

mystery’ by

Ay-* Cf- (Tell me your secret). This is a successful translation as the word

‘secret’ refers to both ‘unknown’ and ‘private’ which are conveyed by ‘mystery’ in

the source language.

In the majority of the cases, the respondents successfully rendered the meaning of

the spotted challenge. Thus, the respondents might be said to be developing a

tendency towards focusing on meaning rather than diction.

4- General Synthesis of the Results the Experimental Group's Translation Post-

Test

As far as the semantic and stylistic rendering of the manner adverb ‘well enough’ in

T don’t understand women well enough’, the majority of the respondents were

unsuccessful. This challenge is a good illustration of the transfer competence of the

respondents: it comprises common words and the meaning of the phrase is easy to
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get. It is fair to say that the respondents have not developed their transfer competence

as far as this challenge is concerned.

In the semantic and stylistic rendering of the verb ‘meant’ in ‘women are meant to

be loved not to be understood’. the majority of the respondents were successful.

More than half of the respondents successfully rendered the semantic meaning as

well as the style. This is again a good illustration of the transfer competence of the

respondents, comprising common words and straight forward meaning. Then, it is

very fair to say that the respondents have developed their transfer competence, as far

as this challenge is concerned.

In the semantic and stylistic rendering of the image introduced by ‘where’ in T

cannot love where I cannot trust’, the majority of the respondents rendered the

meaning of the image introduced by the time adverb by various time adverbs

semantically and incomplete sentences stylistically. This variety in time adverbs used

might be due to the respondents’ striving towards focusing on meaning. This might

be a good sign of the development of their transfer competence. The incompleteness

of thought, expressed in incomplete sentences, however, might be an indication that

they are still in the process of developing this competence. This challenge is

compatible with the respondents' level (complex sentence was dealt with in the first

semester; i.e. before we embark in the present project). Thus, it is fair to say that the

respondents have not yet developed their transfer competence.

Likewise, in the semantic and stylistic rendering of ‘let’s go for a drive’

* though the majority of the respondents rendered the meaning of ‘let’s go for a

drive’ by a structural transfer of the original sentence, still an important percentage

(as compared to the pre-test percentage) of respondents could produce a successful

free translation at least as far as rendering meaning is concerned. This is again a good
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illustration of the transfer competence of the respondents, comprising common words

and straight forward meaning. Then it is fair to say that the respondents have not yet

developed their transfer competence.

As far as the Semantic and stylistic rendering of ‘ No, not a yellow carnage, any

other colour. There that dark-green one will do’, most of the respondents were

influenced by the source language structure. This might be explained by the

respondents being still in the process of developing their transfer competence. This

challenge is a good illustration of the transfer competence of the respondents: it

comprises common words and the meaning of the phrase is easy to get. It is fair to

say that these respondents have not developed their transfer competence, as far as

this particular challenge is concerned.

As far as Diction choice in rendering T want to hear about you’ is concerned, the

majority of the respondents were successful. This challenge is a good illustration of

the transfer competence of the respondents: it comprises common words and the

meaning of the phrase is easy to get. It is fair to say that these respondents have

developed their transfer competence, as far as this particular challenge is concerned.

As far as Diction choice in rendering ’tell me your mystery’ is concerned,

the majority of the respondents were successful. Thus, the respondents might be said

to be developing a tendency towards focusing on meaning rather than diction. This

challenge is a good illustration of the transfer competence of the respondents: it

comprises common words and the meaning of the phrase is easy to get. It is fair to

say that these respondents have developed their transfer competence, as far as this

particular challenge is concerned.

In all the challenges of the translation post-test, in the majority of the cases, the

respondents shifted from a state of diversity of translations to a more homogeneous
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profile. The majority overcome the comprehension obstacle towards overcoming the

re-expression one. There is a massive shift towards prioritizing meaning, though

mastering style is still at work. It is , then, fair to say that the majority of the

respondents have developed or are in the process of developing the transfer

competence (developed a transfer competence in three cases, are still in the process

of developing it in two cases and have not developed it in two cases) .

5.2.1.1.2.2 Direct Translation Commentary Results

1-Question one: have you read the text before you started translating it?

Yes: No:

If yes what is the main idea of the text?

Reading the text before translating it Number of cases
Yes 06 cases

04 casesNo
O 08cases

Table Fifty-nine: Reading the text before translating it (translation commentary-

experimental group).

Four respondents did not read the text before translating it. This reflects a negative

habit that respondents and students in general rush to translating before finishing

reading or before reading at all in some cases. This might explain some of the

translation problems due to comprehension.

Six respondents read the text before translating it and identified different main ideas,

four of them provided the main idea of the whole story (mystery of Gerald) not just

the part given for translation; and two of them provided the main idea of the part

given for translation (a dialogue between two friends).

Eight respondents did not provide an answer. Thus almost half of the population is

not clearly categorized to either those who read or not the text before translating it.
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In general, the majority of the respondents did not read the text or provide its main

idea. This might be explained by the respondents’ familiarity with the text from the

previous phase: translation pre-test.

2-Question two: Enumerate four most important translation problems you

faced while translating the text; have you tried to solve them?

If yes, what have you done?

If no, what have you done instead?

Respondents’ spotted translation Respondents’ suggested solutions and/or
solution strategiesproblems

Women are meant to be loved:
u&jl f Luûlt

Let’s go for a drive:

I believe:
Direction of the Madeline:

Trotting:
f IjJai. Dark green:

_ Boulevard:

spotted problems with their solutions

Mystery, For a drive, Trotting
understand

Resorting to dictionary

Dark green will do, Meant, trotting Resorting to translating meaning

Bois,
Meant to be loved, down the boulevard,

drive. Places, trotting,
_Dark green will do

The spotted problem without solution

Table Sixty: Respondents’ spotted translation problems and their suggested

solutions and/or solution strategies (translation commentary- experimental

group)

As for the translation pre-test, this table is used for higher visibility rather than exact

percentage provision. The reasons are explained in the previous section; in the

translation commentary accompanying the translation pre-test

Four categories can be drawn from the respondents’ answers:
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Category one: wherein respondents provided their spotted translation problems

together with their solutions which are their translations. In this particular category,

the respondents spotted the following sentences, expressions and words:

- ‘Women are meant to be loved’, ‘Let’s go for a drive’,’ I believe’,’ Direction of the

Madeline’

- Trotting, dark green, and Boulevard

-The first sentence ‘women are meant to be loved’ was pre-spotted as a translation

f.Luôlt cliAÿjproblem in the translation post-test. Two respondents provided

which is a successful rendering of the translation problem. These respondents are

aware of the pre-spotted translation problem and provide a successful solution.

-The second sentence ‘let’s go for a drive’ was pre-spotted as a translation problem

in the translation post-test. One respondent provided 41» which is a

structural transfer of the translation problem. The respondent is aware of the pre¬

spotted translation problem and provides an unacceptable solution as far as style is

concerned (and even as far as the immediate meaning expressed in the source

sentence is concerned).

-The third instance is a phrase T believe’ was spotted as a translation problem by one

respondent and was solved by: which is a successful rendering. However, the

sentence was not pre-spotted as a translation problem for the translation post-test as it

was considered an easy challenge for second year level.

-The fourth instance is a phrase ‘direction of the Madeline’ was spotted as a

translation problem by one respondent and was solved by *44 W

which is a successful rendering. However, the sentence was not pre-spotted as a

translation problem for the translation post-test as it was considered an easy

challenge for second year level.
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-The fifth instance are the words: ‘trotting, dark green, and Boulevard’ which were

spotted as a translation problems by the respondents and were solved Trotting:

Ji«', Dark green: Boulevard: These are successful

renderings; however, they were not pre-spotted as a translation problem for the

translation post-test as they were considered an easy challenge for second year level.

Category two: wherein respondents spotted a list of words as translation problems

and mentioned resorting to dictionary as a solution. These words include: For a drive,

trotting, mystery, understand. Except from ‘for a drive’ that is part of the sentence

‘let’s go for a drive’, which was pre-spotted as a translation problem, the remaining

words are easy to search for and comprehend. All these words do not constitute part

of the pre-spotted translation problems for this translation post-test. Thus respondents

are either unaware of the ‘real’ translation problems or that the pre-spotted

translation problems will be easier for them to translate.

Category three: wherein respondents provided sentences, phrases and words for

which they pointed to rendering meaning as a translation strategy. These are:

‘dark green will do’, ‘meant’ and ‘trotting’. For the sentence ‘[that] dark green will

do’ and the verb ‘meant’, they constitute parts of sentences pre-spotted as translation

problems and are basic elements. ‘Trotting’, however, does not constitute part of pre¬

spotted translation problems. At least, respondents are said to be aware of two pre¬

spotted translation problems. Cross verification revealed that the spotted problems

were successfully rendered by: t*llj

'i (jjoaol f.Lwûll

‘Trotting’, however is not part of the pre-spotted translation problems.

Category four: wherein respondents listed sentences, phrases and words as

translation problems for which they did not point to solution strategies. These are:
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Bois, ‘meant to be loved’, ‘down the boulevard’, drive, places, trotting, ‘dark green

will do’, two of them only are part of pre-spotted translation problems.

In the four categories, the respondents either only spotted the translation problems or

spotted the translation problems and proposed strategies to solve them.

4-Question three: have you read the translation before handing it?

Yes... No.

Reading the translation before handing it Number of cases
Yes 11 cases
No Olcase

08case<D
Table Sixty-one: Reading the translation before handing it (translation commentary-

experimental group).

The majority of the respondents, in terms of the number of cases, have read the

translation before handing it. In terms of percentage, however, quite a high

percentage did not provide an answer. This might be due to time constraints,

especially that the same cases who did not provide answers for this question did not

provide answers for the following question, which is an evaluative one i.e. easy to

answer. Five out of eight respondents who did not answer this question did not

answer all the questions in the translation commentary.

The eleven respondents, who read the translation before handing it, are supposed to

have allotted time for proof reading which is something positive; whereas, who have

not provided an answer, they either read their translations but did not have time to

answer all attached questions or they simply did not read it.

4-Question four: describe the text on this scale of difficulty

Very easy easy a little difficult difficult very difficult
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the text’s level of difficulty Number of cases
Very easy 00
Easy 10
A little difficult 02
Difficult 00
Very difficult 00
0> 08

Table Sixty-two: describing the text on a five-scale difficulty (translation

commentary-experimental group).

The majority of the respondents ranked the text as ‘easy’. This is a score that

presupposes either success at spotting and solving the pre-spotted translation

problems or an underestimation of translation problems Cross verification with the

previous question show that respondents had difficulties in spotting translation

problems.

Once more, the percentage of the respondents who did not provide an answer for this

question is the same favoring the assumption of time constraint.

5-General Synthesis of the Results the Experimental Group's Translation Post-

Test Commentary

In general, the majority of the respondents did not read the text or provide its main

idea. This might be explained by the respondents’ familiarity with the text from the

previous phase: translation pre-test

As far as the four categories of solution strategies are concerned, the respondents

either:

a-provided their spotted translation problems together with their successful

renderings; in two cases the spotted translation problems were part of pre-spotted

translation problems; whereas one sentence, one phrase and a number of words were

not pre-spotted as translation problems for the translation post-test .
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b-mentioned resorting to dictionary as a solution for the translation of a list of words.

Except from one case, all remaining words do not constitute part of the pre-spotted

translation problems.

c- pointed to rendering meaning as a translation strategy for the translation of

sentences, phrases and words; two cases only were part of the pre-spotted translation

problems.

d- did not point to solution strategies for the translation of a list of sentences, phrases

and words; two cases only are part of pre-spotted translation problems.

Cross verification of the four categories revealed that three problems spotted by the

respondents are part of the pre-spotted translation problems of the translation post¬

test. These are ‘women are meant to be loved’, let's go for a drive’ and that dark

green will do’. Twelve respondents mentioned the three pre-spotted translation

problems as translation problems and mentioned different strategies to solve them

ranging from providing their successful renderings, resorting to dictionary, rendering

meaning, omitting the expression to leaving the translation problem unsolved. Thus,

as far as problem spotting percentage is concerned, the experimental group showed a

significant increase in the translation post-test as compared to the translation pre-test.

Half of the respondents ranked the text as ‘easy’. This is a score that presupposes

easiness in spotting and solving the pre-spotted translation problems. Cross

verification with the previous question shows that some respondents had difficulties

in spotting and solving some translation problems.

Thus, the experimental group's translation commentary of the translation post-test

show that the respondents were able to spot the translation problems they had a bad

performance in (in three out of seven pre-spotted translation problems). Hence, it is
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fair to say that these respondents have developed the language-for-translation

awareness necessary for translation, as far as these challenges are concerned.

5.2.1.1.2.3 Inverse Translation Post-test Results

The second part of the story, which is highlighted, refers to the second phase and is

to be presented in the translation post-test together with the first part:

‘‘‘ija JJda dial ij tldjlac. jÿJc. jiàJI jjî Ijla dllj du£ ' aj-v ;<Jlâ

WA (jjkdVI Aiiaaa ic. ja AJ3 (jl*J Ajjjkl Aaa j-lal] jjlcd (_£ CSÿ! j'’1?-

.Jy* g?*

(jl£ J dlli J ‘Ayjkl (jLdlVb J ALLaall aÂk dll jldjfL

jAiuh Âjit J
Aj-jld jLallj lag.‘la JJ dlli £a j£] j lVilk,-. AoiJ J jJI (jk

huAj ddia jl£ j LiAjc. __)âjall J£ _jA j — dllfdÿjâ AUK dlliÿaaj j t jlokVI

(ja "ÿ jd j Ajjjtd! i—kjjL-aall (jc. jldaS

Âclsll jdi dl.£ la J . jbikVI AfrU gjjji] £j*kJj jIgaaij ÂkLaall f jJ Jlla AdAa ddÿi j

J .A-j jd.-.II j dla_ddl (ja sAlJLuû AÀaaal*j jjâ1' lÂk sjjLuijfl j dajldl (ja -}A«J ÂiâLa. dùl£

AÂuS a QIU 4_x3 jail A_iiuÿ)]| (_gjajjla j. lajÿj ' à ;» ■ >» dü£ kâ _di]j ja jîiSi Jj jC.Sl dûl£ ji jjkl

_(JkjS/l (ja Aida IgJajÿj A. nl-. AJSJJ jlxj jlxaia j A.lVtc. l.ÿic.
0 naj Jak dù£ j t jljjdl (ja

jjj/kail iai j Vj Adit pi j cAjjkutll jCLxâdl jjaaka jjj Âfrlill JOUIJ Ujladaa diiâj

<>a*j Ifl! jAijj

(_?lc. Ajaÿii 1ÂA (_dilt LjJall Ja.jll Jli ?JJJJ I jla >(_ÿâjAua U Cld jjJ (ja iÿhjin diilda _
U ÂLUaall gÿà djUaî jS JJJÎ -

.Â&IÜI jlSjl (_jâ AjAa (ja Âjjâadl j t*l-wdt guÿg , dlallll aiÿj (jlajj djS U j

jLjjaalu L-UJ jü jdg ( Jg dli J (i âJ-alj Jjukdl Jlj) VÂajjail ÂaajAdl ÂjjLuia Igjj (gjja J& (jSl j-

.gLaUjdl J jjkdl Jljall
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1 alt Vi a 4Ûoÿî ijjlMji -
.djcji tiSjjj Ulai jlâül j(jh U oÿ' J4aÜ <1P! J

Cjlkl j .j-iU-\ 1 diilS \s- jÿUI 4jjâ-uÿl j j (jlSjVI -ÿî <jâ tJj*J igjjjj tluft j

Vj (_fA La j .‘Uiall 4jjaI J üjj/ÿ Aliuii , jil £)l*-aLj tt-j|jlaJaVlj JaÀll <üâ tlûS La , n'unli

# JA (J& 4JL*VI tÿJCÜaiuil (ji £ji (fl Ù4JJ Jl tJjaJit ,_r*ma. LIJJ 8JJ±» f JJJ l'u .u nÿi
t jja. ÂlàaJ

.LjJS ÂIiu.Sn

. In the translation post-test we spotted five translation problems:

1-First Translation Problem

In the first translation problem, we spotted two challenges: rendering the complex

sentence: u, I'hl -Lj JJJJILAII Jÿî jV| 4jlii jand rendering the image:

.ÿuilai (jâaau CJJ j A »»ÿ* jAâJJ

This sentence in Arabic can be semantically rendered as follows:

‘Suddenly, I was brought back to my senses by a member of the testing staff who

talked to me in a tender and sympathetic way that relatively restored my self-

restraint’ ( translation of Mr Belmouley).

a- Rendering the meaning of the complex sentence:

jVj <Lûj| j
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English translation Frequency/percent Description of translation
I didn’t pay attention

[just] one of the
examiners’

08 cases/50% a negative form in the first
part of the sentence,
linked via different

adverbs
‘ I didn’t [put] attention
till one of the examiners’.

02 cases/12.5% negative form in the first
part of the sentence,
linked via the adverbs

‘till’ and ‘until’
‘ Suddenly one of the
examiners asked me’

3 cases/18.75% insertion of
‘suddenly

I was careful by one of the
examiners [called] me’

1 case/6.25 the affirmative
form

02 cases/12.5% Omission of the whole
sentence

Table Sixty-three: rendering the meaning of the complex sentence (translation post¬

test-experimental group-inverse translation).

In the first category, eight respondents rendered the meaning of the complex

sentence in Arabic by a negative form in the first part of the sentence, linked to the

second part via different adverbs as in:

-‘ I [don’t] paid attention [when] one of the examiners talked to me’

-‘ I didn’t pay attention [just] one of the examiners’

- ‘ I didn’t pay attention [only] to one of the examiners’

In all these translations, the meaning of the Arabic sentence was not adequately

rendered. [When], [just] and [only] could not account for the condition of Dort’s

returning to reality, when one of the examiners talked to him, expressed in the Arabic

sentence.

In the second category, two respondents rendered the meaning of the complex

sentence in Arabic by a negative form in the first part of the sentence, linked to the

second part via the adverbs ‘till’ and ‘until’ in:

‘ I didn’t [put] attention till one of the examiners..’

‘ Ididn’t pay attention until one of the examiners..’
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The choice of ‘till’ and ‘until’ to express a time condition; or an interruption was

successful. The first clause of the sentence was literally translated producing an

incomplete meaning in English: T did no pay attention to what, till someone called

me .

In the third category, three respondents rendered the meaning of the complex

sentence in Arabic by the insertion of ‘suddenly’ as in:

‘ Suddenly one of the examiners asked me’

‘and I didn’t care. Suddenly one of the examiners called me’

‘ and I didn’t pay my attention suddenly one of the examiners’

In the three cases, ‘suddenly’ expresses an interruption that is slightly different from

the interruption expressed in the Arabic sentence. In the Arabic sentence, the

narrator was ‘brought back to his senses by the examiner calling him’; whereas in the

translation ‘the narrator did not notice that the examiner will talk to him, until that

happened’. As to the use of the negative form in the first clause(of the third instance),

it illustrates the influence of the source language structure.

In the fourth category, one respondent used the affirmative form in the first clause

obtaining: T was careful by one of the examiners [called] me’. In this translation, the

time condition in the source sentence was not rendered; instead the respondent used

‘by’ expressing an instrumental meaning.

In the fifth category, two respondents did not provide a translation for this phrase

In the majority of the cases, the respondents did not succeed in rendering the

meaning of the complex sentence in Arabic. The various structures used by the

respondents to render the complex sentence in Arabic justify the point that the

problem they face is at the level of re-expression, not comprehension.

b- Rendering the meaning of the imageiirÿLa. U\ j
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English translation Frequency/percent Description of translation
‘ with kind and pity which
[turned] to me my brave’

04 cases/25% literal translation

06 cases/37.5%' make me trust in myself straightforward meaning
3 cases/18.75% did not provide a

translation for this phrase
'which has [touch] me' 1 case/6.25% translation is

influenced by the French
_language

02 cases/12.5% Omission of the whole
sentence

Table Sixty-four: rendering the meaning of the Arabic image (translation post-test-

experimental group-inverse translation).

In the first category, four respondents rendered the meaning of the complex

sentence in Arabic by a literal translation that is unacceptable in English:

‘with kind and pity which [turned] to me my brave’

‘with finess and pity which gave me back my self-confidence’

‘with pity which [remained] to me my self confidence’

The verbs [turned to me], [gave me back] and [remained to me] are all used to

express ‘regain something back’ . Diction choice was completely inappropriate.

In the second category, six respondents rendered the meaning of the Arabic image

by an acceptable straightforward sentence, as in the following:

-'it make me self-[confidence]'

-' make me trust in myself

-'encourage me'

-'spoke with me politely and [pityly] that [gave to me] some confidence’

-’politely and [pity] which gave me some courage’

In the last two cases, ’gave me some courage', though lacking the specificity of '

giving something back1, is still acceptable in English.
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In the third category, two respondents did not provide a translation for this phrase;

while one respondent provided the incomplete sentence 'so that I felt'. This illustrates

an inability to transfer the meaning of the Arabic image.

In the fourth category, one respondent provided the following translation 'which has

[touch] me'. This translation is influenced by the French language producing a

different meaning. .

In the fifth category, two respondents did not provide a translation for this phrase

In almost half of the cases, the respondents rendered the meaning of the Arabic

image successfully as far as meaning is concerned. Nevertheless, the translations

contain mistakes at the level of diction and spelling.

2-The Second Translation Problem

In the second translation problem, we spotted one challenge: rendering of the adverb

La in

(jA jdatait jijjl (Ji*. ejUKSl Jjlaji La

This sentence in Arabic can be semantically rendered as follows:

'As soon as I pronounced these words, laughter and sarcasm reverberated again

through all the corners of the room'( translation of Mr Belmouley).

English translation Description of translationFrequency/percent
'while I [have] spoke, the
[crowd] of laughter
increased again'_

05 cases/31.25% sentence division was
respected

07 cases/43.75%' I told these words a noise
of laughter raise again'

sentence division was not
_respected

'when I had [pronunciate]
these words[.] The laugh

and mockery increase
_again'_

3 cases/18.75% wrong punctuation

1 case/6.25% Omission of the
subordinate clause

Table Sixty-five: rendering the meaning of the complex sentence (translation post-

test-experimental group-inverse translation).
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In the first category, in five cases, sentence division was successful, though plural

concord was not respected in all the cases. Few of these translations would illustrate

the point:

when I just said this [words], the noise of laughter and mockery had raised again'

As soon as I spelled this [words], the voice of laughter raise again'

-'while I [have] spoke, the [crowd] of laughter increased again'

In three cases, the respondents could convey the general meaning of the Arabic

sentence; while in two cases, the use of 'while' did not convey the exact meaning of

the sentence'. The translation produced another scene; that of 'someone speaking and

other people laughing at him' which different from the original scene of ' people

laughing because of someone's words'.

In the second category, sentence division was not respected in seven cases. The

following examples illustrate the point that no comma was used to separate the

clauses of the sentence:

when I just said these words the noise of laughter raise again'

- 'As soon as I said this [words] the noise of laughter raise again'

-' I told these words a noise of laughter raise again'

In only one case, the absence of punctuation was combined with the absence of an

adverb. This produced a sentence without a temporal reference.

Though punctuation here is very important for sentence meaning, it is apparent that

the respondents underestimate this importance.

In the third category, in three cases, the respondents used wrong punctuation, as in:

-'when I had [pronunciate] these words[.] The laugh and mockery increase again'

-’however[,] I said that[,] the noise of laughter and mockery had increased...'
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The full stop in the first case, for instance, hindered the meaning of the sentence

more than the absence of punctuation in the second category.

In the forth category, one respondent omitted the subordinate clause, hindering the

rendering of the exact meaning and the effect of the sentence.

In the majority of the cases, the respondents' translations lacked appropriate

sentence division, illustrated in the wrong use of punctuation.

3-The Third Translation Problem

In the third translation problem, we spotted two challenges: rendering the question in

Arabic L$JÎ JA {£1 jand

Rendering the complex sentence in Arabic

ijJl Jl J I_UJ 5U Cul j (

This sentence in Arabic can be semantically rendered as follows:

‘But do you know that this is the Military Academy Test? 'and you’re unquestionably

aware of the preconditions and subject matters that are pointed out in the

programme,’ ( translation of Mr Belmouley).

a- Rendering the question in Arabic ÂJL l$JÎ JA J

English translation Frequency/percent Description of translation
10 cases/62.5%'but do you know that it is

a competition of the
Military School?_

grammatical question in
English

'but you know it is a
competition of a [school
warrior]?

04 cases/25% ungrammatical question

1 case/6.25%-'but did you know it is a
competition of the
Military School?

tense of the
question produced a
different nuance of
_meaning_

Table Sixty-six: rendering the meaning of the question in Arabic (translation post-

test-experimental group-inverse translation).

The answers of this challenge are to be grouped as follows:
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In the first category, ten respondents rendered the Arabic question with a

grammatical question in English as in :

-'but do you know that it is a competition of the Military School?'

In the second category, three respondents produced an ungrammatical question,

omitting the auxiliary 'do' as in

-’but you know it is a competition of a [school warrior]?

but do you know that is about the Military School?'

In only one case, the word 'competition was omitted, producing a vague question.

In the third category, one respondent produced the following translation:

-’but did you know it is a competition of the Military School?'

Here, the tense of the question produced a different nuance of meaning.

The majority of the respondents were able to render the question in Arabic

successfully.

b- Rendering the complex sentence in Arabic

,£LAUJJI fjh <Glvdt JtJA!I jJajjJlllj L_UJ 5E Cut j

The answers of this challenge are to be grouped as follows:

English translation Frequency/percent Description of translation
' and you know without
doubt the conditions and
the modules in the
programme'_

13 cases/81.25% grammatical translations

'and do you know without
doubt about the conditions
and the modules
announced in the
programme'_

03 cases/18.75% ungrammatical question

Table Sixty-seven: rendering the meaning of the complex sentence (translation post-

test-experimental group-inverse translation).

In the first category, thirteen respondents produced grammatical translations, as in:

-' and you know without doubt the conditions and the modules in the programme'
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-'and you have an idea about the conditions and the modules announced in the

programme'.

In only two cases, the phrase 'without doubt' was omitted, producing a different

effect of the sentence.

In the second category, three respondents produced ungrammatical translations, as

in 'and do you know without doubt about the conditions and the modules announced

in the programme'

In the majority of the cases, the respondents rendered the question in Arabic and the

complex sentence in Arabic by grammatical equivalents in English.

4-The Fourth Translation Problem

In the fourth translation problem, we spotted two challenges: rendering image in

Arabic im"1ÿ cjJIS j CK.AN j duAi

and rendering the complex sentence in Arabic

Aillai) Âjjÿt j jjjyS- Aiiuiî ul) £u*aj) iliiki u_il JaJkJI Ajâ iLûS U j

This part was slightly changed by Mr Belmouley to become:

(Aullall ÂJJà) J J.IA all Ailuii J] (jbuaü cul jlaûaVlj JaÂl! AJS U n*unli Cjiil j )

Despite that, the proposed translation is appropriate for both versions of the same

sentence.

These sentences in Arabic can be semantically rendered into English as follows:

‘Although I withdrew away to one of the comers, laughter and sarcasm kept chasing

me all along. And despite my embarrassment and disturbance, I started to listen

carefully to the questions of the staff and the answers of the students (translation of

Mr Belmouley).

a- Rendering image in Arabic in j <£a-*al1 j 1AJ*J çsjjji CuAÂ

t"ilK U\it CûlS Âæ jÿül
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English translation Number of cases Description of translation
"but laughter and mockery
followed me wherever I
went'

07 cases/43.75% Literal rendering of the
image in Arabic

'but wherever I went I
heard [the] laughter'

07 cases/43.75% Use of various structures

02 cases/12.5% Omission of the whole
sentence

Table Sixty-eight: rendering the meaning of the image in Arabic (translation post-

test-experimental group-inverse translation).

The answers of this challenge are presented as follows:

In the first category, seven respondents rendered literally the image in Arabic as in:

-'but laughter and mockery followed me wherever I went'

This produced an unacceptable image in English.

In the second category, seven respondents translated the image in Arabic by various

structures such as: '

-' I went but the laughter [come] to me'

-'laughter still [hurts] me wherever I went'

-'but wherever I went I heard [the] laughter'

-'laughter [continued] everywhere I went'

Except from the third example, all the verbs in these translations do not convey the

meaning of the image in Arabic.

In the third category, two respondents did not translate the whole sentence.

All the respondents were unable to render the meaning of the image in Arabic into

English

b- Rendering the complex sentence in Arabic

J ùjj/Adll (jU-atj CN/iii CÛÂt ti—iljlxûaVlj JaJÜt p.» duS U pt-j j
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English translation Frequency/percent Description of translation
' inspite I was ashamed
and [slaved] I started to[
hear] to the questions'

07 cases/43.75% inability to produce the
right sentence division

'although I was [shame]
and perplex, I listened to
the examiners' questions

05 cases/31.25% right sentence division

02 cases/12.5%'inspite I was awkward
and ashamed [. ]I listened
carefully to the questions

Use of full stops to
separate the two clauses
of the sentence

02 cases/12.5% Omission of the whole
sentence

Table Sixty-nine: rendering the meaning of the complex sentence (translation post-

test-experimental group-inverse translation).

The answers of this challenge are presented as follows:

In the first category, seven respondents were unable to produce the right sentence

division as in:

inspite I was ashamed and [slaved] I started to[ hear] to the questions'

-' although I was shy and anxious I listened carefully to the questions'

-'inspite what I wherein shame and anxiety I [heard] the questions of the examiners'

Though punctuation here is very important for sentence meaning, it is apparent that

the respondents underestimate this importance.

In the second category, five respondents were able to produce the right sentence

division in their translations, as in:

-'although I was [shame] and perplex, I listened to the examiners' questions

-'inspite of anxiety and shame, I listened to the questions of the examiners.

These respondents were able to divide thought into main and subordinate ideas.

In the third category, two respondents used full stops to separate the two clauses of

the sentence as in:

-'inspite I was awkward and ashamed [. ]I listened carefully to the questions..

-'although I was shame and anxious [ .] Attentively I was listening to the questions..
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This mistake is more serious than the one concerning the omission of punctuation,

because it can't be justified by an underestimation of the importance of punctuation;

but by an ignorance of its role.

In the fourth category, two respondents did not translate the whole sentence,

illustrating an inability to render the meaning of the complex sentence in Arabic.

In this translation problem, the majority of the respondents were unable to render the

meaning of the image in Arabic as well as the meaning of the complex sentence in

Arabic.

5-The Fifth Translation Problem

In the fourth translation problem, we spotted two challenges: rendering image in

LA rjjj* j JA ÂÜaJ U jArabic injÿ'_

English translation Number of cases Description of translation
I felt a new spirit rise in
my body',
I felt revived'

07 cases/43.75% acceptable image

05 cases/31.25%' I feel relaxed when I
thought ..._

Use of various structures

04 cases/25% Omission of the whole
sentence

Table Seventy: rendering the meaning of the Arabic image (translation post-test-

experimental group-inverse translation).

This sentence in Arabic can be semantically rendered into English as follows:

.'After a short while, I felt that a new spirit was being generated throughout my slim

body' (translation of Mr Belmouley).

In the first category, seven respondents rendered the meaning of the Arabic image

by acceptable images in English as in:

I get my confidence back',' I felt a new spirit rise in my body',' I felt revived'

In the first translation, 'getting confidence back' implies personal effort from the part

of the narrator, a nuance of meaning not found in the original sentence.
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In the second category, five respondents rendered the meaning of the image in

Arabic by various structures in English as in:

I feel relaxed when I thought ' I feel so good because I know...', I felt that I

can answer all ...'

These translations could not account for the exact meaning of the image in Arabic.

In the third category, four respondents did not provide translations for the whole

sentence.

Thus, the majority of the respondents could not render the meaning of the image in

Arabic into English.

6- General Synthesis of the Results the Experimental Group's Translation Pos-

Test

The first translation problem concerns two challenges. First, as far as rendering the

meaning of the complex sentence:

J Vj j is concerned, the majority of the respondents did not

succeed. The variety of structures used by the respondents is an indication that that

the problem they face is at the level of re-expression, not comprehension. This

challenge is compatible with the respondents' level (dealing with complex sentence

was guaranteed before the translation post-test). This is an instance where the

respondents did not exhibit a transfer competence.

Second, when rendering the meaning of the image:

’ÿU. EIJJ ÂlkA jHJJ ' 9 the majority of the respondents were unsuccessful.

This challenge is compatible with the respondents' level (dealing with complex

sentence was guaranteed before the translation post-test). This is an instance where

the respondents did not exhibit a transfer competence.

'1ÿ““ G' in
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’AP» i> jâ-J' j Alaÿall jl CJUKII ejÿj jÿkil U' in the second translation

problem is concerned, the majority the respondents' did not exhibit appropriate

sentence division. This challenge is compatible with the respondents' level (dealing

with complex sentence was guaranteed before the translation post-test). This is an

instance where the respondents did not exhibit a transfer competence.

The third translation problem concerns two challenges. First, as far as rendering the

meaning of the question 'A-U >aJI lÿi JA /

into English is concerned, the majority of the respondents succeeded. This challenge

is compatible with the respondents' level (dealing with simple sentence was

guaranteed before the translation post-test). It is fair to say that the respondents have

developed their transfer competence.

Second, as far as rendering the meaning of the complex sentence

j s-uj X pk- cüi j ' is concerned, the majority of the

respondents succeeded. This challenge is compatible with the respondents' level

(dealing with complex sentence was guaranteed before the translation post-test).

Thus, it is fair to say that the respondents have developed their transfer competence.

The fourth translation problem concerns two challenges. First, as far as rendering the

meaning of the image in

4-j j j (ji l.ij», \ duAi is

concerned, all the respondents did not succeed. This challenge is compatible with the

respondents' level (dealing with complex sentence was guaranteed before the

translation post-test). This is an instance where the respondents did not exhibit a

transfer competence. Second, as far as rendering the complex sentence

A lU-ill 4-j 5ÿ.1 j -dimi Lgll (j'-a-'afj ‘ÿ"'t.Vii H--lt jluJiVI j (jx AJ3 La pi. j j is

concerned, the majority of the respondents did not succeed.This challenge is
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compatible with the respondents' level (dealing with complex sentence was

guaranteed before the translation post-test). This is an instance where the respondents

did not exhibit a transfer competence.

The fifth translation problem concerns rendering the image in

j V] g?* L> j . Here, the majority of theC-JJJ Sûjûa. f

respondents were not successful in rendering the meaning of the image in Arabic into

English. This challenge is compatible with the respondents' level (dealing with

complex sentence was guaranteed before the translation post-test). This is an instance

where the respondents did not exhibit a transfer competence.

In six out of eight challenges of the translation post-test, in inverse translation, the

respondents did not exhibit a transfer competence. In two challenges, the respondents

have developed a transfer competence. Then, it is fair to say that the development the

transfer competence is in process. As far as inverse translation is concerned, the

experimental group is in the process of developing the transfer competence. Is this

process of development due to the teaching method or not, will be clarified when we

compare these results with the results of the control group.

5.2.1.1.2.2 Inverse Translation Commentary Results

1-Question one: have you read the text before you started translating it?

Yes: No:

If yes what is the main idea of the text?

Reading the text before translating it Number of cases
Yes 00 cases
No 00 cases
0» 16cases

Table Seventy-one: Reading the text before translating it (translation commentary-

experimental group).
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Fifteen respondents did not provide an answer. Thus all the population is not clearly

categorized to either those who read or not the text before translating it. This might

be due to either time constraints or the respondents’ familiarity with the text from the

previous phase: translation pre-test.

2-Question two: Enumerate four most important translation problems you

faced while translating the text; have you tried to solve them?

If yes, what have you done?

If no, what have you done instead?

Respondents’ spotted translation Respondents’ suggested solutions and/or
solution strategiesproblems

Cj-jS La Resorting to a friend
444a_jdj rjj “LSjjji 4(J_iLa. ctljj Resorting to translating meaning

Table Seventy-two: Respondents’ spotted translation problems and their

suggested solutions and/or solution strategies (translation commentary-

experimental group)

As for the translation pre-test, this table is used for higher visibility rather than exact

percentage provision. The reasons are explained in the previous section; in the

translation commentary accompanying the translation pre-test

Two categories can be drawn from the respondents’ answers:

Category one: wherein respondents provided sentences and phrases for which they

pointed to rendering meaning as a translation strategy. These are:

4 4 44_jd2 4 4(_$ jjil CUAL ‘cr'iU- <_> J' j, all of them are parts of pre-spotted

translation problems.

Category two: wherein respondents spotted a sentence as a translation problem and

mentioned resorting to a friend as a solution. This sentence is

This is one of the pre-spotted translation problems of this post-text.

4-Question three: have you read the translation before handing it?
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Yes... No....

Reading the translation before handing it Number of cases
Yes 01 cases

OOcaseNo
O 15case

Table Seventy-three: Reading the translation before handing it (translation

commentary-experimental group).

The majority of the respondents have not provided an answer for this question .

This might be due to time constraints, especially that the same cases who did not

provide answers for this question did not provide answers for the following question,

which is an evaluative one i.e. easy to answer. Thus, the respondents who have not

provided an answer either read their translations but did not have time to answer all

attached questions or simply did not read it.

4-Question four: describe the text on this scale of difficulty

Very easy easy a little difficult difficult very difficult

The text’s level of difficulty Number of cases
Very easy 00
Easy 10
A little difficult 02
Difficult 00
Very difficult 00
0) 08

Table Seventy-four: describing the text on a five-scale difficulty (translation

commentary-experimental group).

The majority of the respondents ranked the text as ‘easy’. This is a score that

presupposes either success at spotting and solving the pre-spotted translation

problems or an underestimation of translation problems Cross verification with the

previous question show that respondents had difficulties in spotting translation

problems.

Once more, the percentage of the respondents who did not provide an answer for this

question is the same favoring the assumption of time constraint.
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5-General Synthesis of the Results the Experimental Group's Translation Post-

Test Commentary

In general, the majority of the respondents did not read the text or provide its main

idea. This might be explained by the respondents’ familiarity with the text from the

previous phase: translation pre-test

As far as the two categories of solution strategies are concerned, the respondents

either:

a-pointed to rendering meaning as a translation strategy for the translation of these

clauses yJl cjjj all of them were parts of the pre¬

spotted translation problems.

b-pointed to resorting to a friend’s help as a strategy to translate csÿ‘“

Cross verification of the two categories revealed that these problems spotted by one

respondent are part of the pre-spotted translation problems of the translation post¬

test.

As far as problem spotting percentage is concerned, only one respondent of the

experimental group answered the translation commentary, and hence we cannot have

an idea about the raising or non-raising of their language for translation awareness.

Half of the respondents ranked the text as ‘easy’. This is a score that presupposes

easiness in spotting and solving the pre-spotted translation problems. Cross

verification with the previous question shows that respondents had difficulties in

spotting and solving some translation problems.

The translation commentary of the inverse translation post-test cannot be a reference

as far as raising the language-for-translation awareness of the respondents is

concerned.
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5.2.2 Discussion of the Control Group’s Translation Test Results

This section- as for the experimental group- comprises the control group’s

translation pre-test results as well as its translation post-test results. A comparison of

the translation pre and post-test results will -then- follow: the comparison of the

translation commentary results is meant to see whether the language-for-translation

awareness of the students has been raised or not, in a step before comparing this

improvement/or else non improvement with the results of the experimental group.

This will enable us to confirm or disconfirm the first hypothesis of the study.

Likewise, the comparison of the translation tests results will enable us to see whether

there is an improvement/or else non improvement in the transfer competence of the

control group, in a first step before comparing these results with the results of the

experimental group, to prepare for a confirmation or a disconfirmation of the second

hypothesis of the study.

5.2.2.1 Discussion of the Control Group’s Translation Pre-Test Results

On the recommendations of the pilot study, the translation pre-test was modified to

include a students' questionnaire, a translation pre-test and a translation commentary.

Thus, results are to be presented and analyzed at these three levels:

5.2.2.1.1 The Control Group’s Questionnaire Analysis

Age:

The average age of the control group is 21.92. The average age indicates that the

group is quite homogenous. In a group of 15 respondents, three respondents were 32,
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29 and 26 years old; i.e. significantly older than the rest of the group. As such the

group is still quite homogeneous. Two respondents did not provide an answer which

might be due to inattention.

Sex:

Twelve respondents were females; while one respondent was a male. This is a

general characteristic of all the groups in the department, thus it will not have a

specific influence on the results of this group. Two respondents did not provide an

answer which might be due to inattention.

Questions 1, 2, 3 and 4:

Students’ level in English, Arabic, English > Arabic translation and Arabic >

English translation:

module
English Arabic English > Arabic Arabic > English

level

Good 02 07 04 00

Average 13 08 11 12

Bad 00 03

9

Total number 15 15 15 15

Table Seventy-five: A summary of students’ level in Arabic, English,

English>Arabic and ArabioEnglish (control group).

As can be noticed from the table above, the majority of the respondents -with

specific differences as to the number of cases- evaluate themselves as average in

English, Arabic, in English > Arabic and Arabic > English. A close analysis of each

case, shows a perfect correlation between the four-level-questions: for instance
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respondent number five evaluated his level as average in English, good in Arabic,

average in ArabioEnglish translation and good in English>Arabic translation.

Question 5: The percentage of language modules’ influence on translation

modules.

The percentage of language modules’ influence on translation
modules.

Number
cases

of

100% 2cases

80% 6 cases

50% 5 cases

30% 2 cases

No relevance 9

Table Seventy-six: The percentage of language modules’ influence on translation

modules(control group).

Question 6: Justification of the proposed percentage

Two respondents proposed that language modules had an influence of a 100% on

translation modules, because ‘language is the basis for translation’ and ‘without

language one cannot translate’.

This is a wrong perception that translation is all about mastering language.

Six respondents proposed that language modules had an influence of 80% on

translation modules:

-Two respondents spoke about the importance of mastering language which will

result in mastering translation.

-One respondent said that rules are the basis of language. This might be an irrelevant

or incomplete answer.
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-One respondent said that ignoring language vocabulary, structure and rules leads to

a wrong translation; the respondent is justifying - here- that language is a pre¬

requisite for translation.

-Two respondents said that if language content is translation-related, it will improve

translation. This is an interesting answer, though a further specification of what is

meant by ‘translation-related’ is needed.

Five respondents proposed that the percentage of influence is 50%:

-One respondent differentiated between ‘language rules’ and ‘translation rules’ and

that both ‘are important’; which is a right differentiation.

-Four respondents spoke about the importance of language rules and structures in

‘facilitating’ and ‘helping’ translation.

Two respondents proposed that language modules had an influence of 30% on

translation modules:

-One respondent said that the translator should possess ‘a wide range’ of linguistic

rules and structures that language modules alone could not provide. It is a fact that in

translation modules, students might learn linguistic structures not already dealt with

in language modules (on the importance of translation in language teaching, see

chapter two).

-One respondent said that language module ‘help’ in mastering the language only not

the ‘style’ which is needed in translation. Once more considering the ‘style’ as

different from linguistic competence illustrates an ambiguity on the part of the

respondent.
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Thus, the majority of the respondents proposed 80% (six respondents) as a

percentage of language influence on translation; all spoke about the importance of

mastering language which will result in mastering translation. This percentage might

reflect a real concern about the importance of mastering language which is a pre¬

requisite for translation.

Question 7: The way in which students’ language modules helped in their

translation modules.

Nine respondents linked language modules to knowing tenses, sentence structure,

adjectives and their position, new vocabulary and text comprehension. In this way,

the respondents thought of language modules’ benefits especially at the re-expression

phase of translation, with only one respondent mentioning language modules’

benefits at the deverbalisation phase.

One respondent said that each information in language modules is important for the

translation modules; while another stated that last year’s language content was

‘valuable’.

Two respondents said that language modules gave them a ‘basis’ for translation,

without further explaining the relation between language modules and translation

modules.

One respondent answered in general terms that language modules helped him ‘a

little’ in the translation modules, and that he does not remember ‘how’.

One respondent said ‘language modules did not help me in translation’, illustrating

his unawareness of the link between language modules and translation modules.
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In the majority of the cases, respondents did not differentiate between the pre¬

requisite of mastering language as a tool of translation (understanding and re¬

expression) and being aware of the different characteristics of languages involved in

the translation which enhances the transfer competence, the most important

competence for translators. This awareness-raising together with transfer competence

enhancing are the aim which the present study sets to achieve.

Question 8: How to make language modules more fruitful for translation

modules (making language content of direct relevance to translation needs):

Three respondents spoke about ‘applying what they learnt about language in

translation’. This is, in fact, a pre-requisite of translation not a way to facilitate

translation.

One respondent did not provide an answer. This illustrates his inability to detect the

possible role of language knowledge to enhance translation competence.

-Five respondents proposed adapting language contents to translation: two of them

proposed teaching language rules which ‘facilitate’ translation. The respondents’

general proposition is very interesting; but their proposed implementation missed the

point altogether.

One respondent proposed changing the language programme, depending on the

priorities and the needs of the students.

Two respondents proposed studying sentence structure, and text analysis in the three

languages. This is already done since language programmes cover similar content

elements.
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One respondent proposed collaboration between translation and language teachers;

with the former noticing problems in language and reporting them to the latter. In

fact, collaboration is beneficial either between language teachers or between

translation and language teachers.

Two respondents proposed improving the student’s ‘oral expression’. The

respondents might be targeting improving interpreting.

In the majority of the cases, respondents were unaware of the benefits of a

translation-related language knowledge to improve translation.

Question 9: Whether or not good level in language reflects good level in

translation + Question 10: justification of whether or not good level in language

reflects good level in translation

Thirteen respondents answered that ‘level in language reflects their level in

translation’. This is due to, they stated, the fact that mastering language ‘facilitates’

translation.

One respondent said that level in language does not reflect level in translation, since

language can be acquired by reading, not only by mastering rules. This is an

irrelevant justification.

One respondent provided two answers:

-Language level reflects translation level, since mastering language is a condition

-Language level does not reflect translation level, since translation has its own rule

This question sets to verify the type of relation between language and translation

modules. The majority of respondents said that language level reflects translation
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level. This correlate well with question five, where nine respondents proposed the

percentage of 80% for the influence of language modules on translation modules

Question!!: Defining translation competence

Defining translation competence as Number of cases

A good mastery of languages 1 case

A number of translation strategies and rules 2cases

Both of them 10 cases

Other 2cases

Table Seventy-seven: Defining translation competence (control group)

Ten respondents think that translation competence is both a good mastery of

languages and a number of translation strategies and rules. In two cases, respondents

stated ‘both of them plus being gifted’ and ‘both of them plus wide culture’.

One respondent said that translation competence is a good mastery of languages;

while two others said that it is a number of translation strategies and rules. In both

cases, the respondents illustrate an unawareness of the relation between language and

translation modules in this general translation course.

Two respondents provided an answer under the category ‘other’: one respondent

spoke about wide culture; while the second gave a definition of translation

competence ‘to transfer meaning from one language to another while respecting the

style of the TL ‘

In the majority of the cases, respondents were aware that translation competence is a

combination of mastering languages and adhering to translation rules and strategies.
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Questionl2: Problems in acquiring translation competence

Two respondents did not provide answers.

-At the students’ level: The respondents enumerated low level in languages (four

respondents), linking words in sentences (three respondents), lack of vocabulary (two

respondents) and lack of practice (one respondent), lack of reading and problems in

expressing oneself as potential problems in acquiring translation competence.

-At the teachers’ level:

Five respondents considered teachers’ teaching methods as a problem in acquiring

translation competence.

Four respondents did not provide answers for this particular level (though they

provided answers for the previous level).

Two respondents spoke about teachers’ weak level.

Another respondent spoke about weak language content.

The majority of the problems enumerated at the level of the teachers are related to

their method of teaching, their ‘weakness’ and the ‘weakness’ of the language

content.

-Others: Except for two cases where respondents spoke about the lack of books and

the unclarity of the programme, the remainingfifteen cases provided no answers.

Question 13: The proposed solutions

One respondent did not provide answers.

-At the students’ level:
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Six respondents talked about the importance of reading as a proposed solution.

Three respondents focused on the importance of improving language level.

Two respondents talked about translating different types of texts

One respondent proposed applying language knowledge in translation.

Two respondents proposed ‘seriousness’ as a solution to previously mentioned

problem.

In the majority of the cases, the respondents proposed reading as a solution to

previously mentioned problems.

-At the teachers’ level:

Seven respondents did not provide answers for this particular level.

Two respondents talked about teachers’ changing their teaching method.

Two respondents proposed ‘guiding’ students as a key solution to their translation

problems.

Two respondents proposed an interaction between the teacher and his students as a

step to solve their problems in translation.

Two respondents proposed working hard and being fair.

In most cases, there is a focus on the teacher/student relationship. The respondents

believed that improving the teacher/student relationship is at the heart of solving

their translation problems. This stresses the importance of the learning/teaching

environment.

-Other:
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One respondent proposed ascribing hours for the library as a solution.

One respondent proposed raising students’ awareness as a solution.

One respondent proposed that the teachers should implement the same programmes.

This is in fact theoretically guaranteed. In reality, however, individual practices are

far from a fruitful collaboration.

Generally, both the experimental and control groups are quite homogeneous as far

as their general characteristics are concerned (age, sex). As to language and

translation level, differentiation between language and translation competences and

the possible relation between them, respondents showed individual differences.

These differences melted in an apparent distinction between language and translation

competences, though respondents show confusion as to what constitutes each of

them and an awareness of the possible relation between language and translation.

From the answers of the questionnaire, we got the following picture: the majority of

the respondents proposed 80% as a percentage of language influence on translation;

but said that language level does not reflect translation level. Furthermore, the

majority of the respondents did not differentiate between the pre-requisite of

mastering language as a tool of translation and being aware of the different

characteristics of languages involved in the translation which enhances the transfer

competence. Thus, in the majority of the cases, respondents were unaware of the

benefits of translation-related language knowledge. Though the majority of the

respondents think translation competence is a combination of linguistic rules and

translation strategies, they were unable to state their problems in acquiring it or to

propose solutions to these problems.
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5.2.2.1.2 The Control Group’s Translation Pre-test Results

The results of the translation pre-test are presented at two levels: direct translation

and inverse translation. For practical reasons -as we did with the experimental

group- we opted for a detailed analysis of the translations of the pre-spotted

translation problems (or challenges)-with occasional comments on mistakes

concerning other parts of the sentence or phrase. The latter are put between brackets [

] to indicate that they are mistakes.

5.2.2.1.2.1Direct Translation Pre-test Results

For the translation pre-test, the first phase of the story ‘The Sphinx without a Secret'

was given to the students with only the first part of it highlighted. The first phase of

the story was chosen as it was impractical to translate the whole story (time

constraints (see explanation at the experimental group’s direct translation pre-test

section).

1-The First Translation Problem:

In the first translation problem, we spotted two challenges: rendering time adverb

meaning and linking function, and rendering cause and effect adverb meaning and

linking function:

‘ We had not met since we had been at college together, nearly ten years before, so I

was delighted to come across him again, and we shook hands warmly’.
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a- Rendering time adverb meaning and linking function: ‘nearly ten years

before’.

Arabic translation Frequency/percent Description of the translation

Lu JAII AU US ia (jjjii
All ÿ . . j 1' ijLSj

2 cases/11.76% Defective style

(jÿlai c4jÿjUll plal U] <jSj
UaJUAoUaLa
1ÀA J 4itU7.ll US Ala 4_j ijjll

UjjiJ jUc. Jjâ £jlS
lcase/5.88% Defective word order

UJJAJ 4Ut-a AJAûUUI US jji Ala jaij U

UjjâJ ‘kxUaaJI US (ji Ala jlh jd
6dll jlxM

1 case/5.88% Defective linking (punctuation
transfer and adverb omission).

lcase/5.88%

lcase/5.88% Omission of the whole sentence9

Âla but AauUJI US ji ila jjf

Jjâ but 4aU7.ll US jjl lia Jjjli
<1*4“ J"*6 <ÿ'jÿ

Ala but 4ÿUJI J, US J Ala Jal
û4“ jdtf.

dUxa Aj ' . • i7.e, t4Alill .1

ÂAljâ ‘Uÿui 4ÿUU! us ji Â14 <J

11 cases/64.70% Successful adverb meaning and
linking rendering

Table Seventy-eight: Rendering time adverb meaning and linking function: ‘nearly ten years

before’ (translation pre-test-control group)

In the first category, two respondents rendered the meaning and the linking

function of the time adverb ‘nearly ten years before’ by US À* jÂli

Ubl jim cjjllâj Lu.

UJJAJ AjÿaLa (JAIUI jlic- Ala <tlÂl U1 jSj 4
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This produced a defective style in Arabic. In the following case, the respondent

produced a defective word order, though his effort to link the two phrases is

apparent: JJS life j US ii* <u <jjli

We focused on style, here, because as Ghazala (2002) said, style has been given

special attention and is regarded as a part and parcel of meaning.

In the second category, M’o respondents rendered the meaning and the linking

function of the time adverb 'nearly ten years before’ by .1*- US J jab

.(jjiui jUc. UJJSJ .

This translation is the opposite of the previous case, wherein the omission of the time

adverb resulted in incohesion at the sentence level. Wrong punctuation (in one case

due to transference) added to the incohesion of the sentence.

In the third category, one respondent did not produce a translation for this part of

the sentence. This might be due to either the respondent’s inattention or his decision

that this part of the sentence conveys redundant information.

In the fourth category, eleven respondents (i.e. the majority of the cases)

successfully rendered the meaning and the linking function of the time adverb

‘nearly ten years before’ as in:

LUJSJ CJ!jiy, jùc. il* l** kxÿUJI US o'

This might be due to awareness that different language systems employ different

tools to convey the same meaning.

b- Rendering cause and effect adverb meaning and linking: ‘so’ in ‘so I was

delighted to come across him again, and we shook hands warmly’
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Arabie translation Frequency/percent Description of the translation

I-.-WI.ÿ j 4_ûU; AIIL h;..„ AiiS 6cases/35.29% Successful rendering of cause and
effect adverb meaning and linking
function; but defective linking of
the following part in some cases1 '-y Q! . <üliL I * ‘i A 1**i

1 WA! jAJJJJ »! lnjà Aii£a

lAajLÿAi A&2 Ajlili IA=>. IÂ!

6cases/35.29%
Wrong rendering of cause and
effect adverb meaning and linking
function; defective linking of the

following part in some cases

3 WAI n-Tfl i oLiih I Ai. IJJJJOLS All£ Ai!

.AA,Iü J Ai. IAûS il
S jl j-. ' I ' . W

iy& AJIÜ5Lû1 Ai. Au&j

Âjili AJJ jÿ)l AJJJJ-. LoS Al-, ÀI . -ii fl

AlâjUia (ji I Ai. I.U«IJ.I AuS All A ■ . Ain
S jl jul 1 ii al . j Alill

3 cases/17.64% Cause and effect adverb meaning
omission and defective linking

i jlÿpj lWAli.nl AiliL I Ai. Aljjnu

I Ai. I.\)« . ■ AliSj SjIjiJ I WAI tnl

Àlill Anlni i_ÂâV JjJidl A;All AtVÂA 1 case/5.88% Wrong meaning

Sjl_)iJ I'liAhnl AiliL SALUOJI ÔAii 1 case/5.88% Cause and effect meaning shifted
to the following part of the
sentence.

Table Seventy-nine: Rendering the cause and effect adverb meaning and linking

function: ‘so’ in ‘so I was delighted to come across him again, and we shook hands

warmly’ (translation pre-test-control group)

In the first category, six respondents rendered the meaning and linking function of

the cause and effect adverb successfully:.ÿ'ÿ 'aàI.Ai J

-In two cases, the following part of the sentence was introduced by ‘then’. This

produced the effect of a long time separating the first from the second actions. In five

cases, there was a structural transfer of the auxiliary ‘was’, which produced a
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defective style in Arabic. In one case, there was a defective linking of the following

part of the sentence: Sâk UL JJ- Iil

In the second category, six respondents failed in rendering the meaning of the cause

and effect adverb; though they managed to link the concerned part with the previous

lUit/t 4 Ija. i CÛS Salone:

In two of the six cases, tUl helped linking the two parts of the sentence by

introducing the second part as new information. In the other cases, linking was

external and hindered sentence cohesion as in: ‘QjJ

In the third category, three respondents omitted the cause and effect adverb,

producing a state description rather than an immediate reaction. The produced

sentence is not linked to previous or following sentences. Thus, adverb omission

resulted in a defective meaning and style as in:

In the fourth category, one respondent rendered the meaning of the cause and effect

by shifting the cause meaning to the following parts of the sentence getting

Sjl Hailes 4iUiL <> ( because I was very happy to meet him, I shook hands

with him). This is not the exact nuance of meaning in the source text.

In the fifth category, one respondent rendered the meaning of the cause and effect

adverb by providing a wrong cause i.e. a wrong meaning

ÂJJIJ *uUÎ uàâV jj>J1 -ij-ii Ci&a ( I was very happy to stand in front of him again).

In the majority of the cases, the respondents failed to render the exact nuance of

meaning expressed by the cause and effect adverb in the source text.They either

focused on linking the different parts of the sentence; or produced a state of
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description rather than immediate reaction; or shifted the cause meaning to the

following parts of the sentence.

2- The Second Translation Problem

In the second translation problem, we spotted two challenges: rendering the meaning

of the unreal condition in the first part of the sentence, and rendering the semantic

meaning of the second part of the sentence. ‘We used to say of him that he would be

the best of fellows, if he did not always speak the truth, but I think we really admired

him all the more for his frankness’.

a- Rendering the meaning of the unreal condition We used to say of him that

he would be the best of fellows, if he did not always speak the truth’
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Arabie translation Frequency/percent Description of the translation

JJ (jS (jJ)Sj.J “ÿ4 Jjâj US
.UUa.1 U.UJI

L "v , -.V I . >.»1 4_ic. Jjâj US
4sjàaJI Jj5 (je l_iâJJ Iiî

,aj (jî diLa jll i_Jj-kaa! (jjSj. j J_jL -Uc. (Jjïj US
,LUb SiiaJI JjjL (jSj

<jSj <d lit ùJSJ*J djül Uiki
LUb jîyu'l JJSJ

3 cases/17.64% This is a real condition, in
contradiction with the
introductory verb in the past.
In the following last two
cases, there is a structural
transfer of the auxiliary

‘was’.

2 cases/11.76%

(jjj (JUaâVI u “U4 “Uc- Jjâll UjjCl

Lûb 4LàaJI JjâJ CA (d jl J JÀ* AÿLa j

4J1 V! LUL41 (j\£ <ji Jjîll U1 J
4LLJI Jj£j LAJI J

2 cases/11.76% This is the opposite meaning
of the original condition;
expressed by ‘even if’ in the
first four cases and by
‘however’ in the second three

cases.

Aljâ V jl Ju*ai CxA d -ÿL

A Q JQ-N.W

O* cj&i uab JL ùj uii uuj

.*liiÿVl Ju=ai
(Jj-kaSl (ji ajjjLaJ (jl ■Uc. (J jii C’liS

6ÿ1Jjij (jSj jl jll

7 cases/41.17% Half of the condition is real
and the second half is unreal;
there is a structural transfer
of the auxiliary ‘was’.

(jl jâVI cM (> CJS <UI Ajt Jjîll U5SjU J
<Li.l LUb jdSjJ jl

(JjUaSl (jj (jlSl A.F.A'ib jUL] Vjl

3 cases/17.64% Successful rendering of the
meaning of the unreal

condition in the source text

A àjâ~. U (J jjC Fa» JJ 4_j| A V. (J lj£

>i (>ôiil

Table Eighty: Rendering the meaning of the unreal condition ‘We used to say of him

that he would be the best of fellows, if he did not always speak the truth’ (translation

pre-test-control group)
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In the first category,five respondents rendered the meaning of the unreal condition

in the following sentence ‘We used to say of him that he would be the best of

fellows, if he did not always speak the truth’ by a real condition in Arabic:

4ÿ;"All (Jjâ hi il (JjJaâi jSj. 11 4iU 4ic. (Jjlj US

This produces a kind of contradiction as the introductory verb is in the past; while the

condition is real or in the present. In the last two cases, where the translation reads:

_LUh -câjLaJI JSJ,J üU Aie- Jjij US

there is a structural transfer of the auxiliary ‘was’. This produces a defective style in

Arabic since a better style would require including the tense in the verb without

inserting any auxiliary.

In the second category, two respondents rendered the meaning of the unreal

condition by an ‘opposite’ real condition:

LUb AjjjïaJI JjâJ £jl J AÜ>Lij (jAi JjJasSn AiL Aie. JJAII UjjfrS

(‘He will be the best of fellows, even if he did not always say the truth’/ however

he did not always say the truth’). The inclusion of

resulted in incompatible parts of the condition; with the first part in the ‘future’ and

the second part in the ‘past’. Furthermore, expressing the past tense in Arabic does

not require an auxiliary.

In the third category, seven respondents rendered the correct meaning of the unreal

condition by: JJSJ ÂüàjM Jÿaâi û' <jl Aie. Jjii u±& (I used to say

of him that he can be the best of fellows, if he did not say the truth). In this
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translation, half of the condition is real and the second half is unreal. In Arabic this

incompatibility in tenses resulted in an ambiguous condition.

In the fourth category, three respondents successfully rendered the meaning of the

unreal condition. One of them reads: u*-2 <4 Vji

In the majority of these cases, the respondents could not render the meaning of the

unreal condition and their translations showed a structural transfer of the auxiliary

‘was’. In the cases where the respondents correctly rendered the meaning of the

unreal condition, the style of the translations was free from source language stylistic

influence.

b- Rendering the semantic meaning of the second part of the sentence: ‘but I

think we really admired him all the more for his frankness’.
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Arabie translation Frequency/percent Description of the
translation

Ai=J_ÿja] jÜSi AJ 1 lia. Uji (jjàî (jSl 4 cases/23.52% This is a structural transfer
of ‘really’ and ‘all the more’

3 This is a successful
rendering of the meaning of
the second part of the

sentence.

cases/17.64%
Ali.ljÿjJ JJSS AJ QIVST A US Uji JÜC.Î

45».I (>» f&jlU 4j»J (ji Oÿi

AjÿjlÂI a-iUl AJ US Uji AFq-. ~V:r- i

AjLÿlÿjjal IJJJS oUlü.1 Uil (jlal

45»lJ al jn-si Uji (jlai

45»! 4JJ £M»5I (ji (jki jS3

7 This is an unsuccessful
rendering of the exact
nuance of meaning.

There is a failure to
account for the exact focus

of the original.

cases
/41.17%

45»1j*aî VI jJÏll li* JS AJJJ Uiki

(j*&j jlS AJ UJUX.) JMt ji JüJC.1 (ÿUii VI

3 case/17.64% Successful rendering of
the meaning of the second
part of the sentence.

4ul£j i v,.,'l (ÿj|ÿ OUJJ»I ■ V.S\

Table Eighty-one: Rendering the semantic meaning of the second part of the
sentence: ‘but I think we really admired him all the more for his
frankness’(translation pre-test-control group)

In the first category,four respondents rendered the semantic meaning of the second

part of the sentence by a structural transfer of the adverbs ‘really’ and ‘all the more':

45»!ÿ j$Si AJ lU»ei lâ» Uji jtîjSl

Though the translated adverbs were put in the right place in Arabic, producing an

acceptable rhythm for the sentence, they produced redundant information at the

semantic level. As to the position of the adverb ‘really’ in the Arabic translation, it

was put before the verb ‘admire’ in all the cases and focuses on the happening of the

verb.

In the second category, three respondents put the adverb after the verb ‘

, producing an exact meaning; but without effect:*ÿ' A? on*** '-“I 4LUÎ
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In the third category, seven respondents failed to account for the exact meaning of

the second part of the sentence, producing a varied picture:

-In two cases, the adverbs ‘really’ and all the more’ were rendered by <>
(despite) which missed the point that ‘it is this very honesty which was the reason of

our admiration’ and expressed the point that ‘despite his honesty, I think that

everybody loved him’, producing a negative meaning as far as the concession is

concerned: <jÿ û'

-In three cases, the adverbs ‘really’ and all the more’ were rendered by

(everybody), which was far from accounting for meaning of second part of the

sentence as in: JAASJ! ù'

This translation might be motivated by the division of the English adverb ‘all the

more’ into ‘all’ and ‘the more’ and proceeding to their translation as separate words.

- In one case, the second part of the sentence was rendered by

Aii.1 IjjliS el Liii (jlaî

(I think that we loved him a lot for his frankness). This again produced a translation

that does not account for the exact meaning of the second part of the sentence; ‘we

admired him a lot for his frankness’ is far from the stress put on the nature and

reason of this love in the original sentence.

-In one case, the second part of the sentence was rendered by liil

In this translation, no focus on the manner and reason of love -expressed in the

original sentence- is made. Thus, the translation did not render the exact nuances of

meaning of the original sentence.
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In the fourth category, three respondents rendered the meaning of the second part

of the sentence in a natural style in Arabic VI jüll lift JS •bpb LiLi

This is an illustration of a translation independent of any structural or else transfer.

In the majority of the cases, the respondents could not render the exact nuances of

meaning and appropriate style of second part of the sentence.

3-The Third Translation Problem:

In the third translation problem, we spotted two challenges: rendering the implied

meaning of ‘it was a woman’ (the cause of his anxiety and puzzle) and rendering the

meaning of the adverb ‘yet’.

I concluded that it was a woman, and asked him if he was married yet.

a- Rendering the implied meaning of ‘it was a woman’ in ‘I concluded that it

was a woman’:

Arabic Translation Frequency/percent Description of translation

si ya\ IgJ! Ci-CiYujI

Igji

5 cases/29.41% Literal translation

Siÿjd (ji AJIyüj ClLojik! J A completely wrong
meaning

1 case/5.88%

|JA (JS £|JJ dÿal <jb t"i->VnJ

si jÿb jjixli (jb

1 case/5.88% An exact implicit rendering
of the meaning

5 cases/29.41%
Defective style

SÎ uluul (ji

Si (jlS l.l.udl (ji J] Vuÿ-iR

8ij-l jb t.1y «il (ji JI

5cases /29.41% An exact explicit rendering
of the meaning

Table Eighty-two: Rendering the implied meaning of ‘it was a woman’ in T

concluded that it was a woman’ (translation pre-test-control group)
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In the first category,five respondents rendered the implied meaning of ‘it was a

woman’ in I concluded that it was a woman’ by a literal translation or structural

transfer of the auxiliary ‘was’ : sîjJ M-i'

This left the meaning incomplete; with no possibility to draw any implied meaning as

in the source language sentence.

In the second category, one respondent rendered the implied meaning of ‘it was a

woman’ in I concluded that it was a woman’ by a completely wrong meaning:

( I asked him if he had a woman). sijJ AJJI A1I>ÿ CUûü.1 J

In the third category, six respondents rendered the implied meaning of ‘it was a

woman’ in I concluded that it was a woman’ by siJAJ O'

This is an exact implicit rendering of the meaning; ‘ all is about a woman’ in the

translation implies that the cause of Murchison’s anxiety and puzzlement is a

woman.

In the same category of the implicit rendering of meaning, one respondent rendered

the implied meaning by 'Â* J* e'jj s'j-*' J* which produced a defective style

in Arabic

In the fourth category,five respondents rendered the implied meaning of ‘it was a

woman’ in I concluded that it was a woman’ by si o'

This is an exact explicit rendering of the meaning.

For this particular spotted problem, nearly the majority of the respondents’

population could render the exact meaning of the implied meaning in the English
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sentence. Though rendering was for some cases explicit and for others implicit, the

exact meaning and appropriate style were guaranteed in both cases.

b-Rendering the meaning of the adverb ‘yet’ in ‘I asked if he was married yet’:

Arabic translation Frequency/percent Description of translation

Jâ (jlÿ 131 4 'ill L ■

V j»S lÿjji« (jlS <ji -cilLai

A successful rendering the
meaning of the time adverb

12 cases/ 70.58%

cJjl J jl£ (jl AllU 1 case/ 5.88% Structural transfer of the
time adverb.

£ jjft (d (jl -dlL 3 cases/ 17.64% Shifting to the meaning of
‘still’ rather than ‘yet’

1 case/5.88% Omission of this part of the
sentence.

9

Table Eighty-three: Rendering the meaning of the adverb ‘yet’ in T asked if he was
married yet’(translation pre-test-control group)

In the first category, one respondent rendered the meaning of the adverb "yet’ by a

structural transfer of the time adverb: JS jl -cllLJ producing confusion

in meaning and inappropriateness in style.

In the second category, another respondent omitted this part of the sentence

altogether.

In the third category, twelve respondents successfully rendered the meaning of the

time adverb ‘yet’. In seven cases, this was done through the inclusion of Jâ , which

produced the same meaning as that expressed by ‘yet’. In two cases, rendering the

meaning of the time adverb ‘yet’ was done through a different structure in Arabic:

V jla (jlS (jl
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(If he was married or not yet). Rendering the meaning of the time adverb ‘yet’ was

possible through adding ‘or not’ in Arabic.

In the fourth category, three respondents rendered the meaning of the time adverb

‘yet’ by the following structure in Arabic: JSJ

This structure conveys the meaning of ‘still’ as it says that ‘a situation or an action is

continuing’ (Murphy, 1989).

In the majority of the cases, the respondents were successful in conveying the

meaning of the time adverb ‘yet. The structural transfer -in only one case-produced a

confused meaning and an inappropriate style; whereas the different structure in

Arabic-in three cases- conveyed the meaning of ‘still’ (a situation or an action is

continuing) not of ‘yet’ (to ask if something has happened or say that something has

not happened.

4- General Synthesis of the Results the Control Group's Translation Pre-Test

As far as rendering the time adverb meaning and linking function of 'before' in

‘nearly ten years before1, the majority of the respondents were successful.

This might be due to awareness that different language systems employ different

tools to convey the same meaning.

This challenge is a good illustration of the transfer competence of the respondents: it

comprises common words and the meaning of the phrase is easy to get. It is fair to

say that the respondents have developed their transfer competence, as far as this

particular challenge is concerned.
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In rendering cause and effect adverb meaning and linking: ‘so’ in ‘so I was

delighted to come across him again, and we shook hands warmly’, the majority of

the respondent failed. To render the exact nuance of meaning expressed by the cause

and effect adverb in the source text.; they either focused on linking the different parts

of the sentence; or produced a state of description rather than immediate reaction; or

shifted the cause meaning to the following parts of the sentence. This is again a good

illustration of the transfer competence of the respondents, comprising common words

and straight forward meaning. Then, it is very fair to say that the respondents have

not yet developed their transfer competence, as far this challenge is concerned.

As far as rendering the meaning of the unreal condition ‘We used to say of him that

he would be the best of fellows, if he did not always speak the truth’ is concerned,

the majority of the respondents were unsuccessful. The respondents could not render

the meaning of the unreal condition and their translations showed a structural transfer

of the auxiliary ‘was’. In the cases where the respondents correctly rendered the

meaning of the unreal condition, the style of the translations was free from source

language stylistic influence. This challenge is compatible with the respondents' level

(dealing with unreal condition was guaranteed before the translation pre-test). This

challenge is a justification of the present research; that language knowledge is not

applied in translation.

Likewise, in rendering the semantic meaning of the second part of the sentence: ‘but

I think we really admired him all the more for his frankness’, the majority of the

respondents were unsuccessful. They could not render the exact nuances of meaning

and appropriate style of second part of the sentence. This challenge is as well,

compatible with the respondents' level (dealing with complex sentence was
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guaranteed before the translation pre-test). This challenge is another justification that

language knowledge is not applied in translation.

As far as rendering the implied meaning of ‘it was a woman’ in T concluded that it

was a woman' is concerned, nearly the majority of the respondents’ population were

successful. They could render the exact meaning of the English sentence. Though

rendering was for some cases explicit and for others implicit, the exact meaning and

appropriate style were guaranteed in both cases. This challenge is a good illustration

of the transfer competence of the respondents: it comprises common words and the

meaning of the phrase, though implied, is easy to get. It is fair to say that these

respondents have developed their transfer competence.

In rendering the meaning of the adverb ‘yet’ in T asked if he was married yet’, the

majority of the respondents were successful. This challenge is as well, compatible

with the respondents' level (dealing with complex sentence was guaranteed before

the translation pre-test). It is fair to say that these respondents have developed their

transfer competence.

In half of the challenges of the translation pre-test, the majority of the respondents

have not yet developed their transfer competence, implying unawareness that

different language systems employ different tools to convey the same meaning. In

the remaining half, the majority of the respondents show a developed transfer

competence.

5.2.2.1.2.2 Direct Translation Commentary Results

Translation commentaries accompanying both the translation pre-test and the

translation post-tests were set to gather information about the students’ problematic

areas and whether or not they provide solutions for them
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The translation commentaries accompanying the translation pre-tests consisted of

four questions; these are to be presented and analyzed as follows:

1-Question one: have you read the text before you started translating it?

Yes: No:

If yes what is the main idea of the text?

Reading the text before translating it Number of eases

Yes 02 cases

14 casesNo

Olcase

Table Eighty-four: Reading the text before translating it (translation commentary-

control group)

Fourteen respondents -i.e. the majority of the cases- did not read the text before

translating it.

Two respondents said they read the text and provided the following as the main idea

of the text:

‘Meeting between great friends in Paris’ and ‘meeting of two friends after a

long time’

Both ideas are more or less accurate ones.

The majority of the respondents did not read the text before translating it. This

reflects a negative habit that respondents and students in general rush to translating

before finishing reading or before reading at all in some cases. This might explain

some of the translation problems due to comprehension.
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In fact, as Newmark (1988) stated, reading a taxt for translation has two purposes:

understanding what it is about and analyzing it from a translator’s point of view,

which is different from the linguist or the literary critic one. It seeks at determining

the text’s intention and the way it is written with the aim of selecting a suitable

translation method and identifying particular and recurrent problems.

2-Question two: Enumerate four most important translation problems you

faced while translating the text; have you tried to solve them?

If yes, what have you done?

If no, what have you done instead?

Respondents’ spotted translation Respondents’ suggested solutions and/or
solution strategiesproblems

JÿGood deal spotted problems with their solutions

Wondering

Wondering over my vermouth

u'i-J UÎ J

L-J jslL Before me

CijSà Concluded

delighted, splendor, shame

Shabbiness, very difficult words

Resorting to dictionary

‘Delighted’, ‘he looked’, ‘wondering’,
‘come across him’,

Resorting to translating meaning

‘a good deal’, ‘fellow’, ‘before me’,

‘we used to say of him’, ‘best fellow’,
high spirited’

‘speak the truth’ Literal translation

Table Eighty-five: Respondents’ spotted translation problems and their

suggested solutions and/or solution strategies (translation commentary-

control group)
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This particular table is used for higher visibility rather than detailed percentage

provision. The reasons were explained in the experimental group’s section. Four

categories can be drawn from the respondents’ answers:

Category one: wherein respondents provided their spotted problems together with

their solutions which are translations. In this particular category, the respondents

spotted these instances:

‘Wondering over my vermouth’ ‘good deal’, ‘wondering’, ‘before me’, ‘concluded’

The expression ‘over my vermouth’ was explained by the teacher at the time of

handing the text to be translated as part of the translation pre-test. This was done

because the sentence comprised the word ‘vermouth’ which is a strange word as far

as this level is concerned.

The expression ‘good deal’ was rendered byd>>*l« J which successfully rendered

its meaning. The expression, however, was not pre-spotted as a translation problem

for the translation pre-test as it was considered an easy challenge for second year

level.

The present participle ‘wondering’ was spotted as a translation problem and

translated by which rendered the meaning of the English expression. This was

part of a sentence explained by the teacher at the time of handing the text to be

translated as part of the translation pre-test. The whole sentence was not pre-spotted

as a translation problem for the translation pre-test as it was considered an easy

challenge for second year level.

The phrase ‘before me’ was rendered by (near to me), which did not

convey the exact nuance of meaning: ‘in front of me’. The phrase was not pre-
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spotted as a translation problem for the translation pre-test as it was considered an

easy challenge for second year level.

The verb ‘concluded’ was rendered by which is a general meaning of the

English verb. The verb was not pre-spotted as a translation problem for the

translation pre-test as it was considered an easy challenge for second year level.

Category two: wherein respondents spotted a list of words as translation problems

and mentioned resorting to dictionary as a solution. These words include: delighted,

splendor, shame, Shabbiness, (very difficult words). Though these words might

require dictionary search and context exploitation, they do not constitute part of the

pre-spotted translation problems for this translation pre-test. Thus respondents are

either unaware of the ‘real’ translation problems or that the pre-spotted translation

problems will be easier for them to translate.

Category three: wherein a respondent provided a part of a sentence for which he

pointed to literal translation as a translation strategy: ‘speak the truth’. The whole

sentence constitutes a part of the pre-spotted translation problems for the translation

pre-test. Still detection of only a part of the sentence as a translation problem is not

accurate. Here again, respondents are either unaware of the ‘real’ translation

problems or that the pre-spotted translation problems will be easier for them to

translate.

Category four: wherein respondents mentioned resorting to meaning as a strategy to

solve the translation problems presented in the following phrases and clauses:

‘Delighted’, ‘he looked’, ‘wondering’, ‘come across him', ‘a good deal’, ‘fellow’,

‘before me’, ‘we used to say of him’, ‘best fellow’, high spirited’. The majority of

the phrases mentioned here are to be understood as whole units: ‘come+across’,
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‘good+deal’, ‘high+spirited’, that might be the reason why the respondents

mentioned resorting to meaning as a strategy to translate them. They do not

constitute part of the pre-spotted translation problems for this translation pre-test.

Thus respondents are either unaware of the ‘real’ translation problems or that the pre¬

spotted translation problems will be easier for them to translate.

As far as the four categories of solution strategies are concerned, respondents are

either unaware of the ‘real’ translation problems or that the pre-spotted translation

problems will be easier for them to translate.

3-Question three: have you read the translation before handing it?

Yes... No.

Reading the translation before handing it Number of cases

Yes 13 cases

No Olcase

OlcaseO

Table Eighty-six: Reading the translation before handing it (translation commentary-

control group)

The majority of the cases said they read the translation before handing it. These cases

are said to have allotted time to proof reading which is something positive.

4-Question four: describe the text on this scale of difficulty

Very easy easy a little difficult difficult very difficult
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the text’s level of
difficulty

Number of cases

Very easy 00

Easy 01

A little difficult 07

Difficult 05

Very difficult 01

0 01

Table Eighty-seven: describing the text on a five-scale difficulty (translation

commentary-control group)

The majority of the respondents ranked the text as ‘a little difficult’ and ‘difficult’.

This is a score that presupposes difficulties in spotting and solving the pre-spotted

translation problems. Cross verification with the previous question show that

respondents had difficulties in spotting translation problems.

5-General Synthesis of the Results the Control Group's Translation Pre-Test

Commentary

The majority of the respondents did not read the text before translating it, which

might explain some of the translation problems due to comprehension. Strikingly

enough, however, the majority of the cases said they read the translation before

handing it. These cases are said to have allotted time to proof reading which is

something positive as far as their re-expression competence in concerned.

As far as the four categories of solution strategies are concerned, respondents are

either unaware of the ‘real’ translation problems or that the pre-spotted translation

problems will be easier for them to translate. Cross verification with the translation

pre-test show that the pre-spotted translation problems were real translation problems

for the respondents.
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The majority of the respondents ranked the text as ‘a little difficult’ and ‘difficult’.

This is a score that presupposes some difficulties in spotting and solving the pre¬

spotted translation problems. Cross verification with the previous question show that

respondents had difficulties in spotting translation problems.

Thus, the control group's translation commentary of the translation pre-test show

that the respondents were unable to spot the translation problems they had a bad

performance in. Hence, it is fair to say that these respondents have not developed yet

the language for translation awareness necessary for translation.

5.2.2.1.2.3 Inverse Translation Pre-test Results

The first highlighted part of the story refers to the first phase and is to be presented

in the translation pre-test. In the translation pre-test we spotted five translation

problems:

1-First Translation Problem:

In the first translation problem, we spotted one challenge: rendering the right

sentence division and appropriate linking in the following sentence:

CIUA JJJS JJJOIIA (jjâi Cliil jj tli&LaC jjÂJl IjL# Clili t—tjS I ;Jtl

This very long sentence in Arabic can be semantically rendered as follows:

While I was, one day, going through the streets of Nancy/ delivering bread to our

customers/ my attention was suddenly caught by a sizable publication / posted onto
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the wall of a building/ The publication announced the date of the Military Academy

Adherence Test/ that was to take place in Metz, (translation of Mr Belmouley with

no punctuation).

To link all these parts, we needed punctuation, reference, substitution and

subordination; but before that, we needed to establish the right division, i.e. where to

stop the first thought and start a new sentence. Thus establishing the right division is

tightly linked to the appropriate linking.
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English translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

6 cases/40% no punctuation; or with one
comma in three cases and

few adverbs

‘Once when I was passing
in Nancy street[’s]
distributing bread [for]
our [agents] suddenly I
saw a great wall paper
pined on a building’s
wall[] includes one
announce of the [warrior]
school announcing [in i]t
about the competition date
to participate [in it] which
will happen in Metz City’

8 cases /53.33% minimum’ of two commas‘One a day, when I was
passing in Nancy streets,
distributing bread to our
customers, I remarked a

advertisement
[hanged] on the wall on
one building, containing
an advertisement for the
Military
[announce] the date of the
joining test which [took]

place in Metz city’.

big

School

lease /6.66% division of the paragraph
into two principle thoughts

‘One day [] walking in the
[Nancy’s]
distributing [the] bread to
our customers, a very big
announce [was fixed] to
the wall of a building.
[The announce] contains
the date of a competition
[to get in] the Military
School which will be in
the [Metz’s] City’.

streets

Table eighty-eight: rendering the right sentence division and linking in the first

sentence (translation pre-test-control group-inverse translation)
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In the first category, six respondents rendered the Arabic sentence with no

punctuation at all or with one comma in three cases and few adverbs used as in the

following case:

‘Once when I was passing in Nancy street[’s] distributing bread [for] our [agents]

suddenly I saw a great wall paper pined on a building’s wall[] includes one announce

of the [warrior] school announcing [in i]t about the competition date to participate [in

it] which will happen in Metz City’.

In this translation, there is no punctuation, two adverbs and a relative pronoun to link

six clauses. The subordination that was possible through the adverbs ‘when’ and

‘suddenly’ was unsuccessfully executed; leaving the main and subordinate clauses

undelimited. This is an illustration of inappropriate use of subordination in English.

Furthermore, the translation contained unsuccessful rendering at the level of

possessive case (street’s), prepositions (for our agents) and even diction (agents,

warrior, includes).

The use of the verb ‘include’ (which is a mistake at the level of diction) in the present

tense which presupposes a shift to a dependent thought was not matched by

appropriate sentence division. Here again, the use of ‘an announce’, ‘announcing in

it’ illustrates an imitation of the Arabic language structure

In the three cases where a comma was inserted, it was put after ‘one day’ in one case

and ‘our customers or agents’ in two cases.

In all these cases, there was a limited use of punctuation and an inappropriate use of

relative pronouns. This is primarily due to failure to divide thoughts of the story into

principle and secondary ones.
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In the second category, eight respondents rendered the Arabic sentence with a

‘minimum’ of two commas. The maximum case contains four commas. The

following example illustrates the point:

‘One a day, when I was passing in Nancy streets, distributing bread to our customers,

I remarked a big advertisement [hanged] on the wall on one building, containing an

advertisement for the Military School [announce] the date of the joining test which

[took] place in Metz city’.

In this translation, there are four commas and two adverbs and a relative pronoun to

link the different clauses of the paragraph. The subordination introduced by the

comma and an ‘Ing’ form (containing) in one instance was successful; whereas the

first comma separating ‘passing’ and ‘distributing’ did not stand for subordination

and could be better substituted by ‘and’. The verb ‘announce’ in the present tense

presupposes a dependent thought, which did not match its direct insertion into the

sentence. Though the number of commas used was significant, there was an apparent

failure to execute subordination. The words ‘advertisement’ ‘containing an

advertisement’ and ‘announce’ all convey redundant information which is

unacceptable in the English language. Furthermore, the translation contained

unsuccessful rendering at the level of diction concerning the word [hanged] and

grammar concerning the verb [took],

In these cases, the respondents worked at the level of linking different parts of the

sentence or different sentences of the paragraph regardless of sentence cohesion or

paragraph coherence. The latter are also guaranteed by the appropriate use of

substitution, punctuation and reference, among others (as stated by Newmark

(1982)).
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In the third category, which contains only one case, there was a division of the

paragraph into two principle thoughts. The division was successful, though many

linguistic mistakes are found:

‘One day [] walking in the [Nancy’s] streets distributing [the] bread to our

customers, a very big announce [was fixed] to the wall of a building. [The announce]

contains the date of a competition [to get in] the Military School which will be in the

[Metz’s] City’.

The first sentence of the paragraph was, theoretically, successfully rendered as far as

subordination is concerned. However, person shift (from T to ‘the announce’)

produced practically an unsuccessful subordination. In the second sentence, the

relative pronoun in ‘[The announce] contains the date of a competition [to get in] the

Military School which will be in the [Metz’s] City’ was defectively used. The use of

the definite article [the] with the word ‘bread’, the omission of [personal pronoun

T], person shift (from T to ‘the announce’), diction concerning the words ‘to get in’

and ‘the announce’ and possessive case as in ‘Nancy’s’ and Metz’s’ are other

mistakes to account for in the same paragraph.

As far as the first translation problem is concerned, the majority of the respondents

failed in deciding which of the ideas is a principle thought and which is a secondary

thought. Even when they use punctuation - at the level of linking different parts of

the sentence or different sentences of the paragraph- they disregard sentence

cohesion or paragraph coherence.
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2- The Second Translation Problem

In the first translation problem, we spotted two challenges: rendering the image

gr2ÿ and rendering the implied meaning of the verb

in the following paragraph:

jClSj QS-AJ t-ijS j CAJJJAJI (jlaâlVtj j ÂIJLUIASI ôÎA dlljluiVE w
■

w
jjj

?jrLÿV! j ÎSlill U* J csljÿS

This paragraph in Arabic can be semantically rendered as follows:

‘It occurred to me to take part in this contest in order to join the Academy. But I

wondered how I could possibly do that when my parents were extremely poor and

destitute’ (translation of Mr Belmouley)

a- Rendering the meaning of the image introduced by qr2ÿ in

4ÂJIULO1I a ifc C2IJ2UIVLJ ■<»*
w

“Ww j’

English translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

5 cases /33.33% Image meaning rendered by
verb I want+ ‘to participate’

T want to participate’

‘[somethink] inside me to
participate’

2 cases/13.33% New image in English

T told myself to
participate’

7cases/ 46.66% literal rendering of the image

lease/ 6.66% Wrong meaningT wonder to participate in
the competition’

(translation pre-test-Table Eighty-nine: rendering the image

control group-inverse translation).

In rendering the meaning of the image u-2ÿ, answers can be grouped in three

categories:
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In the first category, five respondents rendered the meaning of the image by the

combination ‘I want to participate’. The combination could have been semantically

acceptable if ‘want’ was in the past: T wanted to participate’.

In the second category, two respondents rendered the meaning of the image

by a new image as in ‘[somethink] inside me to participate’ and

‘something inside me was pushing me to participate’. Despite mistakes at the level of

spelling and syntax, in the first instance, both translations are based on the idea that

‘something pushes someone to do something’. This might be acceptable if the verb

‘urges’ is used.

In the third category, seven respondents produced a literal rendering of the image:

T told myself to participate’, ‘myself talk to me to [took] part in this test’, T said to

myself to participate’. These are unacceptable images in English.

In the fourth category, one respondent produced a wrong meaning.

In the majority of the cases, the respondents could not transfer the meaning of the

Arabic image into English.

b- Rendering the implied meaning of the verb cM in

J AJ*J tfljji
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English translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

04 cases/26.66%-‘how could this happen
and my parents were so
poor?’

‘and’+ the verb ‘be

Omission of the coordinating
conjunction ‘and’

but how can I []? My
parents are very poor’

05 cases/33.33%

6cases /40% Resorting to the meaning of
the sentence

-‘how would I do that
while my parents were so
poor?’

Table ninety: rendering the implied meaning of the verb (translation pre-test

experimental group-inverse translation).

In rendering the meaning of the ‘linking’ verb answers can be grouped in three

categories:

In the first category, four respondents rendered the verb in

jÂilàh ÂJIC estjji j J by ‘and’+ the verb ‘be’ as in:

-‘how could this happen and my parents were so poor?’

-‘but can I? And my parents are in horrible situation of [poor]’

-‘how can it be and my parents was poor?

As far as the tense of the verb is concerned, only one respondent used ‘to be’ in the

present tense; whereas all the other respondents used ‘to be’ in the past. Though the

respondents tried to apply the English word order (subject-i- verb), the produced

translations failed to account for the implied meaning of -here. The verb in

Arabic means ‘when/while’ (how could I possibly do that when my parents were

extremely poor and destitute).
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In the second category, five respondents omitted the coordinating conjunction ‘and’

to get two inherently separate parts as in:

-‘but how can I []? My parents are very poor’.

-‘but my parents was very poor, how can [] do this?’

-‘how is that possible? My parents are in a serious need and very poor’.

In these instances, the question marks and the comma could not render the exact

nuance of meaning conveyed by the linking iP .

In the third category, six respondents focussed on translating the meaning of the

sentence rather than its structure. This produced various translations as far as the

adverbs used is concerned:

-"but how[] when my parents are very poor and in need?’

-‘how would I do that while my parents were so poor?’

-‘how can I do that [,] as my parents very poor’.

-‘but how [?] When my parents were very poor,

These instances are representative of all the respondents’ translation. The second

translation provided by two respondents was fairly successful; whereas the remaining

ones either have their subordinate clause incomplete or separated from its main by

the question mark. In these last cases, the exact nuance of meaning is not rendered.

One respondent rendered the meaning of the linking verb cP by ‘how can I do that

[,] as my parents very poor’. The use of the adverb ‘as’ did not convey the meaning

in the source sentence.
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As far as the second challenge is concerned, the majority of the respondents did not

imitate the Arabic sentence structure and moved from focussing on the structure of

the sentence towards focussing on its meaning, which is a positive attitude.

3- The Third Translation Problem

In the third translation problem we spotted two challenges: rendering the meaning of

and rendering the meaning of the adverb A in the*&the adverb

following paragraph:

jiuJl ±1 j Âjjjüll ULJUAAI! H-JJSJII V IJJAJ j .

This paragraph in Arabic can be semantically rendered as follows:

‘It was so small an amount that it could not even cover the travelling fee, let alone

the other peripheral expenses. So, I eventually had to leg it all the way there’

(translation of Mr Belmouley).

a- Rendering the meaning of the adverb in

ÂJJJIÜI LJSJJLUIAII tjp Müaâ jll 1 V j ULLa (jlS j

English translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

01case /6.66%‘it was a small amount,
not enough to [catch] any
means of transport. More
than that, I have other
[discharged]’.

free structure to account
the adverb

14 cases /93.33% using different structures in
English

‘it’s a cheap amount not
enough even to the
transport [wage] in
addition to the other

[secondary] [sums]’

Table Ninety-one: rendering the meaning of the adverb (translation pre-test-
control group-inverse translation).
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The respondents’ translations can be grouped under the following categories:

In the first category, one respondent provided a free structure to account for the

adverb though his translation contained some mistakes:

-‘it was a small amount, not enough to [catch] any means of transport. More than

that, I have other [discharged]’.

The idea at the basis of this translation is quite sensible; but its execution was not

successful. ‘More than that’ could have been used more explicitly stating that ‘more

than my suffering to afford for the travelling fees, I do suffer to afford for the other

expenses’

In the second category, fourteen respondents translated the Arabic expression using

different structures in English, missing sometimes the exact meaning and others

producing a defective structure:

-In three cases, the expression in Arabic was rendered by ‘in addition to’ producing:

‘it’s a cheap amount not enough even to the transport [wage] in addition to the other

[secondary] [sums]’. This translation missed the meaning of the Arabic expression

altogether (the sum was very little for the travelling fee, let alone other expenses). It

shifted the order to ‘peripheral expenses’ then ‘travelling fee’, which is the opposite

order in the source sentence. Furthermore, it comprises mistakes at the level of

diction as far the words [cheap], [wage] and [sums] are concerned. One respondent

rendered the meaning of the Arabic adverb by ‘it was a very little amount not enough

[of] voyage ticket adding [] other secondary outcomes’. In this translation, ‘adding’

is a variant of ‘in addition to’ that produced a slightly different effect: ‘the money

was not enough for both the traveling fee and other expenses’.
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-in three cases, the respondents used ‘besides’ to render the meaning of the Arabic

adverb as in: ‘it was not sufficient even for [taking] the bus besides the [secondary]

[revenues] and [costs]’. Apart from mistakes at the level of diction, the translation

shifted the order to ‘peripheral expenses’ then ‘travelling fee’, which is the opposite

order in the source sentence.

-in five cases, the respondents used the simple coordinating conjunction ‘and’ to get-

as an instance: ‘it was a little amount not sufficient to the price of riding and the

other spendings’. Disregarding diction mistakes concerning [price], [riding] and

[spending], the translation still could not render the exact emotional nuances of the

Arabic expression.

-in two cases, the respondents rendered the meaning of the Arabic adverb by ‘as

well as’ producing: ‘the money was very little and was not enough for [taxi] as well

as the other [discharged]’. In this translation ‘as well as’ means ‘in addition to’.

Thus, it does not convey the exact emotional nuances of the Arabic expression.

-in one case, the respondent rendered the meaning of the Arabic adverb by ‘it was a

very little amount that it [did not be] enough to [get] a [ride] only plus the other

[expenditures]’. In addition to mistakes at the level of diction concerning [ride], [get]

and [expenditures] and tense in [did not be], the translation comprises ‘plus’, which

means ‘in addition to’ ; failing to convey the exact emotional nuances of the Arabic

expression.

In this particular challenge, the majority of the respondents could not render the

meaning of the adverb

b- Rendering the meaning of the adverb "A in

j ylfr Lidba j&mdl ijfA JA] pi j i
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English translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

04 cases/26.66% Omission of the meaning of
obligation expressed by the

Aadverb

-‘that’s why I chose
travelling on [feet]’

so I don’t mind to travel
on [foot]’

04 cases/26.66% expressing a different
nuance of meaning: '

5 cases/33.33%-‘so I was obliged to
travel on foot’

using different
structures -

-‘and I did not find a benefit
from going on foot-

2 cases/13.33% A wrong meaning

Table ninety-two: rendering the meaning of the adverb A (translation pre-test-control

group-inverse translation).

The respondents’ translations can be grouped under the following categories:

In the first category, four respondents omitted the meaning of obligation expressed

by the adverb A altogether . They produced translations such as:

-‘that’s why I chose travelling on [feet]’

-‘so I travelled walking’

In the second category, five respondents tried to render the meaning of obligation

expressed by the adverb A using different structures as in:

-‘that is why I must [choose] travelling on foot’

-‘so I was obliged to travel on foot’

-‘so I had to travel on my feet’

In two of these translations, as in the first example, the present tense made the

expression lose the precision that ‘though I was obliged to go on foot, still it was my

decision to sit the test’ .
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In the third category, one respondent translated the Arabic adverb by ‘I did not find

a means of travelling except walking’. In this translation ‘a means’ might refer to

‘another solution’, if the respondent did not use ‘of travelling’, which biased the

meaning.

- Another respondent provided a translation with a wrong meaning:

-‘and I did not find a benefit from going on foot’

In the fourth category, four respondents provided a translation expressing a

different nuance of meaning:

-‘I did not [find] a problem to travel on [feets]’

-‘so I don’t mind to travel on [foot]’

-"so I had no problem to travel on [foot]’

These instances, despite mistakes in collocation, express a nuance of meaning

different from that expressed in the source sentence: focus -here- is put on ‘accepting

to travel on feet’ not on ‘the obligation of travelling on feet’ .

In the first challenge, the respondents could not render the meaning of the adverb

In the second challenge, there was a clear effort to render the meaning of the

obligation.

4- The Fourth Translation Problem

In the fourth translation problem we spotted two challenges: rendering the meaning

of the adverb CJJSU j

and rendering the meaning of the image j S
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in the following paragraph:

‘Lifcdbu JJ&U) JÿaJl lift aiiluiVI J iw5ll!l QA JJXJ ÂJâL*. Cù\S <ÿ1 4eLill <ji JJJS uiÿ La j

all j LlÿLall (j- SJJAUI

This paragraph in Arabic can be semantically rendered as follows:

‘No sooner had I appeared through the room that was full of a multitude of students

and teachers, than I was received with a severe storm of laughter and ridicule from

this large crowd’ (translation of Mr Belmouley).

a- Rendering the meaning of the adverb j in

4iuabu jj&ÜI lift Sijÿ&l J ijAÿlil &A ÂJâLa. CdlS JAJI La j

English translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

10 cases/66.66%-‘when I entered the room
there was a big number of
people [whose] received
me’

wrong linking/division of
the main and subordinate
clauses

‘when
appeared at the hall.., the
gathering met me by

have just 05 cases/33.33% The structure ‘when+ verb,
verb’ was successfully used

I

Table Ninety-three: rendering the meaning of the adverb Ji* && U jtranslation

pre-test-control group-inverse translation).

In the first category, ten respondents used various structures to convey the meaning

of the Arabic complex sentence:

-‘I nearly [seem] in the hall .. .this group of people faced me with’
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-‘and just I [find] myself in the room which was ...[even that] all the crowd of

people welcome me’

-‘when I entered the room there was a big number of people [whose] received me’

‘when I entered the room [] was full of students and professors []received me’

These instances are representative of the nine cases in this category. Apart from

mistakes at the levels of diction, tense, subordination, possessive case and absence of

subject, these translations share a basic characteristic which is the wrong

linking/division of the main and subordinate clauses. The second instance is an

example of the wrong linking; whereas the fourth one is an example of the wrong

division.

- In another case, however, punctuation of the structure was wrong producing: ‘when

I just coming to the hall which was ...and they received me with’ .

In the second category, five respondents used the basic English structure ‘when+

verb, verb’ to convey the meaning of the Arabic sentence, the following are some

examples:

-‘when I just [enter] the room, which..., I was received with’

-‘when I have just appeared at the hall.., the gathering met me by

-T [almost] appeared in the room, that was..., suddenly that big crowd received me

with’

The structure ‘when+ verb, verb’ was successfully used by five respondents with

only one case where tense was wrongly used.
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Thus, the majority of the respondents could not render the meaning of the adverb, in

this particular challenge.

b- Rendering the meaning of the image j jdatait <> SJJAUI in

4-àÿabu Jdttüt 2-oaJl !JA SÜL-V! j jj-üüil <> JJJU Jll\ Âctill JJJÎ üJSU J

/JJS. . .at j ,iu .>ai

English translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

‘a storm of laughter 10 cases/66.66% literal translation

by laughing and mockery’ 04 cases/26.66% rendering the semantic
meaning of the Arabic image

a wave of laughing and
ironies’

1 case/6.66% Unacceptable image

Table Ninety-four: rendering the meaning of the image

j(translation pre-test-control group-inverse translation).

In the first category, ten respondents rendered the Arabic image by a literal

translation producing an acceptable image in English: ‘a storm of laughter’.

In the second category, four respondents preferred rendering the semantic meaning

of the Arabic image, some of their translations read as: ‘by laughing and mockery’,

‘received me with laughing’ .

In the third category, one respondent rendered the Arabic image by ‘a wave of

laughing and ironies’. This image is unacceptable in English.

In this challenge, the majority of the respondents could render the meaning of the

image in Arabic, either through literal translation that produced an acceptable image

or through rendering its semantic meaning.
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As far as the fourth translation problem is concerned, the majority of the respondents

could not render the meaning of the adverb in the first challenge; but could render the

meaning of the Arabic image, in the second challenge.

5- The Fifth Translation Problem

In the fifth translation problem we spotted one challenge: rendering the meaning of

iilSj J&S jfrü cài £Î jadl jthe complex sentence:

This sentence in Arabic can be semantically rendered as follows:

‘But as a matter of fact, my physical appearance called for more than that’

(translation of Mr Belmouley).

English translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

‘my state merited more
than that’,

4 cases/26.66% Use of various verbs, none
could convey its exact

meaning

‘my state was really
horrible’

03 cases/15% Use of an indirect structure

6 cases/40% Literal rendering of the
image

in fact my state [was
calling] [to] more than

that’

1 case/6.66%‘because I was in a
situation attract the sight’

Wrong meaning

1 case/6.66% Omission of the image9

Table Ninety-five: rendering the meaning of the complex sentence (translation pre-test-

control group-inverse translation).

In the first category, four respondents rendered the meaning of the Arabic complex

sentence by various verbs, none could convey its exact meaning: ‘my state merited

more than that’, ‘leads more than that’, ‘was suggesting more than that’ and ‘ invited
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more than that’. All these verbs do not convey the meaning of the Arabic sentence;

instead most of them convey the meaning that ‘we can laugh at poor people’.

In the second category, three respondents used an indirect structure as in: ‘my state

was really very bad’, ‘I was in a pathetic situation’ and ‘my state was very bad’ i.e.

implying calling for more than laughter. Though compatible with the following part

of the sentence, these translations missed transferring the exact nuance of meaning of

the source sentence.

In the third category, six respondents rendered the meaning of the Arabic image by

literal translation as in: ‘in fact my state [was calling] [to] more than that’ and ‘my

[aspect] called for more than laughing and irony’. In some of these instances,

mistakes at the level of tense and preposition can be seen.

In the fourth category, one respondent provided a wrong meaning: because I was in

a situation attract the sight’, which is a completely different meaning.

In the fifth category, omitted the sentence altogether, moving to the following

thought by: ‘because I was weak’.

Here again, the majority of respondents could not render the meaning of the complex

sentence in Arabic. An important percentage, however, might be said to be in the

process of applying language knowledge in translation, if we consider literal

translation, which is a successful strategy in this particular case, a conscious choice.

6- General Synthesis of the Results the Control Group's Translation Pre-Test

The first translation problem concerns the right sentence division and appropriate

linking in the following sentence:
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tjjà.j Coll Jl illiXaC. {J& jjâJl £jji <_ruûU £jljJû t jLa LJli tluS I a n~s ;Jlï
4jâ £l*j ÂjjjaJ! 4jjijAaI2

.JJJ-a (J* JjÿVI ÂîjUÿa Jtj.a

The majority of the respondents, here, exhibited failure to decide which of the ideas

is a principle thought and which of the ideas is a secondary thought. In cases where

respondents used punctuation, they disregarded sentence cohesion or paragraph

coherence. This challenge is compatible with the respondents' level (dealing with

subordination was guaranteed before the translation pre-test). This challenge is a

justification that language knowledge is not applied in translation.

In rendering the meaning of the image introduced by in

, the majority of the respondents could not transfer the meaning of the Arabic image

into English. This challenge is compatible with the respondents' level (dealing with

complex sentence was guaranteed before the translation pre-test). This challenge is

another justification that language knowledge is not applied in translation.

In rendering the implied meaning of the verb <jÿ in

J Aililt Uê. Lgà J Æ(Jlaj <-_L£ J

, the majority of the respondents did not imitate the Arabic sentence structure and

moved from focussing on the structure of the sentence towards focussing on its

meaning, which is a positive attitude. This challenge is compatible with the

respondents' level (dealing with complex sentence was guaranteed before the

translation pre-test). This challenge is a justification that respondents are in the

process of applying language knowledge in translation.
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In rendering the meaning of the adverb in

Ajjjiai u-LjLÿdl tjc. <Uj£ jjl SjÿV V IAJA j liL- (jis J

the majority of the respondents were unsuccessful and thus could not render the

meaning of the adverb. This challenge is compatible with the respondents' level

(dealing with complex sentence was guaranteed before the translation pre-test). This

challenge is a justification that language knowledge is not applied in translation.

In rendering the meaning of the adverb % in

.i»lAâSn (_ya AJ Aaj j i

, there was a clear effort to render the meaning of the obligation. This illustrates

weakness at the re-expression level. This challenge is compatible with the

respondents' level (dealing with complex sentence was guaranteed before the

translation pre-test). This challenge is a justification that respondents are in the

process of applying language knowledge in translation.

CllAÿ La jIn rendering the meaning of the adverb in

IÂA éÂjLaVl J ÂjÿLÜI AA«J jAjl £X& La J

.Ajj-Ltull j (_ya SAAJO 4Àk*al»j jjqjdl

the majority of the respondents were unsuccessful. This challenge is compatible with

the respondents' level (dealing with complex sentence was guaranteed before the

translation pre-test). This challenge is a justification that language knowledge is not

applied in translation.

In rendering the meaning of the image inÿjjÿd' j j j* SAAL, Aàÿ>L*J
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faJI ta Ji* Ü&Ji\ j iLoiÜll A*u Wa> CjjlS Âftlill jÿi CJÿ 1« J

.S ij-i. . ,.'l j célÿjÿall j-o SûJAUI AiÿaLxJ jj°» '1

the majority of the respondents were successful. They could render the meaning of

the image in Arabic, either through literal translation that produced an acceptable

image or through rendering its semantic meaning. This challenge is compatible with

the respondents' level (dealing with complex sentence was guaranteed before the

translation pre-test). This justifies the observation that language knowledge -here- is

applied in translation.

In rendering the meaning of the complex sentence

lillj ijjg jj£l (j' l3ÿ J

the majority of the respondents were unsuccessful. This challenge is compatible with

the respondents' level (dealing with complex sentence was guaranteed before the

translation pre-test). This justifies the observation that language knowledge is not

applied in translation.

In the majority of the challenges -except one case, where the majority of the

respondents rendered the meaning of the Arabic image and in two cases where the

majority of the respondents did not imitate the Arabic sentence structure and moved

from focussing on the structure of the sentence towards focussing on its meaning,

which is a positive attitude- of the translation pre-test of the inverse translation, the

respondents (of the control group) have no yet developed their transfer competence,

implying unawareness that different language systems employ different tools to

convey the same meaning. The picture is as follows: the experimental group starting

with unsuccessful transfer of seven out of eight translation challenges; the control

group starting with unsuccessful transfer of seven out of eight translation challenges.
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Two of the control group’s instances of unsuccessful transfer are incomplete as far as

the re-expression level is concerned only.

5.2.2.1.2.4 Inverse Translation Commentary Results

The translation commentary consisted of four questions, whose answers are to be

presented as follows:

Question one: have you read the text before you started translating it?

Yes: No: /If yes what is the main idea of the text?

Reading the text before translating it Number of cases
Yes 10 cases

04casesNo
Olcase

Table Ninety-six: Reading the text before translating it (translation commentary-

control group- inverse translation)

Four respondents did not read the text before translating it. This reflects a negative

habit that respondents and students in general rush to translating before finishing

reading or before reading at all in some cases. This might explain some of the

translation problems due to comprehension.

Ten respondents read the text before translation and provided various translations,

the majority of them express a certain appreciation of the story. These are some main

ideas of the story provided by the respondents:

(je. Lajb jAÜàdl V

AlljLa-o J dljjj Aj-aÜ-
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4jjSxuaJ! <JOIJAA]IJ (jVilj (jî Jjâ JajU-iail l$-ua«j (jl£ >11 AJJJAII

These are instances of the ten main ideas provided by ten respondents.

Question two: Enumerate four most important translation problems you faced

while translating the text; have you tried to solve them?

If yes, what have you done?

If no, what have you done instead?

Respondents’ spotted translation Respondents’ suggested solutions and/or
solution strategiesproblems

very poor ÂiUll

poor LS' jji J-L hall

: full -dâU- . discharged

: my appearence little'> j,

* La j

spotted problems with their solutions

when I entered

obliged (d

something inside me

whose received me ji*.

L>±*j >:u «Â5lâ ‘CJUK “JUJIVI
4ÿU1 „>11 tùUKll

Resorting to dictionary

>lilj ,çsjjàl c>a.jj 4 ‘
jjfLj jd 4 cllLaKlI (jjaxj __>Vl „>11 4 ÜA

sAj.'.V; 4 à 1 r. 4 AJA j 4 4 jjjlla 4 jS

Resorting to translating meaning

(ji (_>!!j ‘SAlAjüi 4djÿalx. Literal translation

44lda4 4j>JI IÀA4 4_àjjUÿa„ll;
JU JlJ

Omission

4ij3J SJjj-aJ 4a1Ls. I. 4..-1 j No solution

Table Ninety-seven: Respondents’ spotted translation problems and their suggested
solutions and/or solution strategies (translation commentary- control group)
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This particular table is used for higher visibility rather than exact percentage

provision:

Six categories can be drawn from the respondents’ answers:

Category one: wherein respondents provided their spotted problems together with

their solutions which are translations. In this particular category, the respondents

spotted the following sentences, expressions and words:

very poor j 4aUÎI, poor çS'JJ' JA hall full «IsL».

dischargedÿijÿ my appearence , J=-JJ little'ÿ* j,

obliged IJJ 4 when I entered: L. j

LA tÿwhose received me , inside me

Four of the spotted instances were parts of the pre-spotted translation problems for

the translation pre-test. Two were clauses provided separately by different

respondents, though they constitute one complex sentence. These are between

brackets:

’ jA:l La j‘j (_ya oA)A»i LA Lgjla]j

This constitutes a part of the pre-spotted translation problems for this translation pre¬

test. Respondents are still unaware of what constitutes a ‘real’ translation problem.

As for the two other cases, dll jiSVU ’

élL (ja Lgl) JC--Ü dul£ , Lika. (j' J

, they are independent units. Thus respondents are aware that these specific instances

are ‘real’ translation problems and cross verification with the translation pre-test

results reveals that they constituted ‘real’ translation problems for them. Though the
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respondents combined instances of pre-spotted translation problems with instances of

simple words, still this is positive.

Category two: wherein respondents spotted a list of words as translation problems

and mentioned resorting to dictionary as a solution. These words include: ‘JUJWI

jsÿl «ÿ jaJI tOLdSll ‘JJ&A. These words are not parts of the

pre-spotted translation problems for this translation pre-test.

Thus respondents -in this category- are either unaware of the ‘real’ translation

problems or that the pre-spotted translation problems will be easier for them to

translate, which was partly disconfirmed from the previous category.

Category three: wherein respondents provided parts of sentences for which they

pointed to literal translation as a translation strategy:

4 SJJAXî . For the first word, it is part of a pre-spotted translation problem,

but it is not itself a translation problem; the verb of the sentence is- instead- the focus

of the translation problem. The image in Arabic, however, constitutes part of the pre¬

spotted translation problems of the translation pre-test. Though the respondents

combined instances of pre-spotted translation problems with instances of simple

words, still this is positive.

Category four: wherein respondents provided parts of sentences for which they

pointed to ‘resorting to translating meaning’ as a translation strategy:

dlga.jJ 4 4ÿJ 4(_sjjiij w 4_ 4 (j£j 4 CJLO]£]| uÿaa.J jikVl 4

V,'. A Q. c. c. JuAj) 4 j .a

From these examples, two images, an independent clause and a dependent one are

parts of the pre-spotted translation problems. The dependent clause:
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cannot be dealt with separately from its main clause; that is why respondents are not

really aware of what makes a translation problem in this particular example. Though

the respondents combined instances of pre-spotted translation problems with

instances of simple words, still this is positive.

Category five: wherein respondents provided parts of sentences for which they

pointed to ‘omission’ as a translation strategy:

l— flJj\ JU L <jVl tAiiLt 4jjiiJI

Only one of these instances constitutes part of pre-spotted translation problems of the

translation pre-test, which is: AJ AJ

Here again, though the respondents combined instances of pre-spotted translation

problems with instances of simple words, still this is positive.

Category six: wherein respondents provided the following for which they pointed to

‘no solution’ as a translation strategy:

This comment is not explicit as to what constitutes a translation problem.

As far as the six categories of solution strategies are concerned, only one case was

not part of the pre-spotted translation problems of this translation pre-test. In all the

remaining cases, the respondents combined instances of pre-spotted translation

problems with instances of simple words, which is something positive.

. Thus -theoretically speaking- respondents are aware of the ‘real’ translation

problems.

3-Question three: have you read the translation before handing it?

Yes... No.
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Reading the translation before handing it Number of cases

13 casesYes

No Olcases

O Olcase

Table Ninety-eight: Reading the translation before handing it (translation

commentary- control group).

The majority of the cases said they read the translation before handing it. These cases

are said to have allotted time to proof reading which is something positive.

4-Question four: describe the text on this scale of difficulty

Very easy easy a little difficult difficult very difficult

the text’s level of
difficulty

Number of cases

Very easy 01

01Easy

A little difficult 07

Difficult 05

Very difficult 00

010>

Table Ninety-nine: Describing the text on a five-scale difficulty (translation

commentary- control group)

The majority of the respondents were divided to rank the text as ‘a little difficult’ and

‘difficult’. This is a score that presupposes difficulties in spotting and solving the

pre-spotted translation problems. Cross verification with the previous question show

that respondents had difficulties in spotting translation problems.
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5-General Synthesis of the Results the Control Group's Translation Pre-Test

Commentary

The majority of the respondents read the text before translating it and read the

translation before handing it. These respondents are said to have allotted time to read

the text before translation and proof read it after translation, which is something

positive as far as their comprehension and re-expression competences are concerned.

As far as the six categories of solution strategies are concerned, only one case was

not part of the pre-spotted translation problems of this translation pre-test. In all the

remaining cases, the respondents combined instances of pre-spotted translation

problems with instances of simple words, which is something positive. Thus -

theoretically speaking- respondents are aware of the ‘real’ translation problems or

that the pre-spotted translation problems.

Cross verification with the translation pre-test show that the pre-spotted translation

problems were real translation problems for the respondents.

The majority of the respondents ranked the text as ‘a little difficult’ and ‘difficult.

This is a score that presupposes some difficulties in spotting and solving the pre¬

spotted translation problems. Cross verification with the previous question, however,

show that respondents had little difficulties in spotting translation problems. What

was amazing was the combination of instances of pre-spotted translation problems

together with instances of simple words.

Thus, the control group's translation commentary of the translation pre-test show

that the respondents were able to spot the translation problems they had a bad

performance in. Hence, it is fair to say that these respondents have their language for

translation awareness more developed than the control group.
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5.2.2.2 Discussion of the Control Group’s Translation Post-test Results

The translation post-tests comprise the post-tests per se and the translation

commentaries. Results are to be analyzed at these two levels:

5.2.2.2.1 Direct Translation Post-test Results

The second part of the first phase of the story ‘The Sphinx without a Secret’ was

highlighted and given to the students altogether with the first part. The translation

problems which were spotted in the translation post-test are underlined (see section

on experimental group’s post-test results.

1-The First Translation Problem:

In the first translation problem, we spotted three challenges: the semantic and

stylistic rendering of the manner adverb ‘well enough’, the semantic and stylistic

rendering of the verb ‘meant’ and the semantic and stylistic rendering of the image

introduced by ‘where’:

I don’t understand women well enough,’ he answered.

‘My dear Gerald,’ said I, ‘women are meant to be loved, not to be understood.’

T cannot love where I cannot trust,’ he replied.

a- Semantic and stylistic rendering of the manner adverb ‘well

enough’ in ‘I don’t understand women well enough’:
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Arabie translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

Âjtis cluUll V Ui

JJÜU *Uiî! y Ui

US frUû3! y ui

10 cases/52.63% Semantic rendering of the
manner adverb ‘well

enough’; dialectal style

1JJ* *Uû!l i v Ui

j IJJ* *Lull î V Ui

8 cases/42.10% Successful rendering of
meaning and style

U\s

IJJ$S *UüJ| y ui 1 case/5.26% A completely different
nuance of meaning

Table One hundred: Semantic and stylistic rendering of the manner adverb ‘well

enough’ in T don’t understand women well enough’(translation post-test-control

group)

In the first category, ten respondents rendered the meaning of the manner adverb

‘well enough’ in T do not understand women well enough’ by a semantic translation

of the adverb: V Ui

The style of these translations, including all the variations, is inappropriate as far as

the concept of ‘understanding’ in Arabic is concerned. In Arabic, either there is an

‘understanding’ or not; when there is an incomplete understanding, one simply uses

the negative form of the verb + well.

In the second category, eight respondents rendered the meaning and the style of the

manner adverb ‘well enough’ in T do not understand women well enough’ by î V UÎ

'4* ,

producing an accurate meaning and appropriate style. The use of with

here, expressed an ‘incomplete understanding’ as expressed in the original and was

compatible with the style of the Arabic language.
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In the third category, one respondent rendered the rendered the meaning and the

style of the manner adverb ‘well enough’ in ‘I do not understand women well

enough’ by V

(I do not understand women a lot), which is a completely incompatible with the

Arabic language).

In the majority of the cases, the semantic meaning of the time adverb ‘well enough’

in ‘I do not understand women well enough’ was rendered. Approximately half of

the respondents successfully rendered the semantic meaning as well as the style.

b- The semantic and stylistic rendering of the verb ‘meant’ in ‘ women are

meant to be loved not to be understood’:

Arabic translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

9 cases /47.36% Successful semantic and
stylistic rendering of the

verb ‘meant’
t>ÿj

A possible different word
orderV us.1'*’1'

y ffciaJ IJj*j çLA\

A Q *
f t . n i\i

2 cases /10.52% A possible different word
order; but with a wrong
gender concord

Jj J) V et-ûîl 7 cases/36.84% Acceptable free translation

c>“4 j frLuùll ù!

JJ tfiil *Luûil JÜJ (d

ç.Luûîl J UÎ
(ji

1case/5.26% Failure to account for the
exact meaning of ‘meant’

Table One hundred and one: The semantic and stylistic rendering of the verb ‘meant’
in ‘ women are meant to be loved not to be understood’(translation post-test-control
group)
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In the first category, nine respondents rendered the semantic meaning of the verb

‘meant’ successfully. As far as style is concerned, two respondents provided the most

frequently used Arabic word order: V

(i.e. verb + Subject + object or else). In seven cases, however, the respondents started

with the subject to get: V

This is a possible different word order that focuses on the subject rather than the

verb. This word order favours a specific gender concord; an irregular plural feminine

noun is to be used with regular plural feminine verb.

In the second category, two respondents rendered the semantic meaning of the verb

‘meant’ successfully, focusing on the subject of the sentence; however, their gender

concord was wrong. In one case 5 which is a plural feminine subject, was used

with , which is a plural masculine verb. In four cases, , which is a plural

feminine subject was used with <jàü. where the first verb respects gender

concord while the second verb does not respect

In the third category, seven respondents rendered the semantic meaning of the verb

‘meant’ by a free translation:

(women do not need to be understood ; but to be loved). This translation rendered a

slightly different meaning of the verb in an appropriate style in Arabic. Starting with

the negated part of the sentence laid focus on the affirmative one, producing the right

effect in the target language.

In the fourth category, one respondent rendered the semantic meaning of the verb

‘meant’ by ù' <4ÿ41 <j'
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(I mean that we must understand women to love them). Here it is a completely wrong

translation missing the meaning and sentential relations of the verb ‘meant’

altogether and producing a wholly opposite thought.

In the majority of the cases, the semantic meaning of the verb ‘meant’ in ‘women

are meant to be loved not to be understood’ was rendered. Approximately half of the

respondents successfully rendered the semantic meaning as well as the style.

c- Semantic and stylistic rendering of the image introduced by ‘where’ in H

cannot love where I cannot trust’

Arabic translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

$1 y cas JIA y ui

<_£i ji y du* y ui

jsi y cio u y ui

*£ii jàâi ujjc. y ui

LsSlj JS*

5 cases/26.31% Literal translation

Meaning of the image
introduced by ‘where’

rendered by time adverb

jsi y <> y ui

iiiu* (jSj i ji 4-tÿ.i (j i hi . ni y

5 cases/ 26.31% A successful free rendering
of the meaning and of style

4 cases/21.05%

y cats lit ji y ui
ijji ji

jji jd jl i_ü.i jl y Ui

2 cases/10.52% Successful rendering of
meaning; but incomplete

sentence1 case/5.26%

Table One hundred and two: Semantic and stylistic rendering of the image

introduced by ‘where’ in T cannot love where I cannot trust’ (translation post-test-

control group)

In the first category,five respondents rendered the meaning of the image introduced

by ‘where’ in T cannot love where I cannot trust’ by various adverbs of place and

time. One respondent replicated the image that a person is a ‘space’ wherein we can
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feel trustful. The replicated image in Arabic was completely meaningless:

(Jji JXALILUI V liuii V UÎ

The following four cases expressed different nuances of meaning not found in the

original. Considering the nuance of meaning expressed by each adverb of time, we

will get:

- For the time adverb in ctt* V di ,

it expresses a temporary condition; (when I trust, I love and when I do not trust, I

do not love). This nuance of meaning is not found in the original and is incomplete as

a unit of thought.

- For the time adverb in Jji V di ,

it expresses a time condition; (I offer love; but wait for a period of time to be sure

before engaging in it). For both time adverbs, the meaning expressed is that not

loving is linked to time and it depends on one’s own evaluation.

- For the time adverb in <j£' V U V Ui ,

it expresses a time condition; (I do not love as long as I do not trust). In this case,

‘trust’ is a prerequisite before offering love. This nuance of meaning is not found in

the original; but it is its incompleteness that affects the translation the most.

In the second category, nine respondents successfully rendered the meaning and

the style of the image introduced by ‘where’. The relative pronoun, in V V UÎ

L$,

successfully conveyed the meaning of the original thought in a way that guaranteed a

natural cohesion inside the sentence. The personification resulting from the use of the
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relative pronoun offered depth to the idea and highlighted the role of the partner as a

condition of love (not time or manner).

The condition expressed in UîUA ' j' ù ' V

(I cannot love if there is no trust; implying ‘between the two partners’ )

provided a different structure to express the meaning of the target language sentence.

At the stylistic level, however, there was a person shift from T to ‘there’ which

results in an internal incohesion of the sentence.

In the third category, Three respondents successfully rendered the meaning of the

image introduced by ‘where’, producing: <j' c.'k'J V dis üi <ji gjlvîJ V Ui .

(jjl (j! ,jl V UI

meaning T cannot love if I cannot trust’ with slight differences as far as the time of

the condition is concerned. In both cases however, and though the style is

appropriate, the thought is incomplete. This is different from the previous cases using

adverbs of time, where incompleteness raises from the nature of the adverb itself.

In the majority of the cases, the respondents rendered the meaning and the style of

the image successfully.

2-The Second Translation Problem

In the second translation problem, we spotted the challenge of the influence of

sentence structure in two instances: in rendering ‘let’s go for a drive’ and in

rendering ‘no not a yellow carriage, any other colour. There that dark-green one will

do’.
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a-Semantic and stylistic rendering of ‘let’s go for a drive’

Arabic translation Description of translationFrequency/ percent

8 cases /42.10% Structural transfer of the
original sentence

8 cases/42.10% Successful free translation

Jâiuû Lie.»}

L-iAÂj UC.J

jl£j| jJÜÜ

yjLali Uc.J 2 cases/10.52% Intersentential incoherence

Ijj l_)A

1 case/ 5.26% Completely wrong meaning

Table One hundred and three: Semantic and stylistic rendering of

‘let’s go for a drive’ (translation post-test- control group)

In the first category, eight respondents rendered the meaning of ‘let’s

go for drive’ by a structural transfer of the original sentence. This

produces a dialectally accepted structure conveying the meaning of

the original: LA

This might explain the high percentage of respondents using this

structure.

In the second category, eight respondents rendered the meaning of ‘let’s go for a

drive’ byuÿ-ÿ' jJtii Lc..} JiLL LC-J t JjVnh t

These translations rendered the meaning of the source text sentence in an appropriate

style in Arabic. They can be divided into three categories: the English phrase was
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rendered by a single verb in Arabic, by a specific collocation in Arabic and by a

general meaning respectively.

In the third category, two respondents rendered the meaning of ‘let’s go for a drive’

by and 'A A . The general meaning of the verbs in

isolation is acceptable; but when ‘the two friends in the story start

looking for a carriage, the verbs’ meaning will create incoherence in

the text. This might be due to the respondents’ inability to account for

intersentential coherence.

In the fourth category, one respondent rendered the meaning of ‘let’s

go for a drive’ by a completely wrong meaning J] ( let's

go for the driver). This might be due to the respondent inattention that

‘drive’ is not ‘driver’.

In less than half of the cases, the respondents rendered the meaning

of ‘let’s go for a drive’ successfully.

b-Semantic and stylistic rendering of ‘ No, not a yellow carriage,

any other colour. There that dark-green one will do’
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Arabie translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

ÂjjaJI JïLuiiui t *4U jii
jswi >üVI ùJÿ'

Structural transfer of the
original sentence

17 /89.47
cases

JJâI t »! jLJI ÂJJ*1! cÿul V
j. 1 tiîlj liîliA tJàî tsî

du J* 4 »!jiÿJI A,jd! QA y
jjlllj (_SJ1! lilli tjlnnnii 4 jii

ùswi i

JJ 4fljiudl ÂJJXJI jiU <jl
UJJC.

1 case/5.26% free translation

yj» V J fl jiÿa ÎJJC 4-|unl V
>i ûjl (lt

1 case/ 5.26% Wrong meaning

Table One hundred and four: Semantic and stylistic rendering of ‘

No, not a yellow carriage, any other colour. There that dark-green one

will do’ (translation post-test- control group)

In the first category, seventeen respondents rendered ‘ No, not a yellow carnage,

any other colour. There that dark-green one will do' by a structural transfer of the

original sentence: 4Ü3 <dU 4jil jüt 4 »1jL-aîl 4jj*JI CUJ V

As far as the first part of the sentence is concerned, in the majority of the cases-with

slight differences as to negation words- imitate the structure of the original sentence

‘not + a yellow carriage’. In only three cases, ’W ' were inserted meaning ‘ I do

not want to use a yellow carriage’, which produced a slightly acceptable style. As far

as the second part of the sentence is concerned, we had three categories of

translations to be described as follows:

-Eleven respondents imitated the structure of the original sentence and provided a

verb to link the two parts of the sentence:

(jSUI ôjUI uli ÂüJ*J! JüiUui 44ÜIU >1 üJI <#i ‘ >-=2' kjjxll
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-Two respondents imitated the structure of the original sentence, providing the two

phrases without any linking (a verb or else):

(3*1*11 tlllj liiljA tjÀt 3JÿI ‘■- Ajÿxll V

-Two respondents tried to link between the two parts of the sentence using the word ‘

which conveyed a certain reference to ‘colour’ in the first part of the sentence:

1)11* (3*lxll cdli léîliA 13ÿ) 3-&1 ‘r '3°' Ajjxll 3' V

-Two respondents tried to link the two parts of the sentence using the word dÿ32 i

which conveyed a certain reference to the beginning of the sentence ‘ no, not a

yellow carriage, any other colour that dark green is better ’

(j£Wl ta ùjl (|i ‘*1jLÿll 4jjx1I CAÿ V

In the second category, one respondent rendered ‘ No, not a yellow carriage, any

other colour. There that dark-green one will do’ by a free translation:

(U JAC. (ÿî JJ tfljiÿall ÂJJXII [llü ](jl

This translation is successful as far as it did not transfer the English structure. As far as the

verb choice is concerned, it might be said that it was influenced by dialectal Arabic. In

standard Arabic, <J*l**j is a better verb.

In the third category, one respondent rendered ‘ No, not a yellow carriage, any

other colour. There that dark-green one will do’ by a wrong meaning

3*i ûji c5 î 'i J 3!**! 5*3ÿ Vnajl V

Here there is a structural transfer combined with confusion at the level of meaning.
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In this particular challenge, most of the respondents were influenced by the source

language structure. This might be explained by the respondents being still in the

process of developing their transfer competence.

3-The Third Translation Problem

In this problem we spotted the challenge of choosing the appropriate diction in two

instances: choosing the appropriate diction in rendering the meaning of T want to

hear about you’ and choosing the appropriate diction in rendering the meaning of

‘tell me your mystery’.

a-Diction choice in rendering ‘1 want to hear about you’:

Arabic translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

Vji

y ji o'

12 cases/63.15% Wrong translation

yji djUii ji Ajji

yj <ihc. O'
yy i&Ua. & t4-' o'

2 cases/ 10.52% Successful translation of
meaning

3 cases/ 15.78%

lease/ 5.26%

(JjSfl ÔH jLliJ O' Ajji lease /5.26% Wrong meaning

Table One hundred and five: Diction choice in rendering T want to

hear about you’ (translation post-test- control group)

In the first category, twelve respondents rendered the meaning of T want to hear

about you’ by

Vji 4ÿ! e-i-î à A ji and Vji à 4u'

( I want to listen from you first and I want to listen from you first)
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This is a general meaning as there is no specification of the theme of this speech,

which should be Murchison’s own life.

In the second category, six respondents rendered the meaning of T want to hear

ÙF t4"' J Au' and Vji £ÿ**-' J Au' and Vji o' Au'about you’ by

Vji

(I want to hear your news and I want to hear about you first). These translations

illustrate an independence from the source language structure and a perfect use of the

adverb in Arabic.

In the third category, one respondent rendered T want to hear about you’ by a

wrong meaning JjVt <> o' Au'.

Tough in the majority of the cases respondents’ translations lacked specification,

still there is an increasing percentage of the cases prioritizing meaning.

b-Diction choice in rendering ‘tell me your mystery’:

Arabic translation Description of translationFrequency/ percent

J* L. gH jA' 3 cases /15.78% Literal translation

(jC. 2 cases/10.52% Defective style

A Vi 5-x.

0ÿ1 il Cfi gH

3 cases/ 15.78% Conveying general meaning

ÙP grUÿ' 11 cases/ 57.89% Successful rendering of the
meaning

Table One hundred and six: Diction choice in rendering ‘tell me your mystery’

(translation post-test- control group)
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In the first category, three respondents rendered the meaning of ‘Tell me your mystery’ by

djü JA U ijfki , which is literal translation of the word ‘mystery’. This does not

convey the implied meaning in the context.

In the second category, two respondents rendered the meaning of ‘Tell me your mystery’ by

oralis! £ju> andti-ajÿ

(Tell me about your vagueness). This is a bad choice

producing a bad style rather than wrong meaning

In the third category, three respondents rendered the meaning of ‘Tell me your

mystery’ by

ÿc. and jiL I and *4*ÿ (JâAUII CtP

(Tell me about your problem; your story and the ambiguous matter that happened to

you). The choice of the word ‘problem’, ‘story’ and ‘ambiguous matter' are

stylistically acceptable, though semantically not quite accurate. This choice might be

motivated by an informal use of the expressions in the Arabic language.

In the fourth category, eleven respondents rendered the meaning of ‘Tell me your mystery’ by

Cf- (Tell me your secret). This is a successful translation as the word

‘secret’ refers to both ‘unknown’ and ‘private’ which are conveyed by ‘mystery’ in

the source language.
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In the majority of the cases, the respondents successfully rendered the meaning of

the spotted challenge. Thus, the respondents might be said to be developing a

tendency towards focusing on meaning rather than diction.

In the three challenges, in the majority of the cases, respondents shifted from a state

of diversity of translations to a more homogeneous profile. The majority overcome

the comprehension obstacle towards overcoming the re-expression one. There is a

massive shift towards prioritizing meaning, though mastering style is still at work.

4- General Synthesis of the Results the Experimental Group's Translation Post-

Test

As far as the semantic and stylistic rendering of the manner adverb ‘well enough’ in

T don’t understand women well enough’, the majority of the respondents were

unsuccessful. This challenge is a good illustration of the transfer competence of the

respondents: it comprises common words and the meaning of the phrase is easy to

get. It is fair to say that the respondents have not yet developed their transfer

competence, as far as this particular challenge is concerned.

In the semantic and stylistic rendering of the verb ‘meant’ in ‘ women are meant to

be loved not to be understood’ , the majority of the respondents were unsuccessful.

Approximately half of the respondents, however, successfully rendered the semantic

meaning as well as the style. This is again a good illustration of the transfer

competence of the respondents, comprising common words and straight forward

meaning. Then, it is very fair to say that the respondents are in the process of

developing their transfer competence, as far as this particular challenge is concerned.

In the semantic and stylistic rendering of the image introduced by ‘where’ in T

cannot love where I cannot trust’. In the majority of the cases, the respondents could
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not render the meaning and the style of the image successfully. This challenge is

compatible with the respondents' level (complex sentence was dealt with in the first

semester; i.e. before we embark in the present project). Thus, it is fair to say that the

respondents have not yet developed their transfer competence, as far as this challenge

is concerned.

Likewise, in the semantic and stylistic rendering of ‘let’s go for a drive’ , less than

half of the respondents were successful. This is again a good illustration of the

transfer competence of the respondents, comprising common words and straight

forward meaning. Then, it is very fair to say that the respondents have not yet

developed their transfer competence, as far as this challenge is concerned.

As far as the Semantic and stylistic rendering of ‘ No, not a yellow carriage, any

other colour. There that dark-green one will do’, most of the respondents were

influenced by the source language structure. This might be explained by the

respondents being still in the process of developing their transfer competence. This

challenge is a good illustration of the transfer competence of the respondents: it

comprises common words and the meaning of the phrase is easy to get. It is fair to

say that these respondents have not yet developed their transfer competence, as far as

this challenge is concerned.

As far as Diction choice in rendering T want to hear about you’ is concerned, the

majority of the respondents’ translations lacked specification. This challenge is a

good illustration of the transfer competence of the respondents: it comprises common

words and the meaning of the phrase is easy to get. It is fair to say that say that these

respondents have not yet developed their transfer competence, as far as this challenge

is concerned.
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As far as Diction choice in rendering ‘tell me your mystery’ is concerned,

the majority of the respondents successfully rendered the meaning of the spotted

challenge. Thus, the respondents might be said to be developing a tendency towards

focusing on meaning rather than diction. This challenge is a good illustration of the

transfer competence of the respondents: it comprises common words and the

meaning of the phrase is easy to get. It is fair to say that these respondents have

developed their transfer competence.

In majority of the challenges of the translation post-test ( in six out of seven

challenges), the majority the respondents were unsuccessful. It is, then, fair to say

that the majority of the respondents have not yet developed the transfer competence

necessary for translation.

S.2.2.2.2 The Control Group’s Translation Commentary Analysis

The translation commentary comprises four questions whose answers are presented

as follows:

Question one: have you read the text before you started translating it?

Yes: No: / If yes what is the main idea of the text?

Reading the text before translating it Number of cases
Yes 06 cases
No 12 cases

01 caseO
Table One hundred and seven: Reading the text before translating it (translation

commentary- control group- post-test -direct translation)
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Twelve respondents did not read the text before translating it. This might reflect

either a negative habit that respondents and students in general rush to translating

before finishing reading or before reading at all in some cases; or that the

respondents have already read the text in the translation pre-test and they do not need

to read it again. This might explain some of the translation problems due to

comprehension.

Six respondents read the text before translating it and identified different main ideas,

one of them provided the main idea of the whole story (Gerald’s secret) not just the

part given for translation; and four of them provided the main idea of the part given

for translation (a dialogue between two friends/ a meeting of two friends); while one

of them said he read the text but did not provide any main idea.

One respondent did not provide an answer.

In general, the majority of the respondents did not read the text and provide its main

idea. This might be explained by the respondents’ familiarity with the text from the

previous phase: translation pre-test or that the respondents read the text but did not

provide an answer because of time constraints.

Question two: Enumerate four most important translation problems you faced

while translating the text; have you tried to solve them?

If yes, what have you done?

If no, what have you done instead
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Respondents’ spotted translation Respondents’ suggested solutions and/or
solution strategiesproblems

Women are meant to be loved:
<11 V jj.'.iV'l f Luiill
Let’s go for a drive:

jJdu UfcJ
That dark green one will do:

rotting:
j>»Ix»Bois:

_ Exclaimed:

spotted problems with their solutions

Trotting, Resorting to dictionary

Dark green will do,
Meant, trotting

Resorting to translating meaning

Bois, The spotted problem without solution

Bois,
Madeline

Literal
Translation

Table One hundred and eight: Respondents’ spotted translation problems and

their suggested solutions and/or solution strategies (translation commentary- control

group- post-test -direct translation)

This particular table is used for higher visibility rather than exact percentage

provision:

Five categories can be drawn from the respondents' answers:

Category one: wherein respondents provided their spotted problems together with

their solutions which are translations. In this particular category, the respondents

spotted the following sentences, expressions and words:

- ‘Women are meant to be loved’

-‘Let’s go for a drive’, ‘That dark green one will do’, ‘Trotting’ ,‘Bois’, ‘Exclaimed’

The first sentence ‘women are meant to be loved’ was pre-spotted as a translation

problem in the translation post-test. Four respondents provided
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V jjiü. f LuiiSl

which is a successful rendering of the translation problem. These respondents are

aware of the pre-spotted translation problem and provided a successful solution.

The second sentence ‘let’s go for a drive’ was pre-spotted as a translation problem in

the translation post-test. One respondent provided Olid) jJlâJ tic-J

which is a general translation that lacks accuracy. The respondent is aware of the pre¬

spotted translation problem; but provides an unsuccessful solution as far as accuracy

is concerned.

The third sentence is ‘that dark green one will do’ was spotted as a translation

problem by two respondents and was solved by: JÜ-û*-

which is a successful rendering and the sentence was pre-spotted as a translation

problem for the translation post-test.

The fourth instance are the words: ‘trotting, exclaimed and bois’ which were spotted

as a translation problems by the respondents and were solved trotting: trotting’

Bois: and exclaimed: ‘jvl?

Except from <ÿ“1 A
? The remaining translations are successful renderings;

however, all of them were not pre-spotted as translation problems for the translation

post-test as they were considered an easy challenge for second year level.

Category two: wherein respondents spotted a word as a translation problem and

mentioned resorting to dictionary as a solution. The word ‘trotting’ is easy to search

for and comprehend and does not constitute part of the pre-spotted translation

problems for this translation post-test. Thus this respondent is either unaware of the
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‘real’ translation problems or that the pre-spotted translation problems will be easier

for him to translate.

Category three: wherein respondents provided sentences, phrases and words for

which they pointed to rendering meaning as a translation strategy. These are:

‘dark green will do’, ‘meant’ and ‘trotting’. For the sentence ‘[that] dark green will

do’ and the verb ‘meant’, they constitutes part of sentences pre-spotted as

translation problems and are basic elements. ‘Trotting’, however, does not constitute

part of pre-spotted translation problems. At least, respondents are said to be aware of

two pre-spotted translation problems. Cross verification revealed that the spotted

problems were successfully rendered.

‘Trotting’, however is not part of the pre-spotted translation problems.

Category four: wherein three respondents provided a word as a translation problem

for which they did not point to a solution strategy. The word is: ‘Bois’ and is not part

of the pre-spotted translation problems.

Category five: wherein two respondents provided ‘Bois’ and ‘Madeline’ as

translation problems for which they proposed literal translation as a solution. Cross

verification with their translations revealed that they mean by literal translation the

(•JAJU IJJ j1 . These translations‘transcription’ of the words. They provided

are successful renderings; however, they were not pre-spotted as translation problems

for the translation post-test as they were considered an easy challenge for second

year level.

In the five categories, the respondents either only spotted the translation problems or

spotted the translation problems and proposed strategies to solve them.
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Question three: have you read the translation before handing it?

Yes... No.

Reading the translation before handing it Number of cases
Yes 08 cases
No 03case

08caseO
Table One hundred and nine: Reading the translation before handing it (translation

commentary- control group- post-test -direct translation)

Eight respondents have read the translation before handing it. Eight respondents did

not provide an answer; i.e. almost half of the respondents population. This is quite a

high percentage which might be due to time constraints, especially that the same

cases who did not provide answers for this question did not provide answers for the

following question, which is an evaluative one i.e. easy to answer. Three out of eight

respondents who did not answer this question did not answer all the questions in the

translation commentary.

The eight respondents, who read the translation before handing it, are supposed to

have allotted time for proof reading which is something positive; whereas, who have

not provided an answer, they either read their translations but did not have time to

answer all attached questions or they simply did not read it.

Question four: describe the text on this scale of difficulty

Very easy easy a little difficult difficult very difficult
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the text’s level of difficulty Number of cases

Very easy 00

Easy 08

A little difficult 03

Difficult 00

Very difficult 00

0) 08

Table One hundred and ten: describing the text on a five-scale difficulty (translation

commentary- control group- post-test -direct translation)

Eight respondents ranked the text as ‘easy’. This is a score that presupposes either

success at spotting and solving the pre-spotted translation problems or an

underestimation of translation problems. Cross verification with the previous

question show that respondents had difficulties in spotting translation problems.

Once more, the percentage of the respondents who did not provide an answer for this

question is the same as the percentage of the previous one, favoring the assumption

of time constraint.

Three respondents ranked the text ‘a little difficult’, which does not -theoretically-

represent a significant difference from the eight respondents who ranked the text

‘easy’.

5-General Synthesis of the Results the Control Group's Translation Post-Test

Commentary

In general, the majority of the respondents did not read the text or provide its main

idea. This might be explained by the respondents’ familiarity with the text from the

previous phase: translation pre-test
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In the five categories, the respondents either:

a- respondents provided their spotted problems together with their solutions (which

are their translations): for the first sentence, the respondents were aware of the pre¬

spotted translation problem and provided a successful solution. For the second

sentence, the respondent was aware of the pre-spotted translation problem; but

provided an unsuccessful solution as far as accuracy is concerned. As to the third

one, it was pre-spotted as a translation problem for the translation post-test and was

successfully rendered. The fourth instance was a group of words; all of them were

not pre-spotted as translation problems for the translation post-test as they were

considered an easy challenge for second year level.

b- respondents mentioned resorting to dictionary as a solution to translate a word that

does not constitute part of the pre-spotted translation problems for this translation

post-test. Thus this respondent is either unaware of the ‘real’ translation problems or

that the pre-spotted translation problems will be easier for him to translate.

c- respondents pointed to rendering meaning as a translation strategy:

two instances constitute part of sentence pre-spotted as translation problems and are

basic elements. One instance, however, does not constitute part of pre-spotted

translation problems. At least, respondents are said to be aware of two pre-spotted

translation problems. Cross verification revealed that the spotted problems were

successfully rendered.

c-respondents provided a word as a translation problem for which they did not point

to a solution strategy. The word is not part of the pre-spotted translation problems
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d-respondents provided two words as translation problems for which they proposed

literal translation as a solution. Cross verification with their translations revealed that

they mean by literal translation the ‘transcription’ of the word. These translations are

successful renderings; however, they were not pre-spotted as translation problems for

the translation post-test as they were considered an easy challenge for second year

level.

The respondents spotted three out of seven translation problems and successfully

rendered them. This is a relatively slow development in view of the stating level of

the control group at the translation pre-test.

The eight respondents, who read the translation before handing it, are supposed to

have allotted time for proof reading which is something positive; whereas, those who

have not provided an answer, they either read their translations but did not have time

to answer all attached questions or they simply did not read it.

Half of the respondents ranked the text as ‘easy’. This is a score that presupposes

easiness in spotting and solving the pre-spotted translation problems. Cross

verification with the previous question shows that some respondents had difficulties

in spotting and solving some translation problems.

Thus, the control group's translation commentary of the translation post-test show

that the respondents were able to spot half of the translation problems pre-spotted in

the translation post-test. Hence, it is fair to say that these respondents have developed

the language-for-translation awareness necessary for translation.
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5.2.2.2.2.3 Inverse Translation Post-test Results

The second part of the story ‘ ' which is highlighted, belongs to the first phase

of the story and is to be presented in the translation post-test. In the translation post¬

test we spotted five translation problems:

1-First Translation Problem

In the first translation problem, we spotted two challenges: rendering the complex

sentence: jVt 4IÜÎ j and rendering the image:

This sentence in Arabic can be semantically rendered as follows:

‘Suddenly, I was brought back to my senses by a member of the testing staff who

talked to me in a tender and sympathetic way that relatively restored my self-

restraint’ ( translation of Mr Belmouley).

a- Rendering the meaning of the complex sentence:

±a.i jVj 4-ulj j
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English translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

07 cases/46.66% a negative form in the first
part of the sentence, linked

via different adverbs

I didn’t pay attention just
for one of the examiners ’

‘Ididn’t pay attention until
one of the examiners
talked to me.’

02 cases/13.33% negative form in the first
part of the sentence, linked
via the adverbs ‘till’ and

‘until’

‘ perhaps one of the
examiners speaks to me’

04cases/26.66% A wrong free
translation

‘I stood confused in the
middle of the room.....until
one of the examiners talked
to me’

02 case/13.33 Successful free translation

Table One hundred and eleven: rendering the meaning of the complex sentence

(translation post-test-control group-inverse translation).

In the first category, seven respondents rendered the meaning of the complex

sentence in Arabic by a negative form of the verb in the first part of the sentence,

linked to the second part via different adverbs as in:

I [didn’t] paid attention[] [when] one of the examiners talk with me’

-‘ I didn’t pay attention [][just] [for] one of the examiners ’

In all these translations, the meaning of the Arabic sentence was not adequately

rendered. [When], [just] and [] could not account for the condition of Dort’s

returning to reality, when one of the examiners talked to him, expressed in the Arabic

sentence.

In the second category, two respondents rendered the meaning of the complex

sentence in Arabic by a negative form in the first part of the sentence, linked to the

second part via the adverbs ‘till’ and ‘until’ in:
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‘I didn’t pay attention [][till] one of the examiners talks o me’

‘Ididn’t pay attention [] until one of the examiners talked to me.’

The choice of ‘till’ and ‘until’ to express a time condition; or an interruption was

successful. The first clause of the sentence was literally translated producing an

incomplete meaning in English: T did no pay attention to what, till someone called

me’.

In the third category, four respondents rendered the meaning of the complex

sentence in Arabic by a free translation as in:

-‘all I noticed was one of the examiners who was talking to me’

-‘perhaps one of the examiners [speaks] to me’

-T [do not] careful so that one of the examiners told me’

-‘in a glance[ ]of the examiners [talks] to me’

In the four cases, though the respondents avoided the structural transfer of the Arabic

sentence, they produced a completely wrong meaning.

In the fourth category, two respondents successfully rendered the meaning of the

complex sentence in the following instances:

-T stood confused in the middle of the room...until one of the examiners talked to

me’

-T was standing confused in the middle of the room, ....[,] suddenly one of the

examiners [took] to me’
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In these cases, despite mistakes at the level of tense and punctuation, the respondents

succeeded in detecting the internal linking of the sentences involved. They

successfully stated that the ‘state’ Dort was brought from was that of ‘confusion’.

In the fourth category, one respondent did not provide an answer. This might be

due to inattention.

In the majority of the cases, the respondents did not succeed in rendering the

meaning of the complex sentence in Arabic. The various structures used by the

respondents to render the complex sentence in Arabic justify the point that the

problem they face is at the level of re-expression, not comprehension.

b- Rendering the meaning of the image:

Çjjj J kijj

English translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

‘ kindly and pitty that returned to me
some courage’

05 cases/33.33% Literal translation

' so I get some self confidence' 02 cases/13.33% straightforward meaning

01 cases/6.66% did not provide a
translation for this phrase

‘kindly and pittily that gave me back
my courage’

07 case/46.66% Use of back’
variously

Table One hundred and twelve: rendering the meaning of the Arabic image

(translation post-test- control group-inverse translation).

In the first category, five respondents rendered the meaning of the image in Arabic

by a literal translation that produced an unacceptable image in English:

‘ with gentle and pity way that return to me some [courages]
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‘kindly and [pity] that returned to me a little courage’

‘kindly and with pity [] return [of] me some courage’

‘kindly and with some pity which returns me some courage’

The verb ‘return’, expressing ‘ regain something back’, is used in different tenses and

combinations: ‘returns me’, ‘return of me’, ‘return to me’. All these are instances of

inappropriate structure and unacceptable image.

In the second category, two respondents rendered the meaning of the Arabic image

by a straightforward meaning, as in the following:

- ‘so I get some self-confidence’.

- ‘made me to encourage’.

The first instance can be improved as follows ‘so I got back my self-confidence’;

whereas the second instance is completely wrong as far structure or even collocation

are concerned. In both cases, however, though the respondents avoided the literal

translation of the image, they were unsuccessful as far as rendering the exact

meaning of the image is concerned.

In the third category, one respondent did not provide a translation for this image.

This illustrates an inability to transfer the meaning of the Arabic image.

In the fourth category, seven respondents used ‘back’ as a verb, preposition of a

verb, all -except one- were unsuccessful:

-‘this what [got] me back [somehow] [at ease]’

-‘with kindly and [pity] way back to me some brave’

-‘kindly and [pitily] that gave me back my courage’
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with kind and pity language which brings back my courage’

Except for the last instance, the remaining are instances of unsuccessful use of ‘back’

either as a verb or a preposition. Here again, the respondents used ‘back’ to express

‘regain something back’. Thus they are still in the sphere of literal translation.

In the majority of the cases, the respondents did not succeed in rendering the

meaning of the image in Arabic. Their use of the literal translation illustrates their

unawareness that different language systems employ different tools to express the

same meaning.

2-The Second Translation Problem

In the second translation problem, we spotted one challenge: rendering of the adverb

L« in

4jjâ»udl J Llxdall gjy £JSJJI JIA. dilalSJI Jjlaii Cj-lS La

English translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

‘ and once I said that, the
noise of laughter have just
increased again’

04 cases/26.66% sentence division was
respected

‘when I said this words the
noise of laughter raised
again’

07 cases/46.66%' sentence division was not
respected

‘As soon as I haven't
finished my sentence when
the noise rise up’

04 cases/26.66% Unsuccessful use of negation
and sentence structure

Table One hundred and thirteen: rendering the meaning of the complex sentence

(translation post-test-control group-inverse translation).

This sentence in Arabic can be semantically rendered as follows:
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'As soon as I pronounced these words, laughter and sarcasm reverberated again

through all the corners of the room'( translation of Mr Belmouley).

In the first category, in four cases, sentence division was successful, though plural

concord was not respected in the majority of the cases. Mistakes in diction, tense as

well as spelling are also common. Some of these translations would illustrate the

point:

in the same moment I [spelt] [this words], the noise of laughter got higher again’

-‘and once I said that, the noise of laughter .[.have] [just] increased again’

-‘when I said [this] few words, the laughing... became lauder again’

when I said this, perhaps the noise of laughter ..[] for [auther] time in all the

[corns] of the room’.

In the remaining four instances, the subordinate clause was linked to its main clause

by a comma, resulting in an appropriate punctuation.

In the second category, sentence division was not respected in seven cases. The

following examples illustrate the point that no comma was used to separate the

clauses of the sentence:

-' when 11 said this words the noise of laughter [raised] again'

- 'Once I said that the noise of laughter [increased] again'

when I just spoke these words[. ]a noise of laughing rose again'

as soon as I spelled these words the noise of laughter rose again'

-‘ as soon as I spelled these words than the noise of laughter [araised] again'
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I have just said these words that the laughter increased again’

In only one instance, the respondent separated the subordinate and main clauses with

a full stop. This is an instance of wrong sentence division.

In all these cases, though punctuation is very important for sentence meaning, it is

apparent that the respondents underestimate this importance.

In the third category, in four cases, the respondents used wrong negation, in the

majority of the cases and a wrong structure in one case, as in:

-‘As soon as I haven’t finished my sentence when the noise rise up’

-‘as soon as, I didn’t finish speaking until the laughing..increased again’.

-T don’t even finish my words the noise of laughter rose again’

I didn’t finish yet my words and the noise of laughter... [augmented] again in the

room’

In one instance of these translations, the coordinating conjunction ‘and’ linked both

clauses of the sentence, producing an acceptable structure in English.

The combination of the negation and ‘when’ and ‘until’ was completely

unsuccessful, semantically as well as grammatically. In the last instance, the

structure ‘hardly...than’ does not exist in English.

In the majority of the cases, the respondents' translations lacked appropriate

sentence division, illustrated in the wrong use of punctuation and contained

inappropriate use of negation and other sentence structure.
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3-The Third Translation Problem

In the third translation problem, we spotted two challenges: rendering the question in

Arabic lg_SÎ jjSl JA jand

Rendering the complex sentence in Arabic

jJa i_uj SL pic Cdi j (

This sentence in Arabic can be semantically rendered as follows:

‘But do you know that this is the Military Academy Test? 'and you’re unquestionably

aware of the preconditions and subject matters that are pointed out in the

programme,’ ( translation of Mr Belmouley).

a- Rendering the question in Arabic IgJÎ JA ù$l j

English translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

'but do you know that it is a
competition of the Military
School?

07 cases/46.66% grammatical question in
English

'but do you know that is a
military school competition?

06 cases/40% ungrammatical question

-'but did you know it is a
competition of the Military

School?

1 case/6.66% tense of the question
produced a different nuance

of meaning

But do you know that this
test of the military school?

1 case/6.66% Incomplete meaning

Table One hundred and fourteen: rendering the meaning of the question in Arabic

(translation post-test-control group-inverse translation).

The answers of this challenge are to be grouped as follows:

In the first category, seven respondents rendered the Arabic question with a

grammatical question in English as in :
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-'but do you know that it is a competition of the Military School?'

but do you know that the competition is [for] the Military School?'

are you [acquired] that it is a competition of the military school?

In these representative case, the basic structure of the WH questions is respected:

aux+ pronoun+verb, as far as introducing the question is concerned and the precision

in the question is clarified ‘ that it is a Military School competition’. In the last

instance, the verb choice is wrong though the precision in the second part is quite

successful.

In the second category, six respondents produced an ungrammatical question,

omitting the auxiliary 'do' as in

-'but you know that is the competition of the Military School?

-"but do you know that is a competition of the Military School?

In these representative instances, the question either lacks the grammaticality at its

introduction as in the first instance; or that it lacks the precision in its second part as

in the second instance.

In the third category, one respondent produced the following translation:

-'but did you know it is a competition of the Military School?'

Here, the tense of the question produced a different nuance of meaning.

In the fourth category, one respondent provided the following sentence with an

incomplete meaning: ‘But do you know that this test of the military school? Here the

immediate question is ‘the test is what?’.
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Nearly half of the respondents were able to render the question in Arabic

successfully.

b- Rendering the complex sentence in Arabic

ÂjkAll JlJAII J UJJJ CÛÎ J

English translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

' and you know without
doubt the conditions and the
modules in the programme'

12cases/80% grammatical translations

'and without doubt also the
conditions and the modules
announced
programme'

03 cases/20% Unsuccessful rendering

in the

Table One hundred and fifteen: rendering the meaning of the complex sentence

(translation post-test-control group-inverse translation)

The answers of this challenge are to be grouped as follows:

In the first category, eleven respondents produced grammatical translations, as in:

-' and you know without doubt the conditions and the modules declared in the

programme'

-‘ and certainly you know the conditions announced in the programme’

The adverb ‘without doubt’ was variously rendered by ‘certainly, I am sure, surely’.

Another variation is that in three instances of the twelve translations was

rendered ‘articles’, which is a wrong meaning.

In the second category, three respondents produced ungrammatical translations:

-T am sure that you are [aware] about the conditions and the announced articles of

the programme’.
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and without doubt [] also the conditions and the subjects announced in the

programme’.

and you are informed without doubt [with] the conditions and with modules

announced in the programme’.

In these instances, mistakes in diction, absence of verb and inappropriate verb/phrase

collocation -respectively- produced unacceptable translations.

In the majority of the cases, the respondents did not render the question in Arabic but

rendered the complex sentence in Arabic by grammatical equivalents in English.

4-The Fourth Translation Problem

In the fourth translation problem, we spotted two challenges: rendering image in

Arabic in*"1ÿ Cuis Â&j5Ul j ô&l j csJJJ!

and rendering the complex sentence in Arabic

Aillai) AJJAI J jjjj/Adll Aiiui'l (jU-alj CLuaj) tliiki <i_j| jlaJaVlj JaJàJl (j* Ajâ ilû£ U j

This part was slightly changed by Mr Belmouley to become:

Ajjÿi j Alluii (jU-alj JaÂlI £yt AJ3 üiS La tCLuajj j )

Despite that, the proposed translation is appropriate for both versions of the same

sentence.

These sentences in Arabic can be semantically rendered into English as follows:

‘Although I withdrew away to one of the corners, laughter and sarcasm kept chasing

me all along. And despite my embarrassment and disturbance, I started to listen
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carefully to the questions of the staff and the answers of the students (translation of

Mr Belmouley).

a- Rendering image in Arabic in j pü j çsjjj'

.-au i «U->. tiûis AS. jÿüi

English translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

'but laughter and mockery
follow me wherever I went'

10 cases/66.66% Literal rendering of the
image in Arabic

‘But laughter and mockery
were chasing me wherever I

01 case/6.66 % Successful rendering

go’

Omission of the whole
sentence

03 cases /20%

‘But laughter and mockery
that hurts were with me all

the time’

01 case /6.66% Unacceptable image

Table One hundred and sixteen: rendering the meaning of the image in Arabic (translation

post-test-control group-inverse translation).

The answers of this challenge are presented as follows:

In the first category, ten respondents rendered literally the image in Arabic as in:

-'but laughter and mockery still follow me wherever I go'.

-‘but the hurt laughter and mockery [still] followed me wherever I went’.

-‘but laughter and mockery still follow me everywhere’.

-‘ but laughter and mockery follow me wherever I were’

In these representative instances, the respondents used variously the past, present and

‘ing’ for the verb ‘to follow’ and present, past and ‘to be’ for the verb ‘to go’. The
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inappropriate tense, use of still all contributed in producing an unacceptable image in

English.

In the second category, one respondent translated the image in Arabic by an

unacceptable image in English:

but laughter and mockery were with me all the time’

In the third category, three respondents did not translate the whole sentence.

The majority of the respondents were unable to render the meaning of the image in

Arabic into English.

b- Rendering the complex sentence in Arabic

fallait ÂJJÿÎ J (jjjjü-dl Aliuuî JS (jU-aU Cjiki tta)jlaûaVlj La jJ

English translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

‘despite the shame and
confusion I had listen
carefully to...’

06 cases /40% inability to produce the right
sentence division

'although I was [shame] and
perplex, I listened to the
examiners' questions

04 cases/26.66% right sentence division

'inspite I was awkward and
ashamed [. ]I listened
carefully to the questions

03 cases /20% Use of full stops to separate
the two clauses of the
sentence

03 cases /20% Omission of the whole
sentence

Table One hundred and seventeen: rendering the meaning of the complex sentence

(translation post-test-control group-inverse translation).

The answers of this challenge are presented as follows:

In the first category, six respondents were unable to produce the right sentence

division as in:
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despite the shy and disturb [than] I listened to’

-‘and despite, I was timid and worried, I had heard to the questions’

despite I was sham[ing] and confus[ing] I was listening to’

The lack of punctuation or else its use as in the second instance hindered the meaning

of the original sentence. Though punctuation -here- is very important for sentence

meaning, it is apparent that the respondents underestimate this importance.

In the second category, four respondents were able to produce the right sentence

division in their translations, as in:

inspite of my [shy] and confusion, I [was] listening to’

inspite of my [chaimed] and confusion, I began to listen to’

-‘despite of my timidity and my confusion, I [was] listening’

These respondents were able to divide thought into main and subordinate ideas

despite mistakes in diction, tense and spelling.

In the third category, three respondents used full stops to separate the two clauses

of the sentence as in:

-despite the shame and confusion [. ]I had listen carefully to the questions’

-‘even the shameless and confusing were inside me [ .] I was listened to the

questions.

This mistake is more serious than the one concerning the omission of punctuation

because it can't be justified by an underestimation of the importance of punctuation;

but by an ignorance of its role.
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In the fourth category, three respondents did not translate the whole sentence,

illustrating an inability to render the meaning of the complex sentence in Arabic.

In this translation problem, the majority of the respondents were unable to render the

meaning of the image in Arabic as well as the meaning of the complex sentence in

Arabic.

5-The Fifth Translation Problem

In the fourth translation problem, we spotted two challenges: rendering image in

>' V! Cfb u jArabic injj*41'_

English translation Frequency/ percent Description of translation

‘ new spirit filled in my
thick body’

05 cases/11.11% Various images related to
‘soul’

‘ I feel relaxed when I
thought ...’

02 cases/13.33% New images

04 cases/26.66 Omission of the whole
sentence

‘I felt better’ 05 cases/11.11% Rendering the meaning

Table One hundred and eighteen: rendering the meaning of the Arabic image

(translation post-test- control group-inverse translation).

This sentence in Arabic can be semantically rendered into English as follows:

.'After a short while, I felt that a new spirit was being generated throughout my slim

body' (translation of Mr Belmouley).

In the first category, five respondents rendered the meaning of the Arabic image in

English by:

-‘ I felt a new sense and soul push and give slim body a big and strong energy’
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I felt that a new soul creeping to my slim body’

I felt my soul returned back in my body’

-‘I felt a new soul in my little body’

new spirit filled in my thick body’

In three instances, the ‘soul’ either ‘filled the body' or ‘is in the body’ or ‘return back

to the body’. All are acceptable in English. As far as the remaining images -‘a soul

creeping' and a ‘soul pushing me’- they are unacceptable in English.

In the second category, two respondents rendered the meaning of the image in

Arabic by new images in English as in:

I felt the faith come into my thin body’

-‘I felt a new line of hope appeared to me’

The first instance ‘faith coming to the body’ can be improved by ‘faith coming to the

heart’. The second instance ‘a line of hope appearing’ is an acceptable image in

English.

In the third category, four respondents did not provide translations for the whole

sentence.

In the fourth category, four respondents tried to render the meaning of the image as

in: T felt better’, T start feeling good’, ‘ I feel that I am active’, ‘ I feel that I am

optimistic’.

All these translations can be improved if the verbs are put in the past tense. Only one

instance ‘ I felt active’ is an inaccurate translation as far as meaning is concerned.
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Thus, the majority of the respondents could render the meaning of the image in

Arabic into English.

6- General Synthesis of the Results the Control Group's Translation Pos-Test

The first translation problem concerns two challenges. First, as far as rendering the

meaning of the complex sentence:

j Vj fd s is concerned, the majority of the respondents did not

succeed. The variety of structures used by the respondents is an indication that that

the problem they face is at the level of re-expression, not comprehension. This

challenge is compatible with the respondents' level (dealing with complex sentence

was guaranteed before the post-test). This is an instance where the respondents did

not exhibit a transfer competence.

Second, when rendering the meaning of the image:

EJJJ AÎîA jÂi , the majority of the respondents did not succeed. Their

use of the literal translation illustrates their unawareness that different language

systems employ different tools to express the same meaning. This challenge is

compatible with the respondents' level (dealing with complex sentence was

guaranteed before the post-test). This is an instance where the respondents did not

exhibit a transfer competence.

As far as rendering the meaning of the adverb

U' in

AA i> AJ j A$J (jkii t_>.£ U’ in the second translation

problem is concerned, the majority of the respondents' translations lacked
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appropriate sentence division, illustrated in the wrong use of punctuation and

contained inappropriate use of negation and other sentence structure. This challenge

is compatible with the respondents' level (dealing with complex sentence was

guaranteed before the post-test). This is an instance where the respondents did not

exhibit a transfer competence.

The third translation problem concerns two challenges. First, as far as rendering the

meaning of the question JA y

into English is concerned, nearly half of the respondents were able to render the

question in Arabic successfully. This challenge is compatible with the respondents'

level (dealing with simple sentence was guaranteed before the post-test). It is fair to

say that the respondents are in the process of developing their transfer competence,

as far as this challenge is concerned.

Second, as far as rendering the meaning of the complex sentence

LS* j s-uj 5L fdc. Lsk. cül j ' is concerned, the majority of the

respondents succeeded. This challenge is compatible with the respondents' level

(dealing with complex sentence was guaranteed before the post-test). Thus, it is fair

to say that the respondents have developed their transfer competence, as far as this

challenge is concerned.

The fourth translation problem concerns two challenges. First, as far as rendering the

meaning of the image in

1 Àc.ÿ5ÜI AJ J-S AL J j jlSjVl du&i is

concerned, the majority of the respondents were unsuccessful. This challenge is

compatible with the respondents' level (dealing with the complex sentence was
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guaranteed before the post-test). This is an instance where the respondents did not

exhibit a transfer competence.

Second, as far as rendering the complex sentence

4 1U-1II 4-1 j AILJI dj J Cl.V*J tt— ll_p-»>>iVlj (j-a A-ÿ Vn5 La j j is

concerned, the majority of the respondents did not succeed.This challenge is

compatible with the respondents' level (dealing with the complex sentence was

guaranteed before the post-test). This is an instance where the respondents did not

exhibit a transfer competence.

The fifth translation problem concerns rendering the image in

Jÿl Lsk Li-ü ji*. ÂJiiJ V] L» j . Here, the majority of the

respondents could render the meaning of the image in Arabic into English.

This challenge is compatible with the respondents' level (dealing with the complex

sentence was guaranteed before the post-test). This is an instance where the

respondents exhibited a transfer competence.

In six out of eight challenges of the translation post-test, in inverse translation, the

respondents did not exhibit a transfer competence. In two challenges, the respondents

have developed a transfer competence. Then, it is fair to say that the development the

transfer competence is in process. As far as inverse translation is concerned, the

control group is in the process of developing the transfer competence.
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5.2.2.2.2A Inverse Translation Commentary Results

1-Question one: have you read the text before you started translating it?

Yes: No: / If yes what is the main idea of the text?

Reading the text before translating it Number of cases

02 casesYes

No 03 cases

O lOcases

Table One hundred and nineteen: Reading the text before translating it (translation

commentary-post-test-control group).

Ten respondents did not provide an answer. Thus all the population is not clearly

categorized to either those who read or not the text before translating it. This might

be due to either time constraints or the respondents’ familiarity with the text from the

previous phase: translation pre-test.

two respondents provided ‘a person before the exam’ and ‘stages before the exam’,

which might be accepted as a general idea of the story.

2-Question two: Enumerate four most important translation problems you

faced while translating the text; have you tried to solve them?

If yes, what have you done?

If no, what have you done instead?
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Respondents’ spotted translation Respondents’ suggested solutions and/or
solution strategiesproblems

ejjS La Resorting to translating meaning

,-.1U Uijl

111 »VlL? £JJJ i-lLuualÿ.14

where I went Providing the problem with its solution

** '.J'' ‘ '' J -- ■ *tc.la]l L> , j o
Table One hundred and twenty: Respondents’ spotted translation problems and their

suggested solutions and/or solution strategies (translation commentary- control

group)

As for the translation pre-test, this table is used for higher visibility rather than exact

percentage provision. The reasons are explained in the previous section; in the

translation commentary accompanying the translation pre-test

Three categories can be drawn from the respondents’ answers:

Category one: wherein respondents provided a sentence for which they pointed to

rendering meaning as a translation strategy:

La. This is part of pre-spotted translation problems.

Category two: wherein respondents spotted two sentences as translation problems

and mentioned their translation or meaning:

JaLuülU Chumilt

l „;,l where I went

The first one is part of the pre-spotted translation problems for this post-test.

Category three: wherein respondents spotted a sentence as a translation problem for

which they mentioned no solutiomÿjÿ-J' j âv
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It does not constitute part of the pre-spotted translation problems for this post-test.

Out of the four translation problems mentioned by the respondents, two are parts of

the pre-spotted translation problems of this translation post-test.

3-Question three: have you read the translation before handing it?

Yes... No.

Reading the translation before handing it Number of cases

Yes 02 cases

02caseNo

0 1lease

Table One hundred and twenty-one: Reading the translation before handing it

(translation commentary-control group).

The majority of the respondents have not provided an answer for this question. This

might be due to time constraints, especially that the same cases who did not provide

answers for this question did not provide answers for the following question, which

is an evaluative one i.e. easy to answer. Thus, the respondents who have not provided

an answer either read their translations but did not have time to answer all attached

questions or simply did not read it.

4-Question four: describe the text on this scale of difficulty

Very easy easy a little difficult difficult very difficult
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The text’s level of difficulty Number of cases

Very easy 00

Easy 00

A little difficult 03

Difficult 01

Very difficult 00

0) 11

Table One hundred and twenty-two: describing the text on a five-scale of

difficulty (translation commentary-control group).

The majority of the respondents did not rank the text. Thus, the respondents who

have not provided an answer did not have time to answer all attached questions.

5-General Synthesis of the Results the Control Group's Translation Post-Test

Commentary

In general, the majority of the respondents did not read the text or provide its main

idea. This might be explained by the respondents’ familiarity with the text from the

previous phase: translation pre-test

As far as the three categories of solution strategies are concerned, the respondents

either:

a- respondents provided a sentence for which they pointed to rendering meaning as a

translation strategy:

A this is part of pre-spotted translation problems.

b- respondents spotted two sentences as translation problems and mentioned their

translation or meaning:

JaLuüllj (jjaill U_J.ïi J ej .U
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■ -''U LüJI where I went

The first one is part of the pre-spotted translation problems for this post-test.

c- respondents spotted a sentence as a translation problem for which they mentioned

no solution j ùa 4ÿ'

It does not constitute part of the pre-spotted translation problems for this post-test.

Cross verification of the three categories revealed that two problems spotted by the

students are part of the pre-spotted translation problems of the translation post-test.

The majority of the respondents did not rank the text. Thus, the respondents who

have not provided an answer did not have time to answer all attached questions.

Cross verification with the previous question shows that respondents had difficulties

in spotting and solving some translation problems.

Thus, the control group's translation commentary of the translation post-test show

that the majority of the respondents did not provide answers. Hence, the translation

post-test will be the only means to inform about respondents’ raising of their

language-for-translation awareness and the development of their transfer

competence.

5.3 Triangulation of the Test’s Results

The aim of the division of the experimental group’s translation pre-test results and

its translation post-test results is to allow for a comparison of the translation pre and

post-test results to see whether there is an improvement in the transfer competence

of the experimental group or not, in a first step. Then we will compare this
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improvement (or not) with the results of the control group, to prepare for a

confirmation or a disconfirmation of the hypotheses of the study (for details of the

respondents’ translations in the pre- and post tests, consult appendices IX a, IX b, IX

c, IX d for the experimental group and appendices X a, X b, X c, X d for the control

group). The frequency tables below visualize the information summarized in each

section. The horizontal line comprises the following abbreviations:

DT: direct translation

IT: inverse translation

CHI: the first challenge, CH2: the second challenge, CH3: the third challenge, CH4:

the fourth challenge, CH5: the fifth challenge, CH6: the sixth challenge, CH7: the

seventh challenge, CH8: the eighth challenge.

Mean= sum (total) of the values (Ian Hosker, 2008, p. 97).

Number of cases

On the vertical axis, the following terms refer to:

Succeeded pre-test: percentage of the successful translation cases in the translation

pre-test.

Succeeded post-test: percentage of the successful translation cases in the translation

post-test.

Failed pre-test: percentage of the failed translation cases in the translation pre-test.

Failed post-test: percentage of the failed translation cases in the translation post-test.

As far as the bar charts are concerned, on the horizontal axis,
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CHI: the first challenge, CH2: the second challenge, CH3: the third challenge, CH4:

the fourth challenge, CH5: the fifth challenge, CH6: the sixth challenge, CH7: the

seventh challenge, CH8: the eighth challenge.

Mean= sum (total) of the values (Ian Hosker, 2008, p. 97).

Number of cases

On the vertical axis, there are frequency percentages from 20% to 100%. The bar

charts also comprise the ‘legende’ with colours referring to:

Blue: Succeeded pre-test or percentage of the successful translation cases in the

translation pre-test.

Red: Succeeded post-test or percentage of the successful translation cases in the

translation post-test.

Green: Failed pre-test or percentage of the failed translation cases in the translation

pre-test.

Purple: Failed post-test or percentage of the failed translation cases in the translation

post-test.

In the groups’ comparison triangulation charts,

Blue: Succeededll or percentage of the successful translation cases in the translation

pre-test for the experimental group.

Red: Succeeded1 2 or percentage of the successful translation cases in the translation

post-test experimental group.

Green: Succeeded2 1 or percentage of the failed translation cases in the translation

pre-test control group.
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Purple: succeeded2 2 or percentage of the failed translation cases in the translation

post-test control.

5.3.1 Triangulation of the Experimental Group’s Results (pre and post-tests)

Form the students’ questionnaire, in the translation pre-test, it can be concluded that

the majority of the respondents were confused about the general notions of language

competence, translation competence and the relation between them: the majority of

the respondents did not differentiate between the pre-requisite of mastering language

as a tool of translation and being aware of the different characteristics of languages

involved in the translation which enhances the transfer competence. Thus, in the

majority of the cases, respondents were unaware of the benefits of translation-related

language knowledge. Though the majority of the respondents think translation

competence is a combination of linguistic rules and translation strategies, they were

unable to state their problems in acquiring it or to propose solutions to these

problems.

5.3.1.1 Direct Translation

The experimental group’s state as far as direct translation is concerned in is the

following:

a- Only one of the respondents’ stated problems was part of the pre-spotted

translation problems for the translation pre-test. For the translation post-test,

there was an increase. Three of the respondents’ stated problems were part of

the of the pre-spotted translation problems for the translation post-test. Thus

we moved from a percentage of 1/6 at the pre-test to 3/7 at the post test. It is
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fair to say that there is a raising of the respondents’ language for translation

awareness. Is this due to the teaching method or not will be clarified after

comparison with the results of the control group.

b- The majority of the respondents were unsuccessful in rendering one out of the

six translation challenges of the translation pre-test. For the translation post¬

test, the majority of the respondents were successful in rendering three of the

seven translation challenges of the translation post-test. In two other cases,

there was a clear effort to move towards prioritizing meaning rather than

structure. Hence we got the following percentage: 1/6 at the pre-test and 3/7

at the post-test. It is fair to say that there is an enhancement of the

respondents’ transfer competence. Is this due to the teaching method or not

will be clarified after comparison with the results of the control group.

DT CHI CH 2 CH 3 CH 4 CH 5 CH 6 CH7 mean

Succeeded
pre-test 36.35 36.3527.3 22.7 31.8 45.5 54.5

Succeeded
post-test 40 60 10 30 10 55 60 38

Failed pre- 63.56 72.7 77.3 68.2 54.5 45.5 63.62test

Failed post- 60 40 90 70 90 40 6245test

Table one hundred and twenty three: percentage of success and failure of the

experimental group in the pre and post direct translation challenges.
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Triangulation of the experimental group's Results
(Direct Translation)

100 -g

blJjiit hj ■succeeded ars-test

■Succeeded acst-test

■-a led pre-1=st

■-a led post-test

2

CHI CH 2 CH3 CH4 CHS CH6CH7 mean

Translation challe sges

Graph One: Triangulation of the experimental group’s results (direct

translation)

5.3.1.1 Inverse Translation

The experimental group’s state as far as inverse translation is concerned is the

following:

a- Only one of the respondents’ stated problems was part of the pre-spotted

translation problems for the translation pre-test. For the translation post-test,

only one respondent answered the translation commentary. Thus we cannot

have an idea about the respondents’ language for translation awareness.

b- The majority of the respondents were successful in rendering one of the eight

translation challenges of the translation pre-test. For the translation post-test,

majority of the respondents were successful in rendering three of the eight

translation challenges of the translation post-test. Hence we got the following

percentage: 1/8 at the pre-test and2/8 at the post-test. It is fair to say that the

enhancement of the respondents’ transfer competence in inverse translation is
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a rather slower. Still, is this due to the teaching method or not will be clarified

after comparison with the results of the control group.

CHI CH2 CH 3 CH 4 CH 5 CH 6 CH7 CH8IT MEAN
Succeeded

Pre-test
27.77 38.88 22.22 0 33.33 38.88 88.88 18.18 33.5175

Succeeded
post-test

0 37 18.75 62.5 68.75 6.25 31.25 43.75 33.53125

Failed pre-
72.23 61.12 77.78 100 66.67 61.12 11.12 81.82 66.4825test

Failed post 63 68.75 66.46875100 81.25 37.5 31.25 93.75 56.25
test

Table One hundred and twenty four: percentage of success and failure of the
experimental group in the pre and post inverse translation challenges.

Triangulation of the experimental group's Results (Inverse
Translation)

tooso
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Translation challe iges

Graph Two: Triangulation of the experimental group’s results (inverse

translation)

5.3.2 Triangulation of the Control Group’s Results (pre and post-tests)

From the students’ questionnaire, in the translation pre-test, we got a similar picture

to that of the experimental group: the majority of the respondents were confused
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about the general notions of language competence, translation competence and the

relation between them; the majority of the respondents did not differentiate between

the pre-requisite of mastering language as a tool of translation and being aware of the

different characteristics of languages involved in the translation which enhances the

transfer competence. Thus, in the majority of the cases, respondents were unaware of

the benefits of translation-related language knowledge. Though the majority of the

respondents think translation competence is a combination of linguistic rules and

translation strategies, they were unable to state their problems in acquiring it or to

propose solutions to these problems.

5.3.2.1 Direct Translation

The control group’s state as far as direct translation is concerned is the following:

a- The respondents’ stated problems were not part of the pre-spotted translation

problems for the translation pre-test. For the translation post-test, there was

an increase. Three of the respondents' stated problems were part of the of the

pre-spotted translation problems for the translation post-test. Thus we moved

from a percentage of 0/6 at the pre-test to 3/7 at the post test. It is fair to say

that there is a raising of the respondents’ language for translation awareness.

b- The majority of the respondents were successful in rendering three of the six

translation challenges of the translation pre-test. For the translation post-test,

the majority of the respondents were successful in rendering one of the seven

translation challenges of the translation post-test. In two other cases, there

was a clear effort to move towards prioritizing meaning rather than structure.

Hence we got the following percentage: 3/6 at the pre-test and 1/7 at the post-
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test. It is fair to say that there is no enhancement of the respondents’ transfer

competence in direct translation.

CHI CH 2 CH 3 CH 4 CH 5 CH 6 CH7DT Mean
Succeeded

pre-test 64.74 35.29 17.64 17.64 66.66 70.58 45.425

Succeeded
post-test 42.1 47.36 26.31 42.1 5.26 31.57 57.89 36.08

Failed 35.26 64.71 82.36 82.34 33.34 29.42 54.57pre-test
Failed

post-test 57.9 52.64 73.69 57.9 94.74 68.43 42.11 67.55

Table One hundred and twenty-five: percentage of success and failure of the control

group in the pre and post direct translation challenges.

Triangulation of the control group s Results (Direct
Translation)
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Graph Three: Triangulation of the control group’s results (direct translation)

5.3.2.2 Inverse Translation

The control group’s state as far as inverse translation is concerned is the following:

a- Three of the respondents’ stated problems were part of the pre-spotted

translation problems for the translation pre-test. For the translation post-test,

no respondent answered the translation commentary. Thus we cannot have an

idea about the respondents’ language for translation awareness.
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b- The majority of the respondents were successful in rendering one of the eight

translation challenges of the translation pre-test. In two other cases, there

was a clear effort to move towards prioritizing meaning rather than structure.

For the translation post-test, majority of the respondents were successful in

rendering two of the eight translation challenges of the translation post-test.

Hence we got the following percentage: 1/8 at the pre-test and 2/8 at the post¬

test. It is fair to say that the enhancement of the respondents’ transfer

competence in inverse translation is rather slower.

IT CHI CH2 CH 3 CH 4 CH 5 CH 6 CH7 CH8 MEAN
Succeeded
pre-test 6.66 33.33 13.33 0 20 26.66 93.32 33.33 28.32875

Succeeded
post-test 13.33 6.66 26.66 6.66 80 6.66 26.66 53.33 27.495

Failed pre- 93.34 66.67 86.67 100 80 73.34 6.68 66.67 71.67125test
Failed

post-test 86.67 93.34 73.34 93.34 20 93.34 73.34 46.67 72.505

Table One hundred and twenty-six: percentage of success and failure of the control

group in the pre and post inverse translation challenges.
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Triangulation of the control group's Results (Inverse Translation)
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Graph Four: Triangulation of the control group’s results (inverse translation)

5.2.3 Triangulation of the Experimental and the Control Group’s Results (pre

and post-tests)

In fact, at this stage, comparing the percentage of challenge’s failure or success will

be accompanied with a specification of the nature of the challenge, to have a ‘fairer’

idea of the results

5.3.3.1 Direct Translation

a- As far as the experimental group is concerned, we moved from a percentage

of 1/6 at the pre-test to 3/7 at the post test in language for translation

awareness. It is fair to say that there is a raising of the respondents’ language

for translation awareness.
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b- As far as the control group is concerned, we moved from a percentage of 0/6

at the pre-test to 3/7 at the post test in language for translation awareness. It is

fair to say that there is a raising of the respondents’ language for translation

awareness.

From the percentages, it can easily be noticed that the control group is a little better

than the experimental group. Cross verification show that the three pre-spotted

translation problems stated by the experimental group were: ‘let’s go for a drive’,

‘women are mean to be loved not to be understood’ and ‘that dark green will do’.

The three pre-spotted translation problems concern the challenge of avoiding

structural transfer. The structural transfer, though it seems a simple challenge to

remedy; it is the most difficult one to realize. It can easily be committed and goes

without noticing.

These are the same three pre-spotted translation problems stated by the control

group. Cross verification with the results of the translation tests show that this

awareness of the control group was accompanied with a higher percentage of failure

at the level of practice. Hence, the bridging method does - in effect- have a role as

far as raising the respondents’ language for translation awareness in direct translation

is concerned.

c- As far as the experimental group is concerned, we moved from the percentage

of 0/6 at the pre-test to 3/7 at the post-test in the respondents’ transfer

competence. It is fair to say that there is an enhancement of the respondents’

transfer competence.

d- As far as the control group is concerned, we moved from the percentage of
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3/6 at the pre-test to 1/7 at the post-test in the respondents’ transfer competence. It is

fair to say that there is no enhancement of the respondents’ transfer competence in

direct translation is rather slower.

TD CH 1 CH 2 CH 3 CH 4 CH 5 CH 6 CH7 mean
Succeed

11 36.35 27.3 22.7 31.8 45.5 54.5 36.35
Succeed

12 40 60 10 30 10 55 60 38
Succeed

21 64.74 35.29 17.64 17.64 66.66 70.58 45.425
Succeed

22 42.1 47.36 26.31 42.1 5.26 31.57 57.89 36.08
Table One hundred and twenty-seven: percentage of success of the experimental and

control groups in the pre and post direct translation challenges.

Triangulation of the groups' Results (Direct Translation)
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Graph Five: Triangulation of the experimental and control group’s results

(direct translation)

From the percentages, it can easily be noticed that the experimental group is better

than the control group. Cross verification shows that the three pre-spotted translation

problems successfully rendered by the experimental group were: ‘women are meant

to be loved not to be understood’, ' I want to hear about you first' and ‘tell me your
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mystery’. The control group successfully rendered 'tell me your mystery'.

Considering the starting point, however, it is clearly the case that the experimental

group has developed its transfer competence. In direct translation, the bridging

method enhanced the transfer competence of the respondents.

5.3.3.2 Inverse Translation

As far as inverse translation is concerned, the picture is the following:

a- As far as the experimental group is concerned, we cannot have an idea about

the respondents’ language for translation awareness since only one

respondent has answered the inverse translation post-test commentary.

b- As far as the control group is concerned, we cannot have an idea about the

respondents’ language for translation awareness since only one respondent

has answered the inverse translation post-test commentary.

Thus, as far as inverse translation is concerned, it was impossible to verify if

the language for translation awareness of the respondents has been raised as a

result of the teaching method or not.

c- As far as the experimental group is concerned, we moved from the percentage

of 1/8 at the pre-test to 2/8 at the post-test in the respondents’ transfer

competence. It is fair to say that the enhancement of the respondents’

transfer competence in inverse translation is rather slower than that got in

direct translation

d- As far as the control group is concerned, we moved from the percentage of
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1/8 at the pre-test to 2/8 at the post-test in the respondents’ transfer

competence. It is fair to say that the enhancement of the respondents’

transfer competence in inverse translation is rather slower.

T I CHI CH2 CH 3 CH 4 CH 5 CH 6 CH7 CH8 MEAN
Succeed 27.77 38.88 22.22 0 33.33 38.88 88.88 18.18 33.5111
Succeed 0 37 18.75 62.5 68.75 6.25 31.25 43.75 33.5312
Succeed 6.66 33.33 13.33 0 20 26.66 93.32 33.33 28.3221

Succeed 13.33 6.66 26.66 6.66 80 6.66 26.66 53.33 27.4922
Table One hundred and twenty-eight: percentage of success of the experimental and

control groups in the pre and post inverse translation challenges.

Triangulation of the groups' Results (Inverse Translation]
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Graph Six: Triangulation of the experimental and control group’s results

(inverse translation)

From the percentages, it can easily be noticed that the experimental group has a

similar development to that of the control group. Cross verification shows that both
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groups were successful in rendering I kJI JIJJI J -LJJ41J L-JJJ üJ CA J

sAjJla. jbut differ in that the control group succeeded in rendering rjji

whereas the experimental group was succeeded in rendering

%jadt JA tjSi 51

It is clear then that the experimental group’s transfer competence has developed

differently from that of the control group, but still there is a little progress in the

development of the experimental group’s transfer competence as can be seen from

the ‘mean’. Thus, in inverse translation, the bridging method did not have a

significant effect on the transfer competence of the experimental group.

Nevertheless, it is worth to mention, as stated by Campbell, 1998, p. 01), that as the

learner’s output in a second language “represents a stage in the acquisition of that

language, rather than an imperfect variety of it”, likewise, the output of a second

language translator “can be thought of as a special variety of interlanguage that is

framed by the demands of the task of translation”.

Another explanation could be that of Beeby (2004, p. 43) who concludes that:

“declarative knowledge about contrastive rhetoric may be acquired in the first and

second years, but may not become fully procedural until the translator has been

working for several years”.
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5.4 Conclusion of the Chapter

The quantitative evaluation (in terms of frequency and means) of the whole

experiment shows the significant achievement of the experimental group in

comparison to the control group as far as direct translation is concerned. The

qualitative evaluation and comparison of the respondents achievements reinforces

The qualitative evaluation and leads to the following conclusion:

the first hypothesis of the study provided evidence for the neutrality of the proposed

method as far as direct translation is concerned in terms of percentage. In terms of

real effects, however, the method was effective; i.e. the respondents who were

exposed to the proposed method developed- to some extent- their language for

translation awareness. As far as inverse translation is concerned, it was impossible

for us to get results as the respondents did not answer the translation commentary.

The second hypothesis provided significant evidence for the effectiveness of the

proposed method as far as direct translation is concerned and a less significant

evidence as far as inverse translation is concerned; i.e. the respondents who were

exposed to the proposed method developed their transfer competence in a significant

way in direct translation and in a less significant way in inverse translation.
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General Conclusion and Implications of the Research

This research work aimed at casting light on an important issue in translation

teaching; teaching language for translation. The major problem resides in the

underachievement that characterize students' translations in the translation class

concerning constructions previously mastered in the language class. Students

otherwise showing mastery of certain grammatical constructions, show an

underachievement of the same constructions in the translation class. This is quite

abnormal situation in a context that combines translation and language modules that

are supposed to support each other. As a consequence, rigorous efforts need to be

made to clear up this issue and to come up with pedagogical solutions.

To account for the language for translation and translation distance, we undertook

to review literature about translation competence and its evolution since it is

determinant as to the development of translation teaching approaches. We began

with translation competence definitions, and we focused on the different sub

competences of the translation competence with a particular interest in highlighting

the transfer sub- competence. Translation competence acquisition and evaluation

were given due attention, before we highlighted the shift from translation

competence to translator competence. This led to the evolution of translation

teaching approaches. Thus different translation teaching approaches were thoroughly

dealt with in order to get insightful penetrations into translation teaching.

Then we moved to shed light on the historical development in contrastive

linguistics accounting for its three phases; with a special reference to its return to the

thought motivating its appearance. Then we set to present an account of the few
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major researches on ‘language for translation’ with a concluding theoretical

observation that a contrastive analysis approach is appropriate to language teaching

for translation

In fact, reviewing literature on translation teaching approaches served only as the

general context for a more specific context; or what happens in the translation class.

Thus we felt the need to present researchers who dealt -to varying degrees- with class

dynamics. Some of their ideas and even practical considerations were adapted to our

specific context, needs and objectives.

Well established in the context of a translation course, specific to our local needs,

we set up to dwell on the class dynamics for our proposed English bridge unit.

Objective statement preceded categorization of activities, tasks and projects. This

was possible drawing on class dynamics of the translation course; but, primarily, on

insights got from contrastive analysis and the language for translation theoretical

combination.

The present study attempted to assess whether implementing the class dynamics of

our bridge unit had positive effect on bridging the gap between translation and

language modules. In practical terms whether implementing a contrastive analysis

approach to language teaching for translation raises students' translation-oriented

language-awareness or not, and whether it enhances their transfer competence. It was

hypothesized that the implementation of the bridge unit's class dynamics would be

effective for raising students' translation oriented language awareness, and for

enhancing their transfer competence. The results of the first hypothesis provided

evidence for the neutralness of the porposed method as far as direct translation is

concerned in terms of percentage. In terms of real effects, however, the method was
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effective. As far as inverse translation is concerned, it was impossible for us to get

results as the respondents did not answer the translation commentary. This is one of

the limitations of this research; inability to guarantee answers for all the parts of the

test. This limitation might be due to time constraints at the end of the year.

The results of the second hypothesis provided positive evidence for the

effectiveness of the proposed method as far as direct translation is concerned. On the

basis of such findings, we recommend the implementation of the language bridge

unit as a supportive unit for a better application of language knowledge in

translation. It can be also hinted that this type of bridge units can be successfully

used between translation and other knowledge modules.

The positive results of the implementation of the language bridge unit as far as

direct translation is concerned; however, do not blur our awareness of the potential

role of the developmental stages in language as well as in translation competence

acquisition. In addition to this many factors can be signaled here for their

contribution to the enhancement of the transfer competence of the students: nature of

the output, nature of the tasks favoring an interactive context...etc.

The less significant results (in terms of percentage) of the implementation of the

language bridge unit as far as inverse translation is concerned also raise issues as

important as those raised by the significant results. Why was the implementation of a

contrastive analysis approach to language teaching for translation less significant as

far as inverse translation is concerned? Was that due to the nature of the contrasting

tasks that were based on direct translation? Is that a possible limitation of the present

research? These questions call for interesting research in the area.
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Based on all what has been theoretically and empirically found, it must be

concluded that the implementation of the language bridge unit appears to be useful

for enhancing the transfer competence of the students in direct translation. This

classroom-based finding will certainly broaden our theoretical understanding of the

complexity and multifaceted nature of teaching and learning language for translation.

In the following part, we attempted to draw some research implications to the

teaching and learning of language for translation from the theoretical and empirical

findings of translation teaching as well as from the experiment (the students'

questionnaire, the translation tests and the translation commentaries) earned out in

the present study. We tried to provide answers to questions raised in the introduction

and to come up with some solutions relating to the acquisition of translation

competence.

This work set to account for the theories of translation teaching and the effects and

role of CA approach in language teaching for translation- in an undergraduate course

that combines both translation and language modules. It focuses on the results of the

implementation of a contrastive analysis approach to language teaching for

translation for second year students of translation. This research will therefore have a

direct bearing on the development of a pedagogical bridge method that works in

accordance with what researchers tell us about how learners acquire translation

competence in a natural way and with what Winslow (2004, p. 104) referred to as 'a

regime where language is genuinely for all and for life and where what we learn and

how we learn is determined by circumstance, context and need'.

It can be well traced from the provided review of literature that different

approaches to translation teaching depart from each other in a significant way. Each
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approach highlights neglected elements in the previous ones; not as to complete

them; but as to compete for new, more fashionable ideas. This led to translation

teaching approaches cropping up variously and continuously, in an unprincipled

manner. Few approaches build on the findings of the others. Consequently, we got

approaches favouring either teaching or training. They are either teacher-centered or

learner-centered; they either satisfy market needs or not. This 'cut-with-the past'

development is not sensible as in doing so, researchers highlight individualism in

knowledge building as opposed to constructivism. Adopting constructivism would -

as it did from the down of humanity- give development a principled movement; it

may be forward or backward but it should be principled. This is as far as the

principle is concerned.

As far practice is concerned, we believe that development in translation teaching

approaches might be guaranteed in case improvement and amelioration are sought in

the context of the 'sacred mission of education'. If we change the perspective, we will

not be improving or ameliorating, we will be simply moving to another ground.

In this context, Widdowson (1984) in Bernardidni (2004) talked about a

fundamental distinction between training and education that should be drawn in

pedagogy in general .According to him, the aim of training is to prepare the learner

to pre-identified problems; while the aim of education is to favour the growth of the

learner's cognitive capacities, attitudes and predispositions to cope with the most

varying professional situations. Thus, Learning in an educational framework is a

generative rather than cumulative process and this meets our 'sacred mission of the

university'. Bernardini (2004) moves further in claiming that training someone is

relatively easy and fast, but hardly a generative process which is the opposite case of
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educating a student . In doing so, educators might in fact do a bad service to the

students and to their prospective employers.

As to the Algerian context, we favour translation education rather than translation

training because we aim to provide a solid training, the fruits of which will be

translators able to adapt to new situations not ‘professional’ individuals able to

operate only in specific situations!

We can invest in a system that makes an effort to understand and answer the

market’s needs for specialisation, on the one hand and to relinquish the ethical

obligation to educate future translators to become sensitive, self-aware, intelligent

and successful professionals and individuals, on the other hand.

In a way, we have a tendency towards introducing the new tools of the profession;

but this should not be done at the expense of the ‘educational mission’ of the

university simply because as Bernardini (2004, p. 27-28) thinks “translators can do

without training but not without education....This is because training may come with

experience, but education is unlikely to follow the same course”.

In this way, we can even insure the ‘academic continuity of the discipline’ (our label)

As was discussed in chapter one, we noted that as far as the components of

translation competence are concerned, there is an incredible variety of conceptual

and terminological approaches, despite the level of agreement on the need for

linguistic knowledge ( Kelly, 2000). Instead of adding to the list of sub-competences,

we believe, that accurate integration of the emerging sub-competences in the three

general sub-competences (source text processing skills, productive target text

processing skills and transfer competences) will be a more fruitful effort. To our

sense, we can invest in the model and extend its three branches. For instance, both
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the receptive and productive competences are general enough to include

communicative, extralinguistic, psycho-physiological, instrumental, and strategic

competences. The remaining transfer competence is the one distinguishing the

domain of the translator, as said by Neubert (2000). The latter- the transfer

competence-is the one the translator needs to bridge the languages and cultures

involved (Kelly, 2000) and is at the basis of translation competence. Thus, in this

research, we wanted to enhance the development of the transfer competence in our

students by adopting a contrastive analysis approach to language teaching for

translation. And we adopted Toury’s explanation that the transfer competence is an

ability to transfer texts which implies knowledge of structures that are not usually

considered part of bilingual competence. 'Knowledge of structures that are not

usually considered part of the bilingual competence' is taken to be mainly the

linguistic and cultural awareness that the translator is dealing with two different

systems.

In this way, new ideas compete with old ones in a positive way; i.e. newly emerging

sub-competences will be integrated into the old framework, or will replace old ones

on the basis of scientific proofs not instantaneous fading needs.

As was mentioned earlier in this study, though translation teaching has

accumulated a more or less wide range of research, very few contributions have

tackled the issue of language teaching for translators. This is very surprising

considering the fact that language skills are very prominent in translating!

It is common sense that linguistic competence is the founding component of the

translation activity; without a linguistic competence, no translation competence could

be achieved, from this perspective, we embrace Bernardini’ s in Malmkjaer
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(2004)view that one learns the language to become a translator and that language and

translation learning are maximally beneficial, and most economically undertaken,

when they are mutually reinforcing. In the same perspective, thus, the present

research attempted to account for and bridge the discrepancy between language

knowledge and translation application, by implementing a contrastive analysis

approach to language teaching for translation. Results of the implementation showed

significant improvement especially at the level of the transfer competence of the

students in direct translation.

In fact, the underlying premise for the formulation of contrastive linguistics was

that studying and contrasting particularly remotely connected languages is necessary

to grasp the human wisdom. Then, CL became part of applied linguistics and

specifically services foreign language acquisition. Later on, Contrastive analysis was

able to venture from micro-analysis to macro-analysis due to the efforts of Carl

James. If microscopic contrasting aims at finding differences in languages and thus

solving the practical problems in teaching and translation; and macroscopic

contrasting aims at reaching a better understanding of the language and languages,

then CA could return to the thought motivating its appearance. This spiral

development taught us that deviation from the principle should not be called

development. It is rather an unwanted delay of development.

As far as the present study is concerned, both theoretical and practical contrasting

held in the language and the translation modules in the general framework that CA is

concerned with the understanding of human language as a whole and with an

emphasis on the relations language has with national development and human

progress.
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The inclusion of CA into the teaching of language for translation was based on the

inherent premise that dealing with two languages in the special context of translation

called for contrastive analysis. In the same respect, the ideas of two researchers were

influential: First, it was Selinker (1992 cited in Kupferberg,1999, p. 212) who claims

that " L2 learners often conduct a cognitive inter-lingual comparison or some sort of

CA between the linguistic form they have noticed in the input and knowledge of their

native language". Hence, according to him, instruction which provides contrastive

metalingual input may help the learner in conducting LIand L2 comparison and

arriving at the correct L2 generalizations.

From Kupferberg's (1999) successful experiment (based on Selinker's claim), we

hypothesized that, in translation, this inter-lingual comparison inevitably exists and

therefore, instruction which would comprise contrastive metalingual input will assist

the learner improve their transfer competence.

The second was Wenguo and Mun (2007, p. 24)who said that: “Theoretically

speaking, whenever and wherever languages come into contact.... somehow, in one

way or another, contrastive analysis must have set in”. Basing ourselves on this

premise, we proposed our bridging method, wherein we implemented a contrastive

analysis approach to teaching language for translation. The results as was shown in

the previous chapter, favour a macro contrastive analysis; compatible with the very

principles generating contrastive analysis.

According to Davies (2005) action research is research carried out in the

classroom, with the implication that teachers should fix their attention on a certain

aspect of their teaching or their syllabus or that they propose a hypothesis and follow

its evolution systematically. As the present study is based on classroom observation,
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it is action research. As a teacher of English language and translation modules, I

noticed that the students’ linguistic performance in the language modules far

exceeded their linguistic performance in the translation modules. More striking was

that particular linguistic structures previously mastered in the language modules

constitute major translation problems in the translation modules. This incompatibility

in the linguistic performance of the students in the language and translation modules

led to the following proposition: that the implementation of a contrastive analysis

approach to language teaching for translation will raise language-for-translation

awareness and enhance the students' transfer competence. Thus, the starting point of

our research work was to observe a given incompatibility, then to think about a

solution for it and later to follow the evolution of this solution systematically.

As far as the tools of research are concerned, we were obliged to devise our own

tools as no ready-made tools in translation teaching were available. Questionnaires,

translation tests and translation commentaries all existed in theory as tools of

research; but got their present shape, content and aims from the specificity of the

present study. In fact, striving to satisfy our genuine needs led to a genuine

application of these classical tools of research. As to the implementation proper of

the bridge unit, it was executed by a translation teacher

New ideas are generally rooted in personal preferences, beliefs or experience. In

this context, Kiraly (2003, p. 09) said:
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My belief in a social constructivist perspective is a personal one, based

on my own experiences as a learner and teacher. There is nothing inherently

wrong or right about it, but it is viable for me. I see the best degree of fit

between this viewpoint and my understanding of knowing and learning’.

Hence, we believe that being knowledgeable about one's topic of research, mastering

the tools of scientific research and having due experience in the domain are key

elements for a fruitful scientific research. As we have seen with CA, the adoption of

the prevailing theories regardless of compatibility with its principle could not turn its

decline around. Thus, it is not a matter of applying even very famous theories to our

contexts; it is rather a matter of finding solutions to our genuine needs amongst or

else these very famous theories.

Finally, it is our hope that the findings of the present research work will provide a

tangible contribution to translation pedagogy as long as it attempts to highlight the

factors that exert an influence on the teaching and learning of language for

translation. It is also our hope that language and translation teachers at the

department of translation will benefit from the tasks we designed for the teaching of

all languages in the translation course. We also hope that the study will help other

researchers and teachers alike to make informed decisions about the positive effects

of implementing the language bridge unit in developing students' autonomy,

responsibility for learning, self-confidence and motivation. Our wish also is that this

complex issue would find an adequate solution through more experimental research

in the near future.
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Appendix la: Students Questionnaire

Dear students, this questionnaire is part of a PHD research in translation teaching.
Your answers are very important for the validity of the study. Thus, feel free to ask
the teacher for any clarifications.

-Don’t write your name on the questionnaire.

- If you have more than one choice, enumerate them in terms of importance

Age:Q
1- How do you evaluate your level in English (PL)?

very good| | good

2- How do you evaluate your level in Arabic (PL)?

very good | | good | Javerage | |

□Sex:

□ □ badD □very badaverage

| j/ery bad | |bad

3- How do you evaluate your level in Arabic/ English translation?

I-1 good I-1 average I-1 bad I-1 very bad , I-1Very good

4- How do you evaluate vour level in English/ Arabic translation?

good average - bad

5- According to you, to what extent do language modules influence translation
modules?

□Very good very bad

□ □ □ □ □100% 80% 50% 30% no relevance

6- Justify the percentage you gave

7- According to your experience of last year, in which way did your language
modules help in your translation modules?
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8- How to make language modules more fruitful for your translation modules (how
can language content be directly relevant to your translation needs)?

9- Do you think that having a good level in a given language would mean having a
good level in translation?

Yes D No n
10- Why?

11- What is translation competence for you

a- a good mastery of languages I-1
b- a number of translation strategies and rules □

□ □c- both

d-other
(specify).

12- What are your probl

a- at your level

in acquiring a translation competencen
□b- at the level of the teachers

□c-other
(specify).

13- What are the solutions you propose?

a- at your level _

□b- at the level of the teachers

□c-other
(specify).
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Appendix lb : Students Questionnaire

(lb 4_dlaJ 4a

1.1A 4 xi AijâJI lil 44ÿajj1I 4 j,ajU*i t*~ i lya sJA jA jl j/i * I liA jl 4ÿ1 jc-Vl Ajliall

. jlluiS/l j>i CILALIUAJI l_llia I jlJjjj V .4_uilj.ll] 4_ia1*JI 4_0Jâll

jluluiVI p£*UJ IJ& V

<*-11 Jj <*Sn t> ‘jiÿi <> Jÿi <£1 d* lit

:jÿil

ftUjjUlVI AJLUI téîljlua-û L ifs -\

*gr-“

?4_uj*JI 4jtlH till jiubo jxiâj L -2

IJL?. «

?4J jÿA-il / 4_uj*J! AAAJJII lilljluua ‘ _3

1ÿ4. <4ÿ1 *V“

?4_ujC. / 4 I jj-v AM 4_aAjjll lélIjiuLO jaJâJ 4 *o _4

1-ÿ *çsÿ-

jÿhii uni Jij-i j] -5

% 30 % 50 % 80 % 100

ŸdlJjÂl 4 ,.„•,» Ijjia Jac.1 -6

?ÿLJI fl*ll Aÿjlll 4*111 llJÿa dfclfcLu, -7

?4*AJILL Jljjsjlij 4*111 jlj* J*A jLu 4_i£ -8

(?4uaAjjll jlJ*J ajûùLia 43jjlaj 4 U jj-» 4Jl13I ll JJA* (_)ÿ» i 4.
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(JOJ jail (ji Ota. <_s jiawi S jjjjJallj AjjaLajVI j gj JjaJI (_J jiawdl <ji Æ*J JA -9

f*5
?lil -1-10

? 4}S) ÂfuiiHj AJA?.JJÎI S jl$JI gjA La -11

CJULUI !ÿk ' j -i

Aÿ?.'Jjlt <>> Âc. -V

UAÿ-£

_>ÿ' -A

ôÿlÿ-aî téLLujjÿl ciiliJX-û La -12

-I
...........................illuiVI (_£JIXJIA -C_J

>ueÿ -£

<ÿ' grÿ U-13

CÿliJ)*Ut)«Q —1
(_£ -L_J

•>' -J
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Appendix lia : Direct Translation Pre-test

This is the first part of the short story: The Sphinx Without a Secret’ of Oscar Wilde.

Translate the part written in bold letters to be published in the Arabic literary magazine

‘ELMichkaat’ .

One afternoon, I was sitting outside the Café de la Paix, watching the splendour and

shabbiness of Parisian life, and wondering over my vermouth at the strange panorama

of pride and poverty that was passing before me, when I heard someone call my name. I

turned round and saw Lord Murchison. We had not met since we had been at college

together, nearly ten years before, so I was delighted to come across him again, and we

shook hands warmly. At Oxford we had been great friends. I had liked him immensely;

he was so handsome, so high-spirited, and so honourable. We used to say of him that he

would be the best of fellows, if he did not always speak the truth, but I think we really

admired him all the more for his frankness. I found him a good deal changed. He looked

anxious and puzzled, and seemed to be in doubt about something .......I concluded that

it was a woman, and asked him if he was married vet.

T don’t understand women well enough,’ he answered.

‘My dear Gerald,’ said I, ‘women are meant to be loved, not to be understood.’

T cannot love where I cannot trust,’ he replied.

T believe you have a mystery in your life, Gerald,’ I explained; ‘tell me about it.’

‘Let us go for a drive,’ he answered, ‘it is too crowded here. No, not a yellow carriage, any

other colour - there, that dark-green one will do;’ and in a few moments we were trotting

down the boulevard in the direction of the Madeleine.

‘Where shall we go to,’ I said.

‘Oh, anywhere you like!’ he answered - ‘to the restaurant in the Bois; we will dine there, and

you shall tell me all about yourself.’

T want to hear about you first,’ I said. ‘Tell me your mystery.’ 308 words
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The Commentary accompanying the translation pre-test

After you translated this part of the story, answer the following questions:

1- Did you try to identify the main idea of the text before you began to translate?
No
Yes what is the main idea of the text?

2- Identify four main translation problems you encountered in this part of the story
Problem 1 (specify the fragment that caused the problem)

Have you solved the problem?
Yes (what did you do to solve it)

No (what have done instead)

Problem 2 (specify the fragment that caused the problem)

Have you solved the problem?
Yes (what did you do to solve it)

No (what have done instead)

Problem 3 (specify the fragment that caused the problem)

Have you solved the problem?
Yes (what did you do to solve it)

No (what have done instead)

Problem 4 (specify the fragment that caused the problem)

Have you solved the problem?
Yes (what did you do to solve it)

No (what have done instead)

3- Have you read the translation before handing it?
Yes no

4- Qualify the text you have just translated on the following scale of difficulty
Very easy easy a little difficult difficult very difficult
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Appendix II b : Inverse Translation Pre-test

«LuûVl J J.VMI 4uc.Ua L_âjjaJ UUjjfLall a jÿJI jUÿJJ t Lûaj U-Jalull 4uua3 a jÿ. £-laLJI ÜA

‘ ùVLM*' Sjy_>7ÿ

jtÿA lÿ£- I*IM« JJJS jj)i*n« çgjlâj Ciil Jt tliSLafr jjàJl pjji f jljiu 1jb> j>jj CiL duS 1 4tj-\ ;Jlâ

,Ju* Â-LloJ lui jll Iflu JUJIVI jlLLn* &-$A <üâ flfru 4ujjait 4-ÿjCUl ùÿ! LJ& ijJA|

çg'jj' jlS J <-i£ L& J ‘4ujja.ll ‘LJjÿUl aigu JjlAjlVb jÂljLmall alfc CljluiVL ÎTô-tj

ŸpljSafll jAÎlillAulg

i jbjÀVI ÂJJÎÜÎ ji-jJb Lagùu (JAJÂJJ Je Cli £u> £)Sl j lÂjjjjCall IUIAU. luu jiL <_ÿajCl AJ jjSu

jjfr ttujSjll aJÿV (_5iSj V I JJA jUtLu» jl£ j tUiI& jiiall js j£> j
_ CASÛijâ j*ic jJLa i_?Ic CliS CilLiVI j

AlâLa. CiilS yjJl Âclül J JAJI CJ-C La j .jbUVI Âftlî <jjjil ‘"«fl j" j ÂàjLuuall j»JJ JJJJ» ÂJJAJ Ciiua J

CulS Qi (jaUl j .ÂJJÀICI j -ÿ'1 QA SJJAUI AiuaUu jjâxll fruaJl I i& 1?la. SiûLmSfl j liaÿlS) jj> J.tou

J Jjuÿi CiIS j c jlÇÜI jjj» 4£jjS <lÇa 4*âjCl Auâjjll JUSJ liuaû 1 »j» - CilS ulâ .Cli juÿl

.(jUjVt ju AÿJL IgJajÿu 4 uil Auâjj M»**» jAlajlfr Lua& w*j4J

<aiC jÂ5JJ i il-il -.j jjji"-4 ail Aa.î j Vj Ajjji j C4JJ-> “ill j <.jl-> >>ill ~7;ÿ ■.o jjj■Ic-lill Jajuj lu jln>ui diàâ j

•crÿW' cHÿ y! J

; jjàll AJJÿU vl£Jl IJA L_ilkll i—uUl Jÿjll <_JLa IjLi ,ÿ,°j ' - lu «ilc jju ■ ■ «"«IL -

,(_5UJU*I IJ ÂâjLuua]! liîjLCÎ jî Jjji -

.ÂC.U1I (jlÿjî AjUÿ (jj AJJ-4 “ill j 4Jl-> >>ill ~7_; .-n CJI JKII aUÿu (ÿlajî CJÿS La j

4 ‘lia jll ûlJA]I J iajÿCllu «-UJJ üu Clùl j («. à 3— il l jn-> xill Jls) ?À-UjÿJI 4_aujA*ll <LLau lÿùî (_J jCi JA j£l j -

.LouxlLa Aujâ.1 ‘1 a K Ig’hajJ t J . ■■ -

.CÎjC-JlS cl jjU Lad*i jlaüjl j lu (jula.1 JCaü jûl ;CUJ3I j

(ju «ÿS CJJS La j»c. j j j"illÿ. 1 L:j-k 'iq-kLù Cujl£ <c.jilll AJJ-> “ILL j d-> >>ill j£] j jl£jVl I.J» \ (ÿg jjjî CUJAÛ

j <jàaJ V) (_gA La j j* il LU AJJÿÎ j jjjjiâ-all AILUI Jl jluuaL Cluajî CjiLÎci-jl jlaCaVlj --1'

.U& aiA Je AJUVI çÿUÿ' i) ‘0ÿ1 jL*"aÿ
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joli il <jâ!JAI) JJJSUII

<JJV1 AJIUJVI (je. t wl 4 ç. jÿJI 11a di Lûÿ*j

Jjâ (j-aill 4_Ludÿ)]| SÿflâJl ilÿjl jlÿ, JA -1

A-JJOUJÿJI SÿîLall j

4 iÿatl j-û ç- jÿJl lÿA 4_iAÿ.ÿ)j (J£ULû 4AJÿ)I -2
A-N.ÿ*î\1 4_ifLdû <iil

>
ç. jÿJl vw JfLiu-all

S*4 K.HAII ôÿA Jÿ dJjU. JA
(lg.\ÿ.l Clllxâ liLû)

(Æ <> Vd dJ*i !iU) V
AK/*IX> till L-UJOI $ jÿJI û-iÿ. )ÿlill (JÿJUIAII

îiüjuii ûÿA LU dJjU JA
cellar liLû)

(tilîi QA dJ*i liL») V

(ÿj3J! 4_l£Jd till L-JLLUJ (_ÿill ç. jÿJl )dJül! J£jdall

?4JÿJOUJI dÎA JA. dlljU. JA
(Iÿ-IAI clîlxa liLo)

(tillû y*dJ*i IûU) v

(4-AA.JÜÎI 4_îfLLa till c-ifuj (ÿill *jÿl\ üA )£jt jlt JîLLoll

?4 K uiÿ'l ôÿA JA CIJJIA JA
(lg.1ÿ.1 dilxâ liLa)

(cflü c> Vd dJxi liU) V

1 g xnL>n Jjâ tillL&A.JJ dlÿjâ JA -3
v

?4JJ» j.sï\\ j4ijg I** (j-û ciljjî AÜAAÿJ (_£Ü1 (jÿaill 1 QJÿ _4
IjlA lAxÿa C> 1» 4jjXJ-all JJâ Jÿjal liA JgjuJ
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Appendix Ilia : Direct Translation Post-test

to This is the first part of the short story: The Sphinx Without a Secret’ of Oscar Wilde.
Translate the part written in bold letters be published in the Arabic literary magazine
‘El Michkaat’

One afternoon, I was sitting outside the Café de la Paix, watching the splendour and
shabbiness of Parisian life, and wondering over my vermouth at the strange panorama of pride
and poverty that was passing before me, when I heard someone call my name. I turned round
and saw Lord Murchison. We had not met since we had been at college together, nearly ten
years before, so I was delighted to come across him again, and we shook hands warmly. At
Oxford we had been great friends. I had liked him immensely; he was so handsome, so high-
spirited, and so honourable. We used to say of him that he would be the best of fellows, if he
did not always speak the truth, but I think we really admired him all the more for his
frankness. I found him a good deal changed. He looked anxious and puzzled, and seemed to
be in doubt about something
married yet.

‘I don’t understand women well enough,’ he answered.

I concluded that it was a woman, and asked him if he was

‘My dear Gerald,’ said I, ‘women are meant to be loved, not to be understood.’

‘I cannot love where I cannot trust,’ he replied.

‘I believe you have a mystery in your life, Gerald,’ I explained; ‘tell me about it.’

‘Let us go for a drive,’ he answered, ‘it is too crowded here. No, not a yellow carriage,
any other colour - there, that dark-green one will do;’ and in a few moments we were
trotting down the boulevard in the direction of the Madeleine.

‘Where shall we go to,’ I said.

‘Oh, anywhere you like!’ he answered - ‘to the restaurant in the Bois; we will dine there,
and you shall tell me all about yourself.’

‘I want to hear about you first,’ I said. ‘Tell me your mystery.’ 308 words
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The Commentary accompanying the translation post-test

After you translated this part of the story, answer the following questions:

1- Did you try to identify the main idea of the text before you began to translate?
No
Yes what is the main idea of the text?

2- Identify four main translation problems you encountered in this part of the story
Problem 1 (specify the fragment that caused the problem)

Have you solved the problem?
Yes (what did you do to solve it)

No (what have done instead)

Problem 2 (specify the fragment that caused the problem)

Have you solved the problem?
Yes (what did you do to solve it)

No (what have done instead)

Problem 3 (specify the fragment that caused the problem)

Have you solved the problem?
Yes (what did you do to solve it)

No (what have done instead)

Problem 4 (specify the fragment that caused the problem)

Have you solved the problem?
Yes (what did you do to solve it)

No (what have done instead)

3- Have you read the translation before handing it?
Yes

4- Qualify the text you have just translated on the following scale of difficulty
Very easy easy a little difficult difficult very difficult

no
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Appendix III b : Inverse Translation Post-test

AJJJSTI 4 jAill AjfrUa uflJJSLJ i_iJJSAI *JaJI t ja.,ja. Lûaj AAAV luVtll <ÿaâ jas f ja. JaLAl lift
AjjLkjjJI (jLjJjUÜt SjjjaJ

jl-la. jÿic. <ÿ " 1/'•« jaA _jj)>ïna (_£Jâj dlà] il CUJÿLSC. tsÿAU IjLa alili ."''<, I A n-\ ;<Jl3_ jjj-a 4jj-la (_J j> ua (_sill lg-J JjlajWI A1jLji« ic-j-o 4jâ J*j AjJjaJI 4_uij.lttl] (jilc-J Je (Jjÿi <J-JI <_S-ÿJ

AJIC- f_çk (_jlJ (jl£ j Ali i_iA j t'LuÿaJI Àaaj.lAI oÿ-J (jLaü/Lj jÀiLuiAI oiA AIJÜVLJ tul'i (_sjjj-lÿj
Îÿûa-Vl' J ÂSlill

j i jUüVI SJJIJ] jàxJlj Laÿ_La Je Ali CiL j cSjjjjjjall UJU.U. AUü -g
(je. iljJaS ii_ij£j]l S j=aV (Jÿj V IAJA j lilia (jl£ j .LiAic. _ÿ)A.la]l <_]£ jA j — CllIAjÿjâ jiJLa Je i " iT.

JÿVi

■Uala. CiilA Âtlill jJ aliA La j . jlAîÿl Aela JJ çÿjJ i"ig ■>JJ J Ig-mii ÀIJIUIAI jjxa 4jj.ia i“ d > J
LLûA (jî (JjaJl j /JJÿ. ■ ..Il j .3w ■ >ili jai ÎAJAA 4 à ■ A » i jjô» Il £ÿajl IÂA ÏÀjLuiVl j AiAiAl 1JA AA*J

(_?lLaj (Jamî ClA j i jiiiJI (jA 4 àj:i< 4aiU 4jt3ÿall 4jâjÿ>ll JJJ£J UaaJ ' ° -_lj£ Ai _A1Â JJ£Î JJ JC-AJ
.JLa.jVl (j-a ÂilL lÿJa jaJ 4jAk ÂAJJ !iljü !>Ujla j 4,Jlc. Lÿac.

ÂlâA jÂîjj QJJJH ail ±AJ J Sfj 4jüî j iÂjjâÿAl j iilaAail gua-ûa QAJ 4£-li]| JAUIJ J Ujixùaa iliââj

■LJW J3*ÿ J!
; jJ2| Ajjÿîi liA i_iSill ijjbll j]| (_yl JLâ ?Jjjj I iLa %Jkiÿa L AA <jjJ Aimai ilillûa -

>tÿJjaji IJ <âjLuaAl AjlAi J Jjjî _
.4J-LÜI (jAji (jâ (jai ÂjjâÿAl j <-*'•>ÿ. >»l| 1?la. ALAHII aiÿj Jajj AA A j

iljAl jjajjAilj i— LJJ ÜJ jAfr /f!g. dûj jCualaL jnÿa'l Jlj) yÂmjaJl %LUI jlAl ÂljLuia» IgJÎ ijjSl JA (jli j-
.gÿUjAt J

.Luadla AJJàÎ ‘lÿlS lÿluijJ -
.AJPJÎ AJJJ fjLt UAxi JaAl jJJ U t>Aÿ' J! j

ijA Ajâ AtA La jkfrj j /'llÿ 1 ■«’ij-»- CulS <fr j!iUl ÂjjâoAl j A*>- QÜ J J llau çgjJÎ AAA j

f jjj j-unan-ki <UâaJ Vj La j ,<AIAt ÂJJJ J 4iluii J*-ÿ iIiliitL-ilJaAaVI jJaAA
.LgJS AiiuiVt ft ifc Je (ÿjftÜaluil J J JA jj tJjaAl J ui 9-lj.la.
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jjâ&ü Jjâl JjjUMI

AJJVI AliiaiVI (je- i A > ■—»<lH (_ÿa <ÿ—l Lo-ixJ

?“Uijll! 3ÿ (_>ajll Âj.uujjll o j$sl\ .iLajl 3a -1
V

(w' -* '" A-lulllÿ' Oj£âll (_SAL»ÿ
Ajÿaâll 3° I.ÀA iJVig >Ij Aj.ft-yjj (J£Lûi« Aajjl jjilul -2

(A-aÿjJÿ ÂK.M lill i_ 1uH (_j3l «.3?ÿ AAa. )3jÿH

ÏAK.UI 0iA LU JU JA
(IgiaJ CllxS 3L«)

(célSi ô- cA*à liU) Y
(A-aÿjjÿ AK >* a lil] L_Uui ç-3?-ÿ AAÿ. 3*S >!ii<ill

VAAÿJLCJI ûÂA 3ÿ cjJjLa. 3a
(l$iaJ lÀLa)

(«iüj3. YAJ eJai IiU) Y

(A_AÿJJÿ A K. M lél] t_liui ç.3?-ÿ AAi. )dlM]l 3ÿ-“Laÿ

?AKUI OÀA cK 3a
‘"''»3 IÀLo)

(éüÀ <> YAJ CAJà IÂU) v

(A-aÿjJÿ A K .:' iil] i_lljai «.3?-!) AAÿ. 3ÿ1'

ÎÂKi-ll aÀA CJJU 3a
CIUA IÀL«)

(diüÀ <> YAJ eJai lÂLa) Y

Ig.-aiLai 3j5 iii2a=Ljj ClSjâ 3a -3
V

?Ajj* j AJjg >nll i“ (_J-û iiîj!i] 4-lftÿ.jJ L_fljS> -4
Ijlÿ. 1—lx.A-g L— te..x*g Ajjxjÿal! (JJâ Jÿjai !ÿ
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Appendix IV: Texts Used in the Translation Tests and their Translations 

Oscar Wilde, a part of the story of 'The Sphinx Without a Secret'. 

One afternoon, I was sitting outside the Café de la Paix, watching the splendour and 
shabbiness of Parisian life, and wondering over my vermouth at the strange panorama 
of pride and poverty that was passing before me, when I heard someone call my 
name. I turned round and saw Lord Murchison. We had not met since we had been at 
college together, nearly ten years before, so I was delighted to come across him again, 
and we shook hands warmly. At Oxford we had been great friends. I had liked him 
immensely; he was so handsome, so high-spirited, and so honourable. We used to say 
of him that he would be the best of fellows, if he did not always speak the truth, but I 
think we really admired him all the more for his frankness. I found him a good deal 
changed. He looked anxious and puzzled, and seemed to be in doubt about something 
……. I concluded that it was a woman, and asked him if he was married yet. 

‘I don’t understand women well enough,’ he answered. 

‘My dear Gerald,’ said I, ‘women are meant to be loved, not to be understood.’ 

‘I cannot love where I cannot trust,’ he replied. 

‘I believe you have a mystery in your life, Gerald,’ I explained; ‘tell me about it.’ 

‘Let us go for a drive,’ he answered, ‘it is too crowded here. No, not a yellow 
carriage, any other colour – there, that dark-green one will do;’ and in a few moments 
we were trotting down the boulevard in the direction of the Madeleine. 

‘Where shall we go to,’ I said. 

‘Oh, anywhere you like!’ he answered – ‘to the restaurant in the Bois; we will dine 
there, and you shall tell me all about yourself.’ 

‘I want to hear about you first,’ I said. ‘Tell me your mystery.’ 308 words 
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                     األستاُذ الِعزُّ بُن عبد الحمید بن موالي ترجمةأبو الھول بال سر الوسكار وایلد      نتفة من قصة

بینا أنا قاعٌد ذاَت عشیٍة خارَج مقھى السالم أنظُر إلى جاللِة الحیاة الباریسیة و رثاثِتھا، و أعَجُب و أنا أحتسي 
غرابة ما ال ینقطع من مشاھد االفتخار و االفتقار التي تمرُّ بین یدّي، إْذ سمعُت داعیا یدعوني  خندریسي من

و ما كّنا التقینا ُمْذ جمعنا المعھُد ِمْن نحِو عشر سنواٍت خلت، فابتھجُت . فالتفتُّ فرأیُت اللورد مرشیسن. باسمي
أكسفرد صدیقین متصافیْین؛ و كنُت شدیَد المحّبِة لھ، و و كّنا في . بتجدید العھد بھ، و تصافحنا تصافَح مسرورْین

و كّنا نقول فیھ لوال لزوُمھ صدَق الحدیِث لكان خیَر الِخّالن، لكني . كان من الوسامة و علوِّ الِھمَّة و النُّبِل بمكان
حتاَره، بادَي الّشّك في شيء فكان قلَق المظھِر ُم. فوجدتھ قد تغّیر تغّیرا كبیرا. أظنُّ أّن أكثَر ما أعجبنا فیھ صدُقھ

.فَخَلْصُت إلى أّن ذلك بسبب امرأة، فسألُتھ ھل تأّھل.......   

.فقال إني ال أفھم النساَء حقَّ الفھم  

.فقلت یا أخي جیرلد، إّنما ُجعل النساُء لكي ُیحببن، ال لكي ُیفھمن  

.قال إني ال أحّب من ال أأتمن  

.بھ قلُت أظّن أّن في سیرتك سّرا، فاخبْرني  

. تلك العربة الُمْدھاّمُة ھنالك ھي ُبغیُتنا  -ال، لیس عربًة صفراء . فقال َھُلمَّ بنا نتنـّزْه راكبْین، فالزِّحاُم ھاھنا شدید
 و ما ھي إال لحیظاٌت فإذا نحن نُدبُّ في الشارع الرحیِب تلقاء 

. مادلین  

 فقلُت أین نذھب؟

.یھ، و سُتخبرني بخبركفقال أنّى شئَت، إلى مطعم دوبوا، سنتعّشى ف  

كلمة 215.  فقلُت أریُد أن أسمع خبرَك أّوال، أخبْرني بسرِّك  
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ألحمد رضا حوحو’ التلمیذ‘قصة       

كبیر مثّبت حینما كنُت ذاَت یوم مارا في شوارع نانسي أوزِّع الخبز على ُعمالئنا، إْذ لفت نظري منشوٌر :  قال
على جدار إحدى المباني یحتوي على إعالن للمدرسة الحربیة تعلن فیھ موعَد مسابقِة االلتحاق بھا الذي سیجري 

.في مدینة میتز  

وحّدثتني نفسي باالشتراك في ھذه المسابقة و بااللتحاق بھذه المدرسة الحربیة، و لكن كیف یمكن ذلك و أبواي 
اج؟كانا في غایة الفاقة و االحتی  

فلم یكن دخلھم الیومي یقوم بسّد حاجاتنا الضروریة، و لكن تحّصلت مع ذلك على ترخیص منھما بالسفر لتأدیة 
و كان مبلغا زھیدا ال یكفي ألجرة . و ھو كلُّ المّدخر عندنا –االختبار، و تحّصلت كذلك على مبلغ عشر فرنكات 

.ُبد من المشي على األقدام الركوب، فضال عن المصاریف الثانویة األخرى؛ و لم أجد  

و ما كدت أبدو في القاعة التي كانت . و صلت مدینة میتز یوم المسابقة نفسھا و توّجھُت لفوري إلى قاعة االختبار
و الحق . حافلة بعدد من التالمیذ و األساتذة حتى تلقاني ھذا الجمع الغفیر بعاصفة شدیدة من الضحك و السخریة

فقد كنُت ضعیفا نحیفا تكسو مالبسي الریفیة المرّقعَة طبقٌة كثیفٌة من . إلى أكثر من ذلكأّن حالتي كانت تدعو 
.الغبار، و كنُت أحمل في یمیني عصا غلیظة و منتعال نعال ریفیًة خشنة تحوطھا طبقٌة من األوحال  

ین یخاطبني برّقة و وقفُت مضطربا في وسط القاعة بین ضجیج الضحك و السخریة، و لم أنتبھ إّال و أحد المختبر
.شفقة رّدْت إليَّ بعض جأشي  

:ماذا ترید؟ قال لي الرجل الطیب القلب ھذا الكالَم فأجبتھ على الفور. ضللت سبیلك من دون شك یا صدیقي -  

.أرید أن أشارك في المسابقة یا سیدي -  

.أركان القاعةو ما كدت أنطق بھذه الكلمات حتى ارتفع ضجیج الضحك و السخریة من جدید في جمیع   

و أنت على علم بال ریب بالشروط و ) قال المختبر بلطف(و لكن ھل تدري أنھا مسابقة المدرسة الحربیة؟  -
.المواّد المعلنة في البرنامج  

.سیدي، درسُتھا كلھا؛ أجبتھ متلعثما -  

.إذن تفضل اجلس یا بني و انتظر فعندما یأتي دورك أدعوك: و أجابني السید  

 

و أخذُت . بعیدا في أحد األركان و لكن الضحك و السخریة الالذعة كانت تالحقني حیثما حللت ذھبت أنزوي
و ما ھي إال . أنصت، على ما كنت فیھ من الخجل واالضطراب، بإمعان إلى أسئلة المختبرین و أجوبة الطلبة

ي اإلجابة على ھذه األسئلة لحظة حتى أحسسُت بروح جدیدة تدبُّ في جسمي النحیل، إذ تبّین لي أّن في استطاعت
. كلھا  
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 ‘The Student’, a story by Ridha 7u7u. Translated by Mr. Azedine Belmoulay 

   While I was, one day, going through the streets of Nancy, delivering bread to our 
customers, my attention was suddenly caught by a sizable publication posted onto the 
wall of a building. The publication announced the date of the Military Academy 
Adherence Test that was to take place in Metz.  

It occurred to me to take part in this contest in order to join the Academy. But I 
wondered how I could possibly do that when my parents were extremely poor and 
destitute. 

Their daily income was not enough to meet our basic needs. But I finally got their 
permission, which allowed me to travel for the purpose of taking the test. I also 
obtained ten franks - the sum of all our savings. It was so small an amount that it 
could not even cover the travelling fee, let alone the other peripheral expenses. So, I 
eventually had to leg it all the way there.  

I arrived on the very day of the contest, and headed right away towards the testing 
room. No sooner had I appeared through the room that was full of a multitude of 
students and teachers, than I was received with a severe storm of laughter and ridicule 
from this large crowd. But as a matter of fact, my physical appearance called for more 
than that. I was weak, all skin and bones, and my country clothes were covered with a 
thick layer of dust gathered along the way; and I was carrying a squat staff in my right 
hand, and had rough rustic shoes on, coated with a coach of mud. 

 

I stood in the middle of the room, lost and unsettled by the loud sarcastic laughter. 
Suddenly, I was brought back to my senses by a member of the testing staff who 
talked to me in a tender and sympathetic way that relatively restored my self-restraint. 

‘Undoubtedly you’ve lost your way, comrade. Can I help you?’ asked the kind-
hearted man. ‘I want to take part in the contest, Sir.’ I answered instantly. As soon as I 
pronounced these words, laughter and sarcasm reverberated again through all the 
corners of the room.  

‘But do you know that this is the Military Academy Test?’ inquired the tester softly, 
‘and you’re unquestionably aware of the preconditions and subject matters that are 
pointed out in the programme,’ he added. 

‘I have thoroughly studied them, Sir,’ I stammered. ‘Then, do sit down, my son, and 
wait. I’ll call you when your turn comes,’ he said. 

Although I withdrew away to one of the corners, laughter and sarcasm kept chasing 
me all along. And despite my embarrassment and disturbance, I started to listen 
carefully to the questions of the staff and the answers of the students. After a short 
while, I felt that a new spirit was being generated throughout my slim body; for it 
dawned upon me that I was in a position to fully answer these questions. 

  



Appendix VI: Activities of Task One (Raising Students’ Language for
Translation Awareness)

The First Activity

Aim

-Stressing the relevance of comparing and contrasting languages for translational
purposes.

- Raising English-for- translation awareness

Steps

Students are given a theoretical account of the importance of comparing and
contrasting languages for translational purposes. The account is based on the premise
that comparing and contrasting highlights the various tools (structural/ syntactic) used
by different languages to express the same meaning. This reinforces the idea that
translating from English into Arabic and vice versa implies dealing with two different
language systems and utilizing -in the majority of cases-different tools to convey the
same meaning. This kind of awareness helps in enhancing -our point of view- the
students’ transfer competence and thus leads to better translations.

The Second Activity

Aim

-Introducing structural and pragmatic similarities/differences in the language function:
comparatives and stressing its relevance to translation

Steps

Following the lecture about the language function comparatives,

Teacher summarizes the different English grammatical constructions dealt
with in the lecture in column 1 focusing on meaning i.e. the categorization of
these constructions is based on meaning,
Each pair of students provides an example for each construction. Then, a
discussion follows to select the most original examples to be written on the
blackboard in column 2.
Then students are encouraged to think about the equivalent Arabic
categorization of meaning i.e. using brainstorming expressions such as
‘positive equal degree comparison is conveyed in Arabic via the following
tool or construction’. Found constructions are written in column 3 and their
respective examples in column 4.
In case no readymade equivalent construction conveying that particular
meaning is found, students are encouraged to use translation technique
(translating the examples in column 2) focusing on meaning. Thus filling
column 4 with equivalent examples before returning to column 3with a
summary of their respective constructions.
A contrastive analysis is conducted ending up with general linguistic
comments such ‘as A and B languages are different in this respect’, or that

a-

b-

c-

d-

e-
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‘they employ the same grammatical constructions’. This is to follow in column
5.

English
construction

Examples Arabic Examples Contrastive
generalizations

construction

(JA Jjlai jAJjJafcll AjLtuaUse of
comparative:
adj+ er or '
more+adj
than'

He is taller
than

The meaning of
the comparative
in its two forms
in English is
conveyed by one
form in Arabic

'this is more
expensive
than'

JAa** 11Use of
superlatives:
adj+ est or most
+ adj

'He is the
tallest'

The meaning of
the superlative
in its two forms
in English is
conveyed by one
form in Arabic

W J* Ù»
'this is the
most
expensive'

» jii j jA
Jjjk UAitS

Equal degree
comparison: as
tall as; as old

'He is as tall
as his
brother'

The meaning of
the equal degree
comparison in
one form is
conveyed in
Arabic by two
forms.

as
'The
museum is
as old as the
city'

jijjî t iVi.aH

Table One hundred twenty-nine : Theoretical contrasting of English and Arabic
language functions of comparatives

The Third Activity
Aim

-Introducing structural and pragmatic similarities/differences in the language function:
adverbial clauses and stressing its relevance to translation

Steps

Following the lecture about the language function: adverbial of time,

a- Teacher summarizes the different English grammatical constructions dealt
with in the lecture in column lfocussing on meaning i.e. the categorization of
these constructions is based on meaning

b- Each pair of students provides an example for each construction. Then, a
discussion follows to select the most original examples to be written on the
blackboard in column 2.

c- Then students are encouraged to think about the equivalent Arabic
categorization of meaning i.e. using brainstorming expressions such as ‘ the
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meaning of the adverbial of time is conveyed in Arabic via the following tool
or construction’ . Found constructions are written in column 3 and their
respective examples in column 4.

d- In case no readymade equivalent construction conveying that particular
meaning is found, students are encouraged to use translation technique
(translating the examples in column 2) focusing on meaning. Thus filling
column 4 with equivalent examples before returning to column 3with a
summary of their respective constructions

e- A contrastive analysis is conducted ending up with general linguistic
comments such ‘as A and B languages are different in this respect’, or that
‘they employ the same grammatical construction’. This is to follow in column
5

English
construction

ArabicExamples Examples Contrastive
generalizations

construction

When +past,
past

When I
opened the
door, he
came in

The meaning of
time adverbial is
conveyed by a
simple structure
in English and a
simple Arabic
one

JâJ ‘LJLJ'

‘<ÿlj û> l-
CllCJAJjl

As soon as
+past, past

As soon as I
saw him, I
harried
towards

The meaning of
time adverbial is
conveyed by a
simple structure
in English and a
complex Arabic
one

4J1

Table One hundred thirty : Theoretical contrasting of English and Arabic language
functions of time adverbials

The Fourth Activity
Aim

-Introducing structural and pragmatic similarities/differences in the language function:
conditionals and stressing its relevance to translation.

Steps

Following the lecture about the language function conditionals,

a- Teacher summarizes the different English grammatical constructions dealt
with in the lecture in column 1focussing on meaning.

b- Each pair of students provides an example for each construction. Then, a
discussion follows to select the most original examples to be written on the
blackboard in column 2.
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Then students are encouraged to think about the equivalent Arabic
categorization of meaning i.e. using brainstorming expressions such as ‘real
conditionals are conveyed in Arabic via the following tool or construction’..
Found constructions are written in column 3 and their respective examples in
column 4.
In case no readymade equivalent construction conveying that particular
meaning is found, students are encouraged to use translation technique
(translating the examples in column 2) focusing on meaning. Thus filling
column 4 with equivalent examples before returning to column 3with a
summary of their respective constructions.
A contrastive analysis is conducted ending up with general linguistic
comments such ‘as A and B languages are different in this respect’, or that
‘they employ the same grammatical construction’. This is to follow in column

c-

d-

e-

5.

English
construction

Examples Arabic Examples Contrastive
generalizations

construction

If+ present,
will+ inf.

If you work
hard, you
will succeed

The meaning of
real condition is
conveyed by a
structure in
English> a word
in Arabic

SJLLUJI CJU,1
If+ past,
would+ inf.

If I were
you, I would
buy the car

The meaning of
the unreal
condition type I
is conveyed by
a structure in
English> a
sturcture in
Arabic

4jjl ‘&Â
If + past
perfect,
would+have+inf

If I had
known you
were ill, I
would have
visited you

The meaning of
the unreal
condition type II
is conveyed by
a structure in
English>
previous
sturcture in
Arabic

Table One hundred and thirty-two: Theoretical contrasting of English and Arabic
language functions of conditionals
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The Fifth Activity
Aim

-Introducing similarities/differences concerning paragraph writing conventions
(topic sentence and supporting details), different parts of a paragraph
(introduction, body, conclusion) and features of a narrative paragraph (as an
example).

Steps

Following the lecture about paragraph writing conventions, different parts of a
paragraph and features of a narrative paragraph:

Teacher summarizes paragraph writing conventions (topic sentence and
supporting details), different parts of a paragraph (introduction, body, and
conclusion) and features of a narrative paragraph (as an example). This
exercise can be held at the end of a series of lectures on paragraph writing.
General features of one type of paragraph are summarized in column1.

Then students are encouraged to think about paragraph writing conventions
(topic sentence and supporting details), different parts of a paragraph
(introduction, body, and conclusion) and features of a narrative paragraph (as
an example)in Arabic i.e. using brainstorming expressions such as ‘the general
features of narrative paragraphs in Arabic are’. Found features are written in
column 2
A contrastive analysis is conducted ending up with general linguistic
comments such ‘as A and B languages are different in this respect’. This is to
follow in column 3.

a-

b-

c-

English paragraph writing
conventions:

Arabic paragraph
writing conventions:

Contrastive generalizations

Topic sentence: it
introduces the topic of the
paragraph.

Supporting details: unity
and coherence

Topic sentence: it
introduces the topic
of the paragraph.

Supporting details:
unity and coherence

Topic sentence: same principles;
but different tools

Supporting details: same
principles; but different tools

different parts of a paragraph:
same principles; but different
tools

different parts of a
paragraph (introduction,
body, and conclusion)

different parts of a
paragraph
(introduction, body,
and conclusion)

features of a
narrative paragraph

features of a narrative
paragraph: same principles; but
different tools

features of a narrative
paragraph

Table One hundred and thirty-three : Theoretical contrasting of English and
Arabic paragraph writing conventions
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Appendix VII: Activities of Task Two ( Enhancing Students’ Transfer
Competence)

Each two instances constitute the basic content of one activity, except in instance 9
which alone constitutes the basic content of the last activity.

a- Direct Translation

1-The source sentence (this is an example taken from chapter one; that was wholly
translated)
My father's family name being Pirrip, and my Christian name Philip, my infant tongue
could make of both names nothing longer or more explicit than Pip. So, I called
myself Pip, and came to be called Pip.
The translated spotted problem
C - 151 , 4' Çy6 (J L—L1J ) j 4

_
4ÿ4

Cllsÿaî j ‘<_UJ g-uiâj
Comments with contrastive generalizations
In this translation 'my infant tongue' was rendered by which is very different
as far as structure is concerned. The meaning, however, has been rendered. In the
rendering of 'could make of both names nothing longer or more explicit than Pip', the
Arabic language used MA1 t> rÿJ V j <3ÿ jp- which is
structurally different from the source sentence.
Thus both languages employ different tools to convey the same meaning.

2-The source sentence (this is an example taken from chapter one; that was wholly
translated)

"Hold your noise!" cried a terrible voice, as a man started up from among the graves
at the

side of the church porch. "Keep still, you little devil, or I'll cut your throat!"

The translated spotted problem

t UA S/î J . S-.W j]l tfcji V

Comments with contrastive generalizations

In this translation 'you little devil' was rendered by which is very different
as far as diction concerned. The meaning, however, has been rendered. In the
rendering of I'll cut your throat!"', the Arabic language used CJXLS Vi which is
different as far as diction concerned, as well. Thus both languages employ different
tools to convey the same meaning.

3-The source sentence (this is an example taken from chapter one; that was wholly
translated)

The man, after looking at me for a moment, turned me upside down, and emptied my
pockets. There was nothing in them but a piece of bread.
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The translated spotted problem

JfcLk ÂjJaâ Jiao U p jâl jc-ic. UÎj ‘VAÿ>d Jkû lÿxj J

Comments with contrastive generalizations

The Arabic language used a different division of thought and linking of the different
parts of the sentence.

4-The source sentence (this is an example taken from chapter one; that was wholly
translated)

"You young dog," said the man, licking his lips, "what fat cheeks you ha' got."

I believe they were fat, though I was at that time undersized for my years, and not
strong.

The translated spotted problem

' àj» . >. l'ViS j ‘I yij (JÜÎ dlâjll , -3 i"'i*; pÈ. j ljjl£ ' '1 VâV-l

Comments with contrastive generalizations

In Arabic, there is a difference at the level of diction, as well as structure

5-The source sentence (this is an example taken from chapter one; that was wholly
translated)

When he came to the low church wall, he got over it, like a man whose legs were
numbed and stiff, and then turned round to look for me. When I saw him turning, I set
my face towards home, and made the best use of my legs.

The translated spotted problem

<c.ÿui ■ ■—4j j tjj3 j Clul j ‘ La.ljc. j

Comments with contrastive generalizations

In Arabic, there is a difference at the level of diction, as well as structure

6-The source sentence (this is an example taken from chapter one; that was wholly
translated)

My sister, Mrs. Joe Gargery, was more than twenty years older than I, and had
established a great reputation with herself and the neighbours because she had brought
me up "by hand." Having at that time to find out for myself what the expression
meant, and knowing her to have a hard and heavy hand, and to be much in the habit of
laving it upon her husband as well as upon me, I supposed that Joe Gargery and I
were both brought up by hand.
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CAS.
LalÜa A hiUII t_glàj Jj Cljjjâ. t_jjV J jl éjlyül ,*$£ vllâ j\\ tilL (jl£ <üV j t’û-jllj '

dOÎV-i Jiâà t LJc. LgIc. IgtLatuJjjSb Uuj J UVl£ j» j j j?-

Comments with contrastive generalizations
The irony expressed in the source sentence has been rendered in Arabic via different
tools.

7-The source sentence (this is an example taken from chapter one; that was wholly
translated)

" Where have you been, you young monkey?" said Mrs. Joe, stamping her foot. "Tell
me directly what you've been doing to wear me away with fret and fright and worrit,
or I'd have you out of that corner if you was fifty Pips, and he was five hundred
Gargerys."

The translated spotted problem

“UHd (_yo *CLO SJ£J JA (jl£ j (juna-t a jLs Cl±i£ j] j igllj VI J

Comments with contrastive generalizations
The condition expressed in the source sentence has been rendered in Arabic via
different tools.

b- Inverse Translation

8-The source sentence (this is an example taken from the short story that was wholly
translated)

AA J ( Ô-6 <— JLOI]| t VI .'Ml La

■Le. tiljûllj (Jaaijl -(jl£ Ù*8 V yÿuaLmi..CJA i_]£ (J-a jljll j Via. L-lAûl.. ,*-/ÿ1-
-(jjâ J J lAiA J ighjJlJ (_g LgjLui j‘v.

The translated spotted problem

Listen, go immediately to your house and make sure no one is there, understood? I do
not want anyone there. Send your mother to some of your relatives, and I will bring
my crew; made up of your mother, sister and the witnesses

Comments with contrastive generalizations
The English translation used different diction to convey the same meaning expressed
in the Arabic sentence

9-The source sentence (this is an example taken from the short story that was wholly
translated)

V-' J
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j ClxkSfl jSali j]l jj-àJ (j-iilll L_ÿÿ' ' Lajî J tjj/n'bq'dl J j t_5-jc-î V (Jÿi-
jlj Jl (jilÜi) 1 <1 *1J~ÿ j s-ÿg-uj J V **j“i J <LalS ûjijll ClAn'i Igji i— âjl*j j \ £ jl ~1 A '-lllki cil]

..(jÿajlsi-a liLiajl*J (ji (jj-2 lil£!/L«î J ‘4ÿ.-v-v çlâJI

The translated spotted problem

I do not mean your true mother and sister; but those who will play the role of your
mother and sister before the judge. Your sister will sell you her share in the
inheritance and say that she got all her money in the presence of the witnesses and
everything will be OK

Comments with contrastive generalizations
The English translation used different diction as well as structure to convey the same
meaning expressed in the Arabic sentence
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Ours was the marsh country, down by the river, within, as the river wound, twenty
miles of the sea. My first most vivid and broad impression of the identity of things,
seems to me to have been gained on a memorable raw afternoon towards evening. At
such a time I found out for certain, that this bleak place overgrown with nettles was
the churchyard; and that Philip Pirrip, late of this parish, and also Georgiana wife of
the above, were dead and buried; and that Alexander, Bartholomew, Abraham,
Tobias, and Roger, infant children of the aforesaid, were also dead and buried; and
that the dark flat wilderness beyond the churchyard, intersected with dykes and
mounds and gates, with scattered cattle feeding on it, was the marshes; and that the
low leaden line beyond, was the river; and that the distant savage lair from which the
wind was rushing, was the sea; and that the small bundle of shivers growing afraid of
it all and beginning to cry, was Pip.

"Hold your noise!" cried a terrible voice, as a man started up from among the graves
at the side of the church porch. "Keep still, you little devil, or I'll cut your throat!"

A fearful man, all in coarse grey, with a great iron on his leg. A man with no hat, and
with broken shoes, and with an old rag tied round his head. A man who had been
soaked in water, and smothered in mud, and lamed by stones, and cut by flints, and
stung by nettles, and torn by briars; who limped, and shivered, and glared and
growled; and whose teeth chattered in his head as he seized me by the chin.

"O! Don't cut my throat, sir," I pleaded in terror. "Pray don't do it, sir."

"Tell us your name!" said the man. "Quick!"

"Pip, sir."

"Once more," said the man, staring at me. "Give it mouth!"

"Pip. Pip, sir."

"Show us where you live," said the man. "Pint out the place!"

I pointed to where our village lay, on the flat in-shore among the alder-trees and
pollards, a mile or more from the church.

The man, after looking at me for a moment, turned me upside down, and emptied my
pockets. There was nothing in them but a piece of bread. When the church came to
itself - for he was so sudden and strong that he made it go head over heels before me,
and I saw the steeple under my feet - when the church came to itself, I say, I was
seated on a high tombstone, trembling, while he ate the bread ravenously.

"You young dog," said the man, licking his lips, "what fat cheeks you ha' got."

I believe they were fat, though I was at that time undersized for my years, and not
strong.
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Chapter 2
My sister, Mrs. Joe Gargery, was more than twenty years older than I, and had
established a great reputation with herself and the neighbours because she had brought
me up "by hand." Having at that time to find out for myself what the expression
meant, and knowing her to have a hard and heavy hand, and to be much in the habit of
laying it upon her husband as well as upon me, I supposed that Joe Gargery and I
were both brought up by hand.
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Appendix VII: Texts Used in the Pilot Study of the Present Research

'Animal Farm', George Orwell

Chapter two (page 36)

Now comrades' Cried Snowball, throwing down the paintbrush, 'to the hayfield! Let's
make it a point of honour to get in the harvest more quickly than Jones and his men could do'

But at this moment the three cows, who had seemed uneasy for some time past, set up a loud
lowing. They had not been milked for twenty-four hours, and their udders were almost
bursting. After a little thought the pigs set for buckets, and milked the cows fairly
successfully, their trotters being well adapted to this task. Soon there were five buckets of
frothing creamy milk at which many of the animals looked with considerable interest.

'What is going to happen to all that milk' said someone.

Jones used sometimes to mix some of it in our mush', said one of the hens

'Never mind the milk comrades!' cried Napoleon, placing himself in front of the buckets, 'that
will be attended to. The harvest is more important. Comrade snowball will lead the way. I
shall follow in few minutes. Forward comrades the hay is waiting'

'The Ring', Bernard Smith

Chapter One:

Anita was a beautiful child. I know all children are beautiful. But she was themost beautiful
child I have ever seen. Everyone loved her. Little children, old people, men and women, they
all loved Anita. They smiled when they saw her. And year after year she grew up and year
after year she grew more beautiful.

Her father, Rodrigo, the shopkeeper, loved her most. He tried to keep her close to him always.
She could never go out and talk with the village boys. It was impossible to kep er at home all
the time. ...

She was not only beautiful, she was clever too? Her father could read and write. Most o the
people in the village couldn't, we had no schools in the village those days. So Rodrigo taught
Anita to read and write. He often went into the town to buy thing for his shop. Then he bought
back picture magazines and small story books for her.

Anita was very good at reading and telling stories. She remembered everything that she read.
When she was only nine or ten, she often sat near the house under a tree with a book. There
she read or told stories to her little brothers or sisters. Soon the other children of the village
came and sat round her. Some of the fisherman, old and young, sat on the beach near the
shop, too. They liked to listen to little Anita when she told her stories.
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Résume 

Ce travail de recherche traite de l’impact d’une approche contrastive d’analyse sur 

l’enseignement des langues pur la traduction.  

L’enseignement des langues pour les étudiants de traduction diffère de l’enseignement 

général des langues, parce que le traducteur a besoin de plus qu’une compétence 

linguistique générale. Dans ce sens, l’étude porte sur deux volés principaux : 

Le premier porte sur le développement d’une conscience de la présence d’une 

compétence linguistique traductionnelle et le deuxième porte sur le développement de 

la compétence de ‘transfert’ qui est très importante pour la traduction. 

 Dans cette étude, l’approche contrastive d’analyse envisage créer des rapports entre 

la compétence linguistique et la compétence traductionnel et propose l’inclusion 

d’une ‘unité pond’ débutant des objectifs généraux au objectifs spécifiques, au 

activités et étapes principales. 

Une étude expérimentale est faite dans ce sens avec la collaboration de deux groupes : 

d’une part, le groupe de contrôle qui a suivi la méthode traditionnelle d’enseignement 

des langues et traduction ; d’autre part le groupe expérimental qui a suivi la méthode 

proposée ‘méthode de pond’ dans l’enseignement des langues et traduction.  

Notre étude commence par une analyse du niveau actuel a travers un questionnaire 

adresse au  participants, pré-test de traduction et un questionnaire complémentaire au 

test de traduction.  

L’étape suivante comporte a l’application de la méthode de pond (a travers 

l’application de l’unite de pond dans les module de langues et traduction) avec le 



  :لـخــص ـم

  

  

كون المترجم یحتاج إلى أكثر من المھارة ، إن تعلیم اللغة لطلبة الترجمة یختلف عن تعلیم اللغة لطلبة اللغات    

  :یتناول البحث محورین أساسیین  السیاقفي ھذا  .اللغویة العامة 

ترجمیة أما الثاني فیتناول الوصول بالطالب إلى مرحلة الوعي بالمھارة اللغویة ال االعتباراألول یأخذ بعین  

  و ھي مھارة أساسیة في الترجمة االنتقالتحسین مھارة 

یتركز ھذا البحث على طریقة المقاربة التحلیلیة لجسر الھوة بین المھارة اللغویة العامة و المھارة الترجمیة و  

داف ھالعامة إلى اال ھدافتبنى ھذه الوحدة بدءا من األ بحیث' الوحدة الجسر'یقترح استحداث وحدة تدریس ھي 

  .ة وصوال إلى المشاریع و النشاطات و التطبیقات و الخطوات األساسیة اإلجرائی

  :بحث فوجان من طلبة الترجمة جامعة منتوري قسنطینة لاشارك في الدراسة المیدانیة لھذا ی   

و الذي طبقت علیھ طریقة التدریس و الفوج الضابط  ،و الذي طبقت علیھ طریقة الجسر، الفوج اإلختباري 

  ،التقلیدیة في كل من مواد اللغة و الترجمة 

  یبدأ البحث بتحلیل المستوى الحالي لطلبة الفوجین عبر استبیان و فحص ترجمة قبلي قبل تطبیق طریقة الجسر     

  واستبیان مكمل لفحص الترجمة القبلي 

في كل من مواد اللغة  طریق تطبیقات الوحدة الجسر( عنالمرحلة مرحلة تطبیق طریقة الجسرتلي ھذه     

ترجمة بالنسبة للفوج التقلیدیة لتدریس مواد اللغة و الو تطبیق الطریقة  االختباريبالنسبة للفوج  )والترجمة

  الضابط 

  )بعد تطبیق طریقة الجسر(تأتي مرحلة فحص الترجمة البعدي  بعدھا   

أن طریقة الجسر لھا أثر كبیر على  االختباريج الفوج الضابط بنتائج الفوج تدل نتائج التقییم و مقارنة نتائ    

و ھي مھارة أساسیة في  االنتقالو كذا مھارة  الترجمیةتحسین أداء الطلبة فیما یخص وعیھم بالمھارة اللغویة 

 .الترجمة 
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